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Abstract 
 

This project is an attempt to understand why strategic surprise is a recurring 

phenomenon in international affairs. There is an obvious but incomplete answer: some 

national leaders will always keep their plans secret to gain advantage over or protect 

themselves from rival countries. But surprise also often appears to be a self-inflicted 

injury whereby leaders in Country A actually have sufficient information to assess 

Country B’s goals but are nonetheless surprised when Country B does something that 

harms Country A’s interests. The consequences for Country A of such analytic and policy 

failures are extremely severe, which is why we use the adjective strategic to describe 

the impact of the surprise. So this project is an attempt to explain why national leaders 

time and again experience strategic surprise despite having sufficient information 

beforehand that should allow them to avoid this unpleasant outcome. 

 

To understand surprise in international affairs, we have to know where it actually 

occurs, and so this project focuses on the people—national leaders and their advisors 

and staff—who experience it. We are not using material or organizational theories 

because the former do not examine the phenomenon of surprise and the latter is 

unsatisfying because its explanatory power is inconsistent. Since our level of analysis is 

the cognition of officials, this project makes use of concepts from political psychology to 

explain why decision-makers frequently commit occupational self-harm in the course of 

their duties. We will look at two factors—how officials process incoming information 

and how they perceive foreign counterparts—to determine if these independent 

variables can offer a consistent and compelling explanation for our dependent variable, 

which is strategic surprise. To understand the first independent variable, we will identify 

the cognitive scripts officials used to process incoming information and the extent to 

which these scripts led officials to make analytic errors and pursue unsuccessful policies. 

To understand the second independent variable, we will examine the extent to which 

officials had some (or any) empathy towards the foreign actor, to determine if these 
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officials had a correct or flawed understanding of what the foreign actor was trying to 

achieve. 

 

This project uses three cases of US officials experiencing strategic surprise in the 20th 

century—US-Japan relations prior to Pearl Harbor, China’s intervention in Korea, and 

deepening US involvement in Vietnam—to test if our two independent variables have 

explanatory power. The results are compelling: using cognitive scripts and levels of 

empathy show a clear impact on strategic surprise, as seen in the high frequency of US 

officials misinterpreting foreign adversary actions, missing opportunities to advance US 

goals relative to that adversary, and taking steps against the adversary that backfire and 

have the opposite of the desired effect. 

 

• In the case study on US-Japan relations, we see prevailing scripts and low levels 

of empathy resulting in four major cognitive errors that constitute strategic 

surprise: the US did not understand why Japan would not hew to US strategic 

preferences nor why Tokyo found them to be objectionable; the US did not 

understand that leveraging superior economic power against Japan would 

backfire; the US assumed incorrectly that Japan would be deterred by a large US 

military force build-up in the Philippines; and US officials failed to understand 

that pushing Japan to exit its quagmire in China was humiliating and therefore 

could not be rushed. 

 

• In the Korean War case study, we see prevailing scripts and low levels of 

empathy resulting in four cognitive errors that constitute strategic surprise: the 

US did not understand why the People’s Republic of China was deeply suspicious 

of and hostile towards Washington; US officials did not realize that their decision 

to not intervene in the closing moments of China’s civil war and then focus on 

offshore bases in Japan and the Philippines would lead communist powers to 

conclude that the US did not consider the affairs of mainland East Asia to be a 
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major national interests; US officials did not realize how its decision in June 1950 

to dispatch US troops to defend South Korea and deploy US warships in the 

waters between China and Formosa would make China’s leadership conclude 

that the US was taking sides in China’s civil war; and US officials ignored China’s 

repeated warnings that US troops moving through North Korea should not 

approach China’s border. 

 

• In the Vietnam case study, we see prevailing scripts and low levels of empathy 

resulting in four major cognitive errors that constitute strategic surprise: the US 

exaggerated South Vietnam’s strategic importance to US security; the US 

assumed that vast amounts of US aid would enable South Vietnam to stand up to 

North Vietnam on the battlefield and offer a more attractive vision for 

Vietnamese nationalism for the populace; the US assumed inflicting material 

pain on North Vietnam in the form of bombing campaigns would make Hanoi 

abandon its goal of conquering South Vietnam; and US officials failed to take 

advantage both major differences both between North Vietnam’s sponsors and 

Hanoi as well as within North Vietnam that would have allowed the US to either 

gain time to strengthen South Vietnam or create a face-saving exit from the 

conflict. 

 

The conclusion that strategic surprise can be explained by understanding how officials 

use scripts to process incoming information and these officials’ levels of empathy 

towards foreign actors is a useful addition in the field of International Relations. This 

approach offers new analytic tools for academics to study foreign policy decision-

making and gain a deeper understanding why otherwise intelligent and well-informed 

officials make terrible decisions. And it equips government officials to be more mindful 

of how they do their jobs, making them more aware of what are probably unconscious 

assumptions regarding the efficacy of various policy tools as well as about the goals, 

motivations, strategies, and behaviors of foreign adversaries. 
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Chapter 1: Hypothesis and Literature Review 
 
This project will develop insight into why the United States is repeatedly subject to 

strategic surprise. My hypothesis is that the US experiences strategic surprise because 

officials make cognitive errors that generate flawed policy options. I will use two ideas 

from political psychology—scripts and empathy—to explain why US leaders making 

national security policy experience major cognitive errors, the result of which is strategic 

surprise. Other researchers have looked at these tools separately, but I will try to make 

a unique contribution to the political psychology literature by combining scripts and 

empathy to highlight the relationship between flawed cognition and strategic surprise. I 

will test this hypothesis by examining primary sources, records of participant interviews, 

and secondary literature for three major cases of US strategic surprise. This thesis will 

offer new insights because cognitive errors by decision-makers are not consistently 

accounted for in the fields of rational choice theory, by International Relations theories 

such as neorealism and constructivism, or in analyses of bureaucracies and 

organizations. 

 

Defining Strategic Surprise 

We should start with a definition of strategic surprise. Strategic surprise is often 

equated to a large-scale, unanticipated, and deleterious event, such as an enemy sneak 

attack. This thesis uses a broader definition; strategic surprise occurs when the US fails 

to understand an adversary’s goals and will, when US policies do not have the predicted 

strategic-level effects, or when US actions trigger unanticipated strategic-level behavior 

from the adversary. This definition accurately uses the pronoun ‘strategic.’1 

 

Hypothesis 

This project’s hypothesis is that two independent variables—scripts, which are heuristics 

that shape how US officials process information, and low levels of empathy for an 

 
1 Handel, “Surprise and Change,” 60; Gray, Strategic Surprise, 29-33. 
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adversary’s worldview, motivation, and capabilities—can explain the dependent 

variable, which is a cognitive error that results in strategic surprise. As heuristics, both 

scripts and low levels of empathy are essentially reductive cognitive processes that 

serve as filters between officials and the foreign adversary, to simplify the former’s 

understanding of adversary behavior, resolve, and capabilities, as well as to fill in 

information gaps and help decision-makers think about the policy options. The 

dependent variable’s cognitive error can be observed in three ways. First, officials’ 

flawed understanding of their adversaries can lead to misinterpreting incoming 

information, both about an adversary’s behavior and about the efficacy of one’s own 

options, tools, and actions. Second, officials’ flawed understanding of their adversaries 

can lead to missed opportunities to make peace, deter aggression, avoid escalation, or 

prevent military defeat. Third, officials’ flawed understanding of their adversaries can 

lead one to take actions that backfire because predictions that the adversary will 

conform with one’s preferences fail and it instead demonstrates the exact opposite 

behavior. 

 

Instead of focusing on a single case study or a review of all cases of US strategic surprise, 

this project focuses on three major examples set in East Asia during the mid-20th century 

because they allow for a sufficiently deep examination of the historical record to 

demonstrate the presence of the independent variables and their role in each case’s 

failed policy outcomes. That said, examining US policy in other parts of the world or at 

other times, or cases of another country experiencing strategic surprise, would also be 

valid tests of this thesis’ hypothesis. 

 

This project will use two well-established concepts from political psychology, scripts and 

empathy, to determine if US officials’ flawed heuristics are the major determinants of 

strategic surprise. First, schema theory, and more specifically, scripts, can reveal how US 

officials process incoming information about a potential adversary and assess the 

efficacy of US policy options to deal with that adversary. Schema theory allows us to 
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identify the scripts that US officials use to sort new information into pre-existing 

categories and create shortcuts to process oftentimes incongruous data and make 

choices about how to respond. It is important to note that scripts do not determine 

what choices an individual will make, but they do set the boundaries on the range of 

possible policy options that officials will consider and ultimately select. 

 

The second concept is empathy towards that adversary, with the degree of empathy 

determining whether the US officials understand the foreign actor’s objectives and 

behaviors. The project will focus on what the field of political psychology calls cognitive 

empathy to determine what level of understanding, if any, that US officials have about 

the adversary’s goals and the means they will use to achieve these objectives.2 Previous 

scholarship looked at scripts (such as Yuan Foong Khong) and empathy (such as Ralph 

White) in isolation from each other. This project treats them as two complimentary 

independent variables, with scripts revealing how US officials process incoming 

information—both about the adversary’s behavior and about the expected efficacy of 

US policy tools—and levels of empathy revealing how US officials think externally about 

the adversary’s perspective. Using scripts and empathy in combination can produce a 

higher fidelity understanding of the causes of strategic surprise because between them 

we are covering essentially the full range of US officials' thinking, to include what they 

think the adversary is doing, why are they doing it, and how the adversary will respond 

to US actions. And strategic surprise results because flawed cognition by US officials in 

our case studies essentially made them answer all of these questions incorrectly. 

 

The rest of this first chapter will review the pertinent literature on strategic surprise, 

various political science schools of thought, germane psychology and political 

psychology literature, and a historiography of US foreign and security policy in East Asia 

from before the Second World War to the Cold War period to provide context for the 

case studies. We will then synthesize the political psychology literature pertaining to 

 
2 Lishner et al, Individual Differences, 1-2. 
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scripts and empathy in Chapter 2 in support of the project’s hypotheses that such 

factors can explain strategic surprise. 

 

Review of the Strategic Surprise Literature 

The first body of literature covers strategic surprise in foreign policy decision-making. 

Before examining my hypothesis in depth, it is necessary to review this literature to 

demonstrate that this project will make an original contribution. As Alexander George 

and Andrew Bennett note, situating a new hypothesis in the context of the existing 

literature is the key to demonstrating how a research project makes an original 

contribution in its field.3 Much of the strategic surprise scholarship overlaps with the 

study of intelligence failures.4 This is to be expected since intelligence failure frequently 

precedes strategic surprise. While much of this scholarship notes that flawed cognition 

can lead to surprise, I believe my project makes a useful contribution because this body 

of literature does not use both scripts and empathy to explain surprise. 

 

Roberta Wohlstetter’s classic study of Pearl Harbor examined the challenge of detecting 

and analyzing appropriate ‘signals’ amidst an oftentimes-deafening sea of ‘noise’. 

Analysts before the fact must wade through masses of data that ultimately can prove to 

be irrelevant, inaccurate, or deliberately disingenuous.5 To glean signals from noise, 

analysts need a variety of hypotheses to inform their inspection of the incoming data.6 

But officials tend to filter data by using the most popular or prevailing hypotheses and 

 
3 George and Bennett, Theory Development, 70. 
4 There is a vast literature on intelligence failures. Marrin assessed that decision-makers generally balk at 
assessments that do not correspond with their own beliefs or validate their policy actions. Marrin, 
“Limited Influence,” 725-742. Treverton and Miles offer a similar view of strategic intelligence, using the 
purportedly prescient but apparently ignored 1990 National Intelligence Estimate on Yugoslavia’s pending 
collapse. Treverton and Miles, “Unheeded Warning,” 506-522. Tetlock recommended a necessary set of 
characteristics if intelligence analysts are to succeed. Tetlock, “Psychology of Intelligence Analysis,” 10-12. 
Lowenthal reviewed US intelligence bureaucracies. Lowenthal, Intelligence. John Lewis Gaddis analyzed 
the US reaction to strategic surprise, as opposed to the causes for the US repeatedly experiencing this 
phenomenon. Gaddis, Surprise, 17-27. Chan noted that warning only works if decision-makers are 
receptive. Chan, “Intelligence of Stupidity,” 171-180. 
5 Wohlstetter, Warning and Decision, 55. 
6 Ibid, 56. 
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discount new data that does not fit neatly. US military commanders in Hawaii believed 

that Tokyo would not risk all its heavy aircraft carriers in one bold strike against such a 

powerful outpost of US military power and therefore discounted information that 

pointed to that development.7 

 

Michael Handel assessed that decision-makers project their beliefs on outsiders and 

either underestimate or denigrate their culture and capabilities, often with disastrous 

results.8 Strategic surprise typically occurred because of failures by those analyzing the 

data or by those receiving the analysis, and Handel recommended developing deep 

knowledge of an adversary’s language, culture, ideology, and military capabilities as well 

as studying one’s own culture to understand how an adversary will view your actions.9 A 

devil’s advocate should be institutionalized to ensure that alternative analytic 

perspectives and outlier data were included in efforts to avoid strategic surprise.10 

 

Richard Betts observed that strategic surprise was due as much to political and 

psychological factors as to organizational flaws.11 Decision-makers need “cognitive 

rehabilitation” to be made aware of their personal cognitive pathologies, a challenge 

because leaders tend to be more decisive than reflective and therefore reluctant to 

internalize advice on how to change their personal cognition.12 Improved intelligence 

collection and analysis was only marginally useful in preventing strategic surprise 

because decision-makers were still going to make poor decisions.13 Officials fail at 

strategy because reality is too complex and does not conform to their preferences and 

plans.14 

 

 
7 Ibid, 68. 
8 Handel, “Intelligence and Deception,” 243-250. 
9 Handel, “Strategic Surprise,” 230, 235-250. 
10 Ibid, 263-267. 
11 Betts, “Why Intelligence Failures are Inevitable,” 61. 
12 Ibid, 83. 
13 Betts, “Surprise”, 572. 
14 Betts, “Illusion”, 16. 
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James Wirtz focused on shortcomings in human cognition as underlying all likely causal 

factors because it limits officials’ ability to anticipate novel information that is not 

congruent with existing beliefs and assumptions about how the world operates.15 The 

incentives to achieve surprise over an adversary exist in the material structure of the 

international system, but the phenomenon of surprise exists in the mind of both the 

attacker—because they see the opportunity outweighing the risk—and the victim—who 

is surprised as a result of failed cognition.16 

 

Robert Jervis assessed that intelligence failure occurs mainly because actors in 

international politics have an incredibly difficult time seeing the world through the eyes 

of another actor, citing the Japanese fable Rashomon in which several characters have 

very different perceptions of the same event. Officials experience this error because 

making sense of the world around them in a cognitively efficient manner entails painful 

tradeoffs between what data they expect to see and what data are actually present.17 

 

Erik Dahl attributed intelligence failure to a lack of tactical, actionable intelligence ahead 

of key surprises, which in turn robs decision-makers of specific threat reporting they 

need to take actions that deter or otherwise defeat the looming surprise, and identified 

the paradox of strategic warning, in which strategic warning is relatively easy to provide 

but decision-makers are unlikely to act on it.18 Surprise attacks are essentially tactical 

events, so intelligence agencies must provide precise warning regarding timing, location, 

and scope, and decision-makers must be convinced that the tactical warning is real 

before taking action. 

 

Uri Bar-Joseph’s analysis of Israel’s failure to anticipate Egypt and Syria’s 1973 assault 

identified widespread complacency based on the belief of unassailable military 

 
15 Wirtz, “Theory of Surprise,” 101. 
16 Ibid, 106. 
17 Jervis, Why Intelligence Fails, 175-178. 
18 Dahl, Surprise Attack, 22-25. 
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superiority, flawed cognition that led military intelligence officials to discount invasion 

warning as late as the first day of the war, failure to recognize clear ‘signals’ amidst 

background ‘noise,’ conditioning from false alarms that desensitized Israeli officials 

when actual attack preparations were underway, groupthink among military intelligence 

officials in which dissenting voices were silenced by senior officers, confirmation bias 

throughout the estimative process, cognitive dissonance in the form of overweighting 

data that corroborated pre-existing views, and misuse of the representativeness 

heuristic by assuming previous behavior would be repeated.19 

 

Cynthia Grabo concluded that warning against strategic surprise was rarely if ever a 

yes/no proposition but rather an assessment of the probability of the surprise because a 

degree of uncertainty would exist in any strategic warning assessment.20 Officials need 

to see the situation from the perspective of the adversary.21 Poor warning analysis 

resulted from an inadequate examination of data, a failure to understand how data 

spoke to intentions, favoring preconceived notions over data, fear of “crying wolf” and 

losing credibility with decision-makers, and lastly fear of being wrong and suffering 

professional humiliation.22 

 

Colin Gray concluded that strategic surprise is an enduring and inevitable feature of 

international politics.23 Surprise at the tactical or operational levels rarely if ever 

decisively determines the outcome of a conflict in favor of the attacker because these 

initial effects cannot overcome more consequential, strategic-level factors such as time, 

distance, and scale. States must obviously take steps to prevent enemies from surprising 

them but achieving zero risk is impossible so they should instead focus on coping with 

the effects of surprise when it inevitably happens.24 

 
19 Bar-Joseph, Surprise of Yom Kippur, 235-248. 
20 Grabo, Anticipating Surprise, 12. 
21 Ibid, 47. 
22 Ibid, 163-168. 
23 Gray, Strategic Surprise, 5-7. 
24 Ibid, 10-11. 
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Review of the Political Science Literature 

We will briefly review several schools of thought in political science and discuss why 

they make only a limited contribution to understanding strategic surprise before 

exploring the relevant psychology literature and explaining why political psychology is 

the most useful political science tool. 

 

Rational choice assumes that leaders and officials are rational and self-interested and 

respond predictably to incentives. We can assume that leaders and officials have every 

incentive to avoid being the victim of surprise, but rational choice theory’s only 

contribution is to acknowledge people deal with the imperfect information by operating 

in a form of ‘bounded rationality’ in which they make sub-optimal decisions, eschew 

even minimal risk, discount unwelcome information, and succumb to ‘group think.’25 

Given war’s great cost, for both winners and losers, leaders should find negotiated 

outcomes short of war, but they often do not because they incorrectly assess their own 

relative strength, they cannot trust their opponent will honor their negotiated outcome, 

or they are unwilling to make necessary compromises.26 

 

International Relations theory itself has several major branches that focus on the 

systemic/material and ideational drivers of global politics, but this body of literature 

offers little on the question of strategic surprise. Neorealism maintains that the anarchic 

structure of the international system makes states worry about the distribution of 

power among each other.27 Offensive realists assume states achieve security by 

maximizing power, while defensive realists assume states seek only enough power to 

safeguard their security. Neorealism has not focused on strategic surprise because it 

 
25 Hindmoor, “Rational Choice,” 51-57. 
26 Fearon, “Rationalist”, 380-382. 
27 Mearsheimer, “Structural Realism,” 71-88; Walt, Origins of Alliances, 22. Glaser, a defensive realist, 
acknowledges that states often operate in suboptimal ways that can only be explained by other, non-
rational choice theories such as regime type, bureaucratic politics, or cognitive misperceptions, and offers 
that state behavior can be understood by examining motivational, material, and informational 
independent variables. Glaser, Rational Theory of International Politics, 26, 47, and 83. 
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assumes that states accurately assess other states’ power and intentions and then 

decide to balance against or bandwagon with that state. This is a surprising omission 

from a body of scholarship that aims to understand how major powers strive for security 

in an anarchic world, since failure to anticipate strategic surprise creates existential 

problems for its victims. 

 

Neoliberalism is another major IR theory that explains the mechanics of international 

politics, such as the rise of transnational actors and complex interdependence, that 

neorealism struggles to explain.28 Neoliberalism is not immediately useful to deepening 

our understanding of strategic surprise because it focuses on positive-sum outcomes 

when states collaborate with each other. 

 

Conventional constructivism argues that individuals perceive the world through social 

constructs—ideas, beliefs, norms, identities, etc.—which impact the choices that 

officials make.29 As an attempt to explain the world around us, conventional 

constructivism is similar to this project’s use of scripts.30 It observes that threat 

perception is a function of socially constructed identities, with notions of ‘us’ and ‘them’ 

based on ideational factors and historical context, and it notes that understanding 

identities, norms, and social practices can reduce the perception of outside threats. 

Conventional constructivism might have been an interesting alternative framework in 

 
28 Martin, “Neoliberalism,” 109-126. 
29 Parsons, “Constructivism,” 80. Here we examine conventional vice critical constructivism. Hopf, 
“Promise of Constructivism,” 172-199. Constructivists also devised the idea of epistemic communities, 
groups of like-minded experts dispersed across national and organizational boundaries who solve complex 
transnational challenges. Haas, “Epistemic Communities,” 11. Epistemic communities appear to be poorly 
suited to explain why government officials repeatedly fall victim to strategic surprise. Mai’a Cross 
questioned if government experts—whose focus was on the best interests of their nation vice the area of 
focus for their professional cohort—should even be members of epistemic communities. Cross, 
“Rethinking Epistemic Communities,” 157. 
30 There is a connection between the cognitive approach to foreign policy analysis and constructivism 
because decision-makers trying to achieve their national interests—the core goal of foreign policy 
analysis—must first define those interests. A constructivist’s perspective helps define national interests as 
being a set of socially constructed ideas that are subject to change. Combining such socially constructed 
norms with decision-maker agency results in a richer understanding of how foreign policy decisions are 
reached. Houghton, “Constructivist Approach,” 29, 42-43. 
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this thesis, although it is somewhat less attractive than political psychology because 

constructivism is focused more on explaining why something occurred than on 

predicting what might happen next, and it is not intended to provide a diagnostic tool 

for analyzing how states make foreign policy decisions.31 

 

Strategic culture examines country-specific conditions—“decisions, axioms, and 

preferences” which served as heuristics for decision-makers coping with complexity—

and explain state behavior based on “norms of operation” determined by internal 

characteristics, including decision-makers’ beliefs on key aspects of statecraft, such as 

the use of force.32 “Culturalist” analysis is a useful reference for this thesis because the 

scripts and levels of empathy in the case studies are definitely country-specific 

heuristics. But “culturalist” analysis, like constructivism, is at best explanatory, with 

criticism focusing on its failure to offer predictions distinct from material theories such 

as neorealism about how decision-makers will behave, its lack of methodological rigor, 

“definitional fuzziness,” and the possibility of misuse resulting from ethnocentrism.33 

 

The bureaucratic/organizational school examines the parochial interests of a 

government’s component parts, the interaction between units, and the informal 

conventions of political life and the interplay between organizations and individuals.34 

This literature maintains that pathologies within or between government institutions 

explain why officials experience surprise, but this work can overgeneralize the role of 

such bureaucratic defects because it does not explain why bureaucracies in one instance 

 
31 Houghton, “Constructivist Approach,” 38; Twomey, “Lacunae,” 351. 
32 For examples of strategic culture analyses, see Snyder, Soviet Strategic Culture; Gray, “National Style in 
Strategy,”; Gray, “Comparative Strategic Culture,”; Vlahos, “Postwar Ethos,”; Vlahos, “Culture and Foreign 
Policy,”; Farrell, “Strategic Culture and American Empire,”; Mahnken, “United States Strategic Culture,”; 
Vlahos, “Fighting Identity,”; Johnston, “Thinking About Strategic Culture,” 41; Farrell, “Constructivist 
Security Studies,” 53; Lantis, “Strategic Culture and National Security Policy,” 112; Gray, “Prime Time for 
Strategic Culture,” 6; Glenn, “Realism Versus Strategic Culture,” 531. 
33 Twomey, “Lacunae,” 347-351; Johnston, “Thinking About Strategic Culture,” 54; Desch, “Culture Clash,” 
154; Haglund, “What Good is Strategic Culture,” 500; Porter, Military Orientalism, 18, 57, and 72. 
34 Lowndes, “Institutional Approach,” 61; Handel, “Surprise and Change,” 60, 72-74; Handel, “The Politics 
of Intelligence,” 33. 
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can be the victim of strategic surprise while in other instances devise and execute 

policies that avoid such a negative outcome. This approach also puts too much weight 

on the impact of the foreign affairs bureaucracy as the determinative level of analysis. 

As our case studies will show, the bureaucracy—and especially its best experts—are 

frequently marginalized or even ignored, revealing that the most germane focus of 

analysis in US cases is the President and senior advisors.  

 

Key Works of Psychology Literature 

We need to be familiar with key concepts in psychology literature, including consistency, 

the fundamental attribution error, availability and representativeness, prospect theory, 

bounded rationality, ‘hot’ cognition, scripts, and empathy. 

 

Leon Festinger developed a theory of cognitive dissonance, noting that people desire 

‘consistency’ between what they believe and what they do, seek to minimize 

psychological discomfort, and will go so far as to ignore dissonant information in order 

to return to a state of ‘consistency.’35 

 

Fritz Heider identified the fundamental attribution error, which is the tendency to 

emphasize situational variables when analyzing one’s own behavior while emphasizing 

dispositional variables when analyzing an outsider’s behavior.36 

 

Amos Tversky and Daniel Kahneman identified two heuristics used by decision-makers 

to make sense of complex situations.37 The first is the ‘availability’ heuristic in which the 

 
35 Festinger, Cognitive Dissonance, 3. Robert Zajonc built on Festinger’s ‘consistency’ work by identifying 
how people generally see what they want to see and process new information according to pre-existing 
images. Zajonc, “Cognitive Theories,” 345-353. 
36 Heider, Psychology of Interpersonal Relations, 157. 
37 Tversky and Kahneman, “Availability,” 208. Kahneman would later differentiate between two types of 
cognition; System 1, which is essentially automatic, and which reflects our explicit beliefs, and System 2, 
which uses our purposeful efforts to analyze complex data, and which is associated with agency, which is 
our ability to turn our choices into action. System 1 can be problematic when it creates the “What You See 
is All There is” bias in which available data are taken at face value and we do not question if any key 
evidence is being overlooked. Kahneman, Fast and Slow, 20-21. Gerd Gigerenzer stated that the 
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decision-maker tends to predict outcomes that are most easily imagined based on their 

own past experience. The second is the ‘representativeness’ heuristic in which the 

decision-maker tends to predict outcomes that appear to be the most representative of 

the situation at hand. Related to these two heuristics is the tendency by decision-

makers to lean heavily on historical analogies, often drawn from first-hand experience, 

when analyzing a new situation and determining a course of action.38 

 

Tversky and Kahneman also developed prospect theory, which aimed to explain actual 

decision-making behavior with greater fidelity and accuracy when framing conditions—

essentially cognitive biases—are not transparent.39 Framing conditions color decision-

making, such as measuring risk based more on how the risk is described to the official 

than on an objective analysis of the actual level of risk. 

 

Herbert Simon developed the theory of bounded rationality, which noted that finite 

information-processing abilities were a key missing element of the dominant rational 

actor school of decision-making. Risk, uncertainty, incomplete information, and 

complexity needed to be accounted for in theories that purport to help citizens, officials, 

and business leaders make hard choices.40 

 

David Houghton argued that people are not “pure processors of information” and 

offered an affect-driven theory in which ‘hot’ emotions serve as a “cognitive short cut” 

in ‘cold’ approaches such as schema theory.41 There is a distinction between procedural 

memory—essentially subconscious memories of how to do something—with declarative 

 
representativeness and availability heuristics “at once explain too little and too much” because they were 
too vague and needed to be updated with models that allowed researchers to make falsifiable 
predictions. Gigerenzer, “Vague Heuristics,” 592-596. 
38 Heuer, Psychology of Intelligence Analysis, 149. 
39 Tversky and Kahneman, “Framing of Decisions,” S272-S273. 
40 Simon, “Bounded Rationality,” 163-170. 
41 Houghton, “Hot Cognition,” 3, 13-18; See also Abelson, “Hot Cognitions,” 277-298; Zajonc, “Feeling and 
Thinking,” 151-175; Houghton, Political Psychology, 149-161; Yorke, “Empathy in Communications,” 140-
141; Houghton and Mendez, “Visceral Politics”, 5-16. 
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memory—our conscious memories of specific events, with the former able to drive our 

response to new data even when the latter is not invoked. 

 

Roger Schank and Robert Abelson developed the theory for using scripts—“stereotyped 

sequence of events characterizing a well-known situation”—to help understand 

decision-making.42 They noted that “new information is understood in terms of old 

information,” meaning that a decision-maker will only understand another actor’s 

actions if the decision-maker has previously experienced that behavior and it is reflected 

in the prevailing script being applied to the situation. Data that is not congruent with the 

prevailing script will impose cognitive difficulties on the decision-maker and create 

obstacles and errors in how a decision-maker processes the new information, resulting 

in behavior such as experimentation to compensate for the script’s lack of a solution or 

blind repetition of a script’s proposed solution in a bid to achieve the desired outcome. 

The decision-maker is likely to experience a heightened emotional reaction as the 

situation deviates from what is predicted by the prevailing script. 

 

Regarding empathy, we will start with a clear definition: “The ability to share the 

affective states of our closest ones and complete strangers allows us to predict and 

understand their feelings, motivations, and actions.”43 It comes in two forms, 

emotional—where we sense another’s feelings—and cognitive—where we understand 

another’s feelings.44 As noted earlier, this thesis will use cognitive empathy.45 

 
42 Shank and Abelson, “Scripts, Goals, Plans, and Understanding,” 41-67. 
43 Bernhard, Singer, “Neural Basis”, 1. 
44 Shamay-Tsoory, “Neural Bases”, 18-21; Rosler et al., “Intractable Conflicts,” 119-120. 
45 A related concept is Theory of Mind (ToM), or mentalizing, which is an empathic tool which allows us to 
understand other’s behavior and adjust our own behavior. ToM occurs in specific parts of the brain, with 
one in particular—the temporoparietal junction—being associated with inference of the other’s goals and 
beliefs. A deficiency in mentalizing/cognitive ToM or emotional empathy can result in a decreased ability 
to have empathy for the other and having knowledge of someone else does not automatically translate 
into having empathy for them. Some assess that empathy is a learned behavior, is fragile, and can be 
warped by social pressure. Dvash, Shamay-Tsoory, “Theory of Mind,” 284-291; Carr et al., “Neural 
Mechanisms,” 5497-5502; Schimmenti et al., “Dark Triad,” 100-109; Klimecki, “Conflict Resolution,” 322; 
Heyes, “Genes,” 506. 
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We appear to have top-cover from experts in the field to use empathy in this project. 

Antonio Damasio laments that emotions are wrongly excluded from mainstream 

cognitive science, but they are “just as cognitive as any other perceptual image”, and 

the physiological impact they have on us shapes our frame of reference for processing 

information and taking action.46 

 

One goal of this project is to test for deficiencies in empathy. To that end, Simon Baron-

Cohen observes that people unable to demonstrate empathy when compared to typical 

subjects have observable differences in brain function, including less activity in the 

region of the brain associated with empathy, cooperation, and trust.47 Decety and 

Moriguchi offered a model of how low empathy cognition functions, noting that in cases 

of empathy dysfunction, such as psychopathy and narcissistic personality disorders, 

there is probably a failure in one of the complex components in the neurocognitive 

architecture of empathy.48 

 

Political Psychology Literature 

The political psychology school argues that analytic tools from the field of psychology 

are better able to explain foreign policy decision-making when compared to the other 

political science literature because policy is driven primarily by the cognition of the 

human beings who develop or execute it. Political processes and outcomes are shaped 

in large part by the preferences, choices, and actions of individuals, and it is these 

individuals who identify and frame arguments, who disagree with each other, who 

generate compromises and build consensus, and who originate and implement a 

nation’s foreign policy.49 Political psychology scholars posit that pathologies in human 

cognition account for both flawed threat perception and policy formulation because 

leaders and bureaucrats ignore incongruous or otherwise unwelcome data, defer 

 
46 Damasio, Descartes, 158-160; Christie, Morrison, Positive Peace, 937-938. 
47 Baron-Cohen, Zero Degrees, 42. 
48 Decety and Moriguchi, “The Empathetic Brain”, 13-18. 
49 ‘t Hart, “Political Psychology,” 103-106. 
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unpalatable decisions, and cling desperately to data that affirms their biases. This body 

of scholarship is essential to understanding how individuals and groups process data and 

make decisions. This project will attempt to add to the existing literature by combining 

scripts and empathy to explain how leaders and bureaucrats’ processing of incoming 

data and thinking about the external adversary can result in strategic surprise.50 

 

Robert Jervis argued that scholars could not explain critical foreign policy decisions 

without understanding decision-makers’ beliefs about the world and their images of 

foreign actors.51 Recurring policy failures could be traced back to US decision-makers’ 

beliefs and images, which included the notion that hard choices can be avoided because 

positive-sum outcomes are always possible, a belief in a harmony of interests between 

competing parties that discourages contemplation of policy tradeoffs, and American’s 

sense of exceptionalism, particularly its “free security,” a condition that desensitizes the 

US to the hard choices that other powers have to make to achieve their national 

security goals.52 Analogies can be overused or misused if decision-makers selectively or 

incorrectly draw lessons from the past.53 

 

Jervis observed that decision-makers’ beliefs and images of foreign actions were very 

slow to change, that their interpretation of new data was heavily guided—usually 

unconsciously—by preexisting beliefs and images, and that they were apt to reject 

information about a specific incident—such as the onset of hostilities—because the new 

data is incongruent with their assumptions about the nature of that specific incident.54 

 
50 Two main critiques have been leveled at the use of psychology to explain political decision-making. 
First, decision-makers themselves have balked at claims that their actions are driven solely by their 
personal psychological characteristics and claim that they are primarily driven by external factors, 
pressures, and incentives. Second, proponents of political psychology have been accused of ideological 
biased and of using this tool more for advocacy than legitimate scholarship. Proponents of political 
psychology who are sensitive to this critique note that the best counter is to rigorously use scientific 
methodology. See Tetlock, “How Politicized is Political Psychology?” 575-576; McDermott, Political 
Psychology in International Relations, 11. 
51 Jervis, Perception and Misperception, 28. 
52 Ibid, 136. 
53 Ibid, 220. 
54 Jervis, “Representativeness in Foreign Policy Judgments,” 496-498. 
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Many political scientists found it “messy” to get inside the black-box of decision-making 

by an individual, group, or organization and it was often easier to just assume that 

decisions were reached based on common sense or rationality.55 Decision-makers in the 

post-Cold War world would need high levels of empathy to understand the perspective 

of foreign actors to minimize the likelihood of conflict.56 Prospect theory explains 

decision-makers’ misguided reaction to losses, which prompt even higher-risk behavior, 

which in turn leads to even greater losses.57 The endowment effect, in which the value 

of an object increases once you take possession of it, can be seen in the Cold War when 

each of the major powers tended to move gingerly in the opposing sides’ backyard, with 

the US not intervening during the 1953 East Germany or 1956 Hungary uprisings.58 

Moscow’s failure to anticipate the intensity of the US reaction to the deployment of 

Soviet ballistic missiles in Cuba suggests that the endowment effect, if misunderstood, 

can contribute to strategic surprise. 

 

Alexander George deepened our understanding of foreign policy decision-making by 

expanding on Nathan Leites’ ‘operational code’ concept, which describes an official’s 

belief system about an outsider’s actions and explains how he processes information 

and decides which actions to take. George quotes US diplomat Louis Halle’s view that a 

nation does not deal with the actual external world but rather “the image of the 

external world” that exists in the minds of those making foreign policy. If that image is 

false, no policy based on that image can be sound.59 Leites’ “operational codes” are not 

 
55 Jervis, “Challenges and Opportunities,” 482. 
56 Jervis, “Post-Cold War Politics,” 485, 771. He observed that too much empathy can, ironically, create 
unintended problems, citing Washington’s misperceptions of Moscow during the Cold War as driven by an 
excess of empathy rather than its absence, which led American decision-makers to incorrectly believe that 
the USSR shared US values on strategic issues such as mutual nuclear vulnerability and the premise that 
concessions in negotiations would be reciprocated. 
57 Jervis, How Statesmen Think, 86. He cited Vietnam as a classic example. 
58 Ibid, 97. 
59 George, “Operational Code,” 190; Halle, Theory and Practice, 316-318. Zachary Shore is critical of the 
operational code as articulated by George, noting that these operational codes describe maxims—such as 
Bolsheviks pursue objectives while avoiding adventure, and Bolsheviks will press their advantage over a 
weak adversary—that were so vague and open-ended that they could just as easily be applied to US 
leaders’ behavior. George’s operational code also lacked any predictive power because they could not 
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mechanically applied repertoires for action but rather are the actor’s beliefs and 

premises—based on general beliefs about fundamental issues of history and politics—

that influences the actor’s perceptions and diagnoses of the flow of events.60 Decision-

makers are frequently “consistency seekers” insomuch as they have a strong tendency 

to see what they expect to see and filter new information through pre-existing images, 

hypotheses, and theories.61 

 

Janice Gross Stein observed that a decision-maker’s threat perception was the result of 

their belief system, a superficial grasp of history, and the lack of a common frame of 

reference with an adversary.62 Decision-makers were poor estimators of a foreign 

actor’s behavior, and they will have an overly sensitive perception of threat when 

dealing with emotions such as fear, anger, and humiliation.63 

 

Irving Janis coined the term groupthink to describe how decision-makers serving in an 

insular group come to value unanimity more than objectivity, in the process becoming 

intellectually complacent and frequently failing to heed warning signals of pending 

policy failure.64 Groupthink will lead to fiascos when the decision-making group is 

insular, resists input from qualified experts, and has a strong leader who promotes their 

preferred actions. Janis identified eight main symptoms of groupthink: an illusion of 

invulnerability among group members, the use of rationalizations to discount warnings 

and other negative feedback, a shared belief in the inherent morality of the group, 

stereotyping views of members of the outside group, self-censorship among members 

of the group, an illusion of unanimity, self-appointed ‘mind guards’ to shield the group 

 
explain how Moscow would translate Marxist dogma—such as bide one’s time until it is time to seize an 
opportunity—into specific behavior. Shore, Sense of the Enemy, 161-163. 
60 Stephen Walker used operational codes as defined by Leites and refined by George to analyze Henry 
Kissinger’s negotiations of the Paris Peace Accords with North Vietnam’s Le Duc Tho. Walker, “Beliefs and 
Behavior,” 147. 
61 George, Presidential Decisionmaking, 45-74. 
62 Stein, “Misperception of Threat,” 248. 
63 Stein, Threat Perceptions in International Relations, 20-43. 
64 Janis, Groupthink, 9-10, 34-44. 
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from information that challenges its premises or decisions, and direct pressure on any 

group member who dissents with the assumed consensus. Three antecedents are likely 

to trigger groupthink: a highly cohesive group, structural faults in the group that 

neutralize checks and balances, and a high degree of stress on the group. Such groups 

are likely to display defects such as an incomplete survey of alternatives, failure to 

reexamine the preferred choice as well as initially rejecting alternatives, and a poor 

scrutiny of information.65 Decision-making pathologies associated with groupthink 

include failing to develop new policy options or question the viability of long-standing 

courses of action, as well as being insensitive to outside opinions and a gravitating 

towards data that affirms the group’s preferences.66 To avoid groupthink, group leaders 

should identify a member who is the critical evaluator of group ideas, be impartial about 

outcomes, have separate sub-groups that develop options in parallel and debate 

proposals, seek outside input, have a dedicated devil’s advocate, spend considerable 

time studying the foreign adversary’s signals and developing alternative scenarios for 

their behavior, and hold a ‘second chance’ meeting where members can express 

lingering doubts and reexamine options.67 

 

Yuen Foong Khong hypothesized that historical analogies could influence decision-

makers’ policy choices, although officials often cited analogies to justify preferred 

policies instead of using them as analytic instruments to increase confidence amidst the 

uncertainty of a crisis. The Analogical Explanation framework explains how officials used 

analogies to help make foreign policy decision, including framing the situation, 

 
65 Janis, Fiascos, 197-198. 
66 Groups of decision-makers can also amplify counterproductive individual-level biases. Kertzer, Holmes, 
LeVeck, Wayne observed that three individual-level biases—risk-taking to avoid loss, intentionality, and 
reactive devaluation—are present in groups and can lead them to opt for more aggressive policy options 
and overlook opportunities for a negotiated outcome. The first bias occurs because decision-makers avoid 
compromise because they view their own concession to the adversary as losses more than they view 
concessions by the adversary as gains. The second bias occurs because decision-makers have imperfect 
information about the adversary’s intentions and will therefore tend to conclude that any adversary 
action with even minor negative consequences was an intentional effort to do harm. The third bias occurs 
because decision-makers reflexively devalue any compromise offered by the adversary. Kertzer, Holmes, 
LeVeck, Wayne, “Hawkish,” 8-9. 
67 Janis, Fiascos, 209-219. 
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determining the stakes of the situation, identifying policy solutions, and evaluating 

alternative policy options.68 Overworked decision-makers used “knowledge structures,” 

including analogies and schemas, to compensate for cognitive shortcomings and help 

organize and process vast amounts of complex, incomplete, or deliberately inaccurate 

data.69 Schema and scripts were also “knowledge structures” that are used 

interchangeably by cognitive psychologists.70 Analogies leverage specific historical 

information stored in memory to aid in decision-making, and schema and scripts are 

generic concepts stored in memory that serve the same purpose. The impact of schema 

and scripts is broader than that of analogies because they provide guidance in the form 

of axioms and subjective theories on how the world works. The major methodological 

challenge of proving that analogies are not just post hoc justifications of preferred 

options can be overcome by using cognitive psychology literature to show that they are 

clinically measurable cognitive devices that shape how officials process information.71 

 

Jonathan Mercer applied Heider’s fundamental attribution error to modify deterrence 

theory, replacing expectations of future behavior based on historic behavior with 

decision-makers’ desires for success. Decision-makers view the behavior of an external 

actor—whether an ally or adversary—in situational terms if it helped the decision-maker 

and in dispositional terms if it harmed the decision-maker. In a modification of 

deterrence theory, decision-makers will spend more time promising allies of their 

resolve than threatening the same to an adversary because “promises are costly when 

they succeed and threats are costly when they fail”.72 

 

Dominic Johnson leveraged Tversky and Kahneman’s work on motivational biases to 

explain how positive illusions are a proximate explanation—beyond material factors—

for why decision-makers choose to go to war. Decision-makers’ positive illusions about 

 
68 Khong, Analogies at War, 10. 
69 Ibid, 14. 
70 Ibid, 26. 
71 Ibid, 28. 
72 Mercer, Reputation, 64 and 225. 
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their own capabilities will lead them to be overly (and oftentimes unjustifiably) 

confident in the likelihood of victory, which raises the odds that they will solve a conflict 

by force of arms. Overconfidence as an intervening variable between his independent 

variable (positive illusions) and his dependent variable (war). Overconfidence is the 

product of four phenomenon by decision-makers: overestimating their own capabilities; 

underestimating their opponents; ignoring intelligence; and being overconfident in the 

likelihood of success.73 

 

Robin Markwica noted that decision-makers’ actions reflect the interaction of norms, 

identities, and emotions—specifically fear, anger, hope, pride, and humiliation—and 

developed the logic of affect—aka emotional choice theory—to demonstrate that each 

emotion leads to different policy responses. A decision-maker feeling fear will fight, flee, 

or freeze, but they are less likely to accept coercion if they are angry at the attacker, 

hope they can continue their existing behavior, or have pride in that existing behavior. 

Decision-makers who are humiliated by the coercing power can either capitulate or dig 

in their heels. The coercing power can be successful and overcome these emotional 

responses if it understands their victim’s identities and emotional norms and has 

empathy for the victims.74 

 

There is a large amount of literature that also deserves mention. Jeffrey Michaels’ 

discourse trap plays a role akin to the flawed scripts used in this project to explain how 

decision-makers are constrained from accurately interpreting new data.75 Kenneth 

Payne noted how the Johnson Administration used the Domino Theory metaphor as a 

powerful heuristic to make sense of developments in Indochina, although their 

 
73 Johnson, Strategic Instincts, 26, 51-59, 117-144, 177-185, 243-244, 270-273. Johnson also noted that 
cognitive biases exist because they help humans deal with adversity, give decision-makers confidence to 
take on seemingly impossible tasks, enable Heider’s Fundamental Attribution Error which increases the 
likelihood that a decision-maker will make the safest decision to avoid exploitation at the hands of a 
foreign adversary, and creates in-group/out-group bias which helps overcome collective action problems, 
boosts cohesion during crises, and motivates offensive actions against threats. 
74 Markwica, Emotional Choices, 71-84. 
75 Michaels, Discourse Trap, 169-172. 
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oversimplification blinded them to local realities.76 Rose McDermott and Houghton 

offered comprehensive overviews of the application of psychological theories to 

political analysis.77 Houghton rigorously applied the Homo Psychologicus hypothesis to 

cases in US foreign policy.78 P.E. Tetlock noted so-called experts’ poor track record at 

making long-range forecasts.79 Lani Kass and J. Phillip London focused on hubris, 

complacency, and self-delusion to explain the high frequency of falling victim to foreign 

denial and deception efforts.80 Keren Yarhi-Milo argues that decision-makers assess 

foreign counterparts’ intentions by turning to ‘vivid’ information—particularly if they 

directly observed the data—at the expense of more traditional sources of information, 

and that they will filter information—so-called subjective credibility—based on their 

preexisting theories about an adversary’s behavior.81 Ephraim Kam concluded that 

surprise was the consequence of multiple factors occurring simultaneously, from the 

lowest levels of a nation’s intelligence services to the highest-level decision-makers.82 

George Edwards focused on decision-makers’ premises, noting that their ‘bounded 

rationality’ and the desire for consistency are cognitive limitations that warp how 

officials frame their approach to solving major problems.83 And while not part of the 

political psychology literature, George Kennan observed that US decision-makers when 

analyzing foreign affairs tended to overweight material factors and underweight 

psychological considerations, including fear, ambition, insecurity, jealousy, and 

boredom.84 

 

 

 

 
76 Payne, Psychology of Strategy, 42-45. 
77 McDermott, Political Psychology in International Relations, 45-75; Houghton, Cases, 24-36. 
78 Houghton, Decision Point, 71-84. 
79 Tetlock, Expert Judgment, 216-238. 
80 Kass and London, “Surprise.” 66-68. 
81 Yarhi-Milo, Knowing the Adversary, 85-88. 
82 Kam, Surprise Attack, 13-20. 
83 Edwards, “Debacles.” 
84 Kennan, American Diplomacy, 11. 
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Schema and Scripts 

Having established a basic baseline in the field of political psychology, we will next turn 

to the specific literature related to scripts and empathy. Robert Axelrod defined schema 

as preexisting assumptions about the way the world is organized, with individuals trying 

to fit new information into an existing pattern of specifications with certain stipulated 

properties, which can be problematic if the new information does not neatly fit.85 When 

this happens, a conflict is created whereby the credibility of the source of the new 

information is judged in comparison to the individual’s confidence in the existing 

schema. The individual in this circumstance enters the ‘satisficing subroutine’ to search 

for a schema that fits with the new information, often reaching for the most accessible 

schema rather than comparing all existing schema for the one most germane to the new 

information.86 

 

Deborah Welch Larson noted that cognitive schemas equip decision-makers with a 

guide to how the world works and enable them to make quick decisions based on 

incoming, oftentimes fragmentary information. They allow for efficient memory storage 

because the decision-maker only needs to remember the relatively small number of 

schema and not every detail of the stimulus upon which the schema is based. They 

enable decision-makers to “go beyond” available information and generate inferences 

and hypotheses and help decision-makers achieve a desired outcome by suggesting a 

temporally ordered set of events from a similar event already experienced. Schemas 

could also contribute to policy failures because decision-makers using a priori patterns 

are apt to be biased when analyzing current situations.87 Schemas—used by social 

psychologists—offer analytic advantages over belief systems—used by political 

scientists—because schemas are a higher level of analysis than belief systems and 

because schemas include specific instances, exemplars, and analogies, as well as more 

 
85 Axelrod, “Schema Theory,” 1248. 
86 Ibid, 1250-1252. 
87 Larson, Origins of Containment, 51-55. 
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abstract knowledge, such as ideology and political calculations.88 This definition of 

schemas is useful because it incorporates a broad set of factors—such as abstract 

theory—that influence decision-making, as well as objective calculations of material 

power, such as relative military balances.89 Schemas for specific events are called 

scripts, which help the individual quickly come to terms with a new situation, and do not 

by themselves cause an individual to misrepresent information, either as it is perceived 

for the first time or when it is retrieved from memory but rather cause “inferential 

elaboration” by influencing how the individual evaluates and makes inferences based on 

the new information.90 

 

Lawrence Freedman described scripts as “stereotypical situations that set expectations 

for appropriate behavior” which equip an official to make sense of a new situation, 

provide useful precedents for courses of action, and set standards for judging one’s 

response to that new situation.91 Scripts are essentially stereotypes that were often 

substitutes for original thought and could be implicit or even taken for granted, citing 

examples such as “the logic of war is a battle of annihilation leading to enemy 

capitulation,” “sea power must be about command of the sea,” “the best form of 

counterinsurgency addresses hearts and minds,” “appeasement always leads to an 

impression of weakness,” and “an arms race always escalates into war.” While these 

catchphrases have clear origins in past behavior and are frequently useful and 

appropriate guides to policy formulation, there are circumstances in which these 

maxims can lead to poor decision-making and “strategic failure.”92 

 

 
88 Larson, “Belief Systems and Schema,” 18. 
89 Ibid, 20. 
90 Ibid, 25; A critique of schema challenges the ability to measure such knowledge structures and notes 
researchers use the term too loosely. Kuklinski, et al., “Where is the Schema?”, 1342-1345. 
91 Freedman, Strategy, 599, 619; Schank and Abelson, Scripts, Goals, Plans, and Understanding. For 
additional applications of scripts to contemporary and historical foreign policy cases, see the Economic 
and Social Research Council’s Strategic Scripts for the 21st Century project. 
92 Freedman, Strategy, 621. 
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Freedman and Michaels described scripts as a framework decision-makers use to 

interpret events and an external actor’s behavior, noting the professional literature uses 

synonyms such as operational codes, mind-sets, belief systems, paradigms, biases, 

assumptions, images, constructs, framing mechanisms, etc.93 Troubles occur when 

decision-makers lack introspection about their personal beliefs and continue to apply 

the policy actions suggested by their knee-jerk reaction at the beginning of a crisis, even 

if circumstances shift significantly and the efficacy of these earlier measures fades.94 A 

script is likely to succeed if it can explain multiple external actors’ behavior over an 

extended period, and suggested a key ingredient to a useful script is its flexibility.95 

Scripts were not the key driver of foreign policy actions but were nonetheless important 

because they predisposed decision-makers to contemplate some policy options and to 

neglect others. 

 

Empathy Literature 

Ralph White noted that we cannot understand the outsider’s behavior until we 

understand how their view of reality differs from ours and a lack of empathy is the 

leading reason why officials fail to understand an outside party’s worldview.96 Uncritical 

thinking becomes codified within a foreign policy or military establishment via social 

pressure on individuals to conform to the majority’s position, and individuals self-censor 

and fail to ask basic questions about the emerging conventional wisdom out of fear of 

being ostracized by colleagues.97 Decision-makers engage in projection and 

rationalization when formulating policy, and these two behaviors allow them to justify 

their positions by vilifying the adversary and interpreting subsequent information as 

 
93 Freedman and Michaels, Scripting Middle East Leaders, 5. 
94 Ibid, 6. 
95 Ibid, 8. 
96 White, Nobody Wanted War, 241. Robert Keohane’s 1984 analysis of self-interested decision-makers 
observed that officials who displayed empathy were more apt (when compared to egotistic officials) to 
embrace international regimes to advance their national interests. But as noted earlier, this approach 
based on the tenets of neoliberalism is not well suited for this project. 
97 Ibid, 250. 
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confirmation of the correctness of their policy.98 People deny or reinterpret information 

that is dissonant with their current worldview at the same time that they are intolerant 

of ambiguous data, which results in an “absence of empathy.”99 “Exaggerated fear” is a 

greater cause of war than aggressive emotions, and decision-makers were generally 

reticent to question their own basic assumptions, including the assumption that their 

side is on the right side of the conflict and that the enemy is by nature evil or aggressive, 

dubbed the diabolical enemy-image.100 Decision-makers seek rational ways to defeat 

the diabolical enemy-image without ever pausing to question the adversary’s motives or 

perspective, or examine if war-avoidance is even possible.101 Empathy does not mean 

having sympathy with, tolerance for, or agreement with the other party.102 Decision-

makers should ask themselves how would they feel and what would they do in the other 

party’s situation, and also take into account the other party’s likely misperceptions. An 

adequate “cognitive map” should include what the other party wants and how the other 

party believes it can achieve its goals.103 

 

 
98 Ibid, 279. 
99 Ibid, 284. 
100 White, Fearful Warriors, 117. 
101 Ibid, 133. 
102 White, “Empathizing with Saddam,” 291. 
103 Ibid, 297. Blight and Lang assessed that Jimmy Carter’s March 1977 offer to cut US and Soviet nuclear 
arsenals was an example of an “empathy gap” because Carter unilaterally laid out a detailed arms control 
agenda without soliciting Leonid Brezhnev’s opinion, which made Soviet leaders feel like Carter viewed 
the USSR as a ‘banana republic.’ Retired US diplomats claimed that they recognized that the 
presumptuous US approach would backfire with Soviet leaders, so Blight and Lang modified their original 
conclusion by noting that the March 1977 debacle was primarily the result of a “second-order failure of 
empathy” in which US leaders did not adequately empathize with the expert advice of US diplomats. 
Blight and Lang, “When Empathy Failed.” Mark Garrison, a retired US diplomat and Soviet expert, praised 
Blight and Lang’s study and offered his own take on empathy; “It means taking account of the other side’s 
aspirations while trying to winnow them down to fundamentals. It means taking account of the other 
side’s fears, even if they are seen as baseless. It means taking account of the personalities of the other 
side’s decision-makers, even if they are deemed irrational or senile. It means trying to understand 
whether the other side can be made to see advantages in mutual accommodation or is dead-set on 
gaining unilateral advantage and sees the relationship as a zero-sum game. Finally, it means 
understanding the pressures and constraints under which the other side operates.” Garrison, 
“Commentary,” 76. While not specifically addressing the topic of this project, Waldman’s overview and 
the case studies offer a contemporary analysis of the role (or rather the lack thereof) of empathy in recent 
geopolitical events. Waldman, The Software of Geopolitics. 
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Claire Yorke defined empathy as understanding the ‘other’s’ thoughts, feelings, and 

experiences and as a phenomenon it is communicative, performative, and iterative, and 

she observed that cognitive empathy, which is germane to this project, takes three 

forms: interpersonal, existing between two people; strategic, as a public policy tool to 

know the ‘other’; and manipulative, which uses empathy to understand and thereby 

gain unilateral advantage over the ‘other’.104 Empathy is a two-way phenomenon, 

requiring a leader to acknowledge both the perspectives and interests of the ‘other’ as 

well as the impact of one’s own works and actions on the ‘other.’105 Yorke and Barbara 

Keys note that foreign policy practioners experience individual and collective emotions 

on a continuum, determined by the relative strength of the officials’ individual or social 

identity, and that these emotions shape how national interests—and hence the goals 

and practice of statecraft—are socially constructed and pursued. These officials can 

experience emotions via performative/symbolic events where individual and collective 

emotions overlap because emotions are being described in state-level terms, personal 

engagement with counterparts where one-on-one interaction allows ego, personal 

feelings, and emotional beliefs, and finally emotional and intellectual connection leading 

to trust and respect.106 Yorke also concluded that empathy can be a strategic resource 

because decision-makers who use it can anticipate how a foreign actor will view them, 

take steps to build trust with them, and ultimately achieve core objectives with reduced 

amounts of foreign opposition. Conversely, officials who lack empathy are apt to have 

blind-spots because they have an inaccurate view of their own power.107 

 

Frans de Waal observes that empathy is not an intellectual abstraction but rather a 

deeply felt need to connect with others to both socialize and protect the group. It is 

easiest to apply to familiar partners, but we are generally “counterempathic” towards 

competitors because evolution conditioned us to be biased towards in-group 

 
104 Yorke, “Emotional Diplomacy,” 125, 130; Yorke, “Empathy in Communications,” 142-144. 
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106 Keys, Yorke, “Diplomat Mind,” 1236-1239. 
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cooperation.108 This behavior would explain why officials making fateful decisions about 

national security are generally hostile or at least wary towards their foreign 

counterparts, but this tendency can be overcome when officials include outsiders inside 

their own circle of concerns, which allows for empathy. Psychologists’ belief that 

empathy is a uniquely human attribute is incorrect, since empathy is observed in several 

animal species, and its prevalence among humans is a long-standing phenomenon that 

stems from the social benefits created when humans are empathetic towards each 

other.109 

 

Nicholas Wheeler argued that trust between leaders of adversarial nations is possible 

when they accurately interpret benign intent after developing trust forged during in-

person meetings, in the process becoming “bonded partners.” These face-to-face 

interactions allow genuine signaling of each side’s trustworthiness, which allows each 

leader to convince their counterpart that they do not harbor hostile intentions. Leaders 

may be empathetic towards their foreign counterpart’s position and conclude that their 

hostile behavior might be driven by fear and not aggressive intent. Conversely, trust can 

be thwarted by the “enemy image”, which is the belief that the other party is hostile 

and can only be countered using military force.110 

 

Ken Booth attributed the absence of empathy to ethnocentrism, which blinded decision-

makers to another nation’s “intentions, style, prejudices, hopes, and fears.”111 

Ethnocentric tendencies can give a decision-maker an artificial confidence in the 

accuracy of their analysis when in fact their threat assessment is likely to be 

superficial.112 Seeing the world from a potential adversary’s perspective is potentially 

jarring, but it is only by doing so that a decision-maker can truly understand the 
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adversary’s behavior.113 Booth and Wheeler concluded that empathy was key to 

building trust between leaders, which was necessary if the pernicious effects of the 

security dilemma were to be transcended.114 

 

Zachary Shore developed the idea of strategic empathy, in which overwhelmed 

decision-makers find the correct heuristics and then use these decision-making 

shortcuts to locate the right information that allows leaders to think like their 

opponents.115 Strategic empathy required officials to spot and comprehend the 

underlying drivers of a foreign leader’s behavior, which are oftentimes revealed during a 

crisis—so called pattern breaks—in which these actors deviate from long-standing 

routines and highlight either drivers of, or constraints on, their future actions. A first 

step towards strategic empathy requires a “cold assessment” of the opponent’s 

constraints, looking not at what they might want to do but what they are actually able 

to do, and then exploring the key drivers of the opponent’s behavior. The cognitive 

short-cut known as the continuity heuristic is the belief that we can predict someone’s 

future behavior by examining their past behavior.116 The act of putting oneself into 

another’s head is fraught because typically the decision-maker will project their own 

motivations onto the opponent. 

 

A related concept is strategic humility as developed by Dusya Vera and Antonio 

Rodriquez-Lopez in which a decision-maker is open to new information, accepts that 

failing is an opportunity to learn, and is eager to receive input from others.117 Humility 

can improve performance by forcing a leader to accurately account for their positive 

and negative influences and to recognize contributions from others, including 

subordinates. Organizations led by people who manifest this behavior will be open not 
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only to new information but also new ways of thinking about new information, which is 

important here considering this project’s focus on understanding how schema theory 

shapes how decision-makers process incoming information about foreign adversaries. A 

humble leader respects others, which will be a key consideration when we discuss the 

role of empathy later in the project. 

 

Historiography of US Policy in East Asia and the Role of Racial Identity 

Familiarity with the historiographical literature pertinent to the project’s case studies is 

necessary because it establishes the context in which scholars over time have analyzed 

US decision-making. And given this project’s use of political psychology, Ole Holsti’s 

argument—using these tools to explain national security decisions required close 

collaboration with historians who understood how these decisions were reached—

provides critical data to test political psychology hypotheses.118 

 

Starting with pre-war and wartime historiography of US-Japan relations, Michael 

Barnhart concluded that history is best understood when viewed from the perspective 

of the participants at the time and not with the luxury of hindsight, or, as the case of 

revisionist analysis of Pearl Harbor, hindsight with a political agenda.119 Mark Lawrence 

concluded that the conventional wisdom that the Second World War represented a 

dramatic change in US policy towards East Asia was wrong by pointing to tensions 

between Washington and Tokyo that existed as early as the 19th century as 

industrialization in the American economy prompted US government and industry 

leaders to eye markets in Asia that their Japanese counterparts were simultaneously 

viewing as their exclusive domain.120 Akira Iriye and John Dower assessed that 

commonly held views of Roosevelt’s centrality in all decisions were not empirically valid 

given the broad scope of the policy debates underway and the limits on any individual—
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even the President—to single-handedly orchestrate complex policy.121 We will see this 

borne out in our first case study. 

 

Historiography of the Korean War sheds light on the broader forces at work during the 

early days of the Cold War. Curt Cardwell observed that US historians fell into two main 

camps when studying the early Cold War, the ‘orthodox’ scholars—such as John Lewis 

Gaddis and William Stueck—who blamed the Cold War on the innate hostility of 

communist powers such as the Soviet Union and China, and the ‘revisionist’ scholars 

who concluded that US policy was the main cause of the Cold War.122 Bruce Cumings’ 

placed primary blame on the US for supporting right-wing leader Syngman Rhee’s 

establishment of a government in the southern part of Korea. Robert Blum observed 

that Truman saw aggressive anti-communist policies elsewhere in East Asia as a 

necessary political step after being accused of ‘losing’ China. Melvyn Leffler assessed 

that US leaders viewed Southeast Asia as key to the economic reconstruction of 

Western Europe and Japan. Chen Jian and Zhang Shuguang illustrated how Democratic 

Republic of Korea’s (DPRK) leader Kim Il-Sung manipulated both Stalin and Mao to 

secure their support for his bid to unify the Korean peninsula.123 Arnold Offner critiqued 

Truman’s decision to exclude the Soviets from playing a major in role in Asia after 

Japan’s surrender. Vladislav Zubok and Constantine Pleshakov assessed that Stalin’s 

deep insecurities and underlying Marxist assumptions about the hostility of capitalist 

powers led him to strive for Soviet influence over Eastern Europe and in Asia. John Lewis 

Gaddis concluded that US officials blundered in Korea and Indochina because they tried 

to defend partners with limited strategic importance to the US.124 Soviet documentation 

made available in the mid-1990s allowed scholars like James Matray and William Stueck 

to point out Stalin’s reluctant but nonetheless central role in supporting North Korea’s 

invasion.125 On the causes of hostility between the US and the People’s Republic of 
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China (PRC), Nancy Tucker noted that Truman hoped to weaken Sino-Soviet ties shortly 

after the PRC’s creation, Thomas Christensen assessed that Truman could not seek 

accommodation with Mao’s communist regime in 1949 because of the need to mobilize 

key constituencies in Washington for the broader Cold War struggle against the Union of 

Soviet Socialist Republics (USSR), and Chen Jian and Odd Arne Westad questioned the 

assumption that China was America’s to lose.126 Our second case study will offer 

alternative explanations for these instances of US strategic surprise. 

 

The historiography of deepening US involvement in Indochina highlights the global, 

local, and domestic factors at play. David Halberstam’s thesis was that Johnson 

escalated because of ignorance of on-the-ground realities in Indochina coupled with 

overconfidence in the US ability to resolve any problem given sufficient application of 

material power. George Herring observed that the US incorrectly attributed the causes 

of conflict to external sources and failed to understand the domestic dynamics behind 

the war. Doris Kearns saw domestic political considerations driving Johnson’s hard 

line.127 Evelyn Goh and Rosemary Foot assessed that much of Kennedy and Johnson’s 

rationale for deepening involvement in Indochina was to counter China’s growing 

belligerence and influence in the region, while also noting Arthur Schlesinger and Noam 

Kochav’s view that Kennedy would have sought normalized relations with Beijing, Nancy 

Tucker’s disagreement with this speculation given Kennedy’s fear of being labeled as 

soft on China and his strong belief in the Domino Theory, and Yuen Foong Khong’s 

assessment that Johnson was mindful of the need to counter China’s perceived 

influence in Indochina without triggering direct military intervention akin to Beijing’s 

involvement in Korea.128 Robert Brigham focused on US decisions driven by anti-

communism and hubris in pursuit of unobtainable goals, including Halberstam’s view 

that the Kennedy administration escalated because senior US officials saw themselves 
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confronting both Soviet and Chinese pressure in Indochina, and George Herring’s work 

on Johnson’s belief that Hanoi could be forced to terminate its operations against 

Saigon if subjected to the correct combination of military, diplomatic, and economic 

pressure.129 The project’s final case study will focus on the central role played by 

Johnson’s biases in determining US war strategy. 

 

It is necessary to examine the role of racial animosity—an extreme variant of low 

empathy—because the phenomenon has significantly influenced US officials who 

developed policy towards East Asia. John Dower observed that anti-Asian sentiment 

that permeated America’s interaction with Japan in the years before Pearl Harbor had 

its roots in the late 19th century Yellow Peril phenomenon that was mainly aimed at 

China.130 These broadly anti-Asian stereotypes reappeared in subsequent Cold War 

conflicts, emerging to shape US perception of communist enemies in the PRC, DPRK, and 

the Democratic Republic of Vietnam (DRV).131 Izumi Hirobe concluded that 

Washington’s 1924 anti-immigration law was devastating for pro-Western Japanese 

elites and allowed xenophobic political and military actors in Japan to argue that it was 

not viewed as an equal partner.132 

 

Chapter 1’s goal was to present an original hypothesis to explain why supposedly well-

informed US officials nonetheless frequently experience strategic surprise. Having 

reviewed relevant literature to establish that this project will fill a gap in the study of 

surprise in international affairs. The next chapter will review the methodology that will 

allow us to test if the hypothesis will make an original contribution in this field. 
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Chapter 2: Methodology 
This thesis will rely on the research design recommended by George and Bennett to test 

whether major concepts from the political psychology literature can explain why the US 

experiences strategic surprise.133 The first task is to specify the project’s research 

objective, which is to develop an original explanation as to why the US experiences 

strategic surprise. I have opted to examine heuristic case studies—because it allows me 

to identify an original hypothesis, develop independent variables, and explore causal 

mechanisms that result in our dependent variable of strategic surprise.134 I have also 

opted for three cases studies instead of a single deep-dive or a review of all instances of 

US strategic surprise because the selected cases offer sufficient information in the 

historical record to test for the presence and impact of our two independent variables. 

 

The second task is to develop a research strategy and specify variables. The project’s 

research strategy will examine the words and deeds of US decision-makers and 

determine if their scripts and levels of empathy are effective independent variables that 

can explain our dependent variable.135 Testing the validity of a psychological theory’s 

hypothesis can be challenging because we must find evidence that decision-makers 

possessed particular cognitions that influenced their choices.136 Observing the 

independent variable is difficult because officials’ comments about their beliefs could be 

inaccurate, either because of bad record-keeping or because the officials were selective 

in what they allowed to be recorded. Researchers should closely examine records of 

actual communications made by officials as they deliberated policy because these 

statements will likely reflect the ideational and psychological machinations going on 

inside their heads.137 Researchers are also best able to test the validity of a hypothesis 

by conducting a sustained examination of examples of decision-making, because 
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cognitive constructs are relatively resistant to change and can therefore be observed 

over time in the form of the ideas that officials express and the actions that are shaped 

by these ideas.138 

 

The third task is proper case selection, and the cases in this project all offer excellent 

opportunities to test the hypothesis that the content of scripts and the degree of 

decision-maker empathy can explain strategic surprise. These cases focus on the US 

experience in East Asia but are selected because they offer a wide range of 

circumstances, including diverse global conditions—the Second World War and the Cold 

War—and differing magnitudes of surprise—the single surprise strike at Pearl Harbor,  

the large-scale movement of China’s forces into Korea, and North Vietnam’s tenacity in 

the face of massive US military superiority—that will offer a robust test of the project’s 

hypothesis. To avoid case selection bias, whereby the researcher picks cases precisely 

because they help return a positive test for his or her hypothesis, this project includes 

major historical instances of strategic surprise without knowing at the outset whether 

the project’s hypothesis would offer insight as to why the phenomenon occurs.139 In a 

similar vein, I believe that the cases are not an example of hindsight bias because we are 

not arguing after the fact—when we have better information on the US adversary’s 

behavior—that US officials should have made different decisions, but instead are 

explaining why strategic surprise occurred in these specific cases. And while this project 

is focused on using scripts and levels of empathy to explain why strategic surprise 

occurred in the past, in the conclusion we will examine how decision-makers can use an 

understanding of scripts and levels of empathy to lessen the likelihood of strategic 

surprise in the future. 
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Scripts and Empathy as Analytic Tools 

Understanding scripts and levels of empathy is important because they can help 

researchers develop a robust understanding of the heuristics US officials are using when 

they make errors processing information that results in policy failures and strategic 

surprise. Borrowing Yuan Foong Khong’s observation of the explanatory power of 

analogies and applying it even more broadly to scripts and empathy, we can state with 

confidence that scripts and empathy equip researchers with the means to diagnose how 

officials make decisions.140 

 

There are at least two ways that scripts can lead to US decision-makers experiencing 

strategic surprise. First, scripts filter how decision-makers process incoming information. 

If it tracks with preconceived biases, such information will be highlighted. Information 

that is incongruent with the prevailing script is generally minimized or completely 

ignored, with the recipient in extreme cases literally not processing unwelcome or 

unanticipated new data. As noted in the literature review, scripts offer a 

methodologically rigorous way when compared to belief systems and assumptions to 

determine how officials evaluate information.141 The consequences of such filtering 

behavior on the likelihood of strategic surprise are obvious. Second, scripts contribute 

to strategic surprise by serving as a recipe for action, shaping how officials contemplate 

policy options and think about how to interact with and respond to the foreign 

adversary. Scripts essentially serve to frame for decision-makers how to act by 

prescribing a menu of possible actions based on a preexisting understanding of their 

efficacy. 

 

Scripts exist because officials need a viable framework to understand the wider world, 

with all its confusing, missing, misleading, and unwelcome data. Scripts help officials 

make sense of new information and decide how to respond to it, reflecting broad 
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assumptions about the nature of the US role in the international system, the efficacy of 

various national security policy actions, and the perception of foreign actors’ behavior. 

Scripts in essence help define objective reality for officials, emphasizing both their own 

correctness and the malign intent of the foreign actor. Scripts do not predetermine 

specific policy actions—as will be seen in the case studies as script-adhering officials 

have major debates over specific policies—but by setting the boundaries and 

articulating policy end-states, scripts essentially shape how officials imagine which 

actions are possible and which will have the desired effect of adversary behavior. Senior 

US officials, given their pressing and wide-ranging job responsibilities, are rarely deep 

experts on foreign nations and their leaders. And while senior decision-makers receive 

analysis and policy recommendations from subordinates who are experts on a given 

foreign nation’s policies and behavior, US leaders still must make sense of both the 

information they receive directly through diplomatic, intelligence, and media reporting 

as well as the advice of their experts.142 As a result, US leaders are heavily dependent on 

scripts to do first-order processing of incoming information. Scripts also reflect how the 

US can and should interact with that broader world and as such they can be viewed as 

being synonymous with national security policy orthodoxy. 

 

Scripts perform a powerful social function by discriminating between adherents to 

policy orthodoxy and non-believers. This distinction allows decision-makers to identify 

the “ingroup,” which consists of colleagues and subordinates who can be trusted with 

sensitive matters of statecraft, and the “outgroup,” whose members do not subscribe to 

the prevailing script and whose counsel must therefore be viewed with great 

suspicion.143 Scripts in essence are the litmus test to establish national security policy 

orthodoxy among members of this “ingroup”. Participation in the “ingroup” will change 

over time as members gain or lose confidence in the assumptions underpinning US 

policy. “Ingroup” members also do not need to all be located in close physical proximity 
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to the President, only that they subscribe to the prevailing scripts. There is a strong 

theoretical foundation for group-formation and its impact on cognition. Social Identity 

Theory (SIT) assumes individuals automatically sort themselves into categories, a natural 

cognitive process of defining the ‘self’, which results in the creation of the ‘other.’144 SIT 

posits that group behavior depends on a sense of ‘we-ness’—defined by common 

norms, values, and goals—which allow for coherent action as a group. Individual beliefs 

are subsumed into broader social beliefs. Leadership of the group depends on defining 

what the group believes in and how it should act.145 By setting a boundary between 

ourselves and others, group identity creates in-group bias against the other, and the 

resulting conflict in turn strengthens the group’s sense of identity.146 Groupthink usually 

occurs in small, tightknit groups where peer approval is paramount, and leads to an 

incomplete survey of alternatives and a failure to reexamine conventional wisdom.147 

 

Scripts are sticky, in the sense that they can exist and shape decision-maker thinking for 

extended periods. Scripts can endure because, as noted above, they are tied up with 

decision-makers’ social identity, they are associated with policy success, or because 

intellectual or bureaucratic inertia makes the costs of replacing them very high.148 In the 

absence of outright policy failure, any effort to question policy orthodoxy (and by 

extension, its underlying script) requires a significant expenditure of political capital by 

the nation’s leadership and senior officials. There are three reasons for this. First, 

adopting a new script can challenge the “ingroup’s” identity by suggesting that prior 

behavior conditioned by the old script was somehow deficient, and that “ingroup” 

members by extension had also failed. To admit failure generally triggers negative 

emotions and such self-reflection does not appear to be widespread amongst US 
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officials, at least in our three case studies. To the extent there is self-reflective behavior, 

or at least a willingness to question the assumptions underlying US actions or analysis, it 

comes from officials who are not core “ingroup” members or from members who lose 

confidence in underlying scripts. Second, if decision-makers want to adopt a new script, 

one can reasonably expect that it will perform better than the outgoing script. Failure to 

offer a replacement script will be condemned by domestic critics as an abdication of 

leadership by a US administration. The third reason is because decision-makers will have 

to expend political capital to forge domestic support for the new script, no small feat 

considering the challenges of obtaining consensus on sensitive national security issues. 

This is not to say that scripts are immutable factors in the minds of officialdom, but 

rather to point out that they are resilient and generally only change when they are 

linked to irrefutable policy failure or when a leader is determined to make a radical 

policy change that overturns an existing consensus within the national security 

establishment.149 When decision-makers experience irrefutable policy failure, they can 

either double-down on their flawed cognition or they can quickly jettison long-standing 

scripts that are associated with the failure; our case studies will examine examples of 

both behaviors. In cases of doubling-down, officials continue to reject incongruous 

information and maintain deeply held assumptions because changing how they view 

new information would entail psychologically painful admissions of error.150 In cases 

where officials shift quickly to new scripts, the ostensible certitude promised by the new 

script helps explain the great uncertainty and flux of the moment. But such hastily 

created scripts can be problematic if they rest on untested or erroneous assumptions 

about a foreign actor’s behavior or their reaction to US policy actions. 

 

 
149 Two good examples of determined leaders overriding policy orthodoxy are Richard Nixon’s outreach to 
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and in Gorbachev’s case changing the nature of the USSR’s relationship with the West. For Nixon’s efforts, 
see Mann, About Face. For Gorbachev’s efforts, see Service, End of the Cold War. 
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Like scripts, empathy can help explain why US decision-makers experience strategic 

surprise. For its part, empathy plays a useful analytic role in this project because it 

leverages well-established concepts in cognitive psychology to explain the behavior of 

US decision-makers. As White notes, empathy is not “sympathy, tolerance, liking, or 

agreeing.”151 Put simply, the most appropriate synonymy for empathy in this context is 

understanding. One might think that having an accurate understanding of a foreign 

adversary—not only its military capabilities but also how its leadership defines its 

interests, assesses risk, and thinks about how and when to use military power—is 

perhaps one of if not the most important element of statecraft.152 But having a deep 

understanding of a foreign adversary appears to be rare, as expressed by George 

Kennan on 12 July 1950 when he expressed frustration—apropos to this examination of 

empathy—with the direction of US policy deliberations at the time: “Plainly the 

government has moved into an area where there is a reluctance to recognize the finer 

distinctions of the psychology of our adversaries, for the reason that movement in this 

sphere of speculation is all too undependable, too relative, and too subtle to be 

comfortable or tolerable to people who feel themselves confronted with the grim 

responsibility of recommending decisions which may mean war or peace. In such times, 

it is safer and easier to cease the attempt to analyze the probabilities involved in your 

enemy’s mental processes or calculate his weaknesses. It seems safer to give him the 

benefit of every doubt in matters of strength and to credit him indiscriminately with all 

aggressive designs, even when some of them are mutually contradictory.”153 Given 

Riess’ observation that low levels of cognitive empathy are exacerbated by racial and 

ethnic differences, empathy appears to be a useful tool in this project given the ethnic 

composition of the main figures studied in all of the case studies.154 
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Empathy is apparently a challenging concept for foreign policy practitioners to employ, 

for at least three reasons. First, we generally only feel empathy for those with whom we 

identify with, which in turn makes it very easy to feel nothing towards or even to 

countenance harsh actions against outsiders. People feel great emotional obligations 

and will go to great lengths to protect those with whom they have a preexisting social 

relationship. But if no preexisting social relationship exists, there is no basis to relate to 

the other (or for our purposes, to have empathy towards the other), and in these cases 

extremes of violence are easily rationalized.155 Second, displaying empathy for a foreign 

adversary is understandably difficult during a period of international tensions or open 

hostilities because officials are experiencing a range of powerful and negative emotions 

towards a foreign adversary that does not share your value system, is routinely lying to 

you, and has already or is about to kill your own and allied personnel. Third, 

demonstrating empathy during heated meetings where officials are struggling with 

imperfect information (made worse if defective scripts are at work) risks undercutting 

an empathetic individual’s “ingroup” status because they dare to question the broader 

group’s orthodox thinking. The tension between empathetic outsiders and “ingroup” 

members can be seen in George Ball’s comments to former Secretary of State Acheson 

in mid-1965: “You goddamned old bastards. You remind me of nothing so much as a 

bunch of buzzards sitting on a fence and letting the young men die. You don’t know a 

goddamned thing about what you are talking about.”156 

 

Quantifying empathy is difficult, but Yorke offers that empathy is present if there is 

perspective-taking and understanding the other’s political/historical context, awareness 

of one’s own actions and how the other perceives them, and awareness of the need to 

recognize the other’s perspectives.157 Yorke adds that the absence of evidence is 

illustrated by not taking or misrepresenting the other’s perspective or using chauvinistic 

stereotypes. As noted, US officials often exaggerate the importance of dispositional over 
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situational factors when assessing the intentions and actions of an adversary but then 

immediately emphasize situational rather than dispositional factors when explaining 

their own behavior.158 We must also be aware of the challenges of measuring 

observations of empathy. It has been overused and not clearly or consistently defined, 

which creates methodological problems when determining if it is a measurable 

variable.159 Measuring the role of emotions in international relations is difficult because 

private or genuine emotions may not be observable, conflicting emotions can occur 

simultaneously, individuals in a group do not automatically feel the same emotions; and 

emotions do not all exist in our minds for a set period.160 

 

So with these points in mind, we will posit when US officials have low empathy, they will 

be prone to incorrectly understand the adversary, including its strategy and resolve, and 

this increases the likelihood that they will encounter strategic surprise. We will call this 

phenomenon low empathy bias. We will test for low empathy bias by examining US 

officials’ understanding of their adversary’s identity, goals, and resolve. 

 

To execute our research strategy, we must identify US decision-makers’ scripts and 

levels of empathy. We must understand where scripts reside if we are to observe them 

as our first independent variable, but their ideational nature makes this a challenge 

because we cannot measure decision-makers’ thoughts. What we can do is observe 

what decision-makers—from the President and their senior advisors on down through 

the bureaucracy—say about the operating principles of international politics and the 

effectiveness of various tools of statecraft. This information will serve as a strong 

reflection of their assumptions about how the world works and will be an acceptable 

proxy for scripts because these comments reflect the cognitive processes occurring in 

the decision-makers’ minds as they analyze incoming data and contemplate responses. 

Exploring these cognitive processes will allow us to identify US officials’ unconscious or 

 
158 Stein, “The Misperception of Threat,” 255; Shore, Sense of the Enemy, 152. 
159 Hall, Schwartz, “Empathy,” 231. 
160 Clément, Sangar, “Study of Emotions,” 9-13. 
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unspoken assumptions, what filters they apply to incoming information, and their blind 

spots which can undermine a rigorous decision-making process. Indications of these 

assumptions, filters, and blind spots can be found most readily in policy documents, 

transcripts and other records of meetings, and speeches, where US officials articulate, 

debate, and defend the basis for US policy. Documentation of policy deliberations will 

show us the efficacy of scripts because these records capture how officials in the 

relative privacy of interagency deliberations analyzed data and articulated options. 

 

To determine if our second independent variable, low empathy bias, is present in each 

case study, we must establish a process to detect and measure empathy. We will have 

to determine if US officials demonstrate an understanding of the adversary, including its 

prevailing worldview, its perspective on the foreign policy crisis with the US, and the 

lengths it is willing to go to achieve its national security goals. We will have to determine 

US decision-makers’ level of empathy for the adversary. Do US officials share a shallow 

or deep grasp of the adversary? Insight will almost certainly vary at different levels of 

the bureaucracy, given that officials who work exclusively on an issue are apt to have 

deeper insights than senior officials who cover a much broader portfolio. How does 

expertise get transmitted up the chain of command and are senior officials who lack 

expertise open to expert opinion? There will also be high-ranking members of an 

administration’s staff who, by virtue of their career experience, already hold deep 

insight into a particular adversary. Do these senior officials succumb to groupthink, or 

do they buck the prevailing script and challenge national security policy orthodoxy? 

 

Key questions emerge when testing for low empathy bias: does it exist only in the early 

stages of a crisis or does it persist for extended periods; how do officials who have a 

high level of understanding of an adversary fare once the presumably devastating 

political and material consequences of strategic surprise come to light; and do less 

cognizant officials defer to these experts for the rest of the crisis or do these prescient 

officials find themselves ostracized by embittered and embarrassed peers and 
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superiors? As we answer these questions, we will see that low empathy bias occurs 

when US officials do not possess a meaningful understanding of an adversary, which 

results in miscalculations about its goals, fears, behavior, and resolve. 

 

Case Study Overview and Production Plan 

Our case studies will test the hypothesis that flawed scripts and low empathy towards 

the adversary can explain why US decision-makers experience strategic surprise. Each 

case will describe the nature of strategic surprise experienced by US decision-makers. 

Primary sources available in Presidential libraries, the authoritative Foreign Relations of 

the United States (FRUS) series, the US National Archives, recorded interviews and 

biographies from direct US participants, records of US adversary deliberations, and 

secondary materials will reveal US officials’ key statements and comments and allow us 

to observe if their assumptions, comments, and actions reflect scripts and low empathy 

bias. 

 

We will construct the prevailing scripts that shaped how US decision-makers processed 

information in the run up to their experiencing strategic surprise in the case studies. An 

inventory of scripts used by officials making national security policy does not exist, so 

we must first determine which scripts were present in the thinking of these officials. To 

do this, I have used an inductive process to identify recurring and dominant patterns of 

thinking which I observed after a close review of key primary sources. This material 

highlights how decision-makers thought about—and oversimplified—the outside world, 

as well as their biases regarding foreign adversaries and their assumptions about the 

efficacy of US actions. 
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We have identified the following scripts: 

 

US Adversary Script Name Effect 

Japan “Wilsonian World Order” US preferences for international 
order are Tokyo’s only option 

Japan “Japan as Supplicant”  US views Imperial Japan as a 
lesser power 

DPRK/PRC/USSR “Moscow has Sole Agency” US assumes Soviet conspiracy 
behind DPRK invasion of South 
Korea 

DPRK/PRC/USSR “China is not Vital/Worthy” US does not view PRC as a peer 

DPRK/PRC/USSR “Limited US War Objectives” US destruction of DPRK not a 
threat to PRC or USSR 

DRV/PRC/USSR “Global Reputation” South Vietnam is a proxy for US 
resolve to defend other allies 

DRV/PRC/USSR “Victory Denial” US can deny Hanoi’s goals 

 

Next, we will explore what level of empathy that US decision-makers had towards the 

adversary, which will tell us the extent to which US decision-makers understood how 

their adversary viewed the US and how, if at all, US decision-makers factored an 

understanding of the adversary’s goals and will into their policy deliberations. 

 

This project will also examine adversary deliberations and activities. Much of this 

information was not available to US officials at the time, but we include it here because 

it helps contextualize US cognitive errors by illustrating the degree to which US decision-

makers’ scripts and levels of empathy did or did not accurately account for the 

adversary’s deliberations, plans, and actions.161 

 

 

 
161 While this project focuses on US cognitive errors, the case studies are replete with examples of US 
adversaries making similarly sweeping mistakes in both their analysis of and executing policy to counter 
the US, suggesting an analysis of both sides’ cognitive errors in a tragic two-level game would be a worthy 
subject of future research. 
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The follow flow chart illustrates how the independent variables lead to the dependent 

variable: 

 

• Cognitive Scripts + Low Empathy Bias ! Misperception/Backfiring/Missing 

Opportunities (and hence Strategic Surprise) 

 

• For example, the “Moscow has Sole Agency” script made US officials believe that 

any aggression by a communist state had to be at the direction of the Kremlin; 

since US officials also assumed that Moscow did not want general war with the 

West, there was no risk of a Soviet client state attacking a US interest. And US 

officials’ low empathy (actually no empathy in this case) towards the fledgling 

North Korean regime made them assume Kim Il-sung was content to support 

only guerilla campaigns in the Republic of Korea (ROK). These two independent 

variables combined to produce this example’s dependent variable, in which the 

US misperceived the threat that Pyongyang posed to Seoul and was hence taken 

totally by surprise in June 1950 when North Korea invaded South Korea. 

 

These steps will allow us to determine if flaws in the prevailing script and low levels of 

empathy are sufficient independent variables to account for US officials experiencing 

strategic surprise. 

 

Chapter 3 examines rising tensions that led to war between the US and Japan. US 

leaders in the late 1930s wanted to focus on the rise of Fascism in Europe and limit 

Japan’s role in the Axis but the American public was largely content to stay on the 

sidelines. This would change following Japan’s attack on Pearl Harbor, which is a well-

studied example of surprise. But the real strategic surprise in this case study is the US 

failure to understand the debate in Tokyo about Japan’s place in the aspirationally-

liberal Anglo-American world order, or to understand how US signals of impatience with 

Japan’s aggression unintentionally strengthened political forces in Tokyo who pushed 
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for a limited war to drive the US out of East Asia.162 All that despite Ambassador Joseph 

Grew’s advice to not judge Japan with a “Western measuring rod” or his warning that 

US actions were increasing the likelihood of war. 

 

There were two prevailing scripts during the period just before Pearl Harbor—the 

“Wilsonian World Order” and “Japan as Supplicant” scripts—that were widely present 

since the end of the First World War, across both US political parties. The “Wilsonian 

World Order” script offered an organizing principle for international relations by 

emphasizing economic interdependence, self-determination, and diplomatic resolution 

of disputes. The “Wilsonian World Order” script reflects the 28th President’s strong 

commitment to liberal internationalism, most clearly seen in Woodrow Wilson’s 14 

Points, particularly in points I-IV on transparent diplomacy, freedom of navigation, open 

trade, and disarmament, as well as point XIV on an international body to guarantee the 

political independence and territorial integrity of large and small nations alike.163 While 

President Warren Harding refused to support the Treaty of Versailles and rejected 

Wilson’s point XIV, the 29th President nonetheless sponsored the Washington Naval 

Conference which produced the Four Power, Five Power, and Nine Power Treaties. 

President Calvin Coolidge has a mixed record on Wilson’s liberal internationalist 

positions; he promoted the Kellogg-Briand Pact but failed to extend the Washington 

Naval Treaty’s limits on new classes of warships at the 1928 Geneva Naval Conference 

and signed the 1924 Immigration Act that limited Japanese emigration, which soured 

sentiment in Tokyo towards the US. The 30th President also established relations with 

Jiang Jieshi’s (Chiang Kai-shek) Republic of China (ROC) in 1928. President Herbert 

Hoover, like his two Republican predecessors, did not support US membership in the 

League of Nations but did promote arms control efforts and unsuccessfully sought US 

membership in the Permanent Court of International Justice. Hoover at the London 

Naval Treaty succeeded where Coolidge had failed in Geneva—by expanding limits on 

 
162 FRUSJ, Document #236; FRUSJ, Document #379. 
163 Wilson, Address to Congress. 
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warship tonnage—although the London Treaty was fatally weakened when Japan 

withdrew. Hoover was flummoxed by Japan’s 1931 invasion of Manchuria because he 

supported the Kellogg-Briand Pact but also wanted a strong Japan to serve as a bulwark 

against the Soviet Union. Hoover responded with the toothless Stimson Doctrine in 

which the US would not recognize territory seized by force of arms. The script became 

more authoritative as President Franklin Roosevelt became its passionate champion, 

and his senior staff and the foreign affairs bureaucracy subscribed to its validity. This 

script had a profound influence on how US officials viewed developments in East Asia 

and fueled Washington’s growing suspicion of Japan when it created the Manchukuo 

regime in 1931, invaded China in 1937, and invaded Indochina in mid-1941. Secretary of 

State Hull’s last-minute offer to Tokyo in late November 1941 to deescalate rising 

tensions by means of non-aggression pacts and increased economic interdependence 

reflected US officialdom’s belief in this script’s efficacy to solve international disputes. 

 

The “Japan as Supplicant” script assumed that Tokyo would be forced to accept 

Washington’s policy preferences when confronted with crippling US economic cost-

imposition and a US show of military strength in East Asia. The former policy is clearly 

seen in the July 1941 freeze on Japan’s overseas assets and the August ban on any US 

dollar-denominated trade in petroleum—which included Dutch exports from the East 

Indies—and the second policy is seen in the large build-up of US air power in the 

Philippines intended to deter Japanese aggression. The origins of this script are complex 

since the US managed to simultaneously hold both dismissive and respectful views of 

Japan. The dismissive US view is observable as early as 1854, when Commodore 

Matthew Perry under threat of force made the highly insular Tokugawa government 

open Japan to US trade and diplomatic relations, and recurred episodically over the next 

century, such as in the 1924 Immigration Act that limited Asian, mostly Japanese, 

immigration. At the same time, Washington saw Japan as the model non-Western 

power, having bested Czarist Russia in their 1904-1905 war and serving as the fifth 

Great Power at the 1919 Paris Peace Conference. 
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When checking for evidence of empathy, we find that US decision-makers lacked even a 

weak understanding of Tokyo’s assessment of its own strategic situation and little to no 

appreciation of how Tokyo perceived US economic sanctions or arms build-ups. Imperial 

Japan in the aftermath of the First World War concluded that strategic autarky was its 

best option for survival, but a resource-poor Japan needed to first secure energy and 

agricultural resources from mainland Asia if it was to endure in the face of the materially 

stronger US, the Soviet Union, and European powers operating colonies in East Asia. The 

US found Japan’s survival strategy objectionable but then failed to offer Tokyo a 

satisfying alternative beyond pleas and then demands to return to the pre-1931 status 

quo. An increasingly exasperated US tried to leverage its vast economic superiority over 

Tokyo, but this backfired by forcing the downfall of Prince Konoe Funimaro as Prime 

Minister and hardening Japanese resolve to launch a short, sharp war to eject the US 

from East Asia. 

 

Chapter 4 examines why President Harry Truman’s Administration experienced strategic 

surprise in Northeast Asia in 1950. Set in the opening moments of the Cold War, US 

officials, as they had a decade earlier, were focused on threats to US interests in Europe 

but nonetheless found themselves facing an immediate crisis in Korea. The case study 

will explore the causes and consequences of the limited US defensive perimeter in East 

Asia, US mishandling of relations with the fledging PRC, the failure to anticipate North 

Korea’s invasion of South Korea, and the consequences of deploying US warships into 

the Formosa (Taiwan) Strait and dispatching US forces north of the 38th parallel in Korea. 

This is a useful case study to test for strategic surprise because not only did the actions 

of the main communist actors in Northeast Asia—the PRC, USSR, and the DPRK—differ 

widely from what US decision-makers expected, but also because US actions, from 

Secretary of State Dean Acheson’s defensive perimeter concept to General Douglas 

MacArthur’s prediction of a “greatest slaughter” if the PRC military intervened, all failed 

to have the desired effects on US adversaries.164 

 
164 Acheson, Present at the Creation, 355-258; FRUS 1950, Vol. VII, 961-962. 
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US decision-makers struggled with an optimal strategic framework for East Asia in the 

early days of the Cold War, reflecting not only US confusion over Soviet intentions but 

also a strong desire to avoid entanglement in the final phase of China’s civil war. They 

were influenced by three scripts: “Moscow has Sole Agency”, “China is not 

Vital/Worthy”, and “Limited US War Objectives”. Unlike the long-standing scripts in 

Chapter 3, these three scripts had much shorter pedigrees because US decision-makers 

were struggling to make sense of a rapidly changing world in which they viewed the 

Soviet Union as Washington’s new rival. US officials—mindful that the US Congress and 

US public were wary of expensive new foreign commitments—were also trying to 

reduce US strategic liabilities in East Asia so they could focus on Europe, which they 

viewed as a most important arena in the looming contest with Moscow. 

 

The “Moscow has Sole Agency” script shaped senior US decision-makers’ myopic belief 

that the Kremlin made all major decisions within the communist bloc. The script’s 

origins can be traced to George Kennan’s famous “long telegram” in February 1946 and 

a subsequent cable the following month, which together posited that Soviet behavior 

was the result of dispositional factors, and that Stalin was essentially so mistrustful of 

the West that the US and its allies could not reasonably assuage the Soviet leader and 

avoid an escalation of tensions that would become the Cold War.165 Kennan was not 

alone in committing Heider’s fundamental attribution error; his analysis was eagerly 

received by anxious US officials, all desperate to make sense of the confusing new 

geopolitical landscape. The script led US officials to believe that the USSR was the sole 

decision-making actor in the communist bloc, that satellite governments lacked agency, 

and that their behavior must therefore reflect the Soviet leadership’s preferences and 

tolerance for risk.166 US decision-makers also assessed that the Soviet Union was not 

materially prepared for general war with the West. Because the script posited that only 

Moscow’s preferences mattered, and because US decision-makers assessed that the 

 
165 Gaddis, We Now Know, 20-21. 
166 Edwards’ analysis of premises makes an analogous conclusion that the North Korea would only attack 
if so ordered by Moscow. Edwards, “Debacle.” 
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USSR was not ready for general war, Secretary Acheson in January 1950 limited US 

interests in the region to offshore islands such as Japan and the Philippines while 

avoiding commitments in continental Asia. This left the US flat footed when North 

troops stormed into South Korea. US officials wrongly concluded this must reflect a 

Soviet probe ahead of communist aggression against more important US interests in 

Europe or the Middle East. Rattled US officials could not fathom that North Korea had 

agency and was the driving force lobbying to start the war. Nor could US officials fathom 

that Stalin was only using Kim Il-sung’s invasion to observe US resolve and perhaps bog 

down the US far from Europe and that the Soviet leader was not interested in a broader 

conflict with the West. 

 

The “China is not Vital/Worthy” script shaped the Truman Administration’s conclusion 

that the US had little chance to affect the policies and behavior of Mao Zedong’s new 

communist regime, but US officials were consoled by their belief that China was of only 

marginal strategic interest to the US and that Mao’s government would be 

overwhelmed with domestic challenges. This dismissive attitude marked a major 

reversal from the Roosevelt Administration’s view that a strong China—albeit one 

governed by Jiang’s ROC, not the communists—would serve as a foundational member 

in a concert of great powers in which China would safeguard peace in Asia after Japan’s 

defeat.167 Roosevelt’s death and Jiang’s defeat in the civil war made this plan 

unworkable. While Roosevelt might have had an overly sanguine view of China’s 

strategic utility to the US, Truman, Secretary Acheson, and Defense Secretary George 

Marshall all viewed China as an incorrigible mess, which fueled their interest in avoiding 

entanglements on the mainland and consolidating the US position in maritime Asia. This 

script convinced US officials that a weak China would not contemplate combat against 

the world’s most technologically advanced military and led to strategic surprise when 

China intervened to prevent US forces from approaching its border with North Korea. 

 

 
167 Dallek, Political Life, 536-537. 
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Following the ambitious Inchon amphibious operation and the routing of North Korean 

forces, US decision-makers rapidly formed a new script because they desperately 

needed an analytic framework to guide their actions amidst the changing events in 

Northeast Asia. This new “Limited US War Objectives” script, embodied in NSC-81, was 

born in the rush to translate the collapse of DPRK forces into decisive US advantage by 

realizing the original UN objectives in the war—a unified and independent Korea—while 

also avoiding escalation into general war against the USSR and China. US decision-

makers saw a unified Korean peninsula as validation of the UN as a means to defend the 

international order as well as a chance to rebuff Moscow by highlighting a unified Korea 

as an inspiration for Soviet satellite regimes in Eastern Europe. This script convinced US 

decision-makers that China would not feel threatened by foreign armies racing towards 

Manchuria. 

 

US decision-makers were misled not only because of their adherence to these three 

scripts but also because they had low levels of empathy for China’s perspective of 

developments in Korea, and the case study finds that the lack of understanding of the 

PRC’s motivations, goals, and resolve were key causes of US strategic surprise in 1950 in 

Northeast Asia. The Truman Administration displayed low empathy with its snap 

decision to deploy US warships into the Formosa Strait to prevent the Chinese 

communists and nationalists from attacking each other. This backfired because by 

thwarting the communist’s planned invasion of Formosa—which the Truman 

Administration was grudgingly willing to accept prior to North Korea’s invasion of South 

Korea—the US was unintentionally signaling Beijing that the US would deny them their 

final victory over the nationalists, which all but guaranteed that relations between 

Washington and Beijing would be acrimonious. US decision-makers also displayed low 

empathy after the Incheon landings because they did not appreciate that China’s 

leaders, who saw Korea as the embarkation point for several invasions of China over the 

centuries, most recently by Imperial Japan in 1931, were quite alarmed by the prospect 

of foreign armies once again approaching their border. Low empathy also blinded US 
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decision-makers to understanding that Mao would use the People’s Liberation Army’s 

(PLA) vast numerical superiority to wear down US forces, thereby increasing his regime’s 

domestic legitimacy and gaining respect from his condescending senior partners in 

Moscow. Low levels of empathy for China’s goals and abilities were so powerful as to 

lead US officials to go so far as to dismiss initial reports of contact with Chinese forces in 

October 1950 because these officials could not comprehend that China would have the 

temerity to push back on the US. 

 

Chapter 5 is the case study of US intervention in Vietnam. Amidst raging Cold War 

tensions, US decision-makers chose to make South Vietnam the testcase for defeating 

wars of national liberation and preventing the Domino Theory from undermining the US 

position in Asia. But instead, President Lyndon Johnson’s administration experienced 

strategic surprise here because it overemphasized South Vietnam’s strategic importance 

to the US, underemphasized North Vietnam’s resolve to overthrow the Saigon regime 

and withstand withering US military pressure, and did not understand that US policy 

tools had very limited efficacy to force Saigon and Hanoi to comply with preferred US 

outcomes. Johnson feared that a communist victory in Vietnam would unravel the US 

strategic position in East Asia and “pull back our defenses to San Francisco.”168 His 

Secretary of State saw the stakes in Southeast Asia as no less serious than preventing 

the start of World War III because Rusk believed that unchecked aggression in Vietnam 

could lead to general war against the Soviet Union and China.169 He thought the main US 

stake in South Vietnam was its obligations to the Southeast Asia Treaty Organization, 

which would demonstrate US credibility to uphold treaty obligations to 42 other nations 

around the world.170 

 

Two scripts—the “Global Reputation” and “Victory Denial” scripts—shaped US decision-

makers’ assumptions, analysis, and actions. The “Global Reputation” script led them to 

 
168 Pentagon Papers, Kennedy Commitments and Programs, 9-10. 
169 Rusk, As I Saw It, 494. 
170 Ibid, 435. 
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view events in Vietnam as part of the global contest between the US versus a monolithic 

communist adversary, which caused the US side to exaggerate South Vietnam’s strategic 

value and make it a proxy for US resolve to defend more vital allies. This script posited 

that if the US failed to defend the RVN, Japan and US allies in Europe and the Middle 

East would lose their confidence in Washington’s willingness to defend them from 

communist pressure and lead to a fracturing of the West as key members tried to cut 

deals with Moscow. The “Global Reputation” script framed Hanoi’s aggression against 

Saigon solely as an act of foreign conquest—at the direction of Moscow and Beijing—

and did not view events in Vietnam as a struggle between contending left- and right-

wing visions of Vietnamese nationalism. The USSR and PRC did provide massive amounts 

of arms, technical advice, and political support to North Vietnam, but the “Global 

Reputation” script led US officials to only focus on these external actors’ behavior at the 

expense of serious analysis of Hanoi’s motivations and capacity to withstand US military 

pressure. 

 

Once US decision-makers decided to escalate in Vietnam, they quickly developed the 

“Victory Denial” script, which reflected the US sides’ belief that US military pressure 

could force Hanoi to abandon its goal of dominating all of Vietnam. The “Victory Denial” 

script has its origins in Secretary of Defense Robert McNamara’s experiences during the 

1962 Cuban Missile Crisis, when the US used military operations as a “communications 

exercise” to signal US policy red lines to Moscow, namely avoiding steps that would 

escalate the standoff.171 His thinking was refined by State Department Counselor and 

Policy Planning Director Walt Rostow’s view that graduated military pressure could 

force Hanoi to reduce its support for the insurgency in South Vietnam.172 US decision-

makers who faced China in Korea were wary of unrestricted conventional bombing or 

toppling the regime in Hanoi because they did not want to fight another land war in Asia 

 
171 McNamara, In Retrospect, 212. McNamara after the war observed that the US’ error was assuming that 
it could use conventional tactics to defeat a guerilla force that was willing to absorb enormous casualties, 
while partnering with a regime that was politically unstable and unable to wage effective military or 
pacification efforts. 
172 Pentagon Papers, Part IV.C.2.b., 21. 
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against China’s numerically superior army, so US officials used carefully controlled 

applications of air power to signal that the potential existed for even more US bombing 

campaigns if Hanoi did not comply with US demands. And when this failed to have the 

desired effect, the “Victory Denial” script led the US to deploy ground forces to South 

Vietnam to prevent communist troops and insurgents from defeating RVN forces. US 

decision-makers under the script’s influence believed that these actions would have the 

added benefit of boosting South Vietnam’s domestic governance and military 

capabilities. 

 

US decision-makers also experienced strategic surprise in Vietnam because they had 

low- to non-existent levels of empathy for their counterparts in the Vietnam Workers’ 

Party in Hanoi, specifically their will, resolve, and capacity to achieve their strategic 

goals, regardless of US-imposed hardships. As Gelb and Betts observed about the US 

approach: “It implicitly assumed that Vietnamese reunification was a relative value to 

Hanoi that could be relinquished as the pain threshold rose, rather than the absolute 

value that it was.”173 With each escalatory step taken, US officials in Washington, 

Honolulu, and Saigon assumed that North Vietnam’s leaders would be cowed by 

demonstrations of US military power and accept US demands.174 When this did not 

happen, US decision-makers were flummoxed and continued to double-down because 

they could not comprehend why their policy actions were not having the desired effect. 

Based on the US experience in Korea and Berlin, Rusk believed that North Vietnam 

would reach a point where it made more sense to cease their existing policy and 

negotiate.175 US officials also had low empathy for their allies in Saigon. US policy was 

predicated on them making good use of US economic and military aid to build a viable 

nation that at some point could defend itself from both subversion and invasion. But US 

decision-makers made no effort to understand how the revolving door of leaders in 

 
173 Gelb, Betts, The Irony of Vietnam, 139. 
174 Pape, Bombing to Win, 209. 
175 Rusk, As I Saw It, 472-473, 497. Rusk thought Hanoi would be willing to accept US terms, particularly 
after the communist’s major military setback during the 1968 Tet uprising. Rusk after the war admitted 
that he underestimated Hanoi’s tenacity. 
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Saigon prioritized their domestic political challenges or why they chaffed at being 

viewed at home as US lackeys.176 

 

Chapter 6 is the final chapter of this project. It will present conclusions about why 

flawed scripts and low empathy help explain strategic surprise. We will examine if any 

modifications of the hypothesis are needed to ensure it can explain why US decision-

makers repeatedly experience strategic surprise. It will recommend changes to how US 

decision-makers process information and analyze potential adversaries to lessen the 

likelihood of experiencing strategic surprise. This chapter will also suggest areas for 

additional research to further testing of this project’s hypothesis. 

 

  

 
176 McNamara, In Retrospect, 320. McNamara after the war assessed that two key conditions for US 
involvement—political stability in Saigon and South Vietnamese resolve and capacity to defend itself—
were never going to be met, and as a result the US should have exited Vietnam in late 1963 following 
Diem’s assassination or in late 1964 or early 1965. 
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Chapter 3: The US-Japan Road to War 

This first case study will examine US decision-makers’ scripts and levels of empathy to 

understand why the US experienced strategic surprise in the run-up to Japan’s 7 

December 1941 attack on Pearl Harbor. Prior to the attack, the US found itself as the 

colonial power in the Philippines even as it urged an Open Door in China and 

encouraged Japan to follow the tenets of a liberal international politics order after the 

First World War. But US leaders failed to appreciate how powerful, xenophobic forces 

on the rise in Japan viewed the US as both an existential threat and a hypocrite for 

forcing Japan to open to the outside world. This case study will examine how US 

decision-makers’ scripts, the “Wilsonian World Order” and “Japan as Supplicant” scripts 

described in Chapter 2, and low degrees of empathy resulted in cognitive errors 

regarding Japan’s worldview, motives, and resolve. The case study will highlight 

incidents when prevailing scripts and low levels of empathy resulted in: US officials 

having significant misperceptions about how Japan would act; US decision-makers 

having blind spots that resulted in major missed opportunities to prevent the collapse of 

US-Japan relations; and US policy backfiring by hastening rather than deterring conflict. 

 

The case study will examine the main US decision-makers, namely President Franklin 

Roosevelt and Secretary of State Cordell Hull, as well as key subordinates such as Under 

Secretary of State Sumner Welles, key US military commanders, and US Ambassador to 

Japan Joseph Grew, to demonstrate the extent to which scripts and levels of empathy 

influenced their assumptions, analysis, and actions. 

 

• Roosevelt’s major policy moves in 1941, including his July neutrality offer, his 

August oil embargo, and his articulation that same month of the Atlantic Charter 

were affected by the “Wilsonian World Order” script. He demonstrated low 

empathy bias when assessing in July that Japan could not possibly feel 

threatened by US actions, when he ignored Emperor Hirohito’s October offer to 
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negotiate, and when he disregarded Grew’s November cable warning of pending 

hostilities. 

 

• Hull was affected by the “Wilsonian World Order” script on at least eleven 

occasions in 1941, mostly notably in his Four Principles in October, his November 

rejection of Tokyo’s attempts to negotiate, and in his repeated scolding of 

Japan’s Ambassador. He was affected by the “Japan as Supplicant” script on at 

least four occasions in 1941, such as when he insisted that Japan must first 

comply with all US preferences before it would agree to a summit. Hull 

demonstrated low empathy bias at least nine times in 1941, including multiple 

instances of rejecting Tokyo’s requests for a summit and his denigration of Prime 

Ministers Konoe and Tojo. The late November Hull Note reflected both the 

“Wilsonian World Order” and “Japan as Supplicant” scripts and low empathy bias 

for placing the onus on compromise solely on Japan. 

 

• Welles’ interactions with Japanese diplomats demonstrated numerous examples 

of the “Wilsonian World Order” script and low empathy bias on at least three 

occasions. US military officials were affected by the “Japan as Supplicant” script 

in their lackadaisical approach to reinforcing US forces in the Philippines and 

failure to prepare Pearl Harbor to withstand an enemy attack. 

 

• Grew presents the most complicated case. He was affected by the “Wilsonian 

World Order” script on at least four occasions in 1941, which is not unusual since 

the script represented US policy orthodoxy; he also demonstrated low empathy 

bias when he told Japanese officials they should not feel encircled by the US or 

draw parallels between the US Monroe Doctrine and Japan’s behavior in East 

Asia. But Grew also demonstrated high empathy on at least six occasions, 

including when he urged US participation in a summit, relayed warnings in 

October and November from well-placed local interlocutors, and finally with his 
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prescient 3 November cable warning that Japan felt cornered and was likely to 

lash out militarily. 

 

The case study highlights the existence of a clear “ingroup” of officials in Washington, 

with Hull as its standard-bearer, Roosevelt in close alignment even if he was more 

focused on the crisis in Europe, and officials like Welles a vocal cheerleader. Grew plays 

a more ambiguous role, at times echoing core “ingroup” truisms but ultimately 

demonstrating high levels of empathy for Japan’s perspective, and as predicted by SIT 

we see Grew’s oftentimes prescient analysis ignored by core “ingroup” members.177 

Grew does not appear to be a more empathic person than Hull, Roosevelt, or Welles. 

But unlike his US-based colleagues, Grew did have a more accurate understanding of 

Japan’s perspective and direction, probably because he had frequent contact with the 

highest levels of Japanese officialdom, who were telling him that US actions were not 

having the desired effect on Tokyo’s behavior. 

 

This project is not intended to be a critique of US decision-makers’ strong normative 

beliefs about the nature of international politics but rather an examination of how 

scripts and low empathy inadvertently contributed to flawed US public policy. This case 

study will examine four cognitive errors: 

 

• The first cognitive error is US misperception of how Japan’s elites viewed 

international and domestic politics. This contributed to strategic surprise 

because US officials did not understand how Japan’s leaders would secure their 

interests or take advantage of the dynamic and often chaotic relations among 

the Imperial household, civilian leaders, and the two military services.178 The 

“Wilsonian World Order” script and low empathy bias contributed to this error, 

 
177 Grew, Ten Years, 310-312; Hull, Memoirs, 456, 723. 
178 US officials’ analysis of Tokyo’s motives and goals was replete with the fundamental attribution error, 
because they assumed that Washington’s legalistic approach was the only correct approach to 
international relations and that any unpleasant US actions were necessary situational acts, while Japan’s 
unpalatable behavior was the result of dispositional flaws. See Heider, Interpersonal Relations, 157. 
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with examples of misunderstanding (of Japan’s desire for autarky and the Konoe 

government’s fragile nature), missed opportunities (to support a Roosevelt-

Konoe summit and not heeding Grew’s insightful analysis of Japan’s strategy), 

and US policies backfiring (such as Hull’s 2 October Four Principles and the 26 

November Hull Note which unintentionally galvanized Japan’s militarists). 

 

• The second cognitive error is US misunderstanding that its economic power had 

only a limited effect on Japanese elite resolve. This misperception contributed to 

strategic surprise because US officials erroneously concluded that Japan had no 

choice but to hew to US preferences. The “Wilsonian World Order” and “Japan 

as Supplicant” scripts and low empathy bias all contributed to this cognitive 

error. US officials misunderstood the efficacy of economic policy tools (that 

Japan would have to capitulate in the face of overwhelming US economic 

power), missed opportunities (by not easing sanctions so Konoe could push back 

on militarists), and saw policies backfire (when economic sanctions 

unintentionally strengthened the hands of Japan’s militarists).179 

 

• The third cognitive error is assuming that deploying US military forces to the 

Philippines would deter Japan. This contributed to strategic surprise because US 

officials developed false confidence that the scheduled deployment of additional 

US forces would prevent Japan from using force, if not against all Southeast Asia, 

then at least against the Philippines. The “Japan as Supplicant” script and low 

empathy bias contributed to this cognitive error. US officials overestimated the 

 
179 As noted in the literature review, Robin Markwica’s logic of affect is applicable to this case study. See 
Markwica, Emotional Choices, 71-84. To borrow Markwica’s terminology, Washington should be seen as 
the coercing power, since it was using economic warfare to force Japan to change its behavior in East 
Asia. While this case study focuses on US decision-makers, their Japanese counterparts clearly 
experienced all five of the emotions— fear, anger, hope, pride, and humiliation—that Markwica 
examined. US decision-makers incorrectly assumed that the application of significant economic pressure 
would force Tokyo to capitulate, when in fact the US actions had the opposite effect by convincing Japan’s 
militarists that they were better off gambling on a high-risk war rather than waiting for the US to simply 
crush Japan through economic pressure. 
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efficacy of their military forces (by believing that Japan would not risk attacking 

the growing US force in the Philippines) and saw policies backfire (when Japan 

accelerated its timetable for war to preempt the US aircraft deployment 

schedule). 

 

• The fourth cognitive error is the failure to understand Japan’s deep reputational 

and material investment in its invasion of China. US decision-makers were 

oblivious to this dynamic and their repeated calls for Japan’s quick exit from the 

Asian mainland triggered knee-jerk hostility from Japan’s hardliners. It 

contributed to strategic surprise because US officials failed to exploit the 

growing constituency in Japan who saw China as a quagmire. The “Wilsonian 

World Order” and “Japan as Supplicant” scripts as well as low empathy bias 

contributed to this cognitive error because US officials did not understand their 

counterparts’ motives (that hardliners in Japan could not admit to failure in 

China) and missed opportunities (by rebuffing Tokyo’s suggestions to facilitate a 

peace process between Japan and China). 

 

Setting the Stage: Origins of US-Japan Tensions 

We will start by briefly examining key issues in the two decades before the Pearl Harbor 

attack—foreign access to China, the Washington Treaty System, and Japan’s response to 

the 1929 economic crisis—and will see how low empathy bias and the “Wilsonian World 

Order” script inadvertently helped set the stage for the Pacific War. 

 

A key goal of US policy in East Asia at the beginning of the 20th century was to maintain 

access to consumers and parishioners in China, then mired in imperial decline, foreign 

occupation, and social tumult.180 US officials demonstrated low empathy bias by not 

recognizing that their demand that Asia be open to outside powers—embodied in the 

 
180 Another US objective was to colonize the Philippines, which was logically inconsistent with the Open 
Door policy in China. See Kennan, Diplomacy, 42. 
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1899 Open Door policy and the 1922 Nine Power Treaty—struck many in Japan as 

hypocritical in light of the privileged US geopolitical and commercial position in the 

Western Hemisphere under the Monroe Doctrine.181 Japan would express this view right 

up to the 7 December 1941 attack, with US decision-makers consistently failing to 

understand why this was a visceral issue.182 Hull likened Japan’s conduct during these 

years to that of a “highway robber”—with the seizure of Korea in 1894 and the Liaodong 

Peninsula from Russia in 1904, and using the distraction of the First World War to issue 

its Twenty-one demands on China—and who then complained “like a thief who had 

been caught” when the US demanded that Japan give up its “ill-gained loot.”183 

 

Hull’s analysis overlooked the fact that Japan following the First World War embraced 

liberal internationalism and was a major participant in the Washington Treaty System. 

That arms control framework “defined naval, political, and economic relations among 

Japan, the United States, and Great Britain in East Asia and the Pacific.”184 It was also 

one of the clearest embodiments of the “Wilsonian World Order” script from 1922 until 

the late 1930s.185 Japan was its major beneficiary because the Five Power Treaty only 

allowed enough US forces in the Pacific to wage offensive naval war against Japan if the 

Atlantic seaboard was left undefended, and the Four Power Treaty prevented the US 

and Great Britain from ganging up on Japan.186 

 

 
181 As noted in the literature review, Jonathan Mercer modified the fundamental attribution error’s 
applicability to matters of deterrence; US decision-makers ahead of Pearl Harbor sought to deter 
Japanese aggression by applying crippling economic sanctions and strengthening US forces in the 
Philippines. US officials—to borrow Mercer’s preferred verb—desired that Tokyo abandon its core 
security strategy and fully expected that US actions would deter Japan’s aggression, but as this case study 
will point out, these US actions backfired and hastened what Mercer would label harmful vice helpful 
behavior. As a result, Washington viewed Japan’s actions in dispositional vice situational terms because 
Japan’s behavior in the period leading up the Pearl Harbor attack was increasingly incongruent with US 
preferences. See Mercer, Reputation, 64. 
182 Kennan, Diplomacy, 46. 
183 Hull, Memoirs, 270. 
184 Asada, Mahan to Pearl Harbor, 63. 
185 While embodying the “Wilsonian World Order” script, the Washington Treaty System was crafted by 
Wilson’s successor, Warren G. Harding. 
186 Asada, Mahan to Pearl Harbor, 91. 
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US confidence in the Washington Treaty System was predicated on the assumption that 

Japan would be led by moderate officials who accepted parliamentary rule at home and 

cooperation with the Anglo-American powers.187 But the world promised by the 

“Wilsonian World Order” script was unsettling to many radical Imperial Japanese Navy 

(IJN) and Imperial Japanese Army (IJA) officers, who chaffed because they saw the 

Washington Treaty System as hampering Japan’s ability to defend itself. As a result, 

Japan’s participation in the Washington Treaty System was roiling its domestic politics, 

and moderate leaders were systematically attacked.188 The February 1923 Imperial 

National Defense Policy cast the US as Japan’s primary adversary, reflecting the 

preferences of radicals such as IJN Vice Chief of Staff Kato Kanji, who saw a US-Japan 

war as inevitable.189 Emperor Hirohito briefly quelled the increasingly shrill debate in the 

summer of 1930, but criticism of the Washington Treaty System soon resumed.190 

Factions in the IJA and IJN believed that the US and Great Britain would never treat 

Japan as a full-fledged equal because they were “selfish and racist.” 191 For their part, US 

decision-makers demonstrated low empathy bias by failing to comprehend that 

hardliners viewed the treaty system as actually harmful to Japan’s security. 

 

Japan’s radicals were also deeply resentful of the Western powers for causing the Great 

Depression, which devastated Japan’s economy.192 As Japan lost confidence that liberal 

internationalism would provide for the nation’s security and economic development, 

radical proponents of a Japan-dominated bloc of East Asian nations free from Anglo-

American or Soviet influence gained favor. This case study’s first cognitive error is seen 

 
187 Ibid, 155. 
188 Ibid, 131, 165, 173. Radical military officers launched unsuccessful coups in 1932 and 1936, but pro-
treaty moderates were nonetheless marginalized.  
189 Ibid, 101, 157. As Kato put it, “It is as if Japan were bound hand and foot and thrown into jail by the 
Anglo-American powers!” 
190 Ibid, 155. 
191 Hotta, Japan 1941, 16. 
192 Ibid, p. 17. The depression also made hardliners view Bolshevism as a major threat. 
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when the US dismissed Japan’s quest for autarky because the “Wilsonian World Order” 

script and low empathy bias made such a radical policy course unfathomable.193 

 

Radicals studying the collapse of the Spanish, Qing, and Ottoman empires concluded 

that Japan could only survive by accumulating vast amounts of material power, which 

led them to make the conquest of China to be the central component of the new 

strategy so Japan could relocate surplus population to mainland Asia and obtain much-

needed raw materials and food.194 The plan went into effect somewhat haphazardly 

with the September 1931 Mukden Incident, in which radical IJA officers seized control of 

Manchuria. This was a direct challenge to the Nine Power Treaty, but Washington lacked 

the military power to forcibly eject IJA forces. In a preview of the case study’s second 

cognitive error, US officials debated punishing Japan with economic sanctions. But 

President Hoover and Secretary of State Henry Stimson ultimately only agreed to non-

recognition of the Manchukuo puppet regime.195 

 

Entering office in 1933, Roosevelt did not want to reward Japan’s belligerence in 

Manchuria or its assault on the Nine Power Treaty.196 Hull agreed, since yielding to 

Japan would mean, “demolishing the entire system of interlocking agreements 

negotiated at the Washington Conference.”197 Roosevelt from 1933 to 1940 took a 

cautious approach because he needed legislative support to pass his broad domestic 

policy agenda and had to defer to the US Congress’ widespread isolationist sentiment. 

Despite those constraints, we can see the decision-making “ingroup” that would be in 

place in the runup to Pearl Harbor, with the President in broad agreement with Hull 

about both the correctness of US actions and of Japan’s perfidy.198 Roosevelt’s modest 

 
193 Barnhart, Total War, 70. 
194 Iriye, Power and Culture, 4-5. 
195 Barnhart, Total War, 55. 
196 Ibid, 60. Roosevelt continued his predecessor’s application of the case study’s second cognitive error 
because he shared Stimson and Hornbeck’s view embodied in the “Japan as Supplicant” script that 
preponderant US economic power would be the source of decisive leverage over Japan. 
197 Asada, Mahan to Pearl Harbor, 201. 
198 Pelz, Race to Pearl Harbor, 67-72. 
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efforts during this period to push back on Japan’s undermining of the Washington 

Treaty System backfired because Japan’s militarists concluded that a preoccupied US 

would not stand in Japan’s way.199 Hull concluded that Japan’s late 1934 exit from the 

treaty put the US at a crossroads; Washington could “withdraw gradually, perhaps with 

dignity, from the Far East.”200 Or it could insist on America’s legitimate rights and 

interests in Asia, an independent China, and the peaceful settlements of disputes in the 

region. Hull observed, “Recognizing the inferiority complex of the Japanese, generally 

manifested by blustering superiority assertions and actions, this policy meant a delicate 

day-to-day operation of diplomacy.” US officials’ faith in the “Wilsonian World Order” 

script as a basis for thinking about the US role in the world would lead them to choose 

the second option because they could not abide Japan dominating East Asia. 

 

Konoe’s First Term 

Prince Konoe Funimaro became Japan’s Prime Minister on 4 June 1937, replacing former 

IJA General and key architect in the Mukden Incident Hayashi Senjuro. In contrast to US 

decision-makers, Konoe saw international politics as a harsh, zero-sum game in which 

Japan could not afford to appear weak. He also believed that the West looked down on 

Japan in racist terms. Konoe saw the League of Nations as a vehicle to promote Anglo-

American imperialism over “have-not” nations, including Japan. Konoe’s chauvinism was 

reflected in his 3 November 1938 speech on the “New East Asian Order”, whereby the 

culturally and materially superior Japan would lead its less developed neighbors, 

including China, in a regional bloc.201 

 

US decision-makers were caught flat-footed by Japan’s increasing predation against 

China. Grew correctly noted that Japan’s creation of Manchukuo was the handiwork of 

rogue IJA forces but did not appreciate that act in the context of Japan’s national 

strategy of achieving autarky. Shortly before the July 1937 Marco Polo Bridge Incident, 

 
199 Asada, Mahan to Pearl Harbor, 207. 
200 Hull, Memoirs, 290-291. 
201 Ibid, p. 570. 
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which Japan used as a pretext to invade the ROC, Grew—influenced by the “Wilsonian 

World Order” script—incorrectly assessed that advocates of liberal internationalism 

were ascendant in Tokyo.202 Hull similarly reflected core tenets of the “Wilsonian World 

Order” script when expressing confidence that Japan’s autarky project would fail, at 

which point the US would be ready with expertise, capital, and technology to help 

modernize Asia.203 

 

Roosevelt saw Japan’s invasion of China in the context of the broader threat of 

authoritarian dictatorships on the march around the world. He publicly argued in early 

October 1937 that the US needed to quarantine these hostile powers before they 

attacked the Western Hemisphere.204 In November 1937, the Nine Powers discussed 

how to respond to Japan’s invasion of China. The President initially thought the Nine 

Powers would develop economic sanctions against Japan, but he quickly concluded that 

the European members—acting like “scared rabbits”—would not support strong 

measures against Tokyo.205 Economic sanctions against Japan was also unpopular at 

home. When Japan in December 1937 attacked a US gunboat in China, Roosevelt 

initially wanted sanctions—strong enough to “bring her to her knees within a year”—

but had to limit his response because the US Congress and US public opinion were wary 

of tensions with Japan.206 But the “Japan as Supplicant” script shaped Roosevelt’s view 

that Japan’s economic dependence on the US and the prospect of US sanctions would 

moderate Tokyo’s behavior, as seen in his July 1939 decision to responded to Japan’s 

 
202 FRUSJ, Document #1, Document #44. 
203 The script guided senior US officials but there were still intense debates about policy options, such as 
State Department Asia expert Stanley Hornbeck’s questioning the practicality of the Open Door if the ROC 
was not willing or able to defend itself. 
204 Hull, Memoirs, 545. 
205 Ibid, 550 and 571. Hull in 1937 believed that economic sanctions against Japan could push Tokyo 
towards war, but he would eventually become one of the main advocates of using economic levers 
against Japan. Following the invasion of China, the United States imposed a “moral embargo” banning the 
export of select high-technology equipment. 
206 Dallek, Political Life, 290-291. 
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escalating war in China by abrogating the US-Japan commercial treaty.207 Japan’s hard-

liners were unmoved; Foreign Minister Matsuoka Yosuke believed that the US was 

preoccupied with the growing war in Europe and would avoid a crisis in East Asia.208 

 

Roosevelt wanted to deter Tokyo it from its current course but also not did not want to 

trigger Japan to lash out.209 The US rolled out policies designed to press Tokyo to 

discontinue its march across Asia, with Hull commenting: “How can we treat Japan as a 

friendly nation when its whole policy is hostile to American interests?”210 Washington 

increased pressure in January 1940 by terminating the bilateral 1911 Treaty of 

Commerce and Navigation and cutting off Japan’s access to US scrap iron in September. 

Roosevelt’s advisers were divided on how much economic pressure to apply; Interior 

Secretary Harold Ickes, Treasury Secretary Henry Morgenthau, and Secretary of War 

Stimson supported these actions, while Hull cautioned that too much US pressure could 

force Japan to seize resource-rich French and Dutch colonies in Southeast Asia.211 But 

these economic measures and continued US support to Jiang Jieshi’s ROC regime 

backfired because they did not reverse or even curb Japan’s expansionist behavior, and 

militarists cited these measures as evidence of US hostility when lobbying Konoe to 

occupy northern Indochina to cut off a major ROC supply route.212 

 

Roosevelt was increasingly concerned about bellicose signals coming from Japan. On 8 

October 1940 he questioned the head of the Japanese Press Association’s comments 

that peace could only occur if the US recognized that Japan was the new power in Asia 

and demilitarized all US military facilities in Hawaii, Midway, and Wake islands.213 He 

 
207 Roosevelt in a 10 June 1940 speech noted that the United States could no longer view itself as a “lone 
island in a world dominated by the philosophy of force.” Roosevelt, “Stab in the Back Speech”; Hull, 
Memoirs, 273. 
208 Iriye, Power and Culture, 11. 
209 Pelz, Race to Pearl Harbor, 198. 
210 Hull, Memoirs, 637. 
211 Ibid, p. 990. 
212 Hotta, Japan 1941, 23; Barnhart, Total War, 197. 
213 The US designated Pearl Harbor as the US Pacific Fleet’s main base in May of 1940. 
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was concerned that Japan and Germany might be tempted to do “some fool thing” in 

the absence of a meaningful response from the international community.214 Hull on the 

same day told Japan’s Ambassador: “We and all other nations are expected to sit 

perfectly quiet and be cheerful and agreeable, but status, while most of Asia is 

‘Manchuriaized.’”215 Grew on 14 December demonstrated high empathy when telling 

the President that it was a matter of when, not if the US and Japan would have a 

conflict: “History has shown that the pendulum in Japan is always swinging between 

extremists and moderate policies, but as things stand today we believe that the 

pendulum is more likely to swing still further towards extremes than to reverse its 

direction. Konoe, and especially Matsuoka, will fall in due course, but under present 

circumstances no Japanese leader or group of leaders could reverse the expansionist 

program and hope to survive.”216 Roosevelt reacted to the 27 September Tripartite Pact 

with his 29 December 1940 “Arsenal of Democracy” speech, which noted that 

dictatorships could attack the US across both the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans.217 

 

Japan’s decision-makers were very aware that their US counterparts were failing to 

comprehend what was motivating Tokyo’s behavior. Matsuoka on 26 January 1941 

noted, “American statesmen do not want to understand Japan’s policy. We are 

endeavoring unsuccessfully to urge the Americans to reflection.”218 He also made two 

more bold comments—“Japan’s domination of the Western Pacific is absolutely 

necessary to accomplish her national ideals,” and “Has America any right to object if 

Japan does dominate the Western Pacific?”—which telegraphed not only his 

government’s end state but also Japan’s view that the US should not attempt to 

interfere. Grew the next day relayed “fantastic” information from several sources, 

including one Japanese contact as well as the Peruvian Embassy, that Japan would 

conduct a large surprise attack on Hawaii in the event of “trouble” between the US and 

 
214 Roosevelt, “Some Fool Thing” audio recording. 
215 Hull, Memoir, 913. 
216 Grew, Ten Years, 310-312. 
217 Roosevelt, “Arsenal of Democracy Speech.” 
218 FRUSJ, Document #81; Hull, Memoirs, 982-983. 
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Japan.219 Hull had the same reaction as Grew but nonetheless relayed the information 

to the Navy and War Departments.220 

 

US and Japanese officials in the spring of 1941 continued talking past each other 

regarding appropriate norms and standards to govern international relations. Roosevelt 

in mid-February told recently arrived Ambassador Nomura Kichisaburo that there was 

“plenty of room in the Pacific for everybody.”221 Matsuoka in early March 1941 told 

Grew that Asian powers had the same right as Western powers to expand their 

influence, and that Oceania was one of the few remaining options.222 Hull on 8 March, 

reflecting the “Wilsonian World Order” script, told Nomura that all major powers were 

best off by participating in the “liberal commercial program,” that nationalism and 

autarky would backfire, and that such nations would be poor, angry, and more prone to 

dictatorship. Nomura said that Japan would likely restrain itself but only if the US did 

not impose further economic sanctions. On this point, Hull was noncommittal and said 

Germany and Japan would wind up the losers “to an unthinkable extent” if they stayed 

on their present course.223 

 

US officials opposed Japan’s assertion of special privileges in East Asia because they 

were inconsistent with the “Wilsonian World Order” script’s vision of international 

relations. Hull on 14 and 16 April told Nomura that Japan needed to adhere to what 

would be deemed the Four Principles—respect for national sovereignty, non-

interference in internal affairs, creating commercial opportunity, and not forcefully 

altering the status quo—but militarists in Tokyo saw Hull’s abstract prognostications as 

a sign of weak US resolve to oppose Japan’s quest for autarky.224 In a vivid example of 

this case study’s first cognitive error, Hull stated that Japan was misguided in attempting 
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to apply the Monroe Doctrine in Asia because no foreign power threatened the Far 

East.225 Hull demonstrated low empathy bias when he told Nomura: “I wish I could get 

over to you and your Government the fact that there is no more resemblance between 

our Monroe Doctrine and the so-called Monroe Doctrine of Japan that there is between 

black and white.”226 

 

Washington Sees Forces in Philippines as Deterrent 

US decision-makers made this case study’s third cognitive error in April of 1941 by 

concluding that a modest force in the Philippines could deter Japan’s aggression. The US 

Army until this point did not plan to defend the Philippines.227 But US confidence in the 

Philippines’ defensibility increased dramatically when General Douglas MacArthur 

articulated a plan in which the US would use naval mines, land-based artillery, and small 

torpedo-equipped attack craft to blunt an assault. US, British, and Dutch military 

planners in April 1941 went even further than MacArthur, proposing to launch long-

range bombing raids from the Philippines against Japan’s economic infrastructure. US 

Chief of Naval Operations Admiral Harold Stark and US Army Chief of Staff General 

George Marshall were unconvinced of the merits of this offensive scheme, preferring 

instead to defend the “Malay Barrier,” the British- and Dutch-ruled islands between the 

Philippines and Australia. But Stimson overruled the service chiefs, deciding that the US 

Army could adequately defend the Philippines with air power.228 He approved an initial 

deployment of 272 B-17 bombers, and US Army Air Forces Chief of Staff General “Hap” 

Arnold convinced him to sign off on a total 360 heavy bombers and 260 fighter aircraft, 

although only 36 of the bombers and 104 of the fighters were in the Philippines by early 

December. Stimson in early June saw B-17 deployments to the Philippines as both a 

deterrent to Japanese attack and a means to strike Japan should Tokyo commence 
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hostilities elsewhere in Asia.229 The US Army in the summer of 1941 was convinced that 

its main base on Oahu was impregnable.230 

 

The “Japan as Supplicant” script influenced US decision-makers’ assumption that Japan 

would be deterred by this growing concentration of US military might, but this action 

backfired because pro-war decision-makers in Tokyo used US military deployments in 

the Philippines to bolster their case for war. Navy Vice Chief of Staff Kondo Nobutake on 

5 June said, “If we don’t start war now, we shall be ‘gradually pauperized,’ until finally 

we don’t have the slightest chance of success. The strength of air power in the 

Philippines is about a third that of Japan now and we must strike before it becomes one 

half that of Japan. If they further reinforce their buildup, we won’t be able to cope with 

it.”231 Navy Chief of Staff Nagano Osami on 21 July said, “If we could settle things 

without war, there would be nothing better. But if we conclude that conflict cannot 

ultimately be avoided, then I would like you to understand that as time goes by we will 

be in a disadvantageous position. Moreover, if we occupy the Philippines, it will be 

easier, from the Navy’s point of view, to carry on the war.”232 

 

Hull Demands Tokyo Choose Between the West and Hitler 

US officials continued to insist that Japan hew to the “Wilsonian World Order” script’s 

standards. Hull on 2 May told Nomura that US-Japan relations hinged on “whether 

Japan is willing to move in the direction and on the course outlined by those basic 

principles of justice and law and equality and fair dealing, such as all nations have 

practiced much of the time before the present war was started by Hitler.”233 Hull on 11 
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May hoped that Japan was not using its “new order in greater east Asia” slogan as a 

cloak under which “Japan would continue her policy of conquest by force.”234 

 

These US demarches fell flat, as seen the following day when Nomura presented 

Matsuoka’s plan for stabilizing US-Japan relations, which called on the US to respect 

Japan’s unique political culture, treat Tokyo as peer, stay out of the war in Europe, 

pressure the ROC to negotiate an end to hostilities with Japan, resume unfettered 

bilateral trade, ensure Japan’s access to key resources such as oil, rubber, tin, and nickel, 

promote the Philippines’ neutrality, and restart Japanese emigration to the US. 

Matsuoka’s goal was to reach an “entente cordiale to arrest, if not dispel, the tragic 

confusion that now threatens to engulf civilization” and to “establish a just peace in the 

Pacific.”235 

 

In contrast to Matsuoka’s hostility towards the US, Nomura in Washington appeared 

genuinely eager to find a compromise that would prevent a ruinous war. But he was 

frustrated how the “Wilsonian World Order” script’s legalistic approach shaped US 

foreign policy. An early example came on 20 May 1941, when the Ambassador, while 

attempting to gauge US reaction to Matsuoka’s 12 May entente cordiale proposal, urged 

Hull to accept the broad spirit of the Foreign Minister’s proposal and not “dwell on 

technicalities.”236 Nomura tried to win US support by noting that Japan’s cabinet, Army, 

Navy, and Foreign Minister were onboard and the Emperor was aware of the 12 May 

proposal, although the US side firmly rejected the plan because it was incompatible with 

US values reflected in the “Wilsonian World Order” script.237 

 

Matsuoka was frustrated with the lack of a favorable US reply, noting on 22 May that, 

“it seems that they are taking advantage of Japan’s plight and treating us as a minor 
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power.”238 Nomura on 29 May told Hull that US economic pressure was forcing Japan to 

create a new order in East Asia and that accepting Matsuoka’s offer would stabilize US-

Japan relations and have a “profound effect upon Japanese psychology which would 

cause the weakening in the influence of the jingoes.”239 

 

Hull’s 21 June Note Decries Tokyo’s Ties to Nazi Germany 

Washington was nonplussed by Tokyo’s position because it was incompatible with the 

“Wilsonian World Order” script. Hull on 4 June told Nomura, “The successive Japanese 

revisions appear to have gradually narrowed down the extent of the advances in the 

direction of a liberal policy and to have carried the proposal away from the fundamental 

points which the Government of the United States considers are involved in establishing 

and preserving peaceful conditions in the Pacific area.”240 Hull on 21 June again 

challenged the basis for Tokyo’s 12 May plan by questioning if Japan was going to allow 

itself to be pressured by pro-Nazi and other radical groups; Hull demonstrated low 

empathy bias because he failed to appreciate that Matsuoka’s plan enjoyed broad 

support in Tokyo.241 Reflecting the “Wilsonian World Order” script’s inherent optimism, 

Hull said that the US would work constructively with Japan if it abandoned the Tripartite 

Pact. US decision-makers wanted to signal their ire at Japan’s behavior while also 

avoiding actions that could distract from the growing conflict in Europe, which was 

Roosevelt’s priority. This can be seen in the President’s 24 June letter to Interior 

Secretary Ickes, “It is terribly important for the control of the Atlantic for us to help keep 

peace in the Pacific. I simply have not enough Navy to go around—and every little 

episode in the Pacific means fewer ships in the Atlantic.”242 

 

US decision-makers by this point were fully ensconced in their “ingroup” and did not 

realize how repeated declarations of the values and norms associated with the 
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“Wilsonian World Order” script were backfiring by strengthening the hand of those in 

Japan who desired autarky. The US had broken the codes used by Japan’s diplomats and 

so knew about Tokyo’s 2 July Imperial Conference decision to advance into Southeast 

Asia. Armed with this knowledge, US diplomats on 15 July pressed Nomura to explain 

reports of Japan’s military buildup. The Ambassador replied that any such buildup was 

comparable to the US buildup in Iceland and what was being contemplated in the 

Azores for defensive purposes. In an example of low empathy bias, a US attendee said, 

“In our opinion no country was menacing Japan.” Nomura disagreed, replying that if the 

US were standing in Japan’s shoes, it would probably be taking the exact same 

measures, only faster.243 

 

Hull’s 21 June counterproposal to Matsuoka’s 12 May plan was not well received in 

Tokyo. Officials on 10 July noted that it would “transfer leadership in East Asia to the 

United States” and ensure US control over the future economic development of the 

region.244 Matsuoka noted that Hull’s proposal would “threaten the establishment of a 

Greater East Asia Co-prosperity Sphere” and that the US was “trying to destroy Japanese 

leadership in East Asia.”245 

 

Until this point, Roosevelt and Hull had actually been pulling their punches regarding the 

scope and power of US economic sanctions. But they learned from intercepted 

diplomatic communications in July that Japan was not changing course in Southeast 

Asia, so US officials—consistent with the “Japan as Supplicant” script—decided to more 

forcefully leverage US economic strength to change Japan’s behavior.246 Hull assessed 

that Japan’s three-year petroleum stockpile presaged conflict and the loss of access to 

raw materials.247 Nomura told Welles on 23 July that Japan had Vichy authorities’ 

permission to deploy forces in Indochina and that doing so would increase Japan’s food 
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security, as it imported large quantities of rice from the area. The Ambassador warned 

Welles that cutting off oil exports would inflame Japanese public opinion. Welles’ 

response drew on the “Wilsonian World Order” script, noting that Japan’s food security 

concerns would be fully addressed if Tokyo accepted the US framework.248 Roosevelt 

the next day told Nomura that oil exports to Japan had continued for the past two years 

precisely because Washington did not want to give Tokyo cause to seize the Dutch East 

Indies’ oil fields.249 He warned that if Japan launched such an attack, then the United 

Kingdom—given its own colonies nearby—would intervene and “an exceedingly serious 

situation would immediately result” in light of US support for Great Britain. Roosevelt 

demonstrated significant low empathy bias by claiming that Japan could not possibly 

believe in any threat of US, British, Dutch, or ROC aggression against Japan. He added 

that the only conclusion was that Japan’s designs on Indochina were part of a broader 

offensive strategy. The US President then made a bold offer couched in the values and 

assumptions of the “Wilsonian World Order” script; the US would obtain Chinese, 

British, and Dutch support to treat all of Indochina as neutral territory in exchange for 

Japan ceasing ground and naval operations there. But as a reminder of US economic 

power, it froze Japanese assets in the US on 25 July, a step followed shortly thereafter 

by the United Kingdom, Canada, New Zealand, the Philippines, and the Dutch East 

Indies.250 

 

Japan, dismissive of the US proposal to collectively lower tensions and irked at the 25 

July sanctions, pressed ahead with the 2 July Imperial Conference’s plans to apply 

diplomatic and military pressure on Thailand.251 US decision-makers were alarmed when 

they saw intercepted communications which revealed the 2 July Imperial Conference’s 

plans to seize ports and airfields in southern Indochina while waiting to see how 

Germany’s invasion of the Soviet Union played out.252 US decision-makers 
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demonstrated low empathy bias when reading this intelligence report because they 

misunderstood the internal decision-making machinations in Tokyo; the US side did not 

realize that the IJA’s leaders—Generals Sugiyama Hajime and Tojo Hideki—actually 

preferred invading the USSR and were only grudgingly acquiescing to the Navy’s 

demand to seize oil fields in the Dutch East Indies as the price for securing IJN support 

for the overall war effort. US decision-makers assumed incorrectly that the Imperial 

Conference decision to move south was the result of high levels of consensus among 

Japan’s decision-makers when it was in fact a band-aid to tap down inter-services 

rivalry.253 

 

This case study’s fourth cognitive error is US officials’ failure to appreciate that Japan 

could not immediately exit its quagmire in China, given the large IJA presence there and 

how a quick exit would cause domestic political humiliation. Domination of China was a 

key element in Japan’s grand strategy of autarky. Japan could not succeed unless it 

controlled its vast economic resources and rid China of widespread Anglo-American 

influence.254 But Japan’s 1931 occupation of Manchuria, its 1937 invasion of China, and 

its brutal behavior over the next four years were totally incompatible with the values 

inherent in the “Wilsonian World Order” script Roosevelt and Hull agreed that Japan’s 

behavior was antithetical to US interests, with Hull noting: “A China in chaos was a 

danger to peace in the Orient. China united and contented could be an element of 

bettering Pacific relations.”255 Material limits on US power and the domestic political 

reality of isolationism stayed the hand of both Hoover and Roosevelt, but the latter by 

the summer of 1941 began to take a deeper interest in the fate of China.256 This was 

driven by several factors, in including Japan’s deployment of troops to Indochina, 

Tokyo’s Tripartite membership, and the US publics’ growing outrage at Japan’s atrocities 
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in China, which shows that the values reflected in the “Wilsonian World Order” script 

were not exclusive to national-level officials.257 

 

US Tells Japan It Has No Reason to Feel Surrounded 

Under Secretary Welles’ interactions with Japanese diplomats in late July and early 

August highlight how US decision-makers continued to fail to comprehend their 

counterparts’ perspective. He told the Embassy’s Wakasugi Kaname on 21 July: “I felt 

sure that the Japanese Government could not have the remotest belief that the United 

States Government had had in mind any such policy towards Japan as would be 

represented by a policy of encirclement.”258 Welles, probably frustrated that Japan was 

not comporting itself with the “Wilsonian World Order” script, noted that reports of the 

forthcoming occupation of Indochina would force the US side to conclude Japan was 

acting in bad faith.259 

 

US decision-makers—influenced by the “Japan as Supplicant” script—were increasingly 

confident that a strong US military force in the Philippines would deter Japanese 

aggression. General Marshall in late July publicly reversed the long-standing US military 

doctrine to abandon the archipelago in a crisis.260 Days later General MacArthur was put 

in charge of the Philippines’ defenses and B-17 bombers began arriving. 

 

Grew told Foreign Minister Toyoda Teijiro (who replaced Matsuoka in July) on 25 July 

that Japan’s claims of US encirclement were a fallacy.261 Grew’s comments represented 

low empathy bias because Japan’s leaders did indeed feel increasingly encircled. Toyoda 

said as much by refuting the US use of the word ‘occupation’ to describe Japan’s actions 

in Indochina. Grew had an off-the-record meeting two days later to see if Toyoda was 
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receptive to Roosevelt’s neutrality proposal.262 The Foreign Minister said that Nomura 

had not reported the US proposal back to Tokyo, but it was now too late because the 25 

July decision to freeze assets had so excised public opinion that nothing akin to the 

neutrality proposal could be considered now. Grew again demonstrated low empathy 

bias by pointing out that Roosevelt’s proposal would address Japan’s claim that it was 

being encircled by ‘third countries’ by ensuring that no foreign power could leverage 

Indochina against Japan. Grew noted the flexibility in enforcing Executive Orders, hinting 

that Japan’s assets could be unfrozen if it responded favorably to the neutrality 

proposal. 

 

US Oil Embargo Backfires 

Japan’s forces entered Indochina on 28 July, triggering a US petroleum oil ban on 1 

August. Japan’s decision-makers saw the ban as a disproportionate response to its troop 

movement, but they continued to make military preparations even while wresting with 

doubts about their prospects; during a 31 July briefing on the plan to move south, 

Emperor Hirohito asked Navy Chief of Staff Nagano if Japan could expect victory akin to 

the 1905 defeat of Russia. The Admiral replied, “I am uncertain as to any victory, let 

alone the huge victory won in the Sea of Japan.” The Emperor remarked, “What a 

reckless war that would be!”263 It also started the clock on how long Japan could rely on 

finite oil reserves. The US embargo backfired because it increased the likelihood of 

conflict by forcing Japan to view war with the US as a viable albeit risky alternative to 

certain economic strangulation. Grew was starting to recognize that the policy 

preferences of the “ingroup” in Washington were not working as intended: “Unless 

radical surprises occur in the world, it is difficult to see how the momentum of the 

down-grade movement can be arrested, or how far it will go. The obvious conclusion is 

eventual war.”264 
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Roosevelt continued to promote his neutrality offer in the run-up to the 14 August 

declaration of the US-UK Atlantic Charter, which embodied the “Wilsonian World Order” 

script’s core values of free trade, self-determination, disarmament, and collective 

security.265 Roosevelt three days later told Nomura that “The Government of the United 

States will be compelled to take immediately any and all steps which it may deem 

necessary towards safeguarding the legitimate rights and interests of the United States 

and American nationals and towards ensuring the safety and security of the United 

States.”266 This veiled threat was a demonstration of low empathy bias because 

Roosevelt believed it would force Japan to abide by US preferences.267 

 

Toyoda told Grew on 18 August that the US asset freeze and oil embargo had “left a big 

black spot” in the US-Japan relationship.268 Toyoda said neither side could afford a 

sustained breakdown in relations and pushed for Konoe and Roosevelt to have a face-

to-face meeting. He added that Japan could not appear to be yielding to the new US 

economic sanctions. Hull’s response to Toyoda’s plea referenced the project’s second 

cognitive error when the Secretary observed that dropping sanctions would “deprive us 

of the weapon of economic pressure through which we have been able to indicate to 

Japan our attitude toward her successive moves of expansion.”269  

 

US Unmoved by Konoe’s Summit Suggestion 

A major cause for recurring low empathy bias was US failure to understand Japan’s 

political system, which was not a simple dictatorship but rather a precariously balanced 
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civilian cabinet notionally overseeing but in fact actually dominated by powerful military 

services, separate service general staffs with Constitutional authority to give military 

advice directly to the Emperor (the so-called ‘independence of the supreme command’), 

and an Emperor who played little role in policy formulation but whose endorsement 

was necessary to adopt major initiatives.270 The US side felt betrayed by Japan’s 

abandonment of the Washington Treaty System, invasion of China, and alliance with 

Nazi Germany. US officials—guided by both the “Wilsonian World Order” and “Japan as 

Supplicant” scripts and hampered by repeated instances of low empathy bias—were not 

particularly interested in nuanced policy differences amongst their Japanese 

counterparts. A clear example of the US cognitive error came in the response to Konoe’s 

high-risk, high-return bid to seek a face-to-face negotiation with Roosevelt.271 US 

decision-makers insisted that Japan first comply with the values inherent in the 

“Wilsonian World Order” script, in so doing missing the opportunity to what now looks 

like one of the most significant opportunities to avoid war in the Pacific. 

 

Hull in comments influenced by the “Wilsonian World Order” script, told Nomura that 

the US side would agree to a summit after Japan agreed to the US side’s principles.272 

Hull misread Japan’s political landscape when he told Nomura that the US planned to sit 

back and wait for Konoe to “assert control over all groups in Japan,” in effect expecting 

Konoe to wrangle powerful anti-US militarists without taking steps that would boost the 

Prime Minister’s domestic political standing. Grew implored Hull to carefully consider 

Konoe’s unprecedented offer, noting that it indicated that “Japanese intransigence is 

not yet crystallized completely,” and that Hirohito likely backed it.273 Grew informed 

Washington that Konoe could present pro-Axis elements in Tokyo with a fait accompli if 
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he could point to a summit.274 But Grew—who was also influenced by the “Wilsonian 

World Order” script—nonetheless believed that Japan’s liberals could carry the day over 

the militarists; his optimism was probably fueled in part by his limited contacts within 

Japan’s armed forces that made him underappreciate the tenacity of the militarists’ 

position.275 

 

The US President told Nomura on 28 August that a meeting in Hawaii would be difficult 

but offered Juneau, Alaska as an alternative before reversing himself on 3 September 

and telling the Ambassador that the US side questioned such a meeting if some in Japan 

appeared to oppose it.276 Hull was almost certainly behind this reversal, since the 

Secretary strongly opposed Japan’s suggestion of working through policy differences 

only after the summit. Hull rejected the idea that Konoe was one of Japan’s liberal 

leaders, given his role in Japan’s invasion of China in 1937, its entry into the Tripartite 

Alliance in 1940, and its invasion of Indochina in 1941.277 Hull demonstrated low 

empathy bias when he observed, “He was an outstanding illustration of how fallacious it 

would have been to put all our diplomatic eggs in the Japan liberal basket.”278 

 

US officials committed this case study’s first and second cognitive errors when they 

predicted that Tokyo would soon acquiescence to economic pressure, when Japan’s 

leaders were actually moving in the opposite direction. Japan’s military on 3 September 

agreed to war with the US if diplomatic efforts had not delivered a satisfactory outcome 

by mid-October. The Army and Navy General Staffs favored war because Japan stood a 

better chance of “putting up a decent fight” in 1941 than in the future. Navy Chief of 

Staff Admiral Nagano captured the sentiment even while acknowledging the risks, “We 

hope that the enemy will come out for a quick showdown; in that event there will be a 
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decisive battle in waters near us, and I anticipate that our chances of victory would be 

quite good. But I do not believe that the war would end with that.”279 

 

Grew that same day reported how the Foreign Ministry was arguing that US acceptance 

of Konoe’s summit offer would unite the populace behind the Prime Minister and allow 

him to present a fait accompli to pro-Axis decision-makers.280 Roosevelt reflected the 

“ingroup” consensus predicated on the “Wilsonian World Order” script when he told 

Nomura that he would meet with Konoe but only after the two sides agreed on 

“important principles” that would govern relations.281 

 

Japan Decides to Fight if US Pressure Persists 

Strict adherence to the “Wilsonian World Order” script and low empathy bias led US 

officials to miss the opportunity to deescalate tensions created by Konoe’s summit offer. 

Grew on the eve of Japan’s 6 September Imperial Conference recommended that 

Washington view Japan’s commitments as the first step in a return to the status quo 

ante, and ongoing economic and military efforts could be reduced pari passu as Japan 

demonstrated adherence to Hull’s Four Principles.282 The Prime Minister met in secret 

with Grew just hours after the Imperial Conference to emphasize that the Emperor 
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endorsed Konoe’s summit idea but that the US side was running out of time to 

respond.283 In a move that showed that Japan’s increasingly desperate Prime Minister 

was actually willing to hew to US preferences embodied in the “Wilsonian World Order” 

script, Konoe made a significant concession by “conclusively and wholeheartedly” 

agreeing with Hull’s Four Principles as the basis for restoring US-Japanese relations.284 

Konoe added that Army Minister Tojo and Navy Minister Oikawa supported Konoe’s 

approach—an exaggeration of Tojo’s position—and that this support would allow the 

Prime Minister to “put down and control any opposition that might develop among 

those elements.” Konoe noted that the populace would rally behind him despite 

hardships imposed by US sanctions, but he could not indefinitely guarantee this 

mood.285 Konoe needed a prompt answer since reorientating Japan’s policy would take 

at least six months. Grew was leveraging his proximity to Japan’s leaders and his own 

empathy towards Tokyo’s perspective to flag for US “ingroup” members the small but 

real chance to arrest deteriorating relations that were pushing the US and Japan closer 

to war.286 

 

Japanese officials in mid- and late-September urged the US side to accept a leadership 

meeting before internal politics in Japan closed off that option. Grew on 17 September 

met with Japan’s visiting UK Ambassador Shigemitsu Mamoru, who confided that his 

government was united in adjusting relations with the US, that time was running out, 

and that, should Konoe fail, no other Japanese official could adjust relations because 

Konoe had a unique political and social point of view.287 Grew said the US was wary of 

entering into a summit absent clarity, given that Tokyo on many occasions had failed to 
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deliver on sweeping promises. Shigemitsu told Grew in the strictest confidence that he 

had just spent two hours with Hirohito, who was behind Japan’s initiative to reach out 

and who remained committed to friendly relations with the West. Toyoda told Grew five 

days later that Konoe would be forthcoming and flexible in a meeting with Roosevelt, 

but that Japan’s internal situation had become more complicated in the past month as 

“certain groups” that opposed positive US-Japan relations were growing stronger.288 

 

US Rejects Japan’s Position on China 

Japan’s position on China at this point was that Washington’s good offices were no 

longer needed to broker negotiations between Tokyo and ROC leaders in Chongqing. 

The US, drawing on the “Wilsonian World Order” script, made the case study’s fourth 

cognitive error on 10 September by noting that it should be able to render assistance to 

any country resisting aggression.289 Japan on 22 September said that the US needed to 

accept a “necessary period” for Japanese troops to stay in “certain areas” of China, 

economic cooperation, non-discrimination against third powers’ economic interests, 

fusion of the Jiang Jingguo and Wang Jingwei governments, no indemnities owed by 

Japan, and foreign recognition of Manchukuo.290 The US side was nonplussed, and Hull 

the next day avoided discussing the substance of Tokyo’s proposal but drew on the 

“Wilsonian World Order” script when asking Nomura if Japan would not have been 

better off following a “liberal program” all along instead of the finding itself in its 

quagmire on the Asian mainland.291 

 

Hull told Nomura on 23 September that Japan needed to clarify whether Japan would 

stay on the sidelines if the US and Germany went to war.292 Nomura replied that a 

Roosevelt-Konoe summit would “have a psychological effect in Japan in setting Japan on 

a new course,” adding that Japan was ready to take initial steps to line up with the 
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“liberal program” that Hull had articulated in April and June, and that Konoe was 

prepared to clarify Japan’s Tripartite Pact obligations directly to Roosevelt. But Hull—

long skeptical of Konoe for his anti-Western diatribes at the Versailles Peace Conference 

in 1919, being Prime Minister when Japan invaded China in 1937, his oversight of the 

creation of Wang Jingwei’s pro-Japan puppet regime in China, and his alliance with 

Hitler—was unmoved and demonstrated low empathy bias by not appreciating the 

massive political risks Konoe was taking to wrest the initiative away from the 

militarists.293 

 

As the US side dithered, Konoe began to lose his political footing. Army Chief of Staff 

Sugiyama and Navy Chief of Staff Nagano on 25 September insisted that the US was 

stalling to build up military power in the Pacific and that Japan must agree to a 15 

October deadline for a negotiated arrangement, after which it would go to war.294 Army 

Minister Tojo and Foreign Minister Toyoda sided with the service chiefs of staff. Konoe 

went into seclusion until 2 October in Kamakura, south of Tokyo.295 

 

Low empathy bias prevented US officials from recognizing the consequences of 

rebuffing Konoe’s summit proposal. Having supported the 15 October deadline for a 

diplomatic solution, Toyoda in off-the-record comments to Grew on 27 September 

made clear that a serving Prime Minister traveling abroad was unprecedented but 

reflected Konoe’s seriousness in wanting to de-escalate tensions.296 Japan was willing to 

make sacrifices in the interests of peace and that that a leadership summit would result 

in an “epochal improvement” in US-Japan relations. Toyoda also cautioned this current 

“favorable atmosphere” would not soon recur. Nomura two days later emphasized to an 
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unresponsive Hull that Konoe’s government would probably collapse absent a 

leadership summit and that his successor would be “less moderate.”297 

 

Grew Urges US to Attend Summit 

Grew in a 29 September cable explained the consequences if the US did not agree to a 

summit.298 Grew’s cable reflected many of the assumptions of the “Wilsonian World 

Order” script, but it was also a serious effort to correct the “ingroup’s” pervasive low 

empathy bias towards Japan’s fraught domestic situation. The three-month-old Konoe-

Toyoda regime created new opportunities to return to a more normal bilateral 

relationship. Japan’s liberal elements following Matsuoka’s ouster now had a chance to 

promote the Atlantic Charter’s principles. Japan’s “political soil” was hospitable to the 

“regeneration of political thought” which would make possible the readjustment of US-

Japanese relations. A summit would create the opportunity for substantive discussions 

on lessening tensions. The US should not use a “Western measuring rod” to understand 

Japan’s psychology because it is a non-Western society that was recently also feudal. 

The US side should not seek total clarification before agreeing to a leadership summit; 

such a stance would delay a meeting and, given Japan’s “abnormal sensitiveness” and 

considerations of “the abnormal effects of loss of face”, Konoe’s government would fall, 

the chances of war would increase, and a military dictatorship would take over. Konoe’s 

willingness to negotiate with the US President suggested that Konoe was willing to let 

Japan’s Tripartite commitments become a dead letter.299 

 

Consistent with SIT, the “ingroup” ignored Grew’s prescient cable and instead fell back 

entirely on the “Wilsonian World Order” script when Hull on 2 October reissued the 
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Four Principles as the benchmarks by which Japan would be judged if it wanted to enjoy 

stable relations.300 Hull made very clear on 2 October that Roosevelt would not consent 

to a summit until Japan accepted US principles as the basis for its foreign relations. He 

demonstrated low empathy bias when observing that Japan’s inalienable right of self-

defense was not germane because Tokyo faced no threats from Indochina, Thailand, or 

the Soviet Union.301 The onus was on Japan to demonstrate its sincerity in wanting 

amicable relations. Nomura countered that the Four Principles would necessitate a 

profound alteration in Japan’s strategic outlook, not something that could be achieved 

on short notice.302 

 

Hull’s 2 October demarche backfired because it set off a political firestorm in Tokyo 

between officials who argued it was an unambiguous declaration of US hostility and 

those who wanted to give diplomacy more time. On 4 October, an incensed Navy Chief 

of Staff Nagano said, “We should (set a timetable for war) right away.” Nagano, Army 

Chief of Staff Sugiyama, and Army Minister Tojo all wanted to immediately break off 

negotiations, while the Prime Minister, Foreign Minister, and Navy Minister all wanted 

to continue with diplomacy.303 Admiral Oikawa could have resigned over his objection to 

Nagano, Sugiyama, and Tojo’s stance. Instead, the Navy Minister demurred because he 

expected Konoe to be the leading—and only civilian—voice opposing the pro-war camp. 

Konoe on 5 October tried but failed to temper Tojo’s ire.304 On 6 October Oikawa noted 

that it was “folly to start a war with the United States” and argued that Japan should 

accept the US demand to withdraw from China.305 Sugiyama told Tojo that Japan should 

adhere to its 15 October timeline for ending diplomatic engagement, and that the IJA 

should not let the IJN “back out of war” by suddenly supporting US demands and leave 

the IJA holding the bag. 
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Konoe on 7 October argued that Japan should accept US conditions on China, the 

Tripartite Pact, and Hull’s Four Principles, but Tojo said the US would never allow Japan 

to protect its “special regional interests” in China.306 The inter-service tensions erupted 

when General Tojo told Admiral Oikawa that the IJA would not accept Hull’s Four 

Principles because the Army could not withdraw quickly from China. Oikawa said the 

Army was too inflexible and diplomatic options should be given more time. Navy Chief 

of Staff Nagano then undercut Oikawa by noting that the services had been clear about 

the risks of war with the Emperor at the 6 September Imperial Conference, adding that 

victory was not assured but “there is a chance of winning for now.”307 

 

US Misses Opportunity to Leverage Japan’s Fatigue with China War 

The US missed a major opportunity to exploit Japan’s wavering support for the China 

war effort by continuing to refuse a summit. Konoe’s private secretary, Ushiba 

Nobuhiko, told the US Embassy’s Eugene Dooman on 7 October that the IJA was actually 

desperate to exit China and could not take the first step, but it was willing to let Konoe 

take responsibility for exiting China.308 Ushiba added that many in Japan saw the 

absence of any US response to the summit offer as evidence that the US side never 

intended to reach any agreement but would use Japan’s failure to sign on the Four 

Principles as justification for maintaining a hostile policy. He noted that the IJA had 

supported Konoe’s outreach, so the Prime Minister would now have to “assume 

responsibility” for the lack of dialogue. Absent a specific US list of demands, the 

diplomatic conversation would be over. 

 

Toyoda on 7 October told Grew that Japan would soon respond to Hull’s 2 October 

Statement on the Four Principles and wanted to “return to the situation prevailing four 

years ago,” a reference to Japan’s desire to end its quagmire in China, but the US should 
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also have realistic expectations about how quickly Japan could adjust its China policy.309 

Grew the next day, reflecting the “Wilsonian World Order” script, told the Foreign 

Ministry’s Terasaki Hidenari that Japan should abandon its claim to special privileges in 

China.310 When Terasaki observed that many in Japan saw the juxtaposition of this US 

position and the Monroe Doctrine as inconsistent, Grew, in a display of low empathy 

bias, told Terasaki that the analogy was inaccurate.311 

 

The US Navy repeated the case study’s third cognitive error in early October when it 

told Roosevelt that US air power in the Philippines would become “a positive threat to 

any Japanese naval operations south of Formosa” by mid-December.312 The US Army 

followed suit in an 8 October US Army’s War Plans Division analysis—sent to Secretary 

of War Stimson and that General Marshall forwarded to General MacArthur in the 

Philippines—which concluded that given the US priority of preparing for war with Nazi 

Germany, the US could intimidate Japan with a strong showing of offensive air power 

and keep Japan as a non-belligerent, a conclusion influenced by the “Japan as 

Supplicant” script.313 

 

Konoe meanwhile was trying to secure IJA support for a large troop withdrawal from 

China, telling Tojo on 9 October that he would accept personal blame for the China 

Incident and that it was time to accept the US position to avoid a war.314 Tojo rejected 

Konoe’s argument on the grounds that the US had its own weaknesses and Japan’s 

defeat was not a forgone conclusion. 

 

A frustrated Foreign Minister told Grew on 10 October that his side was having trouble 

“seizing the point” of Hull’s 2 October Statement, which laid out broad principles but did 
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not specify what the US side wanted Japan to do.315 Toyoda told Grew that Konoe would 

have the flexibility to make “commitments of a far-reaching character” in a summit, but 

Japan could not articulate these ahead of time.316 

 

Konoe’s Political Position Collapses 

Konoe’s time as government head was about to come to a sudden end. On 12 October 

he tried to sustain the fragile consensus to continue negotiating.317 Tojo wanted Konoe 

and Toyoda to guarantee that continued negotiations would result in a satisfactory 

agreement for Japan, which Konoe and Toyoda could not do because the US had not 

responded to the summit proposal. Konoe said he would resign absent a diplomatic 

breakthrough, “I have no confidence in a war such as this. If we were to start a war, it 

has to be done by someone who believes in it.” A major schism then opened because 

Navy Minister Oikama—who had told Konoe 11 days before that the Navy would back 

him—demurred on the IJN’s readiness for a war; he believed it was Konoe’s 

responsibility to make the hard call that Japan was not ready for such a war. Konoe 

meanwhile was expecting Oikawa to balk at the prospect of war, which would give the 

Prime Minister political cover and show that he was not alone in opposing hostilities. 

Tojo said that if the judgment of the 6 September Imperial Conference was incorrect, 

the entire cabinet should resign so that a new cabinet could reevaluate the situation. 

Toyoda admitted, “If I am allowed to be brutally frank, the Imperial Conference 

resolution was impetuous.” Tojo scolded Konoe, asking why he supported the 6 

September Imperial Conference judgment if he lacked confidence in war planning? Tojo 

exclaimed that Japan had already formed a consensus to press ahead. 
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Tojo on 14 October made his case for Konoe’s ouster to Lord Keeper of the Privy Seal 

Kido Koichi.318 Tojo told Kido that the IJN still supported war, despite Oikawa’s 

comments to the contrary. Kido told Tojo that the next Prime Minister would have to 

find a way to change policy, away from the existing Imperial Conference resolutions, and 

that the IJA and IJN must stop bickering. Tojo met with Army Chief of Staff Sugiyama 

later that day, and both Army generals were incensed at the Navy for not being more 

vocal in its opposition to war.319 After all, if Japan accepted US terms, it was the IJA that 

would shoulder the humiliation of withdrawing from China. Because of the Navy’s 

equivocation, Tojo believed that the only way to get Japan off the trajectory set at the 6 

September Imperial Conference was for the entire Cabinet to resign, himself included. 

 

Tojo shortly after his meeting with Lord Kido presented his civilian and Navy colleagues 

with a fateful choice; choose once and for all to implement the judgments of the 6 

September Imperial Conference, or the IJA would abandon—not just pause—military 

preparations and Japan would essentially cede the military initiative to the US.320 Tojo’s 

ultimatum had two consequences. First, it made clear that civilian and Navy leaders 

would bear the consequences for continued dithering. Second, Konoe realized he could 

no longer lead the government and resigned on 16 October.321 Konoe’s departure 

meant that Washington lost a key chance to avert war, although prevailing scripts and 

low levels of empathy ensured that US officials missed this opportunity. 

 

Washington was initially stunned by Konoe’s downfall, although the US soon received 

reports that probably lessened any anxiety over his departure. Konoe’s personal 

secretary the day after the Prime Minister’s removal passed a personal letter from 

Konoe to Grew that said that he was working behind the scenes to ensure the new 

Cabinet led by Tojo included Ministers who wanted to continue dialogue.322 An 
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intercepted Japanese message the next day indicated that Tojo also wanted to continue 

negotiations.323 Grew reported on 20 October that Hirohito had insisted that Tojo’s 

Cabinet continue negotiating, and that a Konoe confidant claimed that he had resigned 

to ensure that the next Prime Minister would reconstitute relations with the US and 

resolve the China Incident. Grew assessed that Konoe thought that the US would be 

more inclined to negotiate with a Prime Minister who could guarantee that the 

military—or at least the IJA—would follow government policy and that Tojo, as an active 

duty IJA General, would be best positioned to control radicals in his service.324 But Hull’s 

reaction to the new leadership lineup in Tokyo reflected low empathy bias, describing 

the new Prime Minister as being “rather stupid” with a “one-track mind” and the new 

Foreign Minister, Togo Shegonori, as being “unable to gain a broad perspective.”325 

 

Senior US officials continued to make the case study’s third cognitive error by 

overestimating the deterrent effect of US forces in the Philippines. Secretary Stimson on 

21 October told Roosevelt that Japan was probably deterred by the deployment of US 

Army combat aircraft to the Philippines.326 The Secretary added that the proposed US 

air bridge from Alaska to Vladivostok to funnel US military aid to the Soviet Union would 

probably also intimidate Japan and possibly force it to exit from the Tripartite Pact. 

Admiral Stark concurred that the US military build-up in the Philippines would deter 

further Japanese aggression, although he also shared a view held by many US Navy 

leaders that Japan might lash out because of US economic sanctions. 

 

Tojo Tries to Undo 6 September Imperial Conference Decision for War 

Tojo on 23 October said that Japan needed to reexamine the 6 September Imperial 

Conference outcome. The service Chiefs of Staff were clearly annoyed that Tojo (who 
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remained Army Minister) was exploring how to avoid war with the US.327 General 

Sugiyama and Admiral Nagano both pushed back on the new Prime Minister for 

reopening settled policy and for missing the mid-October deadline for transitioning from 

diplomacy to war.328 Tojo countered by saying the new Foreign and Finance Ministers’ 

input needed to be considered because military leaders did not have satisfying answers 

for how Japan would cope with US material advantages in a prolonged war.329 

 

Under Secretary Welles’ thinking was colored by the “Wilsonian World Order” script 

when he lectured diplomat Wakasugi on 24 October that Japan before the 1930s had 

modernized rapidly because it enjoyed strong ties to the US and United Kingdom.330 

Welles described Japan’s argument that it was susceptible to economic aggression and 

encirclement by other powers as “thread-bare”, which was an instance of low empathy 

bias because he was dismissing the fact that many of Japan’s officials agreed that these 

factors were a source of insecurity in Tokyo. 

 

Window Closing on Diplomacy 

Grew on 25 October gave US decision-makers a very illustrative account of Japan’s 

internal politics, recounting meeting a reliable informant with high-level ties who 

claimed that the Emperor summoned members of the Privy Council and the military just 

prior to the fall of Konoe’s Cabinet to ask if they would pursue a policy of avoiding war 

with the US.331 Tojo was selected as Prime Minister to control the services and bring the 

US-Japan negotiations to a successful conclusion. Japan could withdraw forces from 

Indochina and China but could not appear to be responding to a US ultimatum. The 

informant closed with a profound observation, noting that for the first time in 10 years 

Japan could reorient its policy and action. Grew added that Tojo’s Government was 
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willing to give up expansionist plans if it could reach an understanding with the US.332 As 

with Grew’s other significant cables, SIT prevailed and “ingroup” members did not alter 

their approach to Japan because prevailing cognitive scripts and low empathy bias led 

them to not question current US lines of effort or explore the likelihood of radical and 

violent action by Japan.333 

 

Japan Debates Prospects in War with US 

Absent US interest in negotiating with Tojo’s new government, decision-makers in 

Tokyo continued their sometimes shrill and oftentimes disingenuous debates about the 

nation’s prospects in war. Planning Board chief Suzuki Teiichi on 27 October noted that 

further government controls would cause the nation’s economic output to contract.334 

Finance Minister Kaya Okinori pointed out that Japan lacked the resources to defeat the 

US in a war.335 Foreign Minister Togo on 28 October suggested waiting until March 1942 

before attacking the US, which would give Japan time to see how the war in Europe 

played out.336 Army Chief of Staff Sugiyama pushed back, noting, “The alliance that is 

encircling Japan would get stronger. Also, Japan’s relations with the Soviets would 

become more uneasy. Oil and other materials would diminish, while the other side’s 

military preparedness would be improved.”337 

 

Hull on 28 October warned Nomura that Japan needed to tread carefully: “At the 

present moment, the Japanese Government must know that in whatever direction they 

might make a rash move, whether south or north, this might well have immediate and 

incalculable consequences. On the other hand, there is no desire in Great Britain, and I 

think none in the United States, to pick trouble with Japan. The drawing together of all 

those who feel themselves threatened by Japanese policy is purely defensive. Where is 
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so much gunpowder lying about, he would be a very rash man who dropped a match on 

it.”338 Hull’s remarks reflected low empathy bias because he did not contemplate that 

US and British actions did not appear defensive to Japan. 

 

Tojo’s Cabinet on 31 October debated three policy options: no war; immediate war; or 

war if diplomacy failed.339 Tojo favored option 3, and new Navy Minister Shimada 

Shigetaro supported Tojo on the condition that the IJN was given a disproportionate 

share of scarce resources, noting, “We need steel. We need aluminum. We need nickel. 

And unless you give us them all, we cannot fight the war.” Army Chief of Staff Sugiyama 

the next morning told Tojo that Japan should abandon the hope of normalizing relations 

with the US, commit to war in early December, finalize war preparations, and use 

diplomacy in a duplicitous way to gain a military advantage. 

 

The 1 November Liaison Conference was a marathon 17-hour debate on the 3 options 

developed the day before.340 Tojo, Navy Minister Shimada, Finance Minister Kaya, and 

Planning Board head Suzuki voiced support for option 3, which would become the 

Government’s official position. The Army Chief of Staff supported option 2. Navy Chief 

of Staff Nagano said Japan would be better off seizing the resources of Southeast Asia 

and fighting the US now instead of waiting several more years. Togo favored diplomacy 

but knew the US would balk if Japan’s exit from China was drawn out, if Tokyo remained 

in the Tripartite Pact, or if Japan did not sign up to Hull’s Four Principles, so Togo 

prepared a plan in which Japan and the US would cease military deployments in the 

South Pacific, Japan would regain access to petroleum imports, commercial relations 

would be restored, and Japan would pledge to fully exit Indochina once peace was 

secured in China. To gain IJA support for Togo’s plan, the Foreign Minister would have to 

secure US agreement to not interfere in Japan’s efforts to end the war in China. Togo 

was now under tremendous time pressure since the deadline for a diplomatic outcome 
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was only a month away. Tojo would give Togo whatever support he needed to give the 

diplomatic option a chance to succeed.341 

 

Grew’s reliable informant claimed that Togo on 2 November said that Tojo’s 

Government had settled on its strategy for meeting the Emperor’s guidance to adjust 

relations with the US.342 The US Ambassador told Washington that Togo wanted to send 

this message, “The Tojo Government has decided the limits to which it will be possible 

to go in an endeavor to meet the desires of the United States, but nevertheless should 

these concessions be regarded as inadequate by the Government of the United States it 

is of the highest importance that the Washington conversations be continued and not 

permitted to break down.”343 Grew was flagging that Tokyo was eager to not close the 

door to diplomatic dialogue, but the “ingroup” in Washington’s cognitive scripts and low 

empathy bias prevented them from actively exploring how much flexible Japan was 

willing to be to avoid a crisis. 

 

Grew Warns of Sudden Military Action 

Grew drafted a historic analysis of conditions in Japan which questioned key tenets of 

the “Wilsonian World Order” script and warned US leaders to avoid low empathy bias, 

observing that Japan may go “all-out in a do-or-die effort to render herself invulnerable 

to foreign economic pressure, even to the extent of committing national hara-kiri, and 

that those of us who are in direct touch with the atmosphere from day to day realize 

that this is not only possible but probable; that Japan’s standards of logic or reason 

cannot be gauged by any Western measuring rod; that it would be hazardous to base 

our national policy on the belief, held in certain quarters, that our economic pressure 

will not drive Japan to war; that we would be lacking in perspicacity if we were to 

disregard or underestimate Japan’s preparations for war in case its alternative program 

for peace should fail or if we were to regard these preparations merely as bluff designed 
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to reinforce Japan’s diplomacy; and that war between Japan and the United States may 

come with dramatic and dangerous suddenness.”344 He was concerned about Japan’s 

capacity to run “headlong into a suicidal struggle with the United States” and cautioned 

that, “Japanese sanity cannot be measured by American standards of logic.” He 

predicted that if diplomatic reconciliation failed, the political pendulum would swing to 

the extreme and Japan’s national temper and psychology would try to insulate the 

nation from external economic pressure and coercion, even at ruinous costs.345 As they 

had done repeatedly and consistent with SIT, members of the US “ingroup” did not take 

any new actions in response to Grew’s stark warning. 

 

Grew’s assessment was consistent with growing sentiment among US military leaders 

who worried that US forces were not ready for war in the Pacific, as seen in Admiral 

Stark and General Marshall’s 5 November memo to Roosevelt: “War between the 

United States and Japan should be avoided while building up defensive forces in the Far 

East, until such time as Japan attacks or directly threatens territories whose security to 

the United States is of very great importance.”346 Despite their increasing concern, these 

US military leaders were still influenced by the “Japan as Supplicant” script because they 

did not entertain the possibility of Japan attacking US forces in Hawaii. 

 

Japan’s leaders at the 5 November Imperial Conference settled on war with the US if 

negotiations did not result in the US granting relief by 1 December. Tojo lamented that 

the US took “many measures to tighten the encirclement of Japan”, said the 21 June 

Hull Note was an attempt to block the creation of the New Order in East Asia, and 
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critiqued the 2 October Four Principles.347 The first principle—respecting territorial 

integrity and sovereignty—would upend Manchukuo and Japan’s involvement in China. 

The second principle—noninterference in internal affairs—would end Japan’s 

relationship with Wang Jingwei’s government in Nanjing. The third principle—

nondiscrimination in trade—would make Japan poor and was routinely ignored by the 

US. The fourth principle—changing the status quo by force—could not be accepted in 

key areas like China.348 

 

Tojo assessed, “The first stage of the war will not be difficult. We have some uneasiness 

about a protracted war. But how can we let the United States continue to do as she 

pleases, even though there is some uneasiness? Two years from now we will have no 

more petroleum for military use. Ships will stop moving. When I think about the 

strengthening of American defenses in the Southwest Pacific, the expansion of the 

American fleet, the unfinished China Incident, and so on, I see no end to difficulties. We 

can talk about austerity and suffering, but can our people endure such a life for a long 

time? The situation is not the same as it was during the 1894-1895 Sino-Japanese War. I 

fear that we would become a third-class nation after two or three years if we just sat 

tight.”349 

 

Despite the dour tone of the 5 December conference, Tojo seemed willing to seek a 

diplomatic outcome. Grew on 7 November told Washington: “The Tojo Government has 

decided the limits to which it will be possible to go in an endeavor to meet the desires of 

the United States, but nevertheless should these concessions be regarded as inadequate 

by the Government of the United States it is of the highest importance that the 

Washington conversations be continued and not permitted to break down.”350 Nomura 
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that same day told Hull that Japan was willing to make “utmost concessions” while 

maintaining due regard for conditions in East Asia.351 It proposed maintaining forces in 

North China, Inner Mongolia, and Hainan for a “certain required duration” while the rest 

of its forces would be withdrawn as soon as Japan reached a general peace with Jiang 

Jieshi.352 Japan would then withdraw forces from Indochina. At this point, Japan would 

recognize a major US demand of the principle of economic non-discrimination 

throughout Asia if the US would uniformly apply it in other regions; Tokyo was 

essentially willing to accept one of the key tenets of the “Wilsonian World Order” script 

and have the US either accept Japan’s proposal or at least highlight a double standard in 

US foreign policy. 

 

Japan in the second week of November made several additional concessions on 

economic non-discrimination, Tripartite Pact obligations, and troop levels in China as 

Tojo tried to honor Hirohito’s instructions to avoid a ruinous war if a diplomatic 

compromise could be reached by 1 December.353 Togo told Grew on 10 November that 

the new Cabinet’s proposals represented Japan’s maximum possible concessions, and 

that Japan, despite “grave domestic difficulties,” was ready to withdraw from China.354 

Togo lamented that Japan was the only party making compromises and criticized the US 

side’s lack of empathy, claiming that US decision-makers did not grasp the realities of 

East Asia, did not appreciate how freezing Japan’s assets and embargoes were perceived 

as menacing, and did not understand how sustained US bullying might push Japan to 

resort to measures of self-defense. Togo’s closing remarks and specific reference to US 

counterparts lacking empathy is an affirmation of this case study’s use of low empathy 

bias to explain flawed US policymaking. 
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Japan also continued to highlight how the lack of US sanctions relief was strengthening 

anti-US forces in Japan. Foreign Ministry official Kase Toshikazu told Grew on 12 

November that Togo was in shock that the US side did not grasp the need to quickly 

engage in meaningful diplomatic negotiation. Many in Tokyo suspected that the US was 

stalling as it prepared to encircle Japan.355 Kase told Grew that Tojo’s Cabinet did not 

share this view but had to contend with powerful forces that did. Demonstrating high 

levels of empathy for Japan’s perspective, Grew opined that failure to reconcile the 

views of the US and Japan could lead to the rise of a military dictatorship in Japan.356 

 

Hull Rejects Japan’s Compromises on China, Demands More Concessions 

The “ingroup” back in Washington ignored Togo and Kase’s pleas. Hull, reflecting the 

“Wilsonian World Order” and “Japan as Supplicant” scripts, rejected Japan’s negotiating 

position and insisted that the onus was on Japan to fully accept US demands—

specifically making a speedy exit from China—to improve relations.357 Nomura asked 

the US side to see if Jiang Jieshi would negotiate with Japan. Hull replied that the ROC 

would support a negotiated settlement if Japan accepted the Four Principles. 

 

Hull reiterated these points three days later, telling Nomura that Japan needed to 

“adopt peaceful courses” before the US would respond to Japan’s various proposals and 

concessions.358 Hull noted only partly in jest that his own countrymen might attack him 

for concluded an agreement with Japan if Tokyo was still honoring its military 

obligations to Nazi Germany. Hull did demonstrate a modicum of flexibility when he said 

that the US and Japan could negotiate a deal on the disposition of Japan’s troops in 

China if Japan could demonstrate peaceful intentions regarding free trade and Tripartite 

Pact membership.359 
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Japan Clarifies War Goals 

Hull’s modest offer was too little, too late, and Japan in the absence of meaningful 

diplomatic progress settled on two war goals on 15 November.360 The first goal was the 

rapid destruction of US, British, and Dutch military power in East Asia, which would 

destroy, “the will of the United States to continue the war,” leave British colonies 

vulnerable, and hasten the demise of the ROC. The second goal was to not draw the 

USSR into the war in Asia. Togo said, “Since the United States is applying economic 

pressure on us, which is even stronger that military pressure, we may have to act in 

order to defend ourselves. For the United States to insist that Japan disregard the 

sacrifices she is making in China is tantamount to telling us to commit suicide.” Despite 

this stark statement, Togo still held out hope and instructed Nomura to move smartly to 

cut a deal with the Americans before time ran out.361 

 

Japan’s final war preparations came just as the US Embassy in Tokyo’s ability to provide 

warning was declining. The chief of US Army intelligence, Brigadier General Sherman 

Miles, noted that the US Embassy was the most critical source of reporting on Japan, but 

Grew on 17 November warned Washington that his staff’s freedom to observe Japanese 

military activities was increasingly limited.362 Grew highlighted the need to “guard 

against sudden Japanese naval or military actions in such areas as are not now involved 

in the Chinese theater of operations.”363 Grew said Japan would seek tactical advantage 

using surprise and initiative. He advised Washington to not expect warning from the US 

Embassy because Japan had effectively cut off his US Army and US Navy attaché’s access 

to military information. 
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Japan Implores US to See Japan’s “Frame of Mind” 

Roosevelt told Nomura on 17 November that the US side viewed Japan as the aggressor, 

while Japan’s Ambassador in turn urged the US President to see the situation from his 

side’s “frame of mind.”364 Nomura said a formal exit from the Tripartite Pact was 

complicated, but a Japanese-US “general understanding” would “outshine” Tokyo’s 

alliance with Berlin. US decision-makers were not satisfied with this vague promise, 

having been burned by Japan repeatedly since its invasion of Manchuria a decade 

earlier. A Japanese friend around this time told Grew: “The trouble with you Anglo-

Saxons is that you regard and deal with the Japanese as grown-up people, whereas the 

Japanese are but children and should be treated by children. An encouraging word or 

gesture immediately inspires confidence. The Germans understand this psychology of 

the Japanese and they have played upon it with marked success.”365 

 

An 18 November Hull-Nomura meeting highlights the extent to which the “Wilsonian 

World Order” script and low empathy bias prevented the US side from understanding 

Japan’s perspective.366 Hull listed actions that demonstrated US sincerity about shaping 

a world order based on law and order, such as ending its colonial power in the 

Philippines in 1945, removing US Marines from China, and trying to reduce UK imperial 

economic preferences. Nomura replied that Japan could not afford to be as 

magnanimous as the US had been in Latin America, adding that US colonial behavior in 

the Philippines resembled European powers’ behavior in Asia and showcased the gap 

between US ideals and reality. Hull was put off by this and made a full-throated defense 

of the “Wilsonian World Order” script by arguing that a liberal international order had to 

be forged soon before “selfish elements”—including Japan—prevented its creation. 

Nomura countered Japan’s strategic orientation could not “turn around too quickly” and 

US economic pressure was strengthening those who argued that “Japan had to fight 

while it still could.” He said Japan had joined the Tripartite Pact because it felt 
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threatened by the West. Hull argued that Washington wanted to empower pro-peace 

leaders who could “get control of the situation in Japan and to assert their influence,” 

and said the US side would modify its economic embargo “on the strength of a step by 

Japan”, such as removing forces from Indochina. Nomura thought it was a productive 

session, but Hull disagreed because Japan did not accept the US demand to end its 

alliance with Germany.367 Hull was also clearly frustrated when Nomura said that Japan 

wanted to keep troops in northern China, as allowed under the Boxer Protocol.368 Hull 

was not satisfied with Japan’s offer to remove 90 percent of its forces from China, 

probably because the “Japan as Supplicant” script led members of the US “ingroup” to 

believe that Japan had no choice to comply fully with US demands.369 

 

Grew’s insightful warnings about the need to empower pro-peace actors in Japan 

appeared to have had at least a limited effect on “ingroup” thinking in Washington, as 

seen when Hull on 19 November told Nomura that informal negotiations might “enable 

the leaders in Japan to hold their ground and organize public opinion in favor of a 

peaceful course.”370 Hull also suggested that Japan reduce its military preparedness so 

Red Army forces in the Soviet Far East and British forces in Singapore could redeploy to 

fight Germany. Hull’s expressions of compromise on 15 and 19 November suggests that 

“ingroup” thinking was belatedly realizing that Japan’s repeated expressions of flexibility 

should be explored, but it also reflected low empathy bias because it flew in the face of 

what the increasingly toxic political climate in Japan by mid-November could seriously 

entertain. 

 

But even this limited flexibility on Hull’s part had limits. Japanese diplomats in a final 

effort to secure some relief from sanctions told Hull on 20 November that any reduction 

of US economic pressure would help the Japanese public get behind a stable 
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relationship with the US.371 Hull was unmoved, countering that Japan needed to make 

clear its peaceful intentions and stop using Nazi-like slogans such as “new order in East 

Asia” and “co-prosperity sphere” which suggested that Japan aspired to conquer all of 

Asia. 

 

The case study’s third cognitive error is again evident in US officials’ expressions of 

confidence that US combat aircraft in the Philippines could deter Japan’s aggression. 

The US Army told MacArthur on 21 November that B-17s should attack Japanese forces 

in the event of hostilities.372 That same day the Joint Army/Navy Board approved 

MacArthur’s proposal to turn the Philippines into a “self-sustaining fortress” capable of 

fending off Japanese assaults for 180 days and using B-17s to strike Japan’s military 

forces.373 

 

Hull Frustrated at Japan’s Slow China Timeline, Togo Frustrated with Grew 

The US was willing to scale back sanctions if Japan withdrew forces from Indochina, but 

Japan insisted it had to first resolve the China Incident. This irritated Hull, who told 

Nomura on 22 November that the US had been restrained in July when Japan increased 

forces in Indochina.374 Nomura implored him to reach a “quick settlement” on the main 

issues being debated, since doing so would have significant psychological value in Japan. 

Hull reiterated the conditional flexibility he expressed on 15 and 19 November, saying 

that the US side could relax “to some extent of freezing” and “consider helping Japan 

out on oil” for civilian use, but only after Japan had given “satisfactory evidence” of its 

peaceful intentions. 

 

Grew on 24 November informed Washington of Tokyo’s offer to withdraw from 

southern Indochina while keeping forces in northern Indochina until the China Incident 
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was resolved.375 Togo told Grew that Japan was eager to secure an end to US and British 

economic sanctions and would negotiate with Jiang Jieshi if the US side did not 

interfere. The Foreign Minister was clearly frustrated that the US side would not accept 

Japan’s recent proposal and said Japan expected US aid to China to cease when Japan-

China talks began. 

 

Hull was unimpressed with Japan’s potential concessions, but he was looking for some 

diplomatic arrangement that would buy time to beef up US defenses in the Philippines 

and prepare for the widening war in Europe. To that end, Hull on 25 November, in what 

would amount to a final gesture of last-minute flexibility, prepared a modus vivendi 

whereby the US would restore economic relations with Japan in return for an immediate 

withdrawal of its forces from southern Indochina and a reduction of forces in northern 

Indochina; Hull considered the effort an act of “clutching at straws”.376 But when the 

White House received reports of a large Japanese amphibious force of up to 50 IJN 

vessels off Formosa’s coast heading towards Indochina, Roosevelt reportedly “fairly 

blew up” at Japan’s aggressive military move.377 

 

Japan Sees Hull Note as Final US Ultimatum 

Angered by Japan’s forces sailing towards Indochina, Hull took a much tougher approach 

on 26 November by restating long-standing principles—all heavily shaped by the 

“Wilsonian World Order” script—for how to reset US-Japan relations in what is known 

as the Hull Note.378 The Hull Note was US officials’ last instance of low empathy bias 

before the Pearl Harbor attack because they did not anticipate, or apparently care, that 

their counterparts would perceive the US demands as both insulting and more 

importantly, threatening on an existential level. The Hull Note also relied on the “Japan 
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as Supplicant” script’s inherent assumption that Japan simply had no other choice but to 

accept US demands. 

 

The Hull Note backfired because it had a clarifying effect—although the opposite of that 

intended by its author—with Japan’s proponents of war seeing the US demarche as 

confirmation that diplomacy had failed.379 They interpreted the terms and tone of the 

Hull Note as validation of their belief that the US was bent on subjugating Japan; it also 

gave Japan’s elites an opportunity to place all fault for the coming war on the US. Japan 

saw the Hull Note as a reiteration of the 1932 Stimson Doctrine and concluded that it 

could not accept the US demands that Japan remove all forces from China and 

Indochina, accept the ROC government in Chongqing, end support to Wang Jingwei’s 

regime, and “take off its hat” to Jiang Jieshi.380 

 

Japan’s diplomats said their government would likely “throw up its hands” when they 

received the US proposal and questioned if the US was even interested in a modus 

vivendi.381 Hull told them that this was as far as the US side would go given Japan’s 

public had “lost its perspective.” The US demonstrated low empathy bias by viewing the 

Hull Note only as a restatement of US core principles and not recognizing that Japan 

would view it as a body blow to the fraught diplomatic process.382 

 

US Military Confident Japan Will Not Attack US Interests 

Senior US officials were unwittingly doubling down on the case study’s third cognitive 

error because they were sanguine that the absence of Japanese attacks on the Soviet 

Far East augured well for continued reinforcement of US forces in the Philippines. Army 
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Chief of Staff Marshall and Navy Chief of Staff Stark on 27 November told Roosevelt, 

“The longer the delay (in the opening of hostilities), the more positive becomes the 

assurance of retention of these islands as a naval and air base. Japanese action to the 

south of Formosa will be hindered and perhaps seriously blocked as long as we hold the 

Philippine Islands.”383 

 

The “Japan as Suppliant” script’s influence can be seen in the US Army’s less-than-

urgent pace deploying combat aircraft to the Philippines; US planners assumed any 

hostilities would not come until the spring of 1942, so US aircraft were not scheduled to 

complete their move to the Philippines until March or April.384 In a final example of the 

pernicious effects of the “Japan as Supplicant” script—which led the US military to 

downplay its estimates of Japan’s military capabilities—US forces in the Philippines, 

despite receiving a “war warning” notice on 27 November, did not increase their alert 

status because US military leaders incorrectly assessed that Japan’s aircraft based in 

Formosa lacked sufficient range to strike the Philippines.385 

 

US Sees Dialogue as Useless Unless Japan Accepts US Position 

Roosevelt demonstrated low empathy bias in remarks to Nomura on 27 November by 

reiterating that the onus for avoiding a crisis sat solely with Japan changing its behavior 

while also not acknowledging Tokyo’s recent concessions to US terms. Roosevelt said 

that the two sides had not reached a modus vivendi because of Japan’s deepening 

involvement in Indochina, its ongoing amphibious operation, and its hostile press 

coverage of the US.386 He was disappointed that Japan opposed “fundamental principles 

of peace and order which constitute the central spirit of the conversations which we 

have been carrying on.” He could not relax economic sanctions unless Japan gave a 

“clear manifestation of peaceful intent,” adding that Japan would be the “ultimate 
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loser” if it followed the path of Hitlerism. Hull added an ultimatum; if Japan did not 

change its ways, then informal conversations between the two sides would be over. 

 

Hull on 28 November told the President, the Secretaries of War and the Navy, and the 

Chief of Naval Operations that diplomacy had failed, and that Japan posed an imminent 

danger to the US: “The Japanese are likely to break out at any time with new acts of 

conquest by force. The question of safeguarding our national security lies in the hands 

of the Army and the Navy. With due deference to the chiefs of our Army and Navy, I 

must express my judgment that any plan for our military defense should include the 

assumption that the Japanese might make the element of surprise a central point of 

their strategy.”387 Informed by intercepted diplomatic cables, Roosevelt told his senior 

staff to prepare for Japanese aggression by 1 December, and Secretary Stimson noted 

that the US needed to “maneuver Japan into firing the first shot without allowing too 

much danger to ourselves.” 388 Even as US officials braced for hostilities with Japan, the 

“Japan as Supplicant” script continued to blind them to the possibility that Japan would 

strike the main US military forces in Hawaii. 

 

Emperor Receives Negative Prognosis for War 

Emperor Hirohito on 29 November discussed the Hull Note’s implications with several 

former Prime Ministers.389 Admiral Yonai, who preceded Konoe, said that Japan faced a 

choice between destruction and gradual weakness, suggesting the latter was preferable. 

Konoe pleaded for adhering to the status quo. The gathering was inconclusive, as was a 

meeting the following day, with the Emperor’s younger brother, Admiral Prince 

Takamatsu, assessing that the IJN was not ready for war and that the US would likely 

defeat Japan.390 
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Japan was frustrated with US intransigence. Tojo in a 30 November speech noted that 

Japan was surrounded by nations that wished it harm, prevented the creation of the 

East Asia Co-Prosperity Sphere, and pitted Asians against each other by supporting Jiang 

Jieshi’s regime. Tojo ended his speech, “For the honor and pride of mankind we must 

purge this sort of practice from East Asia with a vengeance.”391 After hearing of Tojo’s 

remarks, Hull warned Roosevelt that an attack appeared imminent.392 Hull told Nomura 

on 1 December that Tojo’s speech was problematic and that “one of these days we may 

reach a point when we cannot keep on as we are.”393 Hull next comments were drawn 

squarely from the “Wilsonian World Order” script when he told Nomura that the 26 

November US proposal would bring Japan back in-line with the fundamental 

assumptions and expectations that underpinned international relations and that Japan 

need not use its sword again to “gain a seat at the head of the table.” Nomura 

countered that Japan’s efforts in Asia were a less sophisticated version of how the US 

operated in Latin American, and that US sanctions were increasing Japan’s need to 

unilaterally secure raw materials in Indochina. 

 

Japan Blames US Inflexibility for Onset of War 

The 1 December Imperial Conference codified the decision to go to war. Tojo said, “The 

United States not only refused to make even one concession with respect to the 

position she had maintained in the past, but also stipulated new conditions.”394 Togo 

essentially took a swipe at the “Wilsonian World Order” script when he commented, 

“What produced these difficulties in views between our two countries was the fact that 

the United States, in the conduct of international relations, adhered to abstract 

principles that she had traditionally maintained, and urge their application to China and 

other areas without considering the actual situation in East Asia. We recognized that it 

was extremely difficult to reach an agreement as long as the United States did not 
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reverse her attitude.” Hirohito noted that diplomacy had not produced an acceptable 

result and that Japan would go to war with the US, Great Britain, and the Netherlands. 

 

Welles on 2 December confronted Nomura with new information that Japan was 

increasing its forces in Indochina, adding that the US side had to assume that they would 

be used for aggression against the Philippines, the Dutch East Indies, Malaya, Burma, or 

Thailand.395 Nomura said that the US needed to understand how its economic sanctions 

impacted Japan’s “frame of mind.” Welles was unmoved and responded that the US 

frame of mind was impacted by Japan’s four years of aggression in China. 

 

Hull on 5 December summoned Nomura to explain Japan’s growing force in 

Indochina.396 Nomura offered an incredulous excuse that the IJA needed to be able to 

rebuff an ROC assault on Indochina but then added that Japan would feel threatened if 

“other powers” controlled Indochina and was alarmed by the West’s military 

preparations. As the US and Japanese officials continued to talk past each other, 

Nomura muttered, “This isn’t getting us anywhere.” 

 

Grew’s Sources Give Last-minute Warning 

Grew on 5 December relayed a message from a prominent Japanese contact: “I have 

had conversations with friends and after examining their feelings I have come to the 

conclusion that they believe, with no knowledge of the American document of 

November 26, that Washington has delivered an ultimatum to us. Such is the 

regrettable psychology of our people that in my opinion the only way out at the present 

time is for the United States to accept as a possible basis for a modus vivendi that 

Japanese proposals and later on work out a final agreement in line with the American 

proposal. I am emboldened to write to you by my hope that matters will end happily.”397 
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This last-minute plea fell short of US conditions and there is no evidence that the 

“ingroup” in Washington gave it any consideration. 

 

Roosevelt reviewed intercepted Japanese diplomatic cables on 6 December that made 

clear that Japan was about to attack British interests in Asia, which would invariably 

bring the US into the fight—although US decision-makers did not realize how soon 

because they were not tracking the large IJN task force nearing Pearl Harbor. One of 

Hull’s aides noted that Japan’s preparations for attacks across the region were a “flat 

turn-down” of the Hull Note, which surprised “ingroup” members because they saw the 

26 November document as a “rather general plan for peace in the Pacific” and not a US 

ultimatum.398 At this late point, the President and other senior US officials were firm in 

their belief that tensions could only be lessened if Japan hewed to US preferences, while 

their low empathy bias prevented any understanding of how US pressure was viewed by 

Japan as a demand for its capitulation. 

 

Roosevelt Questions Hirohito’s Intentions 

Roosevelt on 6 December questioned Hirohito’s peaceful intentions but pledged to 

address Japan’s expressed fears that foreign military forces in Indochina presented a 

threat to Japan; based on his instructions to Hull regarding the message—“Shoot this to 

Grew—I think it can go in gray code (our least secret code)—saves time—I don’t mind if 

it gets picked up, F.D.R.”—Roosevelt appears to have wanted his last-ditch message to 

be received by not just the Imperial Palace but also by pro-war voices in Japan’s military, 

presumably to demonstrate that the US did not have hostile intentions.399 

 

Grew late on 7 December received word that an encoded telegram was arriving from 

Roosevelt for the Emperor. Grew at 12:15am on 8 December (Japan time) drove to 

Togo’s residence and requested an appointment with the Emperor. Roosevelt’s message 
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warned that Japan’s continued deployments in Indochina were unsettling and 

destabilizing.400 Togo then went to see the Emperor at 3:00am. Togo met Grew at 

7:30am with the reply: “The Japanese Government regrets to have to notify hereby the 

American Government that, in view of the attitude of the American Government, it 

cannot but consider that it is impossible to reach an agreement through further 

negotiations.”401 

 

US Military Balks at News of Attack on Pearl Harbor 

The US service chiefs did not list Pearl Harbor as a target of possible Japanese military 

action. In the immediate moments after news of the Pearl Harbor attack reached 

Washington, an incredulous Navy Secretary Frank Knox—in a powerful illustration of the 

“Japan as Supplicant” script—said, “This can’t be true, this must mean the 

Philippines.”402 

 

Shortly after the IJN air strike on US military forces in Hawaii, Nomura delivered a 

blistering critique to Hull of how Japan perceived US actions, which was effectively an 

indictment of the “Wilsonian World Order” script and of persistent low empathy bias by 

US decision-makers.403 Japan accused the US of prolonging the China Incident by aiding 

Jiang Jieshi’s regime, frustrating Japan’s “aspirations to the ideal of common prosperity” 

in Asia, strangulating Japan’s economy, and preparing to militarily encircle Japan. The US 

side pushed utopian ideals and expected Japan to immediately adopt them. The US 

proposal for a multilateral non-aggression pact with Japan, the US, Great Britain, the 

Republic of China, the Soviet Union, the Dutch, and Thailand, was “far removed from 

the realities of East Asia.” Nomura noted that while the US objected to settling disputes 

with military force, it was quick to use its overwhelming economic power. Japan saw the 

US as wanting to strengthen its status as the dominant power in Asia, which was 
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unacceptable to Japan. US demands of Japan in China were “calculated to destroy 

Japan’s position as the stabilizing factor in East Asia.” The US side clearly wanted to 

obstruct Japan’s efforts to create a new order in Asia and prolong the Japan-China war. 

As a result, Japan “cannot but consider that it is impossible to reach an agreement 

through further negotiations.” 

 

Conclusion 

This first case study has demonstrated that the “Wilsonian World Order” and “Japan as 

Supplicant” scripts and persistent low empathy bias explain why a clear “ingroup” of US 

officials—except for Ambassador Grew—made four major cognitive errors and 

experienced strategic surprise. These factors explain why US officials did not understand 

the overall worldview or psychological state of Japanese counterparts and therefore 

misinterpreted many of Tokyo’s actions, why US officials did not understand that Japan 

was developing alternatives to capitulation in the face of crushing US economic 

pressure, why US officials did not recognize that deploying US air power to the 

Philippines was unlikely to deter Japan’s aggression, and why US officials did not realize 

that their demands to end Tokyo’s four-year quagmire in China stiffened hardliner 

resistance to compromise. A counterfactual argument can be made that US decision-

members could have avoided or at least delayed war with Japan if they had 

demonstrated more flexibility towards Tokyo than their prevailing scripts and low 

empathy allowed. In this case, it is possible to imagine US “ingroup” members 

recognizing that economic warfare and a short timeline for pulling out of China were 

pushing Japan’s leaders into a corner, and they would have paid attention to Grew’s 

prescient analysis and essentially unambiguous warning that Japan’s leaders were 

preparing to fight back rather than capitulate. If US “ingroup” members had taken 

advantage of the opportunity to meet with Konoe in Alaska, it probably would not have 

resolved all of the differences between the US and Japan but likely would have given 

Konoe enough political top cover to work with increasingly dismayed military leaders, 

who recognized the likely outcome of war, and overturn the 6 September Imperial 
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Conference’s decision to attack Pearl Harbor. Such a step would surely have been 

political humiliating for Japan, but if Roosevelt and Konoe had met and agreed on steps 

for each side to take—such as agreeing to Indochina’s neutrality and setting a 

withdrawal timetable from China in exchange for the end of US and allied economic 

sanctions—then the US perhaps could have avoided war in the Pacific and instead 

focused its resources on the US “ingroup’s” priority, which was the escalating war in 

Europe. Instead, the US side demonstrated no willingness to compromise and expected 

their Japanese counterparts to fully comply with US demands. This absolutist position 

clearly backfired, demonstrating the explanatory power of this project’s use of scripts 

and empathy to explain why strategic surprise happens. And we will see the 

consequences of this instance of strategic surprise in the following case studies because 

the US as a result of the war against Japan was now fully ensconced as major power in 

East Asia in a way it was not when it only a colonial power in the Philippines. And as we 

will see in the next two cases, US decision-makers would again experience strategic 

surprise as they wrestled with defining core security interests in the region in the 

context of the Cold War against the communist powers. 
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Chapter 4: The US Confronts China in Korea  

This second case study will use scripts and levels of empathy to explain why US decision-

makers experienced multiple instances of strategic surprise ahead of and after hostilities 

broke out on the Korean peninsula in 1950, including when Moscow and Beijing 

(occasionally referred by its pre-war name of Beiping) signed their Friendship Treaty in 

February, when Kim Il-sung invaded the ROK in June, and when Peng Dehuai attacked 

unwitting UN forces in late October and again in late November. These US officials were 

struggling to understand the new rules and dynamics in the international order as the 

USSR asserted its influence across territories it controlled since the Second World War 

and among like-minded revolutionary regimes and movements, tested a nuclear device, 

and signed a major treaty with the PRC. As was the case in 1941, US officials were 

preoccupied with Europe and essentially tried to limit US strategic liability in East Asia, 

which this case study will demonstrate was a counterproductive approach because the 

US in short-order was repeatedly surprised by not only North Korean’s invasion of its 

southern neighbor but also by the PRC’s massive intervention in the war. This chapter 

will use US decision-makers’ main scripts, the “Moscow has Sole Agency”, “China is not 

Vital/Worthy” and “Limited US War Objectives” as described in Chapter 2, and their 

degree of empathy towards communist adversaries to explain why they: failed to 

understand how communist powers perceived the US in Northeast Asia; did not 

anticipate the consequences of dispatching the US Navy to the Formosa Strait and US 

troops to South Korea in June; and discounted Beijing’s warnings about US troops 

entering North Korea. The case study will demonstrate how these scripts and low levels 

of empathy led to: US officials having significant misperceptions about how China would 

act; US policies backfiring by increasing the scope of hostilities; and US decision-makers 

missing opportunities to avoid or at least lower the risk of conflict with China. 

 

The case study will focus on the main US decision-makers whose biases resulted in 

repeated instances of strategic surprise, namely President Harry Truman, Secretary of 

State Dean Acheson, Secretary of Defense George Marshall, and General Douglas 
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MacArthur, as well as lower-level officials, including Dean Rusk, John Foster Dulles, and 

Ambassador John Leighton Stuart. Ambassador-at-large Philip Jessup and diplomat 

Edmund Clubb offered much more objective and correct analysis; whereas Clubb’s 

insights were probably due to his deep knowledge of the region, Jessup had no such 

knowledge but rather relied on analytic skills from his legal experience. George Kennan 

had a more mixed record, with his errors perhaps reflecting a heavy bias towards Soviet 

affairs and his insights reflecting a deep understanding of the consequences of poorly 

considered policies. 

 

• Truman approved nearly all of the major policy decisions which resulted in the 

US experiencing strategic surprise. His actions were influenced by the “Moscow 

has Sole Agency” script on at least ten occasions, including in all major National 

Security Council (NSC) decisional documents he approved and during key 

meetings at Blair House on the day North Korea invaded South Korea. They were 

also influenced by the “China is not vital/worth” script on at least four occasions 

and the “Limited US War Options” script on at least seven. He also demonstrated 

low empathy bias at least ten times, most significantly by failing to understand 

why Beijing viewed his deployment of US forces into the waters between China 

and Formosa or into North Korea towards the PRC’s border as an existential 

threat. 

 

• Acheson and Marshall echoed all of Truman’s problematic uses of the case 

study’s scripts and low empathy bias. Acheson’s signature January 1950 speech 

on the US hunkering down on offshore islands stands out as an example of low 

empathy bias for not understanding how the DPRK and PRC would view that as a 

sign of US disinterest in their affairs. Marshall’s largest error, shaped by the 

“Limited US War Objectives” script, was ordering MacArthur on 21 November to 

not demonstrate restraint when moving towards the PRC border. 
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• Besides executing US policy shaped by the “Limited US War Options” script, 

MacArthur was heavily influenced by the “China not Vital/Worthy” script and 

low empathy bias, as seen in his assessments in early and mid-October that 

China would not dare intervene, his mid-November analysis that only a token 

PLA force was operating in North Korea, and his late November attempts to first 

ignore and then rationalize away reports of contact between his troops and a 

massive PLA force. 

 

• Rusk frequently echoed the “Moscow has Sole Agency” script, expressed the 

“China not Vital/Worthy” script in late September and early October when 

dismissing the likelihood of PLA intervention, and demonstrated both the 

“Limited US War Options” script and low empathy bias in mid-November when 

declaring that China should not feel threatened by US forces nearing the Yalu. 

Dulles demonstrated low empathy bias when suggesting a UN trusteeship for 

Formosa, which was unacceptable to the PRC. Stuart despite exquisite expertise 

developed over a lifetime in China demonstrated low empathy bias when 

recommending that the US could reduce the Chinese communist’s animus 

towards Washington and draw China away from the USSR by appealing to the 

Party’s liberal elements, which did not exist. 

 

• Jessup in early October disagreed with Acheson, MacArthur, and Rusk and 

assessed that PLA intervention was likely. Clubb as early as late September 

assessed that the PRC would view US forces in North Korea as a threat and in 

early November acknowledged clear signs of PLA forces fighting in Korea. 

Kennan demonstrated low empathy bias on key issues—the nature of Sino-

Soviet relations and Mao’s calculus regarding finishing the civil war once Jiang 

Jieshi was ensconced on Formosa—but he also understood Moscow’s wariness 

of war in Korea escalating into a general war and warned that overly ambitious 

US goals in Korea would likely backfire. And in keeping with the focus of this 
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project, he presciently observed that the US did not understand its adversary’s 

psychology and made deeply incorrect assumptions about their motives and 

resolve. 

 

This case study illustrates how an “ingroup” formed centering on Truman, Acheson, 

Marshall, and MacArthur, both before and during the crisis, which resulted in a rush to 

reach consensus on policy as well as a failure to both question assumptions and 

consider alternatives. There is clear “ingroup” behavior regarding US analysis of PRC-

USSR relations both before and after the Sino-Soviet Treaty, in the unexplored 

consequences of the offshore perimeter concept, during the panicked early meetings at 

Blair House to decide the US response to the DPRK invasion, in the heady days after 

MacArthur’s bold Incheon landing and routing of North Korean forces, and in the 

decision to destroy the DPRK and advance towards the PRC’s border. Jessup and Clubb 

argued that the US actually faced a serious threat as it moved towards China, which led 

to the only instance of a core “ingroup” member wavering, which Acheson did on 17 

November by questioning if the US actually faced a large PLA force in North Korea. But 

the Secretary’s doubts were too late and tentative to alter the consensus shaped by the 

“Limited US War Objectives” script and low empathy bias. Kennan provided the 

intellectual fodder for the “ingroup” that would form around Truman’s containment 

policy and NSC 68, but he was frequently voicing perspectives that ran contrary to 

“ingroup” thinking on Northeast Asia, which resulted in Kennan’s increasing 

marginalization. 

 

This case study will examine four significant US cognitive errors made by members of 

the “ingroup”: 

 

• The first cognitive error was failing to comprehend why the PRC was hostile 

towards the US. To understand why the US experienced strategic surprise when 

China’s forces attacked US and other UN forces on 25 October 1950, we must 
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first explain why the US and communist-led China were at loggerheads well 

before hostilities began in Korea. In the process, we will demonstrate that US 

leaders’ prevailing scripts and low (sometimes nonexistent) levels of empathy 

towards China contributed to repeated instances of strategic surprise, in the 

form of US decision-makers’ misperception of Chinese Communist Party (CCP) 

leaders’ worldview, goals, and strategy, and of US foreign and military policies 

repeatedly backfiring. 

 

• The second cognitive error was the failure to understand why communist powers 

before North Korea’s invasion viewed the US as being disinterested in the affairs 

of Northeast Asia. We will examine how US officials’ application of scripts and 

levels of empathy contributed to strategic surprise in three areas: first, how the 

offshore islands defense strategy unintentionally signaled low US resolve to 

communist leaders in Moscow, Pyongyang, and Beijing; second, how US officials’ 

assumption that only Moscow could be behind a conflict in the region failed to 

account for Kim Il-sung’s active lobbying of a risk-averse USSR and an ambivalent 

PRC to support his attack on the ROK; and third, how US officials failed to 

understand that Washington was sending the PRC mixed messages regarding the 

communist regime’s goal of finishing China’s civil war, in the process setting the 

stage for US-PRC relations to go from generally poor to openly hostile. 

 

• The third cognitive error was the failure to understand why Beijing would view 

the decision to deploy the US Navy’s 7th Fleet in the Formosa Strait and US 

troops in South Korea as grave threats. In the first days after the invasion, 

panicked US officials drew heavily from historical analogies to make sense of the 

incomplete information coming from Korea. They saw the invasion as the 

opening salvo in what they assumed was Moscow’s bid to confront the West. 

Viewed in that light and eager to avoid a prestige defeat, US officials opted to 

vigorously defend the ROK—creating a significant amount of strategic surprise in 
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Pyongyang, Moscow, and Beijing—and to deploy the US Navy to prevent the PRC 

and ROC from attacking each other while war raged in Korea. US policy backfired 

because Washington did not understand how Beijing viewed US actions, with 

Mao responding by deciding to intervene in Korea. The successful US 

counterattack in September at Incheon set the stage for disastrous strategic 

surprise because US officials—eager to deal Moscow its own prestige defeat—

did not consider the consequences of dismembering North Korea and moving US 

and allied forces to the PRC-DPRK border. 

 

• The fourth and final cognitive error was dismissing Beijing’s warnings about the 

consequences of US troops entering North Korea. US decision-makers repeatedly 

experienced strategic surprise between July and late November because they did 

not understand that North Korea’s unconditional surrender was completely 

unacceptable to the PRC. As a result, US officials failed to heed Beijing’s multiple 

warnings—some subtle and some explicit—and dismissed mounting evidence 

that China’s forces were massing in Manchuria with the intent of repulsing US 

forces from North Korea. US officials quickly internalized the “Limited US War 

Objectives” script, which prevented them from understanding why the PRC 

viewed US actions as hostile. US officials, influenced by the “Moscow has Sole 

Agency” script, incorrectly assumed that the Kremlin was the communist bloc’s 

sole decision-making authority, which reinforced their view that the PRC was not 

an independent actor and that Beijing’s increasingly shrill warnings could be 

ignored. And US officials held the “China is not Vital/Worthy” script and 

demonstrated low empathy bias which led them to dismiss growing signs of 

Beijing’s major military operations. 

 

Setting the Stage: Origins of US-PRC Tensions 

US decision-makers experienced strategic surprise, both in the late stages of China’s civil 

war as well as in late 1949 and 1950 regarding relations with the fledging PRC. An 
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“ingroup” of US officials, consisting of Truman in most instances and including leading 

US China experts, experienced this case study’s first cognitive error of not 

understanding why China’s communists viewed the US with such hostility because they 

were heavily influenced by the “China is not Vital/Worthy” script and demonstrated 

repeated instances of low empathy bias. Even before the conclusion of China’s civil war, 

US officials misinterpreted the CCP’s inclination to cooperate with the US. Kennan in 

June 1947 recommended exploiting ideological cleavages in the CCP by favoring 

“genuine agrarian reforms” at the expense of the “hard core of indoctrinated 

Communists.” He demonstrated low empathy bias by assuming that such an easily 

delineated division of viewpoints existed within the CCP, and that “genuine agrarian 

reforms” were not also communists who resented US support of the KMT as much as 

the “indoctrinated Communists”.404 

 

The US “ingroup” demonstrated low empathy bias by failing to recognize that the CCP 

fundamentally sought to reverse the position of subservience that had characterized 

China’s relations with the West since the First Opium War. CCP leaders saw the US as 

being innately hostile to revolutionary movements, citing its ambivalence during China’s 

1911 Revolution, dispatch of troops to Russia in 1917 after the Bolshevik Revolution, 

being the last major power to establish diplomatic relations with the USSR, and support 

of the ROC when the civil war resumed in 1946.405 Mao’s view was that Western powers 

needed to reverse—and demonstrate contrition for—their century-old hostile and 

patronizing approach towards China and treat it as an equal.406 CCP leaders, and Mao in 

particular, expected that Western leaders would not alter their views. The US “ingroup” 

for their part gave no consideration to the CCP’s definition of equality because they 

 
404 Mclean, “China Myth,” 38; Heer, Mr. X, 27. Truman did not share Kennan’s view, instead viewing the 
communists as dedicated Marxist-Leninists. Truman, Memoirs, 90-91. 
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believed US assumptions about how international relations should operate were 

universal and that any alternative perspective—such as the CCP’s—was illegitimate.407 

 

As the US in the fall of 1948 took a wait-and-see approach to developments in China, 

the CCP tried to force Washington to cut off support to Jiang by detaining US Consul 

General Angus Ward and his staff in Shenyang (Mukden) on 20 November.408 Frustrated 

US “ingroup” members struggled to clarify their China policy in NSC 41 and NSC 34/2, 

which both reflected prevailing scripts and low empathy bias.409 NSC 41, which Truman 

approved on 3 March 1949, recognized that the wait-and-see approach was not working 

and called for using economic power to force China to comply with US demands.410 NSC 

41 was heavily colored by the “China is not Vital/Worthy” script because it assumed that 

the communists would have no other choice but to follow China’s traditional trading 

relationships with the West and Japan if they wanted to rebuild China’s devastated 

economy. NSC 41 also demonstrated low empathy bias by arguing that the US should 

“augment such forces as might operate to create serious rifts between Moscow and a 

Chinese Communist regime,” a problematic recommendation given that the US was not 

in communication with any faction within the CCP (as US Consul General in Beiping 

Edmund Clubb discovered when trying to protest Ward’s detention) and did not actually 

know which CCP elements might be inclined to resist Soviet influence.411 NSC 34/2, also 

approved on 3 March 1949, reflected the “China is not Vital/Worthy” script by 

concluding that the US goal should be to “discover, nourish and bring to power a new 

revolution” if a CCP-led China rejected amicable relations with the US, and that “political 

 
407 Ibid, 43. As Chen observed in reference to this impasse between the US and China, “In the final 
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power and instead would “more closely resemble a strategic morass than a strategic springboard,” and 
that the CCP as likely victors in the civil war would be consumed with domestic reconstruction for years 
that would challenge its “ideological vigor”. 
409 Chen, China’s Road, 47. 
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resistance” to the CCP would develop in time, just as it did against the KMT.412 “Ingroup” 

members had no basis to be confident in either judgment, considering the US did not 

have the means to foster widespread domestic opposition to the CCP, which was 

successfully exploiting the KMT’s widespread unpopularity. In an example of this 

project’s definition of strategic surprise, NSC 41, and NSC 34/2 did not have the 

predicted effect on the CCP, which instead ignored US threats to cut economic links, 

deepened ties to the Soviets, and kept Ward and his staff in prison. 

 

US officials realized their attempts to press China were not working and so briefly 

discussed terms for establishing diplomatic relations, although this new effort 

immediately floundered. Acheson on 13 May 1949 demonstrated low empathy bias 

when he incorrectly assumed that the CCP shared his own assumptions regarding 

China’s presumed obligations to foreign powers. He believed that the threat of 

withholding US diplomatic recognition would pressure the CCP to accept the US position 

and also put distance between China and the USSR.413 He instructed Ambassador Stuart 

in Nanjing to tell local CCP authorities who took over the city in late April that they 

needed to discharge China’s international obligations before the US side would extend 

diplomatic recognition—which the CCP immediately rejected because they would not 

accept the US dictating how China should conduct its affairs.414 Despite his 

unquestioned expertise and deep sympathy towards China, Stuart demonstrated low 

empathy bias by believing that he could convince CCP leaders that their anti-

Americanism was misplaced and “remove or to some extent reduce” their hostile view 

of the US.415 The CCP chose Huang Hua—head of foreign affairs for the CCP in Nanjing—

as Stuart’s counterpart. The future Foreign Minister had been Marshall’s interpreter in 

1946-1947 and a student at Yenching University where Stuart was its first principal. Mao 
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on 10 May 1949 told Huang to “Listen more and talk less.”416 Huang told Stuart that 

China would consider having normal relations if the US cut ties to the KMT and treated 

China as an equal; Stuart sidestepped Hua’s demands and said China needed to respect 

US commercial interests and adhere to international norms.417 

 

To illustrate that not all members of the “ingroup” were thinking in lockstep, Truman, 

continued to not share his diplomats’ excitement to reach out to a supposedly liberal 

wing of the CCP, instructed US officials on 16 June 1949 to not “indicate any softening 

towards the Communists.”418 Truman then denied Stuart’s request to travel from 

Nanjing to Beiping for direct talks with CCP leaders.419 Truman’s political instincts paid 

off because, despite the positive messages coming from Huang and ostensibly Zhou, 

Mao on 30 June 1949 declared that China would “lean to one side” and formally align 

with the Soviets.420 

 

Truman’s guidance to not recognize the CCP was driven by the severe domestic political 

price he was paying for ‘losing’ China, but Acheson by September 1949 was still 

receptive to the thinking coming from the State Department’s China experts and 

wondered if the US should be more flexible, both to make a last minute bid to woo 

China from the USSR and because key US allies would soon establish diplomatic 

relations with the CCP-led regime, which would undercut the US policy of holding out 

the prize of diplomatic recognition in exchange for not falling deeper into the Soviet 
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orbit.421 Zhou continued to exploit US low empathy bias, telling Clubb in late September 

that Mao was pragmatic regarding relations with the West, and the CCP on 1 October—

the day of the PRC’s creation—requested the US establish diplomatic relations. But 

Truman was unmoved and reiterated US recognition of the KMT-led ROC.422 Moscow 

recognized the PRC on 2 October and Truman on 3 October said the US “should be in no 

hurry” to do the same.423 

 

While Truman rebuffed the “ingroup’s” recommendations to engage the CCP, he was 

eager to prevent Beijing and Moscow from forging deep ties and the “ingroup” quickly 

fell in line with this goal. An early effort at this is seen Acheson’s 12 January National 

Press Club speech on U.S. Asia policy, which was in part an attempt to drive a wedge 

between China and the USSR by calling out Soviet designs on Xinjiang, Outer Mongolia, 

and Manchuria, while at the same time demonstrating good will towards China by 

reiterating the hands-off US approach towards Jiang’s forces on Formosa. The speech 

backfired and the US was surprised when Mao—eager to allay Stalin’s fears of Chinese 

“Titoism”—ordered Liu Shaoqi the day after Acheson’s speech to seize all foreign 

diplomatic and commercial compounds in Beijing, much to Stalin’s satisfaction. An irate 

US recalled its diplomats from China.424 

 

Frustrated “ingroup” members clung to the goal of driving a wedge between the PRC 

and USSR, even as relations between the communist powers grew closer. Kennan 

wrongly saw Mao’s lengthy stay in Moscow to negotiate the Sino-Soviet Treaty with 

Stalin as evidence that the two communist powers were struggling to forge an amicable 

relationship.425 NSC 48/2, published on 30 December, contained the same low empathy 

bias present in NSC 41 and NSC 34/2 about exploiting supposed rifts between the USSR 
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and PRC through political, psychological, and economic means.426 The 14 February 1950 

announcement of the Sino-Soviet Treaty of Friendship, Alliance, and Mutual Assistance 

took US “ingroup” members by surprise because their low empathy bias led them to 

assume that Mao’s visit to Moscow would fail catastrophically and open the door to US 

efforts to foster “Titoism” in China. 

 

US Failure to Anticipate North Korea’s Invasion 

This case study’s second cognitive error is US officials’ failure to understand that 

communist powers perceived the US in early 1950 in Northeast Asia as irresolute, which 

directly contributed to US strategic surprise in late June when North Korea invaded 

South Korea. US policy in Northeast Asia by the beginning of 1950 had three basic goals: 

deny Moscow a role in Japan’s occupation; consolidate the US position in Japan and the 

Philippines; and avoid entanglements on the Asian mainland so scarce military resources 

were free in case of a crisis in Europe. Truman was still smarting politically at home for 

‘losing’ China and was piqued by Beijing’s alliance with Moscow, but he was nonetheless 

sanguine about the stable US strategic position in Northeast Asia given US control over 

Japan. Following the departure of both US and Soviet troops from the Korean peninsula, 

Washington perceived no real threat to the ROK and focused on bolstering the fledging 

regime with large foreign aid packages. The main driver of strategic surprise was that US 

officials settled into an “ingroup” who followed the “Moscow has Sole Agency” script 

and assumed that only the Kremlin could upend stability on the peninsula. And since US 

officials also assumed that Moscow at that moment was not equipped to start a general 

war against the West, this “ingroup” believed it faced no real danger. 

 

The US in the early 20th century saw a strong Imperial Japan as a counterweight to 

expansionist Russian designs in Asia, so US officials following the 1904-1905 Russo-

Japanese War accepted Imperial Japan’s declaration of Korea as a protectorate in 1905 
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with the Taft-Katsura Agreement.427 The US was ambivalent about Tokyo’s annexation 

of Korea in 1910.428 And when Japan in 1931 invaded Manchuria—using some Korea-

based units—Washington’s response was limited to the ineffectual Stimson Doctrine. 

But Roosevelt in mid-1942, when contemplating the post-war order, did not want a 

hostile power controlling Korea and advocated for a trusteeship guaranteed by the US, 

USSR, UK, and ROC.429 He hoped this would negate possible great power competition 

and compensate for Korea’s weak governance and underdeveloped economy. US 

officials did not want a new commitment on the Asian mainland in 1945, but they 

nonetheless dispatched forces to Korea to prevent Moscow from filling the power 

vacuum created by Japan’s defeat.430 

 

Washington and Moscow quickly put proxies in place to consolidate control over their 

respective halves of the peninsula. The Soviets in October 1945 established the North 

Korean Bureau of the Communist Party of Korea and shortly thereafter named Kim Il-

sung as its chairman, much to dismay of many members of the Communist Party of 

Korea who, unlike Kim, had stayed in country during the final years of the Japanese 

occupation.431 The US at the same time hastily established what would become the ROK 

government, standing up an army, reestablishing the National Police, and flying ardent 

nationalist Syngman Rhee to Seoul.432 The USSR and US in December 1945 agreed to a 

five year trusteeship, but Korea by early 1946 had already been effectively divided into 

respective Soviet- and US-spheres of influence which were codified in 1948 when the 

ROK and the DPRK were established. Keen to prevent communist influence in the south, 

the US turned to conservative landlords and business owners—many of whom had 

collaborated with Imperial Japan—while the Soviets transported large numbers of 
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Korean communists who had spent years in the USSR back to the North to support Kim’s 

regime.433 

 

US policy towards Korea in the five years following the end of the Second World War 

was erratic, reflecting competing goals and limited resources, ultimately settling on a 

maximalist goal (a democratic and unified peninsula) paired with strategic clarity (a 

clearly defined defensive perimeter that excluded any part of the Asian mainland or 

Formosa). Both backfired catastrophically, the former because the US failed to equip the 

ROK to defend itself from external attack or articulate how the ROK would extend its 

authority over the entire peninsula, and the latter because Kim, Stalin, and Mao 

concluded that the US offshore strategy signaled low resolve to defend the ROK and 

ROC forces on Formosa. 

 

Having hastily established its proxy in South Korea, US officials then struggled to 

understand the long-term ramifications of that policy. Truman supported a continued 

US role in Korea because he did not want to return to the isolationist mindset of the 

1920s and 1930s that he believed hastened the Second World War. He also thought that 

the US could demonstrate in Korea how a democratic political system would better 

meet the needs of an underdeveloped semi-feudal society than would Moscow’s 

communist solutions.434 The State Department—with the exception of Kennan—

supported Truman’s view, while the War Department—viewing Korea as a marginal 

interest—recommended extracting US ground forces.435 But the announcement of the 

Truman Doctrine in March of 1947 settled US policy towards Korea, with both military 

advisors and large amounts of aid under the Marshall Plan dispatched to the ROK, and 

the US offered strong support for South Korea in the UN.436 
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An “ingroup” was forming over Korea and they refined their policy views with NSC 8 on 

2 April 1948 and NSC 8/2 on 22 March 1949, although both set excessively ambitious 

goals which backfired. US officials demonstrated low empathy bias in crafting NSC 8 and 

NSC 8/2 because they failed to reconcile (or even contemplate) how a ROK that tried to 

extend its authority over the entire peninsula despite being poorly armed and lacking 

direct support from the US military would fare against Kim Il-sung’s well-armed regime. 

NSC 8 called for a unified, self-governing, democratic, and developing Korea able to 

defeat external aggression.437 It attempted to reconcile Truman’s desire to tout South 

Korea as an exemplar in the early Cold War’s ideological competition with the Soviet 

Union with the Pentagon’s reluctance to commit US forces. NSC 8 also reflected 

Kennan’s view of avoiding US commitments on the Asian mainland.438 NSC 8/2 

reaffirmed the goal and tools of NSC 8, while also setting 30 June 1949 as the date for 

US troops to depart South Korea; its authors were demonstrating low empathy bias by 

not attempting to understand how Pyongyang would view the US withdrawal.439 The 

Joint Chiefs said the US would help South Korea resist any North Korean aggression by 

training the ROK’s small ground forces and providing air support from Okinawa-based 

US combat aircraft, although the events of June 1950 would demonstrate that these 

measures were woefully inadequate. “Ingroup” members did not realize that their 

stated policy was insufficient to achieve their ambitious goals. Truman when approving 

NSC 8/2 noted that pro-Soviet forces overthrowing the UN-supported regime in Seoul 

would “constitute a severe blow to the prestige and influence” of the US; he was 

correct, and yet US policy was actually doing nothing to prevent hostile forces from 

threatening the ROK.440 

 

With US policy by March of 1949 towards Korea settled—albeit on shaky foundations 

that would fail catastrophically in June of 1950—the “ingroup” next contemplated the 
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overall US strategic posture in East Asia, as seen in NSC 48/2 on 30 December 1949. 

Beyond its flaws regarding US officials’ misunderstanding of the prospects for Sino-

Soviet relations and reinforcing the unrealistic policies of NSC 8 and NSC 8/2, NSC 48/2 

codified the defensive perimeter concept whereby the US would project military power 

from island bases off the coast of the Asian mainland.441 Like every US policy document 

of the time, NSC 48/2 was predicated on the “Moscow has Sole Agency” script by 

noting, “From the military point of view, the United States must maintain a minimum 

position in Asia if a successful defense is to be achieved against future Soviet 

aggression.” 

 

US Defensive Perimeter Strategy Signals Weak Resolve 

This defensive perimeter concept was premised on low empathy bias because it failed 

to account for how communist leaders would view the US policy; leaders in Moscow, 

Pyongyang, and Beijing all concluded that the US was content to sit in offshore bastions 

but remain otherwise uninvolved on the Asian mainland. Acheson’s 12 January 1950 

National Press Club speech noted that the US defensive perimeter ran from the 

Aleutians to Japan to Okinawa to the Philippines, and that the US would take the lead in 

rallying the “entire civilized world under the Charter of the United Nations” to rebuff 

external aggression against nations laying west of the defensive perimeter.442 This 

statement reflected the “ingroup’s” low empathy bias because it assumed that Kim 

would be deterred by the prospects of incurring the ire of the untested UN.443 Acheson 

thought his speech was just echoing MacArthur’s 1 March 1949 comments about US 

defenses in the Pacific arrayed on the islands “fringing the coast of Asia”, but his 

remarks backfired because the US had unintentionally removed strategic ambiguity 
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surrounding its freedom of action, which led adversaries to conclude that Washington 

lacked resolve to involve itself with any affair outside of the defensive perimeter. 

 

NSC 68 Assumes Moscow Directs All Communist Actions 

The next milestone in the development of US foreign policy was NSC 68 on 12 April, 

which assessed that the Soviet Union harbored a “new fanatic faith” to impose its 

control over the world by dominating the Eurasian landmass.444 Like other US planning 

documents, NSC 68 reflected the “Moscow has Sole Agency” script by asserting that 

Soviet “successes in the Far East” led to the Kremlin’s growing confidence to challenge 

the West and did not acknowledge that local communist actors could and would pursue 

their own interests. But casting communist successes in East Asia as the sole result of 

Soviet efforts was problematic; besides being inaccurate, as seen in the minor Soviet 

role in the creation of the PRC, it also reflected low empathy bias because it effectively 

assumed that any DPRK actions could only happen if Kim was acting on orders from 

Moscow. While NSC 68 was setting the stage for more active US policy vis-à-vis 

communism around the world, US actions in East Asia for the moment remained 

relatively circumspect. 

 

The ROK was distraught about being excluded from the US defensive perimeter. Rhee 

on 9 May described Washington’s attitude was an “open invitation” to communist 

aggression.445 He was not comforted by the US Embassy’s reminder that Truman was 

committed to political, economic, and military aid and that the Korean Military Advisory 

Group (KMAG) was the second largest US military advisory mission, after Turkey. The US 

Embassy on 11 May dismissed ROK Defense Ministry reports that two divisions of ethnic 

Korean Chinese troops had entered North Korea and that the Korean People’s Army 

(KPA) now had over 300,000 troops; this was an example of low empathy bias because 
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the US diplomats concluded that the ROK military was exaggerating DPRK troops 

strength to convince the US that South Korea was facing a growing military threat.446 

 

US “ingroup” members demonstrated low empathy bias by dismissing other 

troublesome signals emerging from North Korea. Ambassador John Muccio downplayed 

Pyongyang Radio’s 7 June propaganda campaign which criticized the division of Korea by 

the “American-Rhee police state” and called for the unification of peninsula by late 

June; he speculated that Pyongyang was reacting to right wing parties gaining popular 

backing in the ROK National Assembly elections in May.447 A clear example of how 

“ingroup” members were filtering events through the prism of the “Moscow has Sole 

Agency” script came when John Foster Dulles told Rhee on 19 June that US decision-

makers were sanguine about the North Korean threat because the Soviet Union “did not 

for the present wish to become involved in a shooting war but that its more likely action 

would be to foment insurrection, intrigue and sabotage”.448 This statement indicates 

that US officials assumed that the USSR did not want to risk major conflict with the US 

by pursing aggression against a US client state, that Moscow’s preferences were the sole 

determinant of North Korean behavior, and that North Korea could not act on its own 

ambitions or plans. 

 

US understanding of DPRK strategy ahead of the June 1950 invasion was practically 

nonexistent. This can be partly attributed to the US having no official contact with the 

regime, which clearly complicated US efforts to glean insight into Pyongyang’s plans and 

intentions. US “ingroup” members under the influence of the “Moscow has Sole 

Agency” script assumed that North Korea’s actions were fully controlled by Moscow and 

therefore would not invade South Korea because doing so would increase the risk to 

general war between the USSR and the US. What US decision-makers failed to 
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appreciate was that Kim took the initiative and misrepresented the invasion’s prospects 

to gain Stalin and Mao’s approval to attack South Korea. 

 

Kim’s priority after the DPRK’s founding in September of 1948 was to extend communist 

control over the entire peninsula.449 The KPA was well-armed with tanks and artillery 

left by the departing Soviet 25th Army, but Kim could not risk an invasion with US troops 

still in South Korea. Stalin found Kim agreeable, if for no other reason than he seemed 

more open to Soviet guidance than Mao. Kim was content to receive advice and 

resources from Moscow, given his wariness of letting China develop influence over the 

DPRK.450 Kim wanted Soviet support for a direct invasion, but Stalin instead encouraged 

Kim in the spring of 1949 to wage guerilla war against the ROK.451 These efforts failed to 

incite an uprising against the ROK regime and North Korea’s operations ended at the 

end of 1949.452 

 

Despite this setback, Kim still sensed opportunity when the US did not step in to save 

Jiang’s regime or block the PRC’s establishment. Stalin was still wary of a DPRK invasion 

of the ROK but was nonetheless intrigued by the idea of a unified Korea under Kim that 

would be a useful strategic buffer on the USSR’s eastern flank and give Moscow leverage 

over the US in Japan.453 Mao in early 1950 told Stalin, “The U.S.A., perhaps, would not 

be involved, because this was an internal question that would be solved by the Korean 

people themselves.” Mao believed that the US would not intervene to save the ROK, 

just as it had not intervened to save the ROC, but the North Koreans needed to be ready 

in case the US acted differently in Korea.454 Mao was still in Moscow when Kim 
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requested that the PRC let ethnic Korean soldiers serving in the PLA go to North Korea; 

acting PLA Chief of Staff Nie Rongzhen dispatched 14,000 troops with their weapons and 

other equipment by the spring of 1950. Mao was conflicted by Kim’s ambitions, wanting 

to support other national liberation movements in East Asia but worried that a war in 

Korea would delay his invasion of Formosa to finish off Jiang.455 

 

Stalin and Kim’s Reaction to Acheson’s Speech 

Acheson’s National Press Club speech backfired because it had the opposite effect of 

what US “ingroup” members intended. Kim lobbied Stalin to support a conventional 

North Korean invasion, citing Acheson’s speech as evidence that the US would not 

intervene just as it had not during China’s civil war.456 Stalin’s own thinking changed 

after Acheson’s speech. He had previously believed that the US would not accept being 

forcibly ejected from South Korea but the speech suggested that Washington’s 

“prevailing mood is not to interfere.”457 With the departure of US troops from South 

Korea in June 1949 and Acheson’s January 1950 speech, Stalin—still very much irritated 

that the US was blocking any meaningful Soviet role in Japan’s occupation—on 22 

January 1950 concluded that the time was ripe to confront the US in East Asia.458 Stalin’s 

immediate concern was minimizing the risk to the USSR of Kim’s proposal, so he made 

Mao and the PRC responsible for Kim’s plan.459 Stalin decided to support Kim’s invasion 

proposal but would not tell Kim until the Korean leader’s secret 30 March-25 April visit 

to Moscow. 

 

Kim promised Stalin that the invasion would be over in three days—much too fast for 

the US to react—and that 200,000 communists in the south would rise up against Rhee’s 
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regime. Stalin gave conditional support but bluntly stated that North Korea was not the 

Soviet Union’s top priority, adding, “If you should get kicked in the teeth, I shall not lift a 

finger. You have to ask Mao for all the help.”460 Kim from 13-16 May sought Mao’s 

backing but shared no details or even the timing of the KPA’s invasion plan.461 Mao 

could hardly argue that Kim should not attempt to do in Korea what Mao had just 

accomplished in China. But Kim kept Mao in the dark regarding North Korea’s military 

plans, going so far as to deny pro-CCP North Korean officials’ access to the operation’s 

timeline as well as importing Soviet arms by sea so the PRC would not observe the build-

up.462 Mao proposed basing three PLA armies on the PRC-DPRK border in case the US 

defended the ROK, but Kim rejected the offer. Mao at the end of Kim’s visit grudgingly 

endorsed the North Korean plan, primarily because Mao did not want to risk losing 

Soviet support for the PRC’s pending invasion of Formosa.463 

 

Mixed US Messages over Formosa 

US policy towards Jiang’s KMT was essentially the opposite of US policy towards South 

Korea; Truman, Acheson, and most of the State Department accepted that the PRC 

would sooner or later conquer Formosa, while the Pentagon strongly opposed this 

outcome. Truman nonetheless forced the US military to support his preferred hands-off 

policy, which signaled to Mao that the US would not prevent the PRC from invading the 

island. Truman probably would not have been able to sit by if the PRC invaded Formosa, 

given the US Congress and public’s strong backing of the ROC, but he was unknowingly 

setting the stage to fully derail the already wobbly US relationship with the PRC when he 
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suddenly reversed US policy after the DPRK’s invasion by supporting Jiang’s forces on 

Formosa. 

 

PRC leaders saw the conquest of Jiang’s remnant KMT forces as the final chapter of 

China’s civil war. For Mao and other PRC officials, this last campaign would be one of the 

key accomplishments in the CCP’s bid to end the “century of humiliation” and allow the 

PRC to focus on domestic reconstruction and project revolutionary influence abroad.464 

When the US took no action following the PLA’s crossing south of the Yangzi River in 

April—which triggered a rout of ROC ground units—or when the PLA took Shanghai—

home to significant US economic interests—CCP leaders began to that it might not 

intervene to save Jiang.465 

 

Throughout 1949 and into January 1950, “ingroup” consensus on China’s designs on 

Formosa did not yet exist, and the Departments of Defense and State argued over the 

appropriate approach to Formosa as seen in NSC 37.466 MacArthur made the case that 

US strategic depth in the Western Pacific would be negated if China controlled 

Formosa.467 But the State Department made a counterargument—influenced by both 

the “Moscow has Sole Agency” script and low empathy bias regarding CCP control over 

China’s hinterlands—in NSC 37/8: “the employment of US forces on Formosa would 

enable the Chinese Communists to rally support to themselves as defenders of China’s 

territorial integrity and handicap our efforts to exploit Chinese irredentist sentiments 

with respect to Soviet actions in Manchuria, Mongolia, and Sinkiang.”468 Acheson, 

whose frustration with the ROC was well known, told Joint Chiefs Chairman Omar 
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Bradley on 29 December 1949 that using US forces to defend Formosa would trigger 

massive waves of anti-US sentiment in China.469 

 

Truman settled the matter, announcing on 5 January 1950 that the US did not seek 

military bases or other privileges on Formosa, and that the US would remain out of 

China’s civil war.470 A week after Truman’s comments, Acheson’s defensive perimeter 

speech unambiguously excluded Formosa. Mao was encouraged by the U.S. 

approach.471 He approved plans in February for an airborne assault paired with a four-

division amphibious invasion.472 Following Kim’s May meeting with Mao, the PRC was 

eager to secure Moscow’s support for the Formosa operation before North Korea 

invaded the ROK. Mao appears to have not been aware of Kim’s 25 June invasion start 

date, since Kim’s campaign would vastly complicate—and wind-up scuttling—Mao’s 

Formosa invasion.473 

 

Because “ingroup” consensus on Formosa did not yet exist, despite Truman and 

Acheson’s seemingly strong preferences, several key US officials argued throughout the 

first half of 1950 that Washington should prevent the PRC from invading Formosa. 

General Bradley on 25 January told the US Senate Foreign Relations Committee that the 

Joint Chiefs were concerned about the impact on US security interests if a hostile power 

took control the island.474 Secretary of Defense Louis Johnson in February and again in 

May asked Acheson to reconsider military aid to the ROC.475 Acheson was not having it, 

telling the Foreign Relations Committee in March that Formosa was not a vital US 

interest and the US could find itself at loggerheads with the new PRC if Washington 
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intervened.476 Acheson’s comment to the Senators—particularly “Whoever runs China, 

even if the devil himself runs China, if he is an independent devil that is infinitely better 

than if he is a stooge of Moscow”—reflected low empathy bias because he assumed 

that the PRC’s leaders would rebuff Soviet influence. 

 

Some officials nonetheless continued to argue that Formosa’s loss would represent a 

broader US defeat in the nascent Cold War with the Soviet Union. Dean Rusk’s arrival in 

March as the Assistant Secretary of State responsible for East Asia and John Foster 

Dulles as Acheson’s advisor in April saw two strong advocates of this perspective join 

the debate. Dulles and Rusk on 30 May sent Acheson a memo—heavily influenced by 

the “Moscow has Sole Agency” script—which concluded that the CCP taking over China 

“marked a shift in the balance of power in favor of Soviet Russia and to the disfavor of 

the US.” 477 The memo said that governments and publics around the world were 

watching how the US responded to Soviet expansion, and that the US position in Japan 

and the Philippines might become untenable. 

 

A chorus of opposition to US support for Jiang’s ROC regime emerged from the State 

Department. A memo in May noted that PRC conquest of Formosa “would in general be 

adverse to the Chinese Communists because economic difficulties could no longer be 

blamed upon the blockade and air raids, and attributed to the U.S.”478 But Rusk and 

Dulles’ proposal to use a UN trusteeship to deny the PRC control over Formosa 

appeared to be gaining traction. Rusk, Policy Planning chief Paul Nitze, and Ambassador-

at-Large Jessup on 30 May discussed how to “draw the line” at Formosa to block further 

communist expansion without using US military power.479 They agreed that Dulles 

would tell Jiang in mid-June that the island’s fall was inevitable, that the US would not 

intervene to prevent this, and that Jiang’s only option was to request UN trusteeship, 
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which the US would support and then use the US Navy to prevent an armed attack on 

Formosa. But at this point, no “ingroup” consensus existed, mainly because Acheson 

was still not convinced; he commented publicly on 23 June that the US had “no 

intention of reversing its nonintervention policy toward Formosa and the Chinese Civil 

War.”480 

 

“Moscow Has Sole Agency” Script Dominates US Reaction to DPRK Invasion 

This case study’s third cognitive error was the failure to understand how dispatching the 

US Navy’s 7th Fleet in the Formosa Strait and US troops to the ROK in response to North 

Korea’s invasion would set the stage for a US-PRC conflict. US officials quickly realized 

that North Korea’s 25 June attacks were not mere harassment but rather a full-scale 

invasion.481 Ambassador Muccio in Seoul at 0400 local time reported an artillery barrage 

followed by North Korean ground forces entering South Korea two hours later, 

observing, “It would appear from nature of attack and manner in which it was launched 

that it constitutes all-out offensive against ROK.”482 Acheson notified Truman, who was 

concerned that North Korea’s invasion could be the opening moves of the third world 

war.483 During a meeting with his senior staff on the evening on 25 June, Truman began 

translating his initial reaction to the news into policy guidance, speaking of the North 

Koreans, “By God, I am going to let them have it.”484 Attendees relied heavily on historic 
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analogies to inform their initial response. Truman had in mind Japan’s 1931 invasion of 

Manchuria and Italy’s 1935 invasion of Ethiopia, noting “Communism was acting in 

Korea just as Hitler, Mussolini, and the Japanese had acted ten, fifteen, and twenty 

years earlier.”485 Truman’s strong sense of outrage and his initial assumptions of Soviet 

culpability formed the outline of what soon became the “ingroup” view, and his advisors 

quickly endorsed that position. General Bradley noted that participants at the 25 June 

Blair House meeting felt “an intense moral outrage, even more than we felt over the 

Czechoslovakia coup in 1948.”486 Attendees did not discuss North Korean motives at all, 

and the influence of the “Moscow has Sole Agency” script is seen in how the invasion 

was framed exclusively in the context of a broader Soviet threat; Acheson’s initial 

conclusion was that Moscow was testing US resolve in the aftermath of the Berlin 

blockade.487 Acheson recommended sending US weapons and ammunition to the ROK 

military, building support in the UN to criticize North Korea’s actions, and positioning 

the US Navy’s 7th Fleet near Formosa to prevent a PRC attack; he intended this final 

recommendation to be a stabilizing move although it would backfire because it 

triggered the PRC leaderships’ fears of the US preventing the CCP from cementing its 

victory in China’s civil war.488 Truman ended the meeting by deciding that MacArthur 

should send a survey group to Korea, the US Navy should send more ships to Japan, the 

US Air Force should be prepared to “wipe out all Soviet air bases in the Far East”, and 

the State Department and Pentagon should determine where Moscow might make its 

next move. 

 

Truman and his advisors reconvened on 26 June, where the “ingroup” consensus quickly 

solidified around direct US intervention because the crisis was “a symbol of American 

reliability worldwide” and unanswered communist aggression in Korea would lead to 
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similar crises in other parts of the world.489 Truman allowed the US Navy and US Air 

Force to assist ROK troops, although US forces should not yet take any actions north of 

the 38th parallel, emphasizing, “I don’t want to go to war.”490 Much of the rest of the 

session focused on Formosa. Truman concurred with Acheson’s recommendation that 

the US should explicitly forbid Jiang from attacking the PRC, but he was intrigued with a 

private letter from Jiang offering large numbers of ROC troops to fight in South Korea. 

Acheson was worried this would get the US “mixed-up in the administration of 

Formosa.” 

 

Nearly all of the US foreign affairs bureaucracy immediately hewed to the “ingroup” 

take on the crisis. And while US experts had more substantive expertise than US leaders, 

their analysis and recommendations were rife with low empathy bias and almost 

uniformly applied the “Moscow has Sole Agency” script when interpreting 

developments in Northeast Asia. Kennan on 26 June assessed that Moscow would 

probably move against other parts of the globe if developments in Korea were 

“seriously damaging to western prestige”, which was an example of low empathy bias 

because he was making an incorrect assumption about Moscow’s appetite for 

escalation.491 Kennan’s view that a total ROK collapse would incentivize China to invade 

Formosa was also low empathy bias because Mao was already deeply committed to the 

goal, regardless of whether the ROK collapsed. Kennan assessed that China could be 

deterred from attacking Formosa if the US repulsed the North Korean invasion of South 

Korea, which was a profound misreading of both the PRC’s appetite to invade the island 

and the degree to which PRC leaders viewed the war on the peninsula as a distraction 

from the task of taking Formosa. The State Department’s Office of Intelligence Research 
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concluded that the USSR was driving Pyongyang’s actions and that the Kremlin wanted 

to destroy the ROK “on grounds militarily most favorable to the Soviet Union.”492 

 

The US Embassy in Moscow did not fully hew to the “ingroup” view, at once blaming 

Moscow but then also questioning the knee-jerk conventional wisdom that the Kremlin 

was solely responsible for events in Korea.493 In a notable dissent, Ambassador Alan Kirk 

questioned the “universally known fact of the USSR’s controlling influence over the 

North Korean regime” and recommended not implicating the USSR in the invasion 

because it would be harder for Moscow to back down when the West took countering 

action. Acheson subscribed to the “ingroup” view and strongly disagreed with Kirk, 

noting that failing to confront Moscow would incentivize it to use satellite governments 

in the future to launch aggressive actions against the West while minimizing direct risk 

to the USSR.494 

 

With most US decision-makers supported the “ingroup” view and inaccurately ascribed 

full responsibility for the invasion on the Soviet Union, the Joint Chiefs of Staff on 29 July 

ordered Commander-in-Chief Far East (CINCFE) MacArthur to use US naval and air 

power to support ROK forces, defend Formosa from communist attack, and destroy 

North Korean military targets while also staying “well clear of the frontiers of Manchuria 

or the Soviet Union.”495 MacArthur the next day advised that only the introduction of US 

ground forces would halt and make possible the defeat of the KPA advance, and that he 
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was prepared to move a Regimental Combat Team (RCT) from Japan.496 MacArthur was 

demonstrating low empathy bias by initially assessing that only two US divisions in Japan 

were sufficient defeat the KPA.497 Truman on 30 June decided to commit US ground 

forces to defend South Korea and to enact a naval blockade of North Korea.498 Truman 

in his diary on 30 June wondered what Stalin and Mao would do next—Kim was not 

referenced—and noted, “Must be careful not to cause a general Asiatic war.”499 

 

The US “ingroup” consensus continued to be heavily shaped by the “Moscow has Sole 

Agency” script as members unintentionally exaggerated the Kremlin’s role in the 

invasion and ignored North Korea as an independent actor. This view was codified as US 

policy on 1 July in NSC 73, which concluded that the Soviet Union wanted to gain control 

over Korea, avoid a showdown with Washington, embroil the US in a war of attrition 

with a Soviet satellite, turn “all Asiatic peoples against us,” and force a US “retirement 

from the Asiatic scene.”500 NSC 73 also assessed that the PRC’s leaders were 

“committing certain political blunders of which we may be able to take advantage of in 

the coming period,” which reflected the “China is not Vital/Worthy” script because US 

“ingroup” members discounted the possibility that Mao and his associates knew how to 

pursue their national interests. NSC 73 accurately assessed that the only external 

military action would be from China, although US officials—despite noting this 

possibility in one of their most authoritative policy documents—from that point until 

late October nonetheless willfully ignored Beijing’s repeated warnings and a very visible 

troop buildup in Manchuria.501 It also contained significant low empathy bias by 

assuming that the CCP was “undoubtedly deterred from impetuous action” in Korea 

because its leaders were focused on domestic reconstruction and that Korea was 

“outside their sphere” and therefore was not of interest to China. This is a sweepingly 
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ahistorical observation given long and complex interaction between China’s dynasties 

and Korean kingdoms, to say nothing of Imperial Japan’s use of Korea as a steppingstone 

for Tokyo’s 1931 conquest of Manchuria. 

 

US Policy on Formosa Backfires 

The US “ingroup” consensus was about to make another major adjustment, and the 

resulting expansion of US security obligations would have major unforeseen 

consequences that would result in strategic surprise. Truman’s snap decision to deploy 

the US Navy on 26 June was primarily an attempt to minimize the distraction of PRC-

ROC fighting while he focused on Korea.502 And while Truman until that time did not 

want to defend ROC forces on Formosa, he now had to be mindful that allowing Jiang’s 

regime to fall was ideologically inconsistent with NSC-68—which posited a monolithic 

communist threat—and worried about Congressional and public criticism if he defended 

the ROK from one communist invasion but then stood aside as the ROC was overtaken 

by another.503 Faced with this dilemma, Truman established a new “ingroup” objective 

when he told Congressional leaders on 27 June that communist control of Formosa 

would be a direct threat to US interests in East Asia, he had ordered the US Navy into 

waters between the mainland and Formosa, and Jiang had been instructed to cease 

attacks on mainland China.504 Truman thought deploying the US Navy was a prudent 

step to prevent the crisis in East Asia from widening. The Administration used public 

statements to emphasize that the US did not plan to attack either the USSR or the PRC 

and did not support ROC attacks on mainland China; Acheson also blocked proposals by 

the Joint Chiefs to send military aid to the ROC because he did not want Beijing to 

conclude that the US was inserting itself into China’s civil war.505 US decision-makers 
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were for the first time influenced by the “Limited US War Objectives” script because 

they assumed that Beijing would recognize, accept, and perhaps even appreciate the US 

Navy deployment in the spirit intended by US officials—a bid to control escalation and 

restrain Jiang—but this move actually backfired and had the opposite of the desired 

effect because it significantly hardened Beijing’s already hostile view of the US. 

 

From the PRC’s perspective, the US decision to deploy warships off Formosa and ground 

forces to Korea meant that the US would actively prevent communist revolutions in East 

Asia; the PRC was essentially correct, as Rusk would note that deploying US troops to 

Korea, dispatching the US Navy into the Strait, and increasing US support to French 

efforts in Indochina were all a hedge against a wider communist offensive across Asia.506 

Mao in early 1950 had ordered the Formosa invasion operation to proceed because he 

concluded that the US would not intervene.507 But following North Korea’s invasion, PRC 

leaders had to change their plans. Mao on 28 June said, “The US invasion of Asia can 

only touch off the broad and resolute opposition of the Asian people. On January 5, 

Truman said in an announcement that the US would not intervene in Formosa. Now his 

conduct proves that this was false.”508 PRC leaders were not only irate at what they 

perceived as the US denying Beijing its final victory in the civil war, but the introduction 

of US ground forces into Korea exacerbated deep-seated fears and memories of the 

peninsula’s role in previous invasions of China, Japan’s attack in 1931 being only the 

most recent example.509 Mao worried about a US pincer attack against Shanghai and 

Northeast China once it was established on Formosa and in Korea.510 
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US Intervention Makes Kim’s Invasion Goals Impossible 

US decision-makers did not yet realize their decision on Formosa was backfiring in 

Beijing. Instead, US officials in July—in addition to sending more combat forces to slow 

the KPA’s advance—rebuffed Soviet offers to help negotiate a ceasefire if the US 

allowed the PRC to join the UN. On the diplomatic front, Ambassador Kirk on 8 July 

warned Acheson that Moscow would likely ask Washington to seat China in the UN 

Security Council as the price of gaining Soviet support to negotiate the end of 

hostilities.511 Acheson, heavily influenced by the “Moscow has Sole Agency” script, told 

UK officials on 10 July that he had no doubts that the Kremlin had ordered the invasion 

and actively directed North Korea.512 

 

On the military front, MacArthur told the Joint Chiefs on 9 July that the situation was 

critical.513 He said KPA armor units were “as good as any seen at any time in the last 

war” and its infantry was of “thoroughly first class quality”, although he credited this to 

Soviet and Chinese advisors. He requested four additional US Army divisions be 

dispatched without delay. MacArthur’s staff in Tokyo on 6 July said that if PLA forces 

entered the war, US and allied ground forces would need to be augmented, and that 

Strategic Air Command (SAC) bombers would need to destroy key targets throughout 

North Korea.514 US military officials in Tokyo were demonstrating low empathy bias 

because they believed that the mere fact of Truman announcing the presence of 

nuclear-capable bombers would be a powerful deterrent on China; when SAC aircraft 

were eventually deployed to Japan, they had no observable impact on PRC behavior.515 

 

The introduction of US and allied ground forces in South Korea meant that Kim Il-sung 

could not achieve the rapid victory he promised to Stalin and Mao. As more US troops 

arrived, PRC leaders—particularly Mao and Zhou—began building a political consensus 
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amongst their peers that China should intervene and thereby deny the US a unified and 

pro-US ROK. Zhou on 2 July told Soviet Ambassador N.V. Roshchhin that, “North Korea 

had underestimated the possibility of American military interference, ignoring Mao’s 

warning to this effect back in 1949 and 1950.”516 Zhou said that if US forces entered 

North Korea, PLA soldiers wearing North Korean uniforms would fight.517 Mao on 7 July 

signed off on the PLA’s initial plan for operations in Korea, leaving the details to acting 

Chief of the General Staff Nie Rongzhen.518 Zhou told CCP leaders on 7 July that the 

Korean crisis was an opportunity to advance the CCP’s domestic priorities. He included 

the conflict as one of the regime’s three main political campaigns: the Great Movement 

to Resist America and Assist Korea, as well as the land reform movement and the 

movement to suppress reactionaries.519 As Mao lost confidence that Kim could quickly 

conquer the south, the PRC leader ordered the PLA on 13 July to create the Northeast 

Frontier Force under Su Yu with 255,000 troops.520 

 

US Sees Maximalist Outcome in Korea as Early Cold War Victory 

This case study’s fourth cognitive error was the US failure to heed China’s warnings 

about US troops entering DPRK territory, first discussed in early July in US long-range 

plans for Korea even though the full “ingroup” consensus on this topic would not be 

reached until September. Assuming their forces would blunt the KPA invasion, US 

officials debated two basic options; the minimalist option aimed at repulsing North 

Korean forces back across the 38th parallel, thereby restoring the ROK to its pre-invasion 

borders, or the maximalist option which would destroy the KPA and the DPRK regime, 

thereby permanently removing the communist bloc threat to the ROK. State’s Northeast 
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Asian Affairs director John Moore Allison argued for the latter option, recommending on 

1 July that US forces move up to the borders of Manchuria and Siberia and then hold a 

UN-supervised election for the entire peninsula.521 Consensus did not yet exist; Truman 

and Acheson at a 10 July NSC meeting both opposed entering North Korea even as 

Acheson that same day rejected New Delhi’s offer for a UN-supervised return to the pre-

invasion status quo in exchange for the PRC’s admissions to the UN.522 Beijing started 

signaling its bottom lines very early on; shortly after the first US troops arrived in South 

Korea, the People’s Daily on 6 July noted that the Korean people would have to be 

prepared for a prolonged struggle.523 US officials paid no heed to what amounts to 

Beijing’s first warning to Washington. Instead, they made veiled threats if China 

attacked South Korea or Formosa, although the effort backfired because Mao cited 

these threatened US strikes on PRC territory to build political support in Beijing for 

forcibly evicting US forces from Korea.524 

 

US decision-makers continued debating appropriate next steps throughout July. Those 

advocating for the maximalist outcome were heavily influenced by the “Limited US War 

Objectives” script, which prevented US officials from understanding that Moscow and 

Beijing would not accept both the destruction of the DPRK and a pro-US ROK in control 

of the entire peninsula. As US officials would repeatedly tell themselves and occasionally 

state publicly over the next five months, their objectives were limited because 

Washington did not intend to use an anticipated victory in Korea to harm any other 

regional power. The “Limited US War Objectives” script drove US officials’ assumption 

that an outcome in which the US achieved all its desired outcomes in Korea would be 

accepted by Moscow; US officials did not appear concerned with how leaders in Beijing 

would react, and they definitely did not care what Kim thought about the US policy. The 

maximalist US outcome can be seen in Dulles’ 14 July 1950 observation that the 38th 
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parallel was never intended to be a political boundary and that the UN had from the 

beginning supported a united Korea, although he thought that any attempt to unify 

Korea should be done under UN auspices.525 John Allison agreed with Dulles, telling Rusk 

on 15 July that the US and its allies should cross the 38th parallel. Allison’s view was that 

to realize the 27 June UNSC Resolution to “restore international peace and security in 

the area”, it was necessary to not return to the status quo ante bellum.526 

 

Truman wanted to know his options regarding the future of the peninsula and on 17 July 

instructed the bureaucracy to prepare recommendations.527 And while he had not yet 

settled on a specific course of action, Truman’s preference for what amounted to the 

maximalist US outcome is evident from a 19 July statement in a radio address: “We are 

now in Korea in force, and with God’s help we are there to stay until the constitutional 

authority of the Republic of Korea is fully restored.”528 Given the 1948 ROK Constitution 

stated that its authority extended over the entire peninsula, Truman’s comments 

suggest that he was already supportive, at least in principle, of the maximalist policy 

outcome that would soon become the “ingroup” consensus. Truman also displayed low 

empathy bias regarding Formosa when he noted that US policy was the “military 

neutralization of Formosa…without prejudice to political questions affecting that 

island”, which from Beijing’s perspective was alarming because the US appeared to be 

demonstrating anti-PRC prejudice regarding the conclusion of China’s civil war. 

 

The US foreign affairs bureaucracy’s cognitive biases heavily shaped their responses to 

Truman’s 17 July tasking. The Joint Chiefs wanted to preserve limited military resources 

and, subject to the “Moscow has Sole Agency” script, fixated on the prospects of having 
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to fight the Soviet Army if not in Korea than at some other point on the globe. Their 

position became NSC 76 on 21 July, which argued that the US should not commit large 

forces in regions of low strategic importance, i.e., Korea. State’s Policy Planning Staff 

(PPS) on 22 July concluded that the US, under UN auspices, should establish a united 

and independent Korea only if the KPA were to collapse and if the USSR and PRC did not 

intervene.529 

 

US decision-makers were mindful of NSC 76’s directive to avoid Soviet intervention 

when assessing the pros and cons of destroying the DPRK, but the “Moscow has Sole 

Agency” script influenced how they framed the debate. During US-UK policy 

coordination talks led by Bradley and Jessup with UK Ambassador Sir Oliver Franks and 

Chairman of the UK Joint Services Mission Lord Arthur Tedder in late July, the UK side 

recommended committing only small numbers of US and UK forces to the growing 

ground war in Asia and not letting the fighting in Korea escalate into a general war 

against the USSR or PRC.530 The US representatives demonstrated low empathy bias 

when they told UK officials that Truman’s 27 June public expression of benign US 

intentions regarding Formosa made a PRC attack on the island unlikely; Truman’s late 

June comments did not have a calming effect on Mao. While US officials had largely 

given up hope of “Titoism” in China, the UK officials still held out hope that benign 

Western policies could lead to the “gradual drift of the Chinese communist regime away 

from Moscow.” They also thought PRC intervention in Korea was unlikely because China 

would not act “solely at Soviet direction unless they gained some material advantage to 

themselves.” This was low empathy bias on the UK officials’ part; their logic of PRC focus 

on material advantage was correct but they misunderstood how Mao assessed the 

PRC’s interests. The US representatives, echoing the “Moscow has Sole Agency” script, 

disagreed and asserted that the Kremlin was directing Beijing’s actions. 
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US Ambassador in Paris David Bruce on 28 July relayed the perspective of the French 

Interior Ministry, which appear to be some of the most prescient analysis of Soviet 

strategy by any Western government during this period.531 It assessed that Moscow 

would use China to keep the US preoccupied in Asia, thereby reducing US pressure on 

Soviet interests in Europe, and that the Kremlin would foment wars of national 

liberation while avoiding direct risk to Soviet forces. In sum, Stalin’s strategy was to 

maintain the “fixed abscess in the Far East” at low cost and risk while creating a great 

distraction for the US. This insightful analysis apparently did not receive additional 

scrutiny back in Washington. Instead, US decision-makers focused on incoming 

information that reinforced preexisting biases. US Ambassador Lewis Douglas in London 

on 28 July relayed a UK Foreign Office report which noted that Zhou Enlai had told 

India’s Ambassador in Beijing K. M. Panikkar that China “had every intention of avoiding 

implication in present hostilities unless forced on them.”532 Instead of viewing this 

message for what it was, an oblique warning—Beijing’s second after the People’s Daily 6 

July statement that the Korean people should prepare for prolonged struggle—US 

decision-makers erroneously concluded that China was relatively sanguine with 

developments in Korea. This US perspective was reinforced by Indian Prime Minister 

Jawaharlal Nehru’s observation shared with Acheson on 30 July that China was 

preoccupied with domestic reconstruction.533 

 

Secretary Johnson held the most extreme viewpoint within his department, which was 

to launch a preventative war against the Soviet Union and its satellites before Moscow 

had built many atomic bombs and the means to deliver them. The Joint Chiefs took a 

less extreme although still analytically problematic view, recommending on 31 July that 

the US unify the peninsula, ensure the ROK’s defense from foreign aggression, and assist 

in the ROK’s political and economic recovery.534 This analysis was predicated on the 
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“Limited US War Objectives” script because it assumed that Moscow and Beijing would 

accept the desired US outcome. 

 

US Believes Moscow Will Abide Washington’s Maximalist Outcome 

Besides the immediate issue of holding off the KPA’s military offensive in South Korea, 

US officials in August remained mostly focused on the Kremlin and Beijing’s assumed 

roles in the conflict. NSC 72/2 on 8 August described China only as a “Soviet satellite 

force in Asia”, which reflected the influence of the “Moscow has Sole Agency” script on 

“ingroup” thinking.535 Proponents of the maximalist scenario in which the ROK’s 

authority was extended over the Korean peninsula downplayed the prospects of direct 

Soviet intervention. Dulles on 1 August told PPS director Nitze that the ROK should be 

permitted to attempt to unify the peninsula and that the US should strongly consider 

sending troops across the 38th parallel, albeit with one major caveat: “In my opinion, 

there is every reason to go beyond the 38th Parallel, except possibly one, and that is our 

own incapacity to do so and the fact that the attempt might involve us much more 

deeply in a struggle on the Asiatic mainland with Soviet and Chinese Communist 

manpower.”536 This prescient analysis that the US should avoid a major ground war 

against a numerically-superior foe aside, Dulles did not actually seem worried that 

either Moscow or Beijing would intervene. MacArthur shared this view, telling visiting 

Truman confidant Averell Harriman on 8 August that additional US forces were needed 

in order to defeat KPA forces by mid-winter. The General, praising Truman’s move to 

defend South Korea as a “historic decision that would save the world from Communist 

domination” added that he did not believe that the Soviet Union or China had “present 

intentions” to directly intervene or become involved in a general war against the US.537 

The General was demonstrating low empathy bias by not contemplating how Moscow 

or Beijing would react if he destroyed Kim’s regime. 
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George Kennan strongly opposed the maximalist scenario and focused on estimating the 

Kremlin’s next moves. Consistent with his long-standing view that China was of marginal 

strategic interest to the US—reflecting the influence of the “China is not Vital/Worthy” 

script—Kennan did not think Beijing was capable of taking actions free from Soviet 

direction. Kennan argued to Acheson on 8 August that Moscow had started the war in 

Korea.538 On 14 August, he expressed great concern that Soviet leaders would lash out 

against US military operations near the Soviet border, specifically the North Korean port 

of Rason, where Soviet troops were present.539 Truman on 17 August dismissed 

Kennan’s latter argument, saying, “we would have to take whatever risks necessary to 

destroy the points from which supplies were flowing.”540 

 

The lack of Soviet reaction to US air strikes on Rason and Moscow’s return to the UN 

Security Council in August and willingness to explore a negotiated end to hostilities led 

members of the US “ingroup”, informed by the “Limited US War Objectives” script and 

consistent with SIT, to dismiss Kennan’s warnings as excessively dire. They also 

concluded that the US could safely proceed with the maximalist policy.541 Ambiguous 

threat reporting—such as UK War Office information on 11 August that much of the 

PLA’s 4th Army under Lin Biao was deploying to the Korean border and Soviet advisors 

had suddenly disappeared from a military airfield outside Beijing, presumed headed to 

Manchuria—was discounted, as was the 18 August CIA assessment that US troops 

entering North Korea raised the risks of intervention by China.542 Kennan made a final, 

unsuccessful pitch to Acheson on 21 August that US policy was on a dangerous course 

because it lacked clear and realistic goals in Korea.543 
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PRC leaders were increasingly convinced that the US would attempt to unify Korea, 

which from Beijing’s perspective was an intolerable national security threat. Mao at a 4 

August Politburo meeting made the case that the PRC had to eject US forces from Korea, 

warning, “If the US imperialists won the war, they would become more arrogant and 

would threaten us. We should not fail to assist the Koreans. We must lend them our 

hands in the form of sending our military volunteers there. The timing could be further 

decided, but we have to prepare for this.”544 In light of overwhelming US naval 

superiority near Formosa and the need to focus on the ground campaign in Korea, PRC 

leaders grudgingly postponed the Formosa invasion. Beijing on 11 August accepted East 

China Military Region commander Chen Yi’s recommendation that the operation be 

officially rescheduled for some time after 1951.545 Mao then ordered Gao Gang, the 

senior CCP official in Northeast China, to prepare a full operational plan for intervention 

in Korea to be ready by early September.546  

 

Increasingly disturbed by US statements and given the absence of direct diplomatic 

channels, Beijing continued sending indirect signals to US decision-makers. Zhou on 20 

August sent the PRC’s third warning—following the People’s Daily 6 July message and 

Zhou’s 28 July comments—in the form of a message to the UN, “Korea is China’s 

neighbor, and the Chinese people cannot but be concerned about the solution to the 

Korean question.” On 26 August, an official PRC media outlet was more blunt, stating 

that US intervention in Korea was a security threat to China.547 

 

The PRC as early as 10 August noted the large US military buildup in Japan and 

concluded that the US would soon go on the offensive.548 The PLA’s General Staff 

concluded that the US was preparing an amphibious assault against the ports of 
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Wonsan, Nampo, Incheon, Kunsan, or Hungnam.549 The analysis confirmed Mao’s fear of 

a US counterattack and he accelerated his intervention timeline, instructing the PLA to 

be ready by late September.550 The PLA General Staff briefed Mao on MacArthur’s 

personality and temperament, to which Mao replied, “Fine! Fine! The more arrogant 

and stubborn he is, the better. An arrogant enemy is easy to defeat.” PRC leaders also 

attempted, without success, to give strategic counsel to their North Korean 

counterparts.551 Mao warned Kim’s representative in China, Lee Sang-jo, “the United 

States is a real tiger and capable of eating human flesh” and told him to warn Kim that 

the US was probably going to launch an amphibious raid along Korea’s western coast—

including possibly Incheon.552 

 

US departments by late August had still not produced viable options in response to 

Truman’s 17 July tasking on US strategy in Korea because an “ingroup” consensus had 

not yet been reached. The State Department equivocated, recommending the US should 

seek an independent and unified Korea—reflecting the “Limited US War Objectives” 

script—but then hedged by noting that it was “impossible to take decisions now 

regarding our future course of action in Korea.”553 The Pentagon criticized State for 

avoiding making actual recommendations.554 NSC Executive Secretary James Lay also 

criticized the State Department’s tepid recommendations, noting that Truman had 

asked for options for the time when US forces had defeated the KPA and were at the 

38th parallel but was only told that he should wait to make a decision if and when that 

time came.555 US military planners, also reflecting the “Limited US War Objectives” 
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script, wondered if they could lower the risk of Soviet or Chinese intervention by 

stopping UN forces well short of the peninsula’s northern frontier, so as to not appear 

threatening to “Vladivostok and other strategic centers.” The outlines of “ingroup” 

consensus were starting to come into focus when Truman on 24 August approved NSC 

73/4 regarding US responses if China intervened.556 Truman also voiced his own 

preference for what amounted to the maximalist strategy, saying during a 28 August 

radio broadcast that, “Koreans have the right to be free, independent, and united” and 

that the US, operating within the UN, would help Korea achieve this outcome.557 

 

Following Lay’s admonition, attendees at the 25 August NSC senior staff meeting 

reached consensus—reflecting the “Limited US War Objectives” script—that ground 

operations, primarily by ROK forces supported by US units, should be permitted north of 

the 38th parallel but should stop well short of the Soviet or Chinese borders. Attendees 

noted, “If intelligence indicates that important organized USSR or Chinese Communist 

opposition is pending, the UN Commander should not go without reference of the 

matter to Washington.”558 Such intelligence was indeed forthcoming; US Army leaders 

on 30 August cited both US Far Eastern Command and ROK information that large 

numbers of troops were moving from central China towards Manchuria, where 

approximately 246,000 troops organized into nine armies were already gathered, 

including 80,000 on the border with North Korea.559 But US Army leaders, with no 

apparent basis other than their dismissive views of the PLA fueled by the “China is not 

Vital/Worthy” script, concluded that small numbers of PLA troops might infiltrate but no 

organized units at the division or corps level would enter North Korea. 
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US Settles on Maximalist Outcome 

US officials finally reached “ingroup” consensus on Korea policy by 1 September in NSC 

81, which codified the maximalist option and reflected SIT’s unanimity of thought.560 

NSC 81 made at least five discreet cognitive errors and put the US and its partners on a 

collision course with the PRC. First, NSC 81 was predicated on the “Moscow has Sole 

Agency” script, identifying the Kremlin as the key adversary in Korea and warning that 

Moscow might dispatch the Soviet Army or seek a negotiated end to the fighting to slow 

down Washington’s northern advance, thereby denying the US its maximalist outcome. 

Second, NSC 81 assessed that Beijing was not likely to intervene because Korea was in 

Moscow’s sphere of influence—an example of low empathy bias because Stalin viewed 

Korea as a marginal interest at best and had only acted opportunistically on Kim’s 

ambitious invasion proposal, whereas Mao was genuinely alarmed that the US was 

gaining a permanent foothold on the Asian mainland in Korea—but the document then 

equivocated by noting that it could not entirely discount the possibility of intervention 

by China. Third, NSC 81 assessed that overt intervention by Beijing was unlikely because 

it was not ready for general war against the US; this reflected low empathy bias because 

US officials did not comprehend China’s growing alarm over events in Korea and ignored 

growing evidence of the large PLA force in Manchuria. Fourth, NSC 81 repeated NSC 

73/4’s low empathy bias by declaring the US would somehow be able to avoid general 

war with China even if the US used air and naval power had to attack China itself and 

not just its forces in Korea, which could have resulted in general war if Beijing tried to 

invoke the Sino-Soviet Treaty. Fifth, NSC 81 suggested that only ROK forces be permitted 

near the Soviet or Manchurian borders so as to not provoke Moscow or Beijing, which 

was low empathy bias because US officials assumed that using ROK forces to finish off 

the DPRK would not trigger Soviet or PRC ire. Truman later that day in a public radio and 

television address declared that US policy in East Asia was neither appeasement nor 
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preventative war, the onus for the war escalating rested solely with the communist 

powers, the Pentagon would mobilize its reserves, and the US had no territorial 

aspirations regarding Formosa.561 This message was meant to reassure Beijing but 

backfired because PRC leaders perceived Truman to be signaling his maximalist outcome 

for the war in Korea, which was anathema to the PRC’s security interests, and Beijing 

saw Truman’s comments regarding Formosa as disingenuous in light the large US naval 

force that was thwarting the PLA invasion force.562 

 

US Ignores PRC Warnings 

The US continued to collect—and dismiss—data that Beijing would not abide the 

maximalist US outcome in Korea. James Wilkinson, the US Consul General in Hong Kong, 

on 5 September noted Zhou Enlai’s recent speech in Beijing, “China would fight the 

enemy outside China’s borders and not wait until the enemy came in.”563 The NSC on 7 

September did not discuss Zhou’s clear warning. Instead, it approved NSC 81, which set 

the stage for the case study’s fourth cognitive error of ignoring PRC warnings about US 

forces entering the DPRK.564 And while NSC 81 settled the maximalist US outcome, key 

“ingroup” members worried that China could still roil US plans. Bradley after the 

meeting recommended to Secretary Johnson amending NSC 81 to clarify that 

MacArthur’s orders were to destroy North Korean forces—which were still mostly south 

of the 38th parallel—while ROK forces would focus on anti-guerilla operations north of 

the 38th parallel. Truman agreed with Johnson and Bradley’s suggestion to clarify NSC 

81’s restrictions on MacArthur’s ability to prosecute and destroy KPA forces, and on 11 

September he approved NSC 81/1, which emphasized that US forces should not 

approach Korea’s northern border with China and the Soviet Union.565 “Ingroup” 

members’ thinking reflected the “Limited US War Objectives” script because they 
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assumed that the US could destroy a communist satellite government and that the USSR 

and PRC would just accept the new status quo, even after US forces were withdrawn.566 

 

US decision-makers in the days before the Incheon operation continued to receive 

threat reporting regarding China’s growing unease with US military operations in Korea, 

but they continued to discount the information’s veracity. Dutch diplomats in China on 

12 September reported on large PLA troop movements. They also relayed information 

that unintentionally resonated with US decision-maker’s low empathy bias that China 

was wary of confronting the US; the Dutch chargé conveyed Zhou Enlai’s comments that 

the PRC would moderate its approach towards Korea if Jiang Jieshi and the ROC made 

no moves to regain their former position of power and if the PRC was admitted at the 

forthcoming UN session.567 US diplomat Wilkinson in Hong Kong on 12 September 

reported that a Consulate source claimed that China would send 250,000 troops to 

North Korea, although Wilkinson opined that the source was inflating PLA troop 

strength.568 

 

Incheon Landing Accelerates Beijing’s Intervention Plans 

US “ingroup” members’ analysis of adversary intentions and behavior and their own 

policy options from the 15 September Incheon operation until when US forces entered 

North Korea in early October reflected behavior consistent with SIT and was heavily 

influenced by the “Limited US War Objectives” and “Moscow has Sole Agency” scripts 

and colored by low empathy bias.569 Since the US still had no direct channel to Beijing, 

US officials attempted to assuage PRC leaders via the Indian Government that the 
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pending destruction of the DPRK would not threaten China’s interests. Undersecretary 

of State James Webb on 16 September asked New Delhi to tell Beijing it should not 

intervene, arguing, “Chi Commies could be assured character of UN action and 

continued UN interest in Korea would constitute solid guarantee that no threat would 

come to China from that area in the event peace is restored along UN lines.”570 This 

represented both the “Limited US War Objectives” script and low empathy bias because 

US officials presumed that they were in a position to tell PRC leaders how they should 

assess China’s national security interests. 

 

The effects of the US Incheon landing operations in Beijing and Moscow were 

immediate and were not anticipated by the US. Zhou Enlai on 17 September approved 

sending PLA teams into North Korea to prepare for the arrival of a larger force.571 Mao 

knew many PRC senior officials were still wary of war with the US, but he nonetheless 

instructed Gao Gang to accelerate logistics preparations; Mao on 20 September added 

that Gao and Zhou were “not to inform anybody that we have an intention of 

dispatching troops to Korea.”572 Stalin’s actions following the Incheon operation 

highlights the fallacy of the “Moscow has Sole Agency” script, as he reacted to Kim’s 

failures by foisting responsibility for saving North Korea entirely onto the PRC.573 Stalin 

on 1 October told Mao that the US would surely destroy North Korea absent the PRC’s 

intervention. Mao replied the next day that China would intervene after US and UN 

forces had crossed the 38th parallel. Mao would describe PLA forces in Korea as 

volunteers—eventually branded as the Chinese Peoples’ Volunteer Army (CPV)—to give 

Beijing a degree of plausible deniability and weaken the US case for declaring war, 

which Mao knew the Kremlin wanted to avoid.574 
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In the immediate aftermath of Incheon, US officials were unaware of these exchanges 

between Soviet and PRC leaders and welcomed new information that confirmed their 

preexisting bias that China would not intervene; Ambassador Loy Henderson in New 

Delhi, noting Panikkar’s recent conversations with Zhou Enlai, said, “I am satisfied that 

China by herself will not interfere in the conflict and try to pull others chestnuts out of 

the fire.”575 Truman during a 21 September news conference was asked if he had a plan 

for when US forces reached the 38th parallel. He replied, “No, I have not. That is a 

matter for the United Nations to decide. This is a United Nations force, and we are one 

of the many who are interested in that situation. It will be worked out by the United 

Nations and I will abide by the decision that the United Nations makes.”576 The 

President was not being disingenuous about US objectives—he had already publicly 

stated on 28 August that Korea should be unified—but his comments reflected the 

“Limited US War Objectives” script because he and other “ingroup” members did not 

believe that China’s leaders would object to the destruction of a neighboring communist 

state and were confident that unifying Korea under UN’s auspices—a body which the US 

blocked the PRC’s membership—would be palatable to Beijing.577 

 

US Ignores Intensifying PRC Warnings, Signs of PLA Buildup 

Some US “ingroup” members—including the President—were concerned about having 

to fight China in Korea, but they nonetheless continued to discount or ignore additional 

threat reporting which suggested Beijing was preparing a large military intervention. 

The influence of the “China is not Vital/Worthy” script on the US Consulate in Hong 

Kong can be seen in its 22 September assessment that China was not inclined to 

confront the US, which reinforced the prevailing script-driven biases of “ingroup” 
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members in Washington.578 In contrast, the US Embassy in Taipei on 23 September 

relayed ROC military intelligence which claimed that the PLA would dispatch 250,000 

troops to fight in Korea, and that the PLA had already established a logistics center in 

Pyongyang.579 The next day, Zhou Enlai delivered the PRC’s fifth main warning when it 

protested two US P-51 fighters strafing a PLA airfield just across the Yalu River in 

Manchuria.580 Beijing delivered its sixth main warning on 25 September, when acting 

PLA Chief of Staff Nie Rongzhen told Panikkar that China would not “sit back with folded 

hands and let the Americans come up to the border.”581 

 

US decision-makers failed to appreciate the significance of a major shift in PRC behavior, 

even though the US Embassy Moscow did take note. Ambassador Kirk examined Soviet 

media reports and noted Mao’s “momentous decision” to shift away from his stated 

priorities articulated in early June—economic development, industrialization, and 

reconstruction—to building a strong military.582 Kirk opined that this shift suggested 

that Beijing’s view of the world situation had grown more dire, offering as possible 

reasons: pressure from Moscow; ire at Washington for stymying the PRC’s plans to seize 

Formosa; and awareness that US air and naval power could threaten China’s coastal 

industrial areas with impunity. Kirk displayed low empathy bias when he assessed that 

China was miscalculating the domestic political effects of emphasizing military power 

because it would burden its farmers and retard development of the urban proletariat, 

both key Party constituencies; Mao was making the opposite judgment, that a PRC that 

could successfully challenge the US would greatly strengthen the CCP’s claim to 

legitimacy and hold over the country. But “ingroup” members, consistent with SIT, 

ignored Kirk’s observation and instead viewed Mao’s comments through the lens of the 
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“Limited US War Objectives” script and were keen to get on with their maximalist 

outcome, which they assumed was reasonable and not threatening to any power 

besides North Korea. Acheson on 26 September recommended to Truman that 

MacArthur transmit the following message to Kim: “Defeat of your forces is now 

inevitable; cease hostilities forthwith; immediately free POWs; the ROK will reestablish 

its capital in Seoul; the future of Korea is now in UN hands.”583 The President the next 

day approved MacArthur implementing the military aspects of NSC 81/1.584 

 

US decision-makers by late September quickly rejected cautionary information relayed 

by UK diplomats about Panikkar’s meetings with Nie Rongzhen and Zhou Enlai, which 

led the Indian Ambassador to conclude that Beijing was now preparing for a more 

aggressive policy, including potentially an indirect intervention in Korea.585 Acheson 

discounted Panikkar’s warnings because the Secretary assumed that the communist 

official’s redline for intervention in Korea was a direct US attack on China’s territory, 

which Truman was not contemplating.586 The Secretary—under the influence of the 

“Limited US War Objectives” script—was therefore confident that Beijing could not feel 

threatened by the maximalist US outcome on the peninsula and that any intervention by 

China in Korea would be “sheer madness.”587 

 

US decision-makers were focused on offensive operations against the DPRK and 

continued to dismiss evidence of China’s forces preparing to intervene, their thinking—

codified in NSC 81/1—reflected the “Limited US War Objectives” script because they 

assumed that the PRC would both abide the DPRK’s unconditional surrender and be less 

offended by South Korean vice US troops occupying the northern half of the 

peninsula.588 Rusk learned on 27 September that Lin Biao’s 4th Field Army was 
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reportedly moving into Manchuria, but this information did not raise his estimation of 

risks to the US of finishing off the DPRK.589 Rusk was not the only “ingroup” member 

who discounted reports of a large PLA force in Manchuria. MacArthur on 28 September 

did not observe evidence of “entry into North Korea by major Soviet or Chinese 

Communist Forces.”590 MacArthur was focused on entering North Korean territory and 

destroying the KPA; he informed the Joint Chiefs of 28 September that he would 

broadcast the unconditional surrender terms to North Korea at noon on 1 October, 

Tokyo time.591 Marshall on 29 September sent an eyes-only message to MacArthur, “We 

want you to feel unhampered tactically and strategically to proceed north of the 38th 

parallel”, to which MacArthur replied: “Unless and until the enemy capitulates, I regard 

all Korea as open for our military operations.”592 US “ingroup” members by late 

September had started to believe that Moscow—which had not reacted to US air strikes 

on North Korean facilities housing Soviet personnel—might take a hands off approach to 

the war.593 US officials assumed that they need not worry about China’s intervention 

because the “Moscow has Sole Agency” script led them to believe that Beijing was not 

capable of independent action and would not dispatch its forces unless ordered to do so 

by the Kremlin. 

 

Kirk in Moscow on 29 September informed Washington that his UK and Dutch 

counterparts had learned that Beijing favored intervention if UN forces crossed the 38th 

parallel, although Kirk’s own view was that the optimal time for China to intervene 

would have been before mid-September when US and ROK forces were at their weakest 

and cornered at Pusan.594 Kirk demonstrated low empathy bias by assuming that Mao 

and Kim were in strong agreement about the North Korean leader’s plan, when in fact 
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Mao was ambivalent about Kim’s campaign plan because it threatened to—and 

ultimately did—thwart Mao’s invasion of Formosa. 

 

Zhou Enlai on 30 September delivered the PRC’s seventh main warning to the US, 

remarking, “The Chinese people absolutely will not tolerate foreign aggression, nor will 

they supinely tolerate seeing their neighbors being savagely invaded by the 

imperialists.”595 Zhou added, “By these frenzied and violent acts of imperialist 

aggression, the US government has displayed itself as the most dangerous foe to the 

PRC.”596 “Ingroup” members missed or dismissed the significance of Zhou’s remarks, but 

Edmund Clubb, now Director of the Office of Chinese Affairs, immediately warned Rusk 

that Beijing would view US military forces moving north of the 38th parallel as “a serious 

threat to their regime.”597 Clubb’s superiors—fueled by their confidence in the 

correctness of “Limited US War Objectives” script—ignored his concerns. At this point, 

“ingroup” members were unlikely to be dissuaded, short of the Kremlin declaring that it 

would respond to the DPRK’s destruction be declaring general war.598 US policy was 

summarized by MacArthur’s 1 October message intended for Kim Il-sung, “The early and 

total defeat and complete destruction of your armed forces and war-making potential is 

now inevitable.” 

 

PRC Accelerates Intervention Plan After US Forces Enter the DPRK 

ROK troops crossed the 38th parallel on 1 October, prompting Zhou Enlai to deliver the 

PRC’s eighth warning on 2 October. He told Panikkar late that evening that ROK action 

was inconsequential but, “The American forces are endeavoring to cross the 38th 

parallel and aim at expanding the Korean conflict. If they really want to do so, we will 
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not sit still and do nothing. We surely will respond.”599 India’s Foreign Ministry relayed 

Zhou’s warning to the US Ambassador, emphasizing that Washington, London, and 

General MacArthur should “realize the gravity of the situation.”600 

 

In what is perhaps the largest missed opportunity in this case study, US officials in fact 

did not realize the gravity of the situation. Truman described Zhou’s message as a “bald 

attempt to blackmail the United Nations by threats of intervention in Korea.”601 

Acheson concluded that Zhou was bluffing and dismissed Zhou’s comment to Panikkar, 

saying Beijing was not taking any risks, since the message relayed via the Indian 

diplomat could be easily disavowed; the Secretary said the PRC would need to put 

“more on the table than they had up to the present” if it wanted to take part in this 

“poker game”. He acknowledged to UK Parliamentarian Kenneth Younger on 4 October 

that there was risk moving into North Korea but the greater risk was showing 

“hesitation and timidity.”602 Acheson was influenced by the “Limited US War Objectives” 

script when he acknowledged that China had legitimate interests in Korea—such as 

powerplants on the Yalu River—but that Beijing’s interests could be addressed by an 

international commission that ensured the plants continued to operate after the DPRK 

was defeated; he failed to consider that PRC’s interests in Korea were much broader and 

that it would view a US ally next door as a threat. 

 

Following Zhou’s latest warning, the US made a half-hearted attempt to establish direct 

contact with PRC representatives. Having written off Panikkar as a “dubiously reliable 

intermediary”, the State Department on 4 October instructed Ambassador Henderson to 
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tell the PRC Ambassador, Yuan Zhongxian that UN operations posed no threat to Korea’s 

neighbors.603 Henderson’s talking points reflected the “Limited US War Objectives” 

script because the US officials assumed that Beijing should not feel threatened if the US 

achieved its maximalist outcome on the peninsula. Henderson reported on 6 October 

that Yuan would not agree to meet.604 

 

The US military was eager to get on with the destruction of the DPRK. Marshall on 2 

October sent MacArthur orders: “We desire you to proceed with your operations 

without further explanation or announcement and let action determine the matter. Our 

government desires to avoid having to make an issue of the 38th parallel until we have 

accomplished our mission.”605 Marshall on 3 October sent Acheson a detailed proposal 

for disarming the KPA and governing northern Korea under UN auspices, highlighting the 

Defense Secretary’s low empathy bias as he dismissed Zhou’s most recent warning.606 

 

The communist capitals reacted differently to the collapsing battlefield situation, with 

Pyongyang in an outright panic, Moscow looking to minimize risk to its interests, and 

Beijing debating the optimal way to confront the US. A frantic Kim on 29 September 

pleaded with Stalin to save the DPRK; the Soviet leader refused but said he would ask 

Mao to send forces to defend North Korea.607 China’s Politburo Standing Committee 

(PBSC) met late on 1 October to discuss Kim’s plea, and Mao at 0200 on 2 October 

instructed the PLA to complete preparations and await further orders. The PBSC 

reconvened at 1500 on 2 October, with Mao—having already decided that the PRC 

should intervene—pressing the assembled PLA leaders to name a mission commander 
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and offer thoughts on when to intervene.608 The PBSC decided that PLA forces should be 

ready to enter North Korea by 15 October.609 

 

Mao’s Clumsy Effort to Secure Soviet Arms Backfires 

Mao told Stalin that the PRC would send forces labeled as “volunteers” to Korea to 

prevent an outcome “unfavorable to the whole East”.610 Mao noted that China’s forces 

could find themselves in a stalemate and pressed Moscow for advanced Soviet 

weapons. By stating that the PRC would bear excessive risk absent Soviet arms, Mao 

was both indirectly signaling that his plan was contingent on Moscow’s aid and also 

suggesting that China would not proceed absent Soviet material support.611 This 

irritated Stalin, who was not accustomed to such blatant attempts at manipulation by 

the leader of a subordinate power, so he rebuffed Mao’s request and said that Beijing’s 

hesitation would result in US troops on the border of Manchuria, Formosa lost to the 

PRC forever, and the US rearmament of Japan.612 Mao relented and promised to send 

Chinese forces. 

 

Peng Dehuai agreed to lead PLA forces and told the PBSC on 5 October that a US-

occupied Korea would be a terrible strategic predicament for the PRC.613 Two events on 

7 October confirmed for Mao that China’s actions were correct: the US arranged for the 

UN General Assembly to establish a UN Commission of the Unification and 

Rehabilitation of Korea—which signaled that a unified Korea would reflect US strategic 

preferences—and the US Army’s 7th Cavalry Division crossed the 38th parallel.614 Mao on 

8 October ordered the PLA to deploy to Korea; PRC Ambassador to the DPRK Ni Zhiliang 
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told Kim that Mao said that China would, “dispatch Volunteers to Korea to assist you in 

fighting against the aggressors.”615 

 

US officials missed a major opportunity two days before US troops crossed the 38th 

parallel to bring hostilities to a quick end by rejecting a Soviet ceasefire proposal. Their 

thinking was colored by the “Limited US War Objectives” script, which led them to 

dismiss Soviet anxiety over MacArthur’s offensive.616 US “ingroup” members were not 

interested in any last-minute diplomatic effort that would derail MacArthur’s 

momentum, and Great Britain—using language drafted by US diplomats—introduced a 

resolution on 7 October in the UN General Assembly calling for reunification, which 

effectively approved UN military operations north of the 38th parallel.617 

 

Pentagon Dismisses PRC Intervention 

US “ingroup” members were convincing themselves that even intervention by China 

would not derail US efforts to drive north. The Joint Chiefs on 9 October sent guidance 

to MacArthur: “Hereafter in the event of open or covert employment anywhere in Korea 

of major Chinese Communist units, without prior announcement, you should continue 

the action as long as, in your judgment, action by forces now under your control offers a 

reasonable chance of success. In any case you will obtain authorization from 

Washington prior to taking any military actions against objectives in Chinese 

territory.”618 Acheson, MacArthur, and Rusk were strongly influenced by the “China is 

not Vital/Worthy” script and were convinced that Beijing would not intervene, or that 

US forces would prevail if it did.619 Ambassador-at-Large Jessup offered a contrarian 

assessment, warning Acheson on 9 October that, “The Chinese Communists fear that we 
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are mobilizing forces in North Korea to invade Manchuria or to engage the Chinese 

armies there while Jiang Jieshi makes a landing on the mainland to the south.”620 

Jessup’s outsider perspective was not factored in to US planning. 

 

Soviet-PRC Relations Tested 

Major tensions between the Kremlin and Beijing emerged on 10 October; had US 

decision-makers been aware of Stalin’s powerplay at Mao’s expense, they would have 

been surprised because their “Moscow has Sole Agency” script—which assumed all 

orders were generated in the Kremlin and obeyed blindly by Soviet clients—would not 

have predicted such manipulative and acrimonious behavior between the two main 

communist powers. On the same day that the PRC Foreign Ministry issued its warning to 

the US, Zhou Enlai and Lin Biao were with Stalin at the Soviet leader’s Black Sea villa, 

attempting to secure support for China’s pending operations on the peninsula. 

Unbeknownst to the CCP officials, Stalin was about to reinforce the Kremlin’s role as the 

dominant partner in the bilateral relationship by testing Mao’s commitment to the 

cause of advancing communist revolutions in Asia. Stalin was still irked at Mao’s 2 

October attempt to strong-arm the USSR for weapons, and he purposefully appeared 

indifferent about US forces entering North Korea, telling Zhou and Lin that the USSR was 

not yet ready for a Third World War and that the PRC would have to defend Korea by 

itself. Stalin was also surprised by the US defense of the ROK, and his top priority was 

avoiding general war with the US, not securing a communist revolution in Korea.621 Zhou 

visibly gasped at Stalin’s announcement. Zhou then departed for Moscow, but Stalin 

was not done testing Beijing’s resolve and reminding it of the PRC’s subordinate 

position. First Deputy Premier and Politburo member Yyacheslav Molotov told Zhou in 

Moscow on 11 October that the USSR did not support China deploying forces into Korea 

and would not provide military equipment to China; Zhou was furious.622 Stalin said that 
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the PRC would have to wait two and a half months after China committed ground forces 

in Korea before Moscow would dispatch Soviet air support.623 Mao upon hearing this 

news would go without sleep for the next 70 hours. 

 

Stalin’s new position forced Mao to reassess the PRC’s Korea strategy.624 Mao on 12 

October recalled Peng Dehuai from North Korea’s temporary capital at Tokchon and 

ordered Peng and Gao Gang to halt the deployment of forces into North Korea and Chen 

Yi to cancel moving forces from East China to Northeast China. Stalin on 13 October 

ordered Kim to abandon North Korea, which further increased the pressure on PRC 

leaders.625 During a 13 October emergency Politburo session, Mao cited MacArthur’s 

public remarks as proof that the US would use Korea as a base from which to attack the 

PRC.626 Mao believed that he had to proceed, even without Soviet support, because 

failure to do so would imperil the CCP’s revolution at home and could see disgruntled 

Party elites move directly against Mao. But the lack of Soviet weapons required a major 

adjustment to the intervention plan. Mao decided on 14 October that China’s forces 

would initially establish strong defensive positions in the rugged terrain north of 

Pyongyang and Wonsan as a base for future offensive operations.627 Mao pushed the 

deadline for Chinese forces to enter North Korea back to 19 October.628 Zhou relayed via 

Molotov to Stalin of Mao’s decision to intervene, even without Soviet assistance, and 

passed a translated copy of Mao’s 13 October emergency Politburo meeting decision. 

Stalin was overjoyed that Mao was pressing ahead and taking on the US even without 

Soviet arms, replying on 14 October, “The Chinese comrades are so good.”629 Stalin, 
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satisfied that Mao had passed the Soviet leader’s test, then ordered Kim to cancel his 

retreat and dispatched 16 air regiments to the PRC.630 

 

China’s Foreign Ministry on 10 October issued Beijing’s ninth warning to the US: “The 

American war of invasion in Korea has been a serious menace to the security of China 

from its very start. The Chinese people cannot sit idly by with regard to such a serious 

situation created by the invasion of Korea by the US and its accomplice countries and to 

the dangerous trend toward extending the war.”631 As with previous PRC warnings, US 

“ingroup” members did not take it seriously, believing that Beijing should have 

intervened before Incheon, when US and allied forces were losing, and that China in any 

event faced too many daunting domestic challenges to fight the US.632 This low empathy 

bias about how Beijing should behave is seen in Truman’s comment after reading the 

Far Eastern Command G-2’s 12 October Daily Intelligence Summary, “The Chinese 

Communists undoubtedly feared the consequences of war with the United States. In the 

unlikely event that the Chinese entered the war without the benefit of Soviet naval and 

air support, the were bound to suffer costly losses. This report agreed with many others 

that, from a military standpoint, the most favorable time for the intervention has 

passed.”633 

 

US decision-makers between Beijing’s 10 October warning and the 15 October Truman-

MacArthur meeting on Wake Island received several reports of worrisome Chinese 

military deployments, although the US did not alter its war plans. The Dutch chargé in 

Beijing on 13 October cited “reliable sources” that four divisions of presumably Chinese 

troops had crossed into North Korea.634 Far Eastern Command’s G-2 on 14 October 

assessed, “Intervention is a decision for war, on the highest level, i.e., the Kremlin and 
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Peiping. However, the numerical and troop potential is a fait accompli. A total of 24 

divisions are disposed along the Yalu River.”635 

 

Truman’s fateful meeting with MacArthur on Wake Island was probably the last chance 

for “ingroup” members to demonstrate what Zachary Shore calls strategic empathy 

towards Beijing’s redlines and avoid a major escalation of the war.636 Instead, 

MacArthur demonstrated low empathy bias and his strong adherence to the “China is 

not Vital/Worthy” script when analyzing the situation for Truman. MacArthur promised 

that North Korean resistance would be suppressed by Thanksgiving, although battered 

KPA units would fight until destroyed: “Orientals prefer to die rather than lose face.” 

MacArthur was confident that the US Army X Corps could depart Korea by January, 

when the situation would be stable, and the UN could supervise elections.637 Rusk asked 

MacArthur’s opinion on China’s recent warnings of intervention if US forces crossed the 

38th parallel. The General dismissed these statements, saying he did not understand why 

Beijing had gone out on such a limb and likely was greatly embarrassed at its current 

predicament. MacArthur said a declaration of war by China would probably only mean 

aid to North Korean guerillas. 

 

Truman also asked about the chances of Chinese or Soviet intervention; MacArthur 

replied the likelihood was low because the logical window—when the US was pinned 

down at Pusan—had closed, adding, “We are no longer fearful of intervention.” 

MacArthur said the ROK Army would soon have 10 divisions equipped with US weapons, 

which “will be a tremendous deterrent to the Chinese Communists moving south.” 

CINCFE added, “The Chinese have 300,000 men in Manchuria. Of these probably not 

more than 100,000 to 125,000 are distributed along the Yalu River. Only 50,000-60,000 

could be gotten across the Yalu River. They have no Air Force. Now that we have bases 

for our Air Force in Korea, if the Chinese tried to get down to Pyongyang there would be 
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the greatest slaughter.” MacArthur assured the President that US forces would not 

approach either the Chinese or Soviet borders. The General’s confidence allayed the 

President’s concerns about the risks of China’s intervention, and Truman reiterated his 

support for the maximalist strategy outlined in NSC 81 and NSC 81/1, which bolstered 

the “ingroup” consensus. Truman on 17 October reiterated maximalist war objectives—

influenced by the “Limited US War Objectives” script—that the US desired a unified, 

independent Korea and had no aggressive designs in Korea or in other parts of East 

Asia.638 The Dutch chargé in Beijing on 17 October reported that the PRC viewed in the 

Truman-MacArthur meeting as the opening of the final phase of US aggression against 

China.639 

 

Peng’s First Offensive 

US decision-makers after the Wake Island meeting were unaware of the flurry of activity 

taking place in Beijing. Mao on 17 October ordered Peng Dehuai and Gao Gang to begin 

deploying forces into Korea on 19 October.640 Zhou Enlai returned from Moscow on the 

18th, and Mao that evening told the Politburo that China could no longer postpone 

moving forces into Korea; no attendees challenged Mao’s decision. Mao told DPRK 

Foreign Minister and KWP Vice Chairman Pak Heon-yeong that the KPA needed to deal 

with ROK units so the CPV could focus on US forces.641 Mao had been frustrated that he 

had to postpone his original 8 October order because of Stalin’s duplicity on 12 October, 

but Mao by 18 October was confident that the PRC could proceed with the intervention 

and doing so would strengthen CCP control over Chinese society and boost the PRC’s 

standing in the communist bloc.642 The PLA’s 13th Group Army began crossing the Yalu 

River on 19 October, the same day that the US Army’s 1st Cavalry Division entered 

Pyongyang.643 
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Despite “ingroup” consensus on US goals, Acheson and the Joint Chiefs still worried 

about intervention by China when MacArthur on 17 October granted US forces 

permission to move swiftly towards the Soviet and Chinese borders.644 The Secretary of 

State was growing uneasy with CINCFE’s rapid move north; Acheson on 21 October told 

Ambassador Muccio that the US military should avoid operations near the Suiho 

Hydroelectric plant on the Yalu to prevent Beijing from taking “some precipitate action”, 

but MacArthur the next day recommended that the Joint Chiefs avoid making any 

statements about the facility until it was under UN control; the General apparently did 

not believe seizing the facility would trigger precipitate action from China.645 MacArthur 

on 24 October removed all geographical restrictions on where US and allied forces could 

operate in North Korea. The Joint Chiefs were surprised and noted that this action did 

not comply with their 26 September instructions, which emphasized using ROK units for 

operations near Soviet and Chinese territory.646 MacArthur on 25 October replied that 

military necessity dictated the lifting of restrictions because ROK forces could not cope 

with the situation by themselves, adding that Marshall’s 29 September directive gave 

him the authority to make this decision. 

 

On the same day that MacArthur essentially rebuffed the Joint Chiefs, the US felt the 

consequences of the case study’s fourth cognitive error of ignoring PRC warnings and 

consequently experienced major strategic surprise when Peng Dehuai’s first campaign 

kicked off with an attack on the ROK’s II Corps at Onjong, 40 miles south of the Yalu 

River, and the ROK’s 1st Infantry Division at Unsan.647 Chinese-speaking ROK officers 

determined that enemy prisoners captured during those battles were indeed from 

China, and they reported this information to US counterparts.648 But US military 

authorities were still not convinced that an organized Chinese force was in North Korea. 

 
644 Stueck, Rethinking the Korean War, 92-93. 
645 FRUS 1950, Vol. VII, 980-981, 987, 991-992. 
646 Ibid, 995-996. 
647 Stueck, Rethinking the Korean War, 92-93; Goncharov, Lewis, and Xue, Uncertain Partners, 199; Aid, 
“American HUMINT and COMINT,” 15. 
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The Far Eastern Command’s G-2 on 28 October estimated that 29 PLA divisions were in 

Manchuria, up from 24 divisions two weeks earlier, and US reconnaissance was 

routinely observing convoys south of the Yalu. Despite this, MacArthur stated he was 

not alarmed by reports of Chinese forces engaging US and ROK units.649 CINCFE on 1 

November told the Joint Chiefs that he wanted to wait for more facts before rendering 

judgment, noting that he was not sure if the observed forces were even directed by 

Beijing.650 Despite learning on 1 November that the 1st Cavalry Division’s 8th RCT was 

effectively destroyed by two PLA divisions, MacArthur still remained unconvinced that 

he faced a large and well-organized Chinese opponent. 651 He cautioned against hasty 

analysis and told the Joint Chiefs on 4 November that it was impossible to 

authoritatively assess the status of the Chinese intervention, although in a vivid 

demonstration of the power of the “China is not Vital/Worthy” script and his own low 

empathy bias, he continued to dismiss incongruent reports and believed that full-scale 

intervention was unlikely.652 

 

Mao Calls Off Peng’s First Offensive 

Mao was pleased that Peng’s first offensive blunted the US northward advance and 

halted the campaign on 5 November.653 While US decision-makers were not sure whom 

they had encountered over the past two weeks, they still dismissed the idea that China 

had staged a major intervention; the US 8th Army G-2 also on 5 November assessed that 

there were only 25,000-27,000 Chinese troops in its sector, while X Corps assessed that 

it only faced about a single PLA division.654 When CPV forces broke contact on 7 

November, MacArthur’s existing bias—that Beijing had only sent a token force into 

Korea—was seemingly validated, and he planned to achieve the original goal of fully 
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occupying North Korean territory by 24 November.655 The mood in Far Eastern 

Command grew optimistic with reports of withdrawing Chinese forces.656 MacArthur 

demonstrated low empathy bias by underestimating Peng’s strategy and not even 

briefly contemplate that Peng was luring allied forces into a trap.657 

 

Acheson Suggests Downsizing US Goals in Korea 

Acheson was losing confidence in the “ingroup” consensus when he in effect questioned 

if the “Limited US War Objectives” script would undermine US support in the UN and 

potentially trigger major Chinese intervention. But Acheson only tentatively lobbied 

Truman and his peers to reconsider US maximalist goals, suggesting on 10 November 

walking back from NSC 81 and NSC 81/1’s endstate of a unified Korean peninsula and 

stating, “Politically we have tried to keep the military conquest of all of Korea from 

being an explicit war aim. In the UN we have never allowed any resolution to require 

expelling communists from all of Korea. Therefore, politically we are not committed to 

the conquest of all of Korea is something short of that can be worked out that is 

satisfactory.”658 Acheson and Rusk on 15 November then attempted to assuage China by 

publicly reiterating that the PRC should not have anxiety over US objectives in Korea and 

that there were no ulterior US designs on Manchuria.659 This low empathy bias was 

repeated on 16 November when Truman publicly said that the US, “never at any time 

entertained any intention to carry hostilities into China.” He demonstrated the 

continuing influence of the “Moscow Has Sole Agency” script adding, “I wish to state 

unequivocally that because of our deep devotion to the cause of world peace and our 

long-standing friendship for the people of China we will take every honorable step to 

prevent any extension of the hostilities in the Far East. If the Chinese Communist 
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authorities or people believe otherwise, it can only be because they are being deceived 

by those whose advantage is to prolong and extend hostilities in the Far East against the 

interests of all Far Eastern people.”660 

 

MacArthur at this point actually broke with the prevailing “Moscow has Sole Agency” 

script by noting there was no evidence that the Kremlin was directly involved in Korea; 

instead, CINCFE saw “Chinese imperialistic aspirations” as driving Beijing’s intervention 

in Korea, in line with the PRC’s recent invasion of Tibet and growing support to Ho Chi 

Minh. MacArthur demonstrated low empathy bias when he confidently assessed that 

Beijing would stand down once UN forces were at the Yalu, having made a good-faith 

effort to defend their fellow communists in North Korea.661 CINCFE’s strategy assumed 

that there were at most 30,000 Chinese soldiers in North Korea; in comments influenced 

by the “China is not Vital/Worthy” script, he declared that Beijing could not have moved 

a larger number of troops into Korea because US aircraft and intelligence would have 

observed them.662 He estimated it would take 10 days to clear enemy forces in the area 

between the UN’s front lines and the Yalu, at which point he would deploy the US 8th 

Army back to Japan and use X Corp and ROK units to stabilize the peninsula. The NSC on 

17 November reiterated “ingroup” consensus with an optimistic prediction that UN 

forces could drive Chinese forces out of Korea without having to strike targets in 

Manchuria.663 

 

Peng Sets His Trap 

Beijing continued to lull the US into believing that the Chinese effort in late October and 

early November was a one-off event. Mao assessed that US forces would overextend 

themselves and be exposed to a brutal counterattack.664 Mao on 18 November ordered 

the release of US and ROK POWs so they could tell their commanders that Chinese 
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troops had been “intimidated into retreat.”665 The US military on 19 November assessed 

China’s forces were at most preparing a defensive line in northern Korea, which meant 

that Mao’s plan had worked; US military commanders demonstrated low empathy bias 

regarding Chinese forces: “Unless Chinese intervene much more than appears to have 

been the case during the past two weeks, the main conclusion to be drawn is that they 

are fighting a delaying action and are consequently not committed to all-out 

intervention.”666 

 

While MacArthur was confident in victory, Acheson’s commitment to the “ingroup” 

consensus reflected in the “China is not Vital/Worthy” and “Limited US War Objectives” 

scripts was further weakened because he now believed that the US advance to the 

Manchurian border was accelerating China’s intervention preparations. Most of 

Acheson’s staff had already come to that conclusion. The Joint Chiefs shared some of 

Acheson’s concerns, but the strong consensus behind the policy orthodoxy shared 

amongst Truman, Marshall, and MacArthur ensured that the US strategy would not be 

second-guessed at this late hour and as predicted by SIT, most “ingroup” members were 

not willing to forcefully express their growing unease with the direction of US policy. 

Jessup on 20 November—the day before Acheson was to meet with Marshall and the 

Joint Chiefs—told the Secretary of State that the US Government’s original goal of a 

unified and independent Korea did not require military control up to the peninsula’s 

northernmost boundary.667 Instead, the ROK with UN support could control 90 percent 

of the population, and then deal with limited North Korea and Chinese guerilla activity 

in the northernmost areas.668 

 

Senior US officials met on 21 November. Marshall was confident that MacArthur’s 

offensive would succeed and thought a buffer zone on the Korean bank of the Yalu was 
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untenable because Beijing would not enforce a matching zone on the Manchurian bank 

of the river and would take no comfort if US forces were on higher ground several 

kilometers south of the Yalu instead of directly on its southern bank.669 Acheson noted 

that a buffer zone would help the US maintain support in the UN. Joint Chiefs Chairman 

Bradley, Army Chief of Staff Lawton Collins, and Air Force Chief of Staff Hoyt 

Vandenberg said it would be military advantageous to hold the high ground south of the 

river rather than be directly exposed on the Yalu’s riverbank, with ROK forces holding 

elevated terrain overlooking the river while US forces could be kept further south in 

reserve. Marshall, still strongly influenced by the “Limited US War Objectives” script was 

not interested in restraining CINCFE, and the meeting’s other participants still displayed 

low empathy bias because their main solution—a small buffer along the Yalu—would be 

rejected by PRC’s leaders. 

 

CINCFE on 25 November rejected advice from the Joint Chiefs to stop short of the 

Korean-Manchurian boarder and expressed his confidence that the Yalu itself was the 

ideal defensive barrier. He stated that Soviet and Chinese propaganda and the absence 

of reaction to date led him to conclude that neither had “major concern over the 

potentiality of United Nations control of the southern banks of the Yalu River.” The 

General was demonstrating low empathy bias because he was downplaying both the 

steady drumbeat of hostile propaganda coming out of China and the implications of his 

forces’ late October-early November engagements with Chinese troops. MacArthur 

believed that the rapid accomplishment of his military objectives would “effectively 

appeal to the reason in the Chinese mind.”670 UK Ambassador Franks that same day 

shared some of the highest empathy analysis shared with the US Government when he 

told Acheson’s staff that China’s view of Korea as a historic invasion route into 

Manchuria might explain Beijing’s apparent concern about US rearmament of Japan; 
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Franks suggested paying more attention to this Chinese sensitivity than the available 

intelligence would suggest.671 

 

Peng’s Second Offensive Surprises MacArthur, Again 

Despite abundant reporting of massive numbers of PLA troops in Manchuria and 

Beijing’s repeated rejection of foreign military forces approaching the Yalu, and despite 

growing misgivings among at least some US officials about the wisdom of driving US 

forces directly to China’s border, MacArthur in late November sent US and allied military 

units into the northernmost parts of the peninsula. And for the second time in one 

month, the US experienced major strategic surprise at the hands of Peng Dehuai’s 

waiting troops. 

 

The US 8th Army and X Corps on 25 November reported little to no contact with enemy 

forces, and air reconnaissance observed no large enemy formations in their path.672 But 

units of the US 8th Army on 26 November reported heavy Chinese and North Korean 

opposition, noting their skillful infiltration through US lines and use of artillery and 

mortars.673 Chinese forces halted the US offensive almost immediately.674 Truman on 27 

November noted, “MacArthur says he’s stymied. He says he has to go over to the 

defensive. It’s no longer a question of a few so-called volunteers. The Chinese have 

come in with both feet.”675 The US 8th Army, which came within 50 miles of China’s 

border, began to pull back on 27 November and called a general retreat on 29 

November.676 
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MacArthur was rattled, informing the Joint Chiefs on 28 November that the UN now 

faced a new war. In effect jettisoning his low empathy bias regarding Beijing’s intent and 

capabilities over the past two months, CINCFE now assessed that the enemy order of 

battle included 200,000 PLA troops and another 50,000 KPA troops.677 MacArthur had 

downplayed Peng’s late October-early November operations but now described them as 

an effort to check the UN’s advance and buy time for more PLA units to assemble in 

Manchuria. The General, who until this point had been heavily influenced by the “China 

is not Vital/Worthy” script, reversed his opinion of the adversary, saying, “This 

command has done everything within its capabilities but is now faced with conditions 

beyond its control and strength.”678 

 

Stunned US Abandons Maximalist Goals 

US “ingroup” consensus behind the US maximalist strategy was disintegrating. Truman’s 

28 November NSC meeting reflected this new reality when it reoriented US policy to 

only defend the ROK and prevent the US from getting bogged down in an extended war 

in Asia.679 Truman said the US needed to hold the line at the narrowest part of the 

peninsula, between Nampo on the Korea Bay in the west and Wonsan on the Sea of 

Japan in the east. Acheson and Marshall were still influenced by the “Moscow has Sole 

Agency” script. Acheson’s greatest concern was that the Kremlin might take advantage 

of US focus in Korea to exert itself in another part of the world. Marshall was of the 

same mind, noting it was critical that the US not “fall into a carefully laid Russian 

trap.”680The Defense Secretary also shared Vice President Alben Barkley’s concern about 

China sending more troops, adding that the US needed to think about how to “get out 
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with honor.” Acheson said that a precipitous US exit would be a disaster; the US needed 

to find and hold a defensible line and then hand the reigns to the ROK as soon as 

possible.681 

 

Peng’s forces by 29 November had driven a wedge between the US 8th Army and the US 

X Corps.682 Apparently unaware that major PLA forces had inserted themselves between 

the two main US combat formations, MacArthur told the Joint Chiefs on 30 November 

that a defense at the peninsula’s narrow neck was impractical because the US 8th Army 

and US X Corps did not have enough troops to fully cover even that relatively small 

amount of mountainous terrain.683 X Corps’ retreating units had become scattered, and 

MacArthur assumed that the rugged terrain would hamper the PLA’s ability to track 

down and attack X Corp’s forces. CINCFE grudgingly reported that the US 8th Army 

would have to “continue to replace to the rear” in light of the advancing enemy force. 

 

Discussing options on 1 December, Acheson resisted abandoning the ROK because it 

would undermine the US position in Europe by strengthening the cause of neutralism in 

Germany.684 He preferred seeking a ceasefire and a return to the pre-war 38th parallel 

border; Joint Chiefs Chairman Bradley, US Army Chief of Staff Collins, and Chief of Naval 

Operations Forrest Sherman concurred, but Marshall said seeking a ceasefire would 

signal US weakness. Deputy Secretary of Defense Robert Lovett said the Korean 

peninsula was not a decisive area for the US and the priority should be to shore up 

Europe at the expense of US interests in East Asia. Noting that Truman had just 

instructed CINCFE to not try to hold territory north of the peninsula’s narrow neck, 

Marshall commented that even holding the Chinese advance at that point was 
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problematic because enemy forces would concentrate their attacks and overwhelm US 

forces.685 

 

MacArthur on 3 December told the Joint Chiefs that he was withdrawing US X Corps via 

the port of Hamhung, evacuating the US 8th Army from Pyongyang, and that he could 

not hold the narrow neck against 200,000 PLA troops organized into 26 divisions.686 

Having totally abandoned his use of the “China is not Vital/Worthy” script, CINCFE noted 

that PLA units were, “fresh, completely organized, splendidly trained and equipped and 

apparently in peak condition for actual operations.” 

 

Acheson on 3 December emphasized the global reputational consequences of US failure 

in Korea.687 He said the US would be labeled the “greatest appeasers of all time” if it 

abandoned the ROK, and it would be a disaster if US forces made a Dunkirk-like retreat. 

Acheson worried that Moscow, in exchange for arranging a ceasefire, would demand 

the departure of the US 7th Fleet from the waters off Formosa and a full role in Japan’s 

occupation, noting, “This would mean driving us out of the Far East.” Bradley asked if 

the US could withdraw and just focus directly on the Soviet Union. Acheson said no, and 

Rusk added that the US could not abandon East Asia because that would raise doubts 

about US resolve in Europe.688 

 

UK Gives US Advice 

UK Prime Minister Clement Attlee—in a remarkable demonstration of applied 

empathy—suggested to Truman during 4-5 December talks in Washington to view the 
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situation from China’s perspective.689 Attlee said that while he and Truman viewed the 

UN’s actions in Korea as a stand against aggression, China’s communists had a genuine 

fear of the US and of Europeans. Since the West had blocked the PRC’s entry into the 

UN and because the PLA was winning on the battlefield, Mao had no reason to stop his 

advance. Attlee doubted China wanted to throw itself completely at the hands of the 

Soviets, but rather would feel their own “strength and independence.” Truman and 

Acheson, both still strongly influenced by the “Moscow has Sole Agency” script, 

disagreed with Attlee on the Kremlin’s role by noting that the USSR—not China—was 

the central enemy, adding that leaders in Beijing were acting as a satellite of Moscow. 

Attlee replied that opinions differed on the extent to which China was a Soviet satellite, 

adding that when you scratch a communist you often find a nationalist. Marshall noted 

his meetings with Mao and Zhou during the Chinese civil war and said they were not 

agrarian reformers but hard-boiled Marxists who did not hide their affiliation with 

Moscow, adding that the US would be greatly weakened if China took Formosa since it 

would be able to drive a wedge between Japan and the Philippines. The Prime Minister 

said that UK and US held different assumptions about China, with UK officials believing 

that the CCP were Marxists but would not bow to Stalin. Attlee commented that the CCP 

would “go quite a way in the communist direction” in order to overcome the legacy of 

the previous regime, but Chinese society was ancient and adept at absorbing new 

thinking without fundamentally changing, so the PRC would “wear the Red flag with a 

difference.” Acheson commented that the Prime Minister’s analysis about China’s 

direction might come to pass in ten to fifteen years, but the US could not wait that long. 

 

Conclusion 

This second case study attempted to demonstrate that the “Moscow has Sole Agency”, 

“China is not Vital/Worthy”, and “Limited US War Objectives” scripts and persistent low 
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empathy bias explain why the Truman Administration and his battlefield commanders 

made four major cognitive errors and experienced strategic surprise. They explain why 

US officials failed to understand why China’s new communist leaders did not trust the 

US, why US officials did not understand that the communist powers viewed the US 

offshore defense strategy as an open invitation to seek advantage on the Asian 

mainland, why US officials did not understand that Beijing would view the deployment 

of both US warships between China and Formosa and US troops on the Korean 

peninsula as an existential security threat, and why US officials did not heed Beijing’s 

warnings that US forces should not approach China’s border with North Korea. A 

counterfactual argument for this case study is that the US could have deterred North 

Korea’s invasion of the ROK, and possibly avoided war with the PRC, if “ingroup” 

members were not constrained by their cognitive scripts and low empathy. If US officials 

understood that Soviet clients had both agency and ambitious agendas—as seen in 

Kim’s lobbying for Soviet for his June 1950 invasion—then perhaps the US would have 

included the ROK inside Acheson’s defensive perimeter. This would have been a clear 

signal to Stalin to turn off Kim’s planned attack on a declared US ally, given the Soviet 

leader’s eagerness to avoid general war with the US. The question of avoiding war 

between the US and PRC is more complicated. If for whatever reason the US had still 

decided to exclude the ROK from the defensive perimeter and Kim’s invasion went 

ahead, the US still had an opportunity to avoid fighting the PLA if Washington had paid 

attention to Beijing’s multiple warnings about enemy forces staying clear of the PRC’s 

border. The US would have had to restrain the ROK and General MacArthur, both eager 

to finish off the DPRK, but the US would then have been able to avail itself of Moscow’s 

5 October cease-fire offer. Kim’s battered regime would be allowed to survive and might 

have reconstituted after a period of time, but it would face an US fully entrenched in 

South Korea. More importantly, if the US had not approached the PRC border, then Mao 

would have been robbed of his casus belli. Even if the US and PRC avoided fighting each 

other in Korea, it is still possible that they would have found themselves in conflict over 

Formosa, given that Mao absent war in Korea would have dispatched Chen Yi’s invasion 
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force to take the island and defeat Jiang Jieshi. While Truman was no fan of Jiang, a PRC 

invasion after NSC 68 became the bedrock of US policy in April 1950 would have forced 

US officials to explain why Washington was not defending a major Second World War 

ally from communist aggression. The US probably would have limited its support to 

Jiang to weapons and ammunition, but this would have been sufficient to earn Mao’s ire 

and still sour US-PRC relations for decades. 
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Chapter 5: US Involvement in Vietnam 

This third case study will use scripts and levels of empathy to explain why US decision-

makers from the Truman to the Johnson Administrations made cognitive errors that 

resulted in multiple instances of strategic surprise as the US deepened its involvement 

in Vietnam. US officials following the Korean War found themselves in an intensified 

geopolitical and ideological struggle with both the USSR and PRC. While the 1962 

nuclear crisis in Cuba reminded the US and USSR about the folly of direct conflict, they 

both remained eager to promote their ideologies at the other side’s expense. 

Washington was deeply worried that Soviet and PRC-supported wars of national 

liberation would overwhelm pro-US regimes, and so the US wanted to find a test case to 

demonstrate that it could hold the line and prevent the communist bloc from gaining a 

dominant position in the developing world. The Johnson Administration decided that 

the Republic of Vietnam (RVN) would be the test case, in the process experiencing 

dramatic instances of strategic surprise when its efforts to deter DRV aggression and 

bolster South Vietnam against communist subversion failed to have their desired 

effects, thus meeting this project’s definition of strategic surprise. This chapter will 

explain how adherence to the “Global Reputation” and “Victory Denial” scripts 

described in Chapter 2 and low levels of empathy towards both adversaries in Hanoi and 

allies in Saigon led to: US decision-makers misperceiving the DRV’s resolve to conquer 

the RVN and withstand vast amounts of US military coercion as well as the RVN’s ability 

to create a viable and popular sense of Vietnamese nationalism; US escalatory actions 

backfiring by actually accelerating DRV infiltration and RVN free-riding; and US decision-

makers missing opportunities to limit US liability for the RVN’s existence and to accept 

Hanoi’s terms for a diplomatic dialogue in June 1964, which Johnson after four and half 

years of wasted effort finally accepted in October 1968. US officials starting under 

Truman all the way through Johnson disregarded or otherwise explained away 

incongruous data that to many observers at the time and certainly in hindsight are 

evidence of this project’s definition of strategic surprise, which can be explained, at 

least until Tet in 1968, by the power of the “Global Reputation” and “Victory Denial” 
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scripts to shape “ingroup” member thinking and by the total absence of empathy which 

prevented US officials from understanding why efforts to impose their will on the DRV 

or bolster the RVN were failing. 

 

This case study will focus on the central US decision-makers, primarily Johnson, whose 

choices ensured that the US experienced strategic surprise, but also his three 

predecessors who set the US on its progressively unsustainable course. It will examine 

the roles of key members of Kennedy’s senior staff, including Secretaries of State Dean 

Rusk and Defense Robert McNamara and National Security Advisor McGeorge Bundy, 

who stayed in place when Johnson became President. Other key officials we will 

examine include Walt Rostow, who replaced Bundy in April 1966, General William 

Westmoreland, who was the senior US field commander, and Assistant Secretary of 

Defense (ASD) John McNaughton, the Pentagon’s leading policy intellectual. We will also 

explore the role of George Ball, who had no particular expertise on Southeast Asia but 

who consistently questioned both the assumptions underlying and efficacy of US 

policies. 

 

• Johnson made the most fateful and ill-informed decisions on US Vietnam policy, 

and repeatedly experienced strategic surprise. The “Global Reputation” script 

had a profound impact on Johnson on at least ten occasions, including his May 

1961 assessment that failure in Vietnam would set off a retreat back to the US 

west coast, his anxiety in the aftermath of Kennedy’s assassination that 

Khrushchev would test the US in Vietnam, his major policy documents—

including National Security Action Memo (NSAM) 273 and NSAM 288—that 

made the RVN a test case of US resolve, his repeated use of Second World War 

analogies and avoiding another Munich to justify US policy in Vietnam, and his 

belief that US failure in Vietnam could encourage adversaries and scare allies 

around the world. The “Victory Denial” script drove Johnson’s thinking about 

policy options on at least eight significant occasions, including approving staff 
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recommendations between 1963 and 1968 to use US air power and ground 

forces to force the DRV to accept US terms. Johnson demonstrated low empathy 

bias on at least five occasions, such as in major policy documents like NSAM 328, 

and when he ignored senior staff who warned that Hanoi would not react to US 

pressure as the President predicted. 

 

• Presidents Truman, Eisenhower, and Kennedy set conditions in Southeast Asia 

that Johnson could not overcome. Truman in the aftermath of accusations of 

‘losing’ China started the infamous Domino Theory in February 1950, the first 

instance of US policy shaped by the “Global Reputation” script, by assessing that 

communism in Indochina would spread across the region, and again in mid-1952 

by claiming that a communist victory in Southeast Asia would threaten the US 

offshore position in Asia, Japan’s stability, and allow the PRC to threaten India 

and the Middle East. Truman demonstrated low empathy bias by rebuffing Ho 

Chi Minh in 1945-46. Eisenhower subscribed to the “Global Reputation” script 

and therefore championed the Domino Theory in major policy documents in 

1953 and 1956 which exaggerated the consequences of communist victories in 

Indochina and made a strong RVN a symbol of US global resolve. He cited the 

Munich analogy in September 1958 to support US efforts to oppose communism 

across Asia. He demonstrated low empathy bias by ignoring clear statements of 

DRV resolve at the 1954 Geneva Conference and overestimated the RVN’s ability 

to provide sound governance. Kennedy reflected the “Global Reputation” script 

on at least four occasions, including in major speeches in 1961 on the strategic 

importance of Laos and on the US need to be chief defender of freedom in the 

world, in major policy documents, and his January 1963 decision to send more 

US advisors after major guerilla attacks in South Vietnam. He demonstrated low 

empathy in NSAM 52, 65, and 111 by trying unsuccessfully to make South 

Vietnamese President Ngo Dinh Diem follow US instructions. 
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• Rusk was a major proponent of the “Global Reputation” script on at least five 

occasions, including his and McNamara’s November 1961 recommendation to 

show US resolve by supporting Diem (which became NSAM 111), his support for 

Johnson’s July 1965 decision to send 100,000 US troops to signal US resolve to 

the USSR and PRC, his argument that same month that US failure in Southeast 

Asia would invite communist aggression in the Middle East, Africa, Europe, and 

Latin America, his repeated reminders about reputational damage if the US 

failed to uphold Southeast Treaty Organization (SEATO) obligations, and his early 

1967 use of Second World War analogies when arguing to stay the course in 

Southeast Asia. He supported the “Victory Denial” script, noting in June 1965 

that the US goal should be a return to the 1958 status quo with no DRV support 

to the insurgency in South Vietnam. He repeatedly demonstrated low empathy 

bias regarding DRV resolve. 

 

• McNamara embraced the “Global Reputation” script, most notably in his March 

1964 recommendation—enshrined in NSAM 288—that the US use the war in 

Vietnam as a template to thwart communist-directed wars of national liberation 

around the world. He was the main advocate of the policies shaped by the 

“Victory Denial” script, arguing on at least ten occasions that the US could 

prevent Hanoi from achieving its goals, most notably his and Bundy’s January 

1965 recommendation to use US military power to stymie the DRV's plans, his 

advocacy of US air strikes to force Hanoi to hew to US preferences, and his 

support leading up to Johnson’s July 1965 decision to dramatically increase US 

troop levels in South Vietnam to apply “graduated pressure” and force a 

stalemate on the DRV. Like most of his peers, he frequently demonstrated low 

empathy bias by underestimating Hanoi’s resolve. 

 

• Bundy sided with his colleagues on policies driven by the “Global Reputation” 

script and low empathy bias. He was an early advocate for policies reflecting the 
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“Victory Denial” script, as seen in his February 1965 support to use US military 

power following DRV-backed guerilla attacks in South Vietnam and his support 

for major US air strikes to force Hanoi to accept US terms. 

 

• Rostow echoed support for the “Global Reputation” script in his February and 

October 1967 comments that the US war effort was key to contesting 

communist wars of national liberation. He was a major proponent of policies 

reflecting the “Victory Denial” script, most notably by supporting US air strikes 

and coining the Rostow Thesis of using US military power to force Hanoi to 

accept US terms. 

 

• Westmoreland initially chaffed at Pentagon civilians’ plans to use US military 

power to apply “graduated pressure” without seeking outright victory over the 

DRV, but he strongly supported policies shaped by the “Victory Denial” script on 

at least three occasions, including his June 1965 recommendation to add 

100,000 US troops in the RVN, his September 1965 three-phase war plan 

designed to make a communist victory impossible, and his April 1967 

recommendations about additional troops levels needed to achieve Johnson’s 

goals. He demonstrated low empathy bias by not accounting for DRV 

demographics, which allowed Hanoi could counter his 1965 and 1967 troop 

increases. 

 

• McNaughton advocated for policies shaped by the “Victory Denial” script, such 

as his argument in June 1965 that the US only needed enough ground forces in 

the RVN to ensure that the DRV could not achieve its goal, and his calls in 1965 

and 1966 to use US air strikes to force the DRV to negotiate and accept US terms. 

His thinking was strongly shaped by the “Global Reputation” script, as seen in his 

March 1965 memo that said US policy in Vietnam was 70 percent driven by 
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reputational considerations vis-à-vis the communist bloc, 20 percent to contain 

the PRC, and only 10 percent about the continued existence of the RVN. 

 

• Ball was the most consistent skeptic of US policy, questioning US assumptions 

that were driven by this case study’s scripts and demonstrating more empathy 

for the US adversary than any other senior US official. When asked about his 

relative higher levels of empathy, Ball replied: “That was no particular wisdom 

on my part. I just had a feeling that this was a terrible place to commit power, 

that there was no political base on which it could rest, and that the physical 

terrain was awful, what President De Gaulle described to me as ‘rotten 

country’.”690 He predicted that NSAM 111 would fail, US bombing starting in 

1965 would not have the desired effect, and that guerilla warfare in the south 

would be too difficult. Ball in July 1965 concurred—presumably grudgingly—with 

Johnson’s decision to dramatically increase US troop levels but by March 1968, 

now retired and rebranded a “wise man”, he recommended seeking a negotiated 

outcome, advice that Johnson heeded. 

 

US policy formulation on Vietnam during Johnson’s Administration was made by an 

“ingroup” with the President, Rusk, and Westmoreland at its core; members who lost 

faith in the “ingroup’s” direction were quickly replaced, with true-believer Rostow 

taking Bundy’s job in early 1966 and Clark Clifford becoming Defense Secretary in late 

1967 after McNamara concluded that US policy was failing. This “ingroup” existed 

primarily as a vetting system to allow only like-minded, politically friendly officials access 

to the fraught process of determining US goals and debating policy options as Johnson 

kept key details of his decisions secret from the US Congress, the US public, and US 

allies.691 In an illustration of the power of the “ingroup” to enforce intellectual 

homogeneity, Johnson tasked Ball to offer critical analysis of US policy, but then other 

 
690 Ball, Interview I, 21. 
691 Janis, Groupthink, 101. 
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senior officials—and the President on occasion—would criticize Ball for questioning 

policy orthodoxy.692 This “ingroup” was the product of nearly a quarter century of US 

assumptions and policies focused on containing communism in East Asia, reinforced by 

the Korean War, as part of broader US Cold War strategy. “Ingroup” members genuinely 

believed that US standing in East Asia was threatened by communist expansion, which 

prevented them from walking away from the RVN despite its leaders proving unable to 

provide good governance or make full use of US assistance. “Ingroup” members also 

could not bring themselves to believe until too late that their communist adversaries 

were so determined to achieve their goals that they would endure the major hardships 

the US was willing to impose. 

 

This case study will examine four significant examples of cognitive errors by “ingroup” 

members: 

 

• The first cognitive error was a failure to place the RVN in the correct context in 

the US geopolitical struggle with the communist bloc. US decision-makers made 

South Vietnam’s continued existence a litmus test of Washington’s reliability to 

more important US treaty allies. The US in the 1950s and 1960s assessed that 

Saigon’s defeat would start a cascade of friendly regimes falling in quick 

succession, with the US soon facing a communist-controlled Asia. Johnson and 

Rusk held this belief even after leaving public office. McNamara by 1967 no 

longer believed that Vietnam was the key to preserving US influence in Asia. 

Once US officials started exaggerating the RVN’s strategic value to the US, they 

opened themselves up to a series of strategic surprises because major policy 

decisions about how and when to increase US involvement in Southeast Asia 

were predicated on an incorrect analysis of the consequences of a communist 

victory. US officials’ adherence to the “Global Reputation” script and low 

empathy bias led them to misinterpret regional dynamics and fail to account for 

 
692 Rusk, Interview II, 26. 
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powerful nationalistic sentiment in key Southeast Asian nations that would 

prevent Washington’s much-feared wave of communist victories. 

 

• The second cognitive error was failing to accurately assess the RVN’s viability. US 

policy assumed that the RVN could use vast amounts of US economic and 

military aid to create local conditions inhospitable to communism. Kennedy tried 

this until he grew frustrated with Ngo Dinh Diem’s poor performance and 

countenanced a coup that resulted in Diem’s death. Johnson resumed the quest 

to build a viable RVN but then equivocated when the Saigon regime failed to 

meet US expectations for governance and military effectiveness, at which point a 

frustrated Johnson simply increased US involvement. US aid kept the RVN’s 

economy afloat and the US Military Assistance Command Vietnam (MACV) ran 

the war against People’s Army of Vietnam (PAVN) and Viet Cong (VC) forces, 

recasting the Army of the Republic of Vietnam (ARVN) as bystanders. The US 

experienced strategic surprise because it assessed that a dynamic RVN could in 

fact be formed in much the same way as the Republic of Korea had been and 

that such a regime could stand up to communist predation, although many of 

South Vietnam’s leaders appeared to be largely distracted from or even 

disinterested in achieving this same outcome. 

 

• The third cognitive error was assuming that the US could—at politically 

supportable levels of military force—compel the DRV to abandon its goal of 

controlling all of Vietnam. US decision-makers believed increasing military 

pressure would force the DRV to end the conflict on US terms, which meant 

accepting the RVN’s continued existence. US officials experienced strategic 

surprise because their North Vietnamese counterparts did not behave as 

predicted and instead endured high levels of US coercion. Failing to appreciate 

strong DRV resolve, US officials were repeatedly surprised when each carefully 

parsed attempt to signal US resolve backfired and resulted in more communist 
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attacks on US forces. An extreme example of strategic surprise occurred when 

the Johnson Administration in October 1968, in a bid to jumpstart peace talks, 

accepted Hanoi’s terms—first communicated in mid-1964—including a unilateral 

halt to US bombing and acceptance of the National Liberation Front (NLF) as a 

legitimate political actor in South Vietnam, which was a major acknowledgement 

that US policy during Johnson’s Administration had fundamentally backfired. 

 

• The fourth and final cognitive error was the failure to exploit the significant 

tensions that existed between Hanoi and its allies in Moscow and Beijing. North 

Vietnam was in desperate need of military and diplomatic support from the 

USSR and PRC but was also eager to not let its patrons restrict its freedom of 

action. Le Duan’s vision for the DRV’s victory over the South via a quick and 

decisive campaign irked both Moscow, which urged dialogue with the US to 

reduce the risk of a local war escalating into general war between the major 

powers, as well as Beijing, which counseled a patient guerilla war to undermine 

the RVN. The missed opportunity for the US was not taking advantage of such 

differences amongst the communist powers. The US could have urged the USSR 

to bolster the DRV’s so-called North First faction and Le Duan’s rivals, such as Ho 

Chi Minh and Vo Nguyen Giap, to weaken Le Duan and his South First faction, 

with the ultimate goal of temporarily reducing hostilities so the RVN could better 

organize itself and the US side could justify reducing its involvement. The US side 

could have also acted on Beijing’s April 1965 signal that it would not deploy the 

PLA into Vietnam so long as the US did not launch a ground invasion of North 

Vietnam, which created an opportunity to dramatically escalate the intensity of 

the US air campaign to force the leadership in Hanoi to accept some form of 

negotiated end to or at least pause in hostilities, akin to effects of the 1972 

LINEBACKER I and II campaigns. 
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Setting the Stage: Understanding US Thinking About Vietnam 

The US largely ignored Vietnam until the onset of the Cold War, having been excluded 

economically by France from the late 1800s to the 1930s and only focusing on the 

region in 1940-41 when it feared Imperial Japan’s expansion. Roosevelt dropped the 

idea of a post-war international trusteeship for Vietnam because he needed Paris’ 

support at Yalta.693 Ho Chi Minh established the DRV in September 1945 and was an 

effective nationalist; the French set up a rival government under the former Emperor 

Bao Dai. Ho in March 1946 negotiated for France’s return for five years but fighting 

between them erupted that November.694 The US backed France so Paris would support 

US plans to resist Soviet influence in Europe.695 This decision was the first of many US 

missed opportunities in Vietnam, and US officials demonstrated low empathy bias from 

late 1945 and early 1946 when they ignored at least eight appeals by Ho, who voiced 

support for the principles of the Atlantic Charter, for US intervention.696 While Ho was a 

devout communist, he probably reached out because only the US—not the USSR or 

PRC—could restrain France’s reassertion of colonial privileges in Indochina. Thus 

rebuffed, the DRV established diplomatic relations with Beijing and Moscow.697 Acheson 

on 1 February 1950 publicly said that Moscow’s recognition of Ho’s regime confirmed 

that he was a communist, not a nationalist, that he was a mortal enemy of native 

independence in Indochina.698 
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Origins of the Domino Theory 

The “Global Reputation” script began to take shape in the minds of US decision-makers 

in early 1950, amidst fears of growing Soviet power and the CCP’s victory in China, and it 

created a very powerful policy orthodoxy that manifest itself in the Domino Theory; an 

“ingroup” of officials across administrations would share this belief in the consequences 

of US failure to oppose communism in Southeast Asia until the end of Johnson’s 

presidency. The script led to this case study’s first cognitive error of exaggerating South 

Vietnam’s strategic importance; Truman recognized the Viet Minh were strong 

champions of nationalism and Bao Dai was ineffective, but he had to oppose 

communism in East Asia after being blamed for ‘losing’ China.699 This earliest instance of 

the “Global Reputation” script is evident in US policy even before the DPRK’s invasion of 

the ROK. The effects of the “Global Reputation” script are clearly seen again on 27 

February 1950 in NSC 64, which assessed communism was a monolithic movement in 

Asia and the immediate threat in Indochina would extend to Thailand, Indonesia, 

Singapore, Malaya and Burma.700 NSC 124/2 on 25 June 1952 was a seminal document, 

heavily shaped by the “Global Reputation” script, assessing that communist control of 

Southeast Asia would undermine the US offshore position in the Pacific, make it difficult 

for Japan to resist communism, and would lead to the PRC threatening India, the Middle 

East, and ultimately Europe.701 NSC 124/2 also called for increased support to France in 

Indochina.702 

 

The “ingroup” transferred seamlessly to the Eisenhower Administration. Wary of 

fighting another major land war in Asia and worried that the armistice in Korea would 

free-up PLA forces to fight in Indochina, they nonetheless warned the USSR on 16 April 

1953 it would face “united action” in Southeast Asia and on 2 September said, “The 

Chinese Communist regime should realize that such a second aggression could not occur 
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without grave consequences which might not be confined to Indochina.”703 Subsequent 

policy documents reflected the “Global Reputation” script’s call to prevent a communist 

victory there; NSC 162/2 on 30 October 1953 assessed that a communist attack in 

Indochina would probably “compel the United States to react with military force either 

locally at the point of attack or generally against the military power of the aggressor.”704 

 

The US “ingroup” was dismayed that France was losing against the Viet Minh but 

accepted that the US should not take over. NSC 5405 on 16 January 1954 assessed that 

a communist victory in Southeast Asia would harm US and free world interests in Europe 

and elsewhere, but that France should retain primary responsibility for combat 

operations.705 Eisenhower previewed the case study’s second cognitive error by noting 

in a 3 February 1954 press conference that the populaces’ heart and soul was the 

biggest factor in success or failure and lamented their “lack of enthusiasm”.706 “Ingroup” 

members responded to General Vo Nguyen Giap’s 13 March 1954 attack on French 

forces at Dien Bien Phu with alarm but also with caution.707 Eisenhower’s comments on 

29 March 1954 show how the “Global Reputation” script influenced his analysis: “Under 

conditions of today, the imposition on Southeast Asia of the political system of 

Communist Russia and its Chinese Communist ally, by whatever means, would be a 

grave threat to the whole free community. The US feels that the possibility should not 

be passively accepted but should be met by united action. This might involve serious 

risks. But these risks are far less than those that will face us in a few years from now if 

we dare not be resolute today.” The US opted to rebuff French requests for military 

intervention to save the beleaguered outpost.708 When Dien Bien Phu fell to General 
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Giap and his PLA advisors on 7 May 1954, the US decided it would rely on the 

forthcoming SEATO to prevent additional dominos from falling, although Secretary of 

State John Foster Dulles noted, “Southeast Asia could be secured even without perhaps 

Vietnam, Laos, and Cambodia.”709 The “ingroup” did not develop Dulles’ idea that the 

US could limit its strategic liability in Southeast Asia and is therefore a major missed 

opportunity. 

 

The Geneva Conference 

The Geneva Conference began on 26 April 1954 and established a ceasefire, created a 

temporary military demarcation line at the 17th parallel, and banned external 

alliances.710 The USSR and PRC forced a reluctant DRV to accept this outcome, with 

Moscow content that the DRV gained a secure enclave from which it could later expand 

and Zhou Enlai telling Ho in March that the demarcation line would be temporary.711 

Irritated DRV leaders made clear their long-term intentions, with Ho declaring, “We are 

determined to continue to fight until we achieve total victory, that is military and 

political.”712 DRV Deputy Prime Minister Pham Van Dong stated, “We shall achieve 

unity. We shall achieve it just as we have won the war. No force in the world, internal or 

external, can make us deviate from our path.”713 US “ingroup” members should have 

paid heed to these declarations but instead demonstrated low empathy bias by 

underestimating the DRV’s resolve, in the process providing an early preview of the case 

study’s third cognitive error of being unable to force Hanoi to adjust its goals to suit US 

preferences. We can also see another example of the case study’s first cognitive error of 

exaggerating South Vietnam’s strategic significance, when the US at the end of the 

conference on 21 July missed the opportunity to simply do nothing and let the two 
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parties on either side of the 17th parallel resolve their differences. This would have 

resulted in a swift DRV victory, but the US would have not suffered major reputational 

harm because it was not yet obligated to defend Bao Dai’s regime, given that SEATO 

would not come into effect until early September. Instead, Eisenhower was just content 

that France was now out of the picture and that the US would have two years before 

the nationwide elections called for in the Accords to be held to build up South Vietnam’s 

military.714 

 

Determined to prevent communism from spreading further across Indochina, the US 

“ingroup” for the first time committed this case study’s second cognitive error by 

assuming that they could force the fledgling RVN to undertake major reforms that 

would enable it to go toe-to-toe with the DRV. Dulles on 23 July 1954 noted that the 

“loss” of North Vietnam illustrated the need for popular support to prevent additional 

communist advances in Asia.715 Assuming that the Saigon regime would not last long 

against the DRV, the US in mid-1954 pressed Bao Dai’s newly appointed Prime Minister, 

Ngo Dinh Diem, to demonstrate the RVN’s nationalist bona fides and establish an 

inclusive government.716 Eisenhower on 25 October told Diem that US aid was 

conditional on Saigon undertaking US-directed reforms. But Diem began what would be 

a pattern of behavior over the next nine years of ignoring US-mandated changes to 

South Vietnam’s political and social system. The US side effectively blinked first when 

Dulles on 24 December announced that large amounts of US aid and training would 

commence even though Diem had taken no action on the US demands.717 

 

US and RVN officials did agree on one thing; the Geneva Accord’s elections in 1956 

would not happen. Eisenhower in 1954 quipped that Ho Chi Minh would get 80 percent 
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of the vote if they did, Diem in January 1955 said that the RVN did not consider itself to 

be a party to the accords and would not participate because free elections were not 

possible in the DRV, and Eisenhower on 13 June 1955 approved an NSC 

recommendation to back Diem’s decision.718 The US “ingroup’s” decision to not support 

nationwide elections in 1956 is an example of the case study’s third cognitive error 

because they underestimated both DRV resolve and how this choice would set 

Washington on a collision course with Hanoi. The DRV responded by sending 

southerners who had moved north under the terms of the Geneva Accords back home 

to foment revolution and also designating the US as the main enemy at the Vietnamese 

Workers Party’s (VWP) 8th Plenum in 1955.719 Le Duan tried to take advantage of intra-

party squabbling around the 10th Plenum in September 1956 and push for a direct 

conquest of the RVN, but the policy consensus in Hanoi still favored agitation in the 

South over invasion.720 

 

US “ingroup” members by 1956 were under the influence of the “Global Reputation” 

script when they articulated more expansive US interests in Southeast Asia, specifically 

assessing that the RVN’s survival was critical to achieving broader US geopolitical 

objectives. NSC 5612 on 5 September 1956 stated that communist control of any free 

country in Southeast Asia “would encourage tendencies towards accommodation by the 

rest.”721 It laid out the long-term US goal in Vietnam, which was remarkably like US 

policy goals in Korea from the Incheon landing until the PLA intervention: “Work 

towards weakening of the Communists in North and South Vietnam in order to bring 

about the eventual peaceful reunification of a free and independent Vietnam under 

anti-Communist leadership.” This goal reflected low empathy bias because US officials 

were underestimating the DRV and overestimating the RVN. The US in 1958 revalidated 
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NSC 5612’s problematic themes on 2 April in NSC 5809.722 Eisenhower demonstrated 

the case study’s first cognitive error when on 4 April 1959 he doubled down on Saigon’s 

geopolitical importance to the US: “That the loss of South Vietnam would set in motion 

a crumbling process that could, as it progressed, have grave consequences for us and for 

freedom.”723 

 

US “ingroup” members were also demonstrating low empathy bias because they 

assumed that the USSR and PRC were actively pushing the DRV to begin offensive 

operations against the RVN. In fact, Moscow was content for the time being with two 

Vietnams, given Khrushchev’s call at the CPSU’s 20th Congress in February 1956 for 

peaceful coexistence to avoid war between the major powers, and Beijing was following 

a relatively restrained foreign policy following the 1955 Bandung Conference.724 DRV 

leaders were split into the North First faction—whose priority was to develop the DRV’s 

socialist economy—and the South First faction—which wanted to unify Vietnam soon 

and by force—but for the moment they had no choice but to settle on agitation, in 

December 1956 helping revolutionaries in the South assassinate RVN officials.725 Mao’s 

attempt to boost the PRC’s revolutionary bonafides in the aftermath of Khrushchev’s 

promotion of peaceful coexistence—to include PLA shelling of ROC-held islands off of 

China’s coast in August 1958 and Mao’s nonchalant comments about the prospects for 

nuclear war—validated US “ingroup” members’ fears of aggressive communist plots in 

Asia and fueled their belief in the “Global Reputation” script, with Eisenhower on 11 
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September 1958 citing the Munich analogy as justification for US efforts to resist 

communism across Asia.726 

 

Le Duan Takes Control 

Le Duan and his faction at the VWP’s 15th Plenum in January 1959 scored a victory with 

the passage of Resolution 15, which authorized communist cadres in the RVN to use 

lethal force in self-defense.727 The DRV in May 1959 created Group 559 to infiltrate 

troops and arms through Laos in what would become the Ho Chi Minh Trail and Group 

795 to do the same by sea.728 Le Duan at the VWP’s 5-10 September 1960 3rd Congress 

was named First Secretary and head of the Politburo, but he still had to consolidate his 

new political position by placing allies in the VWP Secretariat and other key positions 

before he could push his preferred South First strategy.729 The VWP at the 3rd Congress 

also established the NLF to create the appearance that the insurgency in the South was 

a local phenomenon, although it was firmly under the control of Hanoi’s Central Office 

of South Vietnam (COSVN).730 The DRV’s leaders had to carefully navigate the worsening 

Sino-Soviet split, with Mao openly calling Khrushchev a revisionist and the Soviets calling 

Mao a deviationist. The May 1960 shootdown of a US U-2 reconnaissance plane over 

the USSR forced Khrushchev and Eisenhower to cancel a summit where the two leaders 

were to have further explored the concept of peaceful coexistence, and Moscow—

fearful that the PRC would make inroads in the developing world—publicly expressed 

support for wars of national liberation.731 

 

The US “ingroup” at the end of Eisenhower’s time in office made the case study’s 

second cognitive error by accelerating efforts to strengthen the RVN. The US between 

1955 and 1960 gave the RVN more than $2 billion in aid—of which more than 80 
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percent focused on security—but then failed to hold Diem accountable for improved 

governance.732 Eisenhower on 25 July 1960 approved NSC 6012, an update of NSC 5809, 

which noted: “The United States should accordingly support and assist (these nations) 

so long as they remain determined to preserve their own independence and are actively 

pursuing policies to this end.”733 But the US did not actually apply this standard to the 

RVN, much to the dismay of Ambassador Elbridge Durbrow in Saigon, who 

recommended making US aid contingent on Diem undertaking sweeping domestic 

reforms.734 Durbrow’s seemingly logical recommendation was not consistent with the 

“ingroup” view that the US needed Diem, and US military officers in the Military 

Assistance Advisory Group (MAAG) argued that the pressure advocated by Durbrow 

would undermine Diem at a critical time. Eisenhower on 22 October reinforced the 

“ingroup” consensus in NSC 6012 when he noted that Diem was mainly responsible for 

maintaining the RVN’s independence but that the US would assist as needed.735 Even as 

the US MAAG was undercutting the US Ambassador, it also assessed that the ARVN’s 

deficiencies that existed in 1955—unclear command and control, insubordination, 

corruption, and logistics deficiencies—continued to exist in late 1959.736 The US MAAG 

also demonstrated low empathy bias because it assessed that the greatest threat was a 

conventional DRV invasion—perhaps supported by the PRC—which led the US to 

organize the RVN into division-sized units trained to fight a conventional war. These 

tactics were not appropriate for the widespread but poorly organized unrest in rural 

areas. 

 

 
732 Pentagon Papers, US Training National Army, 1954-59, 1.1. 
733 FRUS, 1955-1957, Vol. XVI, 209-223. 
734 Herring, Longest War, 81. 
735 FRUS, 1958-1960, Vietnam, Vol. I, 610-611. 
736 Pentagon Papers, US Training National Army, 1954-59, 21-22. Sanguine US analysis can be explained by 
Festinger’s idea of consistency, with bad news downplayed to avoid psychological discomfort. Festinger, 
Cognitive Dissonance, 3. Viet Minh forces, which the US in 1957 rebranded as the Viet Cong, in the middle 
of that year intensified operations and by late 1959 could overrun and hold ARVN outposts for up to 24 
hours. The US MAAG belatedly responded to this threat with counter-insurgency missions in 1960. 
Pentagon Papers, US Training National Army, 1954-59, 2.1-5.1; Pentagon Papers, Insurgency Origins, 21-
22; Herring, Longest War, 81. 
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Kennedy Accelerates Existing US Errors 

The Kennedy Administration quickly established its own tightly knit “ingroup” whose 

members believed the US could establish a viable nation in South Vietnam and compel 

the DRV to abandon its goal of defeating the RVN, assumptions which led them to 

commit the first three of the case study’s four cognitive errors and repeatedly 

experience strategic surprise. Kennedy’s initial focus in Southeast Asia was not on 

Vietnam but rather on Laos because Eisenhower said it was at the top of the list of 

international issues to worry about and that a communist victory there would be 

existential crisis for South Vietnam, Cambodia, Thailand, and Burma.737 Kennedy’s 

reaction to the Laos crisis reflected his strong belief in the “Global Reputation” script; 

On 23 March 1961, he said Laos’ security was important to US security—stating “My 

fellow Americans, Laos is far away from America, but the world is small…Its own safety 

runs with the safety of us all”—adding that the US would honor its SEATO 

commitments.738 Soviet diplomatic pressure defused the crisis, but Kennedy’s advisors 

in late April were planning to deploy US forces to Thailand and the RVN, and US Army 

Chief of Staff General George Decker said that the US needed to be ready to bomb the 

DRV and PRC, including possibly with nuclear weapons; the US in Laos got lucky and did 

not have to experience the consequences of ill-conceived policies being put into 

practice, although that would happen soon enough in South Vietnam. 

 

Kennedy faced several major foreign policy challenges early on besides Laos, including 

Khrushchev’s January endorsement of wars of national liberation, the failed US invasion 

at Cuba’s Bay of Pigs in April, Khrushchev’s bullying at the Vienna summit in June, and 

the Berlin standoff from June through November. Kennedy desperately needed to 

regain positive momentum in foreign affairs and saw Vietnam as an opportunity to 

demonstrate US resolve, telling an aide after the Vienna summit: “Now we have a 

problem in making our power credible, and Vietnam looks like the place.”739 Kennedy of 

 
737 Khong, Analogies, 81-82. 
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course had also attacked Truman for ‘losing’ China, so he could not lose another Asian 

ally to communism. The “Global Reputation” script’s influence on Kennedy can be seen 

when he noted on 28 April 1961 that the US was the chief defender of freedom against 

communist threats in Africa, Latin America, and Asia.740 Kennedy’s NSAM 52 on 11 May 

1961 set out the goal of creating a viable and increasingly democratic society in the RVN 

and preventing its fall to the communists.741 NSAM 52 embodies how the 

administration’s “ingroup” made this case study’s first three cognitive errors because it 

exaggerated the RVN’s strategic importance, affirmed modeling the RVN on Western 

norms, and set out to prevent the DRV from achieving its main goal. NSAM 52 was 

unrealistically ambitions because “ingroup” members were heavily influenced by the 

“Global Reputation” script and demonstrated low empathy bias regarding both the RVN 

leaderships’ willingness and ability to allow South Vietnam to become a democratic 

society and the DRV leaderships’ resolve to achieve their goals. 

 

Kennedy wanted to gain a better sense for the situation in South Vietnam and sent Vice 

President Lyndon Johnson on a fact-finding trip in May. Johnson’s trip readout shows 

the strong influence of the “Global Reputation” script: “The basic decision in Southeast 

Asia is here. We must decide whether to help these countries to the best of our ability 

or throw in the towel in the area and pull back our defenses to San Francisco and a 

‘Fortress America’ concept. More important, we would say to the world in this case that 

we don’t live up to treaties and don’t stand by our friends.” As a result, his report 

committed the case study’s first cognitive error of exaggerating the RVN’s strategic 

significance: “The battle against Communism must be joined in Southeast Asia with 

strength and determination to achieve success there—or the United States, inevitably, 

must surrender the Pacific and take up defenses on our own shores. Asian Communism 

is compromised and contained by the maintenance of free nations on the subcontinent. 

 
740 Kennedy was also clearly influenced by “Global Reputation” script even before becoming President, 
noting on 22 September 1960 that India, Japan, and smaller Asian nations needed to counter an 
aggressive China. Pentagon Papers, Kennedy Public Statements. C5, C9-10. 
741 FRUS, 1961-1963, Vol. I, Vietnam, 132-133. 
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Without this inhibitory influence, the island outposts—Philippines, Japan, Taiwan—have 

no security and the vast Pacific becomes a Red Sea.”742 

 

NSAM 65, approved by Kennedy on 11 August 1961, codified the case study’s second 

cognitive error because it stated that turning the RVN into a viable nation state was a US 

interest and that Saigon needed to strengthen its security policies and accelerate 

economic and social reforms.743 The “ingroup” agreed on NSAM 65’s goals but 

nonetheless had a spirited debate on how to achieve them. The Pentagon assessed that 

direct US military intervention could buy time for Diem’s regime to implement US-

mandated military and domestic reforms, while Rusk did not want to back a “losing 

horse” and recommended making sure Diem would first follow through on US reforms 

before making deeper commitments.744 Chairman of the Joint Chiefs General Maxwell 

Taylor on 3 November reflected the case study’s second cognitive error when he 

recommended that more US civilian and military involvement could “cure” both Diem’s 

weakness as an administrator and the ARVN’s “lack of offensive spirit”.745 Core 

“ingroup” members McNamara and Rusk in an 11 November memo to Kennedy 

recommended assisting Diem to defeat the growing insurgency.746 The “Global 

Reputation” script was at the heart of their recommendation: “The loss of South 

Vietnam to Communism would not only destroy SEATO but would undermine the 

 
742 Pentagon Papers, Kennedy Commitments and Programs, 9-10. Johnson’s exaggerated threat analysis of 
the Pacific becoming a ‘Red Sea’ can be understood using Tversky and Kahneman’s availability heuristic, 
with Johnson drawing on his memories of Imperial Japan’s expansion across the Pacific to inform his views 
of threats posed by communism. Tversky and Kahneman, “Availability,” 208. Payne notes a critical flaw in 
the Domino Theory: if the US stood firm in the RVN so other prospective regimes in East Asia and beyond 
that faced communist aggression would be inspired to resist and fight hard to not become dominoes, the 
reality was that the US defense of South Vietnam had the opposite effect in Cambodia. Payne also 
observes that US decision-makers’ concern about reputation involved not only US standing in the eyes of 
the USSR, the PRC, and various US allies but also US reputation in the eyes of the US electorate, whose 
support Johnson would need in November 1964. Payne, Psychology of Strategy, 102-107. 
743 Pentagon Papers, Kennedy Commitments and Programs, 12. Dominic Johnson’s positive self-illusions 
help explain NSAM 65’s excessive optimism about the US ability to build governance and military capacity 
in the RVN. Johnson, Overconfidence, 27. 
744 Rusk, As I Saw It, 432; Khong, Analogies, 84-87. 
745 Pentagon Papers, Kennedy Commitments and Programs, 17-18. 
746 Rusk, Interview II, 13; Rusk, As I Saw It, 433; McNamara, In Retrospect, 38-39. 
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credibility of American commitments elsewhere.” The 11 November memo became 

NSAM 111, approved on 22 November, which called on Saigon to make the ARVN more 

mobile and effective against the VC, and also increased US air lift, intelligence support, 

and training for civil guards to free up ARVN units to fight the VC.747 NSAM 111 made 

clear that US assistance should be used as leverage to force Diem to reform the RVN’s 

civilian and military bureaucracies.748 But NSAM 111 backfired because Diem used US 

aid to increase his control over South Vietnam’s rural population but otherwise refused 

to implement US-mandated reforms.749 Kennedy’s frustration with Diem would grow 

over time, but on 24 November he said, “Diem is Diem and he’s the best we’ve got.”750 

The only major dissenting opinion was from George Ball, who on 7 November predicted 

that that the US would wind up with 300,000 troops in Vietnam. Kennedy quipped, 

“Well, George, you’re supposed to be one of the smartest guys in town, but you’re 

crazier than hell. That will never happen.”751 Ball’s prognosis for the likely course of US 

involvement is an example of Shore’s strategic empathy.752 

 

NSAMs 52, 65, and 111 intended to contain North Vietnam but they all effectively 

backfired because the DRV reacted to US escalatory steps with its own escalation. Le 

Duan in late 1961 sent 5,000 PAVN soldiers, mostly southern born, to join the 25,000 VC 

and 80,000 communal guerillas already fighting against the 280,000 strong ARVN.753 

Hanoi continued to receive lukewarm support from Moscow and Beijing, whose own 

bilateral relationship continued to sour. Moscow did not want to cede leadership of 

liberation movements in Asia, Africa, and Latin America to Beijing but was also wary of 

provoking hostilities with the US. For example, the Kremlin supported the idea of wars 

of national liberation but also forced the Pathet Lao to compromise in the Laos crisis. 

 
747 FRUS, 1961-1963, Vol. I, Vietnam, 656-657. 
748 Pentagon Papers, Advisory Build-Up, 1961-67, 26-27. 
749 Pentagon Papers, Strategic Hamlet Program, 1961-1963, i-ii. 
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751 Logevall, War Origins, 45. 
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Beijing supported the May 1961 Geneva Conference on Laos to buy time for the Pathet 

Lao to overcome its military weakness and prepare for future battles. The PRC was also 

suffering from the ruinous effects of the Great Leap Forward, and China’s leaders were 

eager to avoid a confrontation with the US in Laos.754 Beijing urged the DRV to not use 

the VC in large battles against the ARVN and focus instead on a more patient rural 

strategy.755 

 

US decision-makers by mid-1962 were demonstrating low empathy bias regarding the 

prospects for US-trained ARVN forces to defeat the VC. McNamara on 23 July said the 

RVN was making “tremendous progress” and predicted that the ARVN by late 1965 

could fight the insurgents without additional US support. But the reality on the ground 

did not match McNamara’s assessment; the VC just avoided contact with transient 

ARVN forces and then dominated local areas when the South Vietnamese troops 

returned to their bases.756 The problem of top-down, institutionalized low empathy bias 

was compounded when the MAAG—renamed MACV on 8 February—ordered 

embedded US advisors to provide positive reports on the ARVN’s effectiveness.757 The 

RVN’s Strategic Hamlet Program, launched in October 1962, also demonstrated low 

empathy bias because it triggered strong resistance from civilians in rural areas who 

resented being relocated and had traditional social organizations disrupted.758 Diem saw 

the US funded program as an excellent way to control this large segment of the RVN 

population and thereby strengthen his political power. US officials committed the case 

study’s second cognitive error by failing to press Diem because they could see no viable 

domestic alternative to him.759 
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Diem Stumbles Into 1963 

Shortcomings in US efforts to strengthen the RVN became clear on 2 January 1963 when 

PAVN and VC forces decisively defeated ARVN troops at Ap Bac.760 Le Duan cited the 

victory when arguing with members of the VWP’s pro-USSR North First faction that the 

DRV should mobilize for more aggressive operations in the south.761 Washington 

pressed Diem to consolidate his overly complex and redundant command of military 

and intelligence resources and delegate authority to subordinates, but Diem continued 

to resist because doing so would weaken his control over the very means by which he 

retained political power.762 

 

US “ingroup” members were flummoxed by this turn of events and debated options, 

ranging from heavy strategic bombing to sending in US troops to directly battle the VC 

to Kennedy’s preferred option of using special forces to advise the ARVN and win over 

civilian “hearts and minds” via the Strategic Hamlet Program.763 At no point in these 

debates did officials consider leaving Vietnam before the US suffered any serious 

reputational damage. This was a major missed opportunity, but it can be explained by 

the President’s strong adherence to the “Global Reputation” script, which led him to 

overvalue the RVN’s strategic importance. Kennedy on 24 April and then again on 9 and 

25 September made revealing comments during press events about his own belief in the 

Domino Theory, noting that the US could not abandon South Vietnam because it would 

be ceding the region to the PRC.764 “Ingroup” members also embraced outside analysis 

that validated their belief in the “Global Reputation” script; P.J. Honey, a Vietnam expert 

at the University of London’s School of Oriental and African Studies, told McNamara in 
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late September that if the communists took over South Vietnam, no Asian leader would 

have confidence in the West and that this loss of confidence would not be limited to 

Asia.765 

 

While US decision-makers were frustrated with Diem’s obstinance, failure to govern, 

and ineffectiveness at combating the VC, it was Diem’s willingness to plunge South 

Vietnam into a political crisis following his brutal crackdown on Buddhists that finally 

prompted Washington to move against him. Diem on 8 May doubled down following 

local arrests during a Buddhist holiday, which in turn triggered major anti-regime 

protests that reflected broad popular dissatisfaction with Diem’s rule. With self-

immolating monks and protests growing, Diem declared martial law on 20 August, 

raided major pagodas, and arrested 1,400 monks.766 

 

US officials in July assessed that removing Diem and his brother, Ngo Dinh Nhu, would 

only plunge the RVN deeper into chaos, which would benefit the communists. 

Nonetheless, the State Department, with Kennedy’s conditional concurrence, instructed 

Embassy Saigon on 24 August to examine alternative leadership arrangements, focused 

first on getting rid of just Nhu but also Diem if he refused to abandon his brother.767 US 

decision-makers got cold feet on 26 August, which was well enough because ARVN 

generals doubted that the US would actually back them if they proceeded.768 US officials 

remained divided on the benefits of a coup, but the idea kept circulating, with Attorney 

General Robert Kennedy on 6 September recommended removing Diem if that was the 
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only way to avoid a communist takeover of the RVN.769 US efforts in September and 

October to improve Diem’s performance failed, despite warnings that the US would 

abandon the Saigon regime if his despotic behavior persisted. Taylor on 1 October 

informed Kennedy that South Vietnam could not defeat the communist insurgency 

absent political stability.770 Kennedy on 6 October told Ambassador Henry Cabot Lodge 

Jr. that, “the United States will not thwart a coup.”771 When the coup came on 1 

November, Kennedy was stunned to learn that Diem and his brother were both 

executed.772 In a post-coup meeting to evaluate US policy, the US assessment was 

generally positive, noting that Washington had excellent relations with the leaders of 

the new RVN government.773 

 

The coup by ARVN officers and the subsequent chaos in Saigon was a major missed 

opportunity for the US to exit Vietnam, although the Administration’s “ingroup” did not 

seriously consider this as an option.774 Kennedy also did not appear to be planning a 

near-term exit from Vietnam; his planned remarks in Dallas on 22 November reflected 

the “Global Reputation” script by staying the course and providing US military and 

economic aid to defend the Free World—including Vietnam—from communism.775 

 

Diem Coup Accelerates DRV Aggression 

Diem’s removal backfired because it dramatically weakened South Vietnam’s security. 

Le Duan at the VWP’s 9th Plenum, which started on 22 November, cited the coup as a 

reason to support his ambitious General Offensive/General Uprising (GO-GU) plan, 

 
769 Ibid, 24-25. He also argued for departing South Vietnam if resisting a communist take-over was not 
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which was endorsed at the Plenum.776 Hanoi thus abandoned the idea of protracted 

struggle in favor of a conventional war to be launched out of the central highlands in 

1964 aimed at producing a swift victory. The Ministry of Defense brought PAVN strength 

up to 300,000 troops and sent entire PAVN regiments and increasing amounts of war 

materials to South Vietnam via the Ho Chi Minh trail and by sea.777 Le Duan’s political 

success at the Plenum was possible because he outmaneuvered the North First faction 

by arguing that they were too moderate and supported peaceful coexistence.778 

Following the Plenum, many moderate North First cadres lost their Central Committee 

seats and in 1964 many pro-Moscow cadres would be marginalized and put under 

house-arrest by Le Duan’s ally, To Huu.779 Le Duan also took a veiled swipe at the USSR 

during the Plenum by noting that revisionists were in error for taking a defensive stance. 

Mao was pleased with Hanoi’s new strategy, congratulating Ho in December.780 

 

The US did nothing to impede Le Duan’s rise, which is an example of the case study’s 

fourth cognitive error. US “ingroup” members missed an opportunity to exploit 

Moscow’s growing unease that Beijing was gaining influence in Hanoi at the Kremlin’s 

expense by suggesting that the Soviet Union intervene in North Vietnamese domestic 

politics to strengthen the position of moderate VWP politburo members who supported 

peaceful coexistence and prioritized building a socialist economy in the North over 

conquering the South. Such US outreach would obviously depend on Soviet 

receptiveness, but the Kremlin had strong self-interested reasons for bolstering its allies 

in the VWP. If Moscow had pressured Hanoi, it is possible that Le Duan’s GO-GU plan 

would not have become DRV policy in late 1963, which would have either given the US 

an opening to extricate itself from Vietnam or more time to bolster RVN capabilities. 
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Johnson Stays the Course 

On the flight back to Washington following Kennedy’s assassination, the influence of the 

“Global Reputation” script on President Johnson can be seen as he worried how the 

Kremlin would take advantage of tragedy in Dallas: “Khrushchev is asking himself right 

now what kind of a man I am. He’s got to know he’s dealing with a man of 

determination.”781 After a memorial for Kennedy in the US Capitol, an uneasy Johnson 

shared his thoughts about Southeast Asia with his senior advisors, “We’ll stand by our 

word, but I have misgivings. I feel like a fish that just grabbed a worm with a big hook in 

the middle of it.” Despite this trepidation, the “Global Reputation” script continued to 

dominate Johnson’s view of the situation: “I am not going to be the President who saw 

Southeast Asia go the way China went.”782 He said to aide Bill Moyers, “I told them I’m 

not going let Vietnam go the way of China. I told them to go back and tell those generals 

in Saigon that Lyndon Johnson intends to stay by our word. But, by God, I want them to 

get off their butts and get out in those jungles and whip the hell out of some 

Communists.”783 Because Johnson and “ingroup” members’ thinking was so thoroughly 

influenced by the “Global Reputation” script, they missed the opportunity to reassess 

US goals and actions in Southeast Asia and instead just continued Kennedy’s approach. 

NSAM 273 on 26 November revalidated the goal of NSAM 52: “It remains the central 

object of the United States in South Vietnam to assist the people and Government of 

that country to win their contest against the externally directed and supported 

communist conspiracy.”784 NSAM 273 called for strengthening RVN counter-insurgency 

efforts and blocking communist transit through Laos. But NSAM 273 also optimistically 

assessed that US advisors could withdraw by the end of 1965, which was an example of 

low empathy bias because it did not reflect deteriorating conditions on the ground.785 

 
781 Caro, Passage of Power, 359. Bundy said of Johnson: “He was a hawk; he was temperamentally sort of 
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The unfounded optimism of the Johnson Administration’s “ingroup” in December 

confronted the harsh and unintended consequences of the Diem coup. McNamara 

following a visit to South Vietnam told Johnson on 18 December that the situation was 

actually quite dire: “Viet Cong progress has been great during the period since the coup, 

with my best guess being that the situation has in fact been deteriorating in the 

countryside since July to a far greater extent than we realized because of undue 

dependence on distorted Vietnamese reporting. The Viet Cong now control very high 

proportions of the people in certain key provinces, particularly those directly South and 

West of Saigon.”786 McNamara’s bottom line was most alarming: “Current trends, unless 

reversed in the next 2-3 months, will lead to neutralization at best and more likely to a 

communist-controlled state.”787 But even as he acknowledged deeply flawed data on 

the state of the insurgency and the seemingly doomed fate of the RVN, the Defense 

Secretary did not recommend rethinking NSAM 273’s goals. 

 

Even as US “ingroup” members continued to argue that South Vietnam could be 

developed into a stable and effective partner and demonstrate US resolve in countering 

wars of national liberation—McNamara making such an argument to Johnson on 7 

January 1964—Saigon was wracked by another coup, which saw Duong Van Minh 

replaced by General Nguyen Khanh.788 Ambassador Lodge, in a comment that reflected 

the pervasive low empathy bias common amongst US officials trying to understand 

South Vietnamese politics and stands as a clear example of the case study’s second 

cognitive error, said that he hoped that Khanh would provide much-needed leadership: 

“The Government of Vietnam has put relatively large number of good men into 

important positions and has evolved civil and military procedures which appear to be 

workable. Therefore, our side knows how to do it; we have the means with which to do 

it; we simply need to do it. This requires a tough and ruthless commander. Perhaps 

Khanh is it.” 
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Despite McNamara’s dire warning and the latest political turmoil in Saigon, US “ingroup” 

members remained excessively confident in their overall cause even as they grasped for 

viable options in Southeast Asia. The Joint Chiefs argued that the only way to achieve 

NSAM 273’s goals was to bomb the DRV, but McNamara worried that this could spiral 

out of control and lead to a nuclear crisis with the Soviet Union.789 This concern, paired 

with lessons McNamara learned during the Cuban missile crisis, guided his approach in 

Vietnam of using calibrated military actions to signal US resolve to an adversary and 

compel it to desist undesirable behavior and comply with US preferences or face the 

threat of even more US attacks.790 McNamara argued that the gradual application of 

military force would convince Hanoi to abandon its goal of conquering South Vietnam. 

Johnson supported McNamara’s thinking but also feared escalation with Moscow and 

Beijing and therefore drew the line at invading the DRV and toppling the regime in 

Hanoi. Instead, the “Victory Denial” script would shape their thinking towards the DRV; 

Hanoi could be forced to negotiate an outcome satisfactory to the US if it simply 

prevented North Vietnam from getting what it wanted.791 This script, in combination 

with repeated instances of low empathy bias about DRV resolve, leads to the case 

study’s third cognitive error whereby the US entered a contest of wills with the DRV, 

which failed catastrophically for the US. 

 

The NSC staff told Johnson on 11 December that limited clandestine strikes on the DRV 

as part of OPLAN 34A—a CIA program using South Vietnamese agents on loan to the 

Pentagon—could get a “practical reaction out of Hanoi.” Johnson saw covert attacks as 

a low-cost option and told the Pentagon on 21 December to select targets for OPLAN 

34A that limited the risk of US attribution.792 McNamara told Johnson that the situation 

was deteriorating and that overt, applied gradually military pressure would also be 

needed to buy time for Khanh’s regime; Johnson still had doubts about direct military 
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pressure but NSAM 288 was nonetheless approved on 17 March.793 NSAM 288 was 

heavily influenced by the “Global Reputation” script and had more expansive aims than 

NSAM 273, focusing on making South Vietnam the test case for the US ability to defeat 

wars of national liberation.794 Whereas NSAM 273 aimed to bolster RVN capabilities to 

resist the insurgency, NSAM 288 set the stage for more direct US action against the 

North Vietnam, including preliminary planning for US air strikes.795 As the Pentagon 

Papers noted, US decision-makers in early April 1964 had “an amazing level of 

confidence” that the US side could induce Hanoi to abandon the VC insurgency if faced 

with demonstrations of strong US resolve.796 Things did not work out as planned; a 

month and a half after NSAM 288 went into effect, Ambassador Lodge told Khanh that 

the war was being lost because the Saigon regime’s leaders were incompetent, the RVN 

was not carrying out NSAM 288’s required policies, and Khanh’s government was not 

making US pacification aid fully available to civilians.797 

 

Johnson was growing anxious over the worsening situation in South Vietnam. 

McNamara on 25 May recommended a gradual application of pressure, starting with 

diplomatic outreach to North Vietnam followed by limited US military actions to remind 

Hanoi of the costs of not obliging the US. Johnson remained undecided; his anxiety can 

be seen on 27 May in remarks to Bundy: “looks like to me that we’re getting into 

another Korea. It just worries the hell out of me. I don’t see what we can ever hope to 

get out of this.”798 US decision-makers meeting in Honolulu in early June recommended 

trying to open a dialogue with Hanoi followed by limited air attacks if the DRV did not 

 
793 Ibid, 75-79. 
794 FRUS, 1964-1968, Vol. I, Vietnam, 174. Johnson in a 15 March television interview emphasized his 
agreement with Kennedy’s view that the RVN’s fall would trigger the Domino Theory. The American 
Presidency Project, https://www.presidency.ucsb.edu/documents/transcript-television-and-radio-
interview-conducted-representatives-major-broadcast. 
795 Pentagon Papers, November 1963-April 1965: NASM 273—NSAM 288—Honolulu, 54-55. The April 
SIGMA I-64 wargame demonstrated that Hanoi would respond to graduated US pressure by increasing the 
flow of troops South and that the US side had underestimated Hanoi’s resolve. McNamara disagreed with 
these conclusions and did not brief it to Johnson. McMaster, Dereliction, 89-91. 
796 Pentagon Papers, November 1963-April 1965: NASM 273—NSAM 288—Honolulu, 66-67. 
797 Ibid, 60-61. 
798 McNamara, Interview I, 16-17. 
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respond.799 Ambassador Lodge and the new MACV Commander, General William 

Westmoreland, advocated sending US forces to South Vietnam and launching US air 

raids against North Vietnam.800 While US officials debated the merits of bombing North 

Vietnam, the US attempted diplomatic outreach via Canadian diplomat J. Blair Seaborn, 

who told Prime Minister Pham Van Dong that the US side would withdraw from South 

Vietnam and extend aid and diplomatic recognition to the DRV if Hanoi stopped 

supporting the VC but also warned that the US would launch air and sea attacks if Hanoi 

did not accept the US offer. Dong laid out conditions that the DRV would stick to until 

the end of the Johnson Administration, namely that Hanoi was not interested in the US 

terms, the US had to withdraw, and the VC needed to join a coalition government in 

Saigon.801 

 

NSAM 288 Backfires: The Tonkin Gulf Incident 

As this diplomacy-through-proxy effort was going nowhere, US policies under NSAM 288 

intended to intimidate North Vietnam and deter its support of the insurgency in South 

Vietnam were starting to backfire and cause a massive escalation of the war. US Navy 

destroyers were sailing in international waters close to DRV territorial waters and 

collecting signals intelligence to support OPLAN 34-A operations by ARVN forces when 

the USS Maddox on 2 August was attacked by North Vietnamese torpedo boats.802 

Johnson’s initial reaction was to continue OPLAN 34-A attacks on the DRV and US Navy 

operations in the Gulf of Tonkin but not otherwise react, although this became 

untenable when the USS Maddox and USS Turner Joy on 4 August reported additional 

North Vietnamese attacks.803 In an example of the case study’s first cognitive error of 

exaggerating South Vietnam’s strategic significance, Johnson’s announcement of 

 
799 McNamara, In Retrospect, 121-122. 
800 Pentagon Papers, November 1963-April 1965: NASM 273—NSAM 288—Honolulu, 83-84. 
801 Rusk, As I Saw It, 461. Seaborne clearly did not forge an emotional bond with Dong. Yorke, “Emotional 
Diplomacy,” 134. 
802 McMaster, Dereliction, 120-121. 
803 The 4 August engagement was later proven to have not actually occurred, with Johnson remarking, 
“For all I know, our Navy was shooting at whales out there.” Gelb, Betts, Irony, 100-102. 
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retaliatory air strikes on 5 August were couched in terms of US efforts to counter 

communism around the globe.804 The US Congress on 7 August authorized Johnson to 

conduct any necessary military operations in Southeast Asia.805 But rather than cow 

Hanoi, the OPLAN 34-A raids and the 5 August US air strikes instead increased North 

Vietnam’s threat perception of the US, and the VWP Politburo on 7 August assessed that 

it would face continue US air strikes and deepening US intervention in South Vietnam.806 

 

McNamara’s “graduated pressure” concept of using variable amounts of military power 

to incentivize Hanoi to comply with US demands was becoming a central concept 

amongst civilian members of the US “ingroup”; the Secretary’s approach received 

additional support after the Tonkin Gulf attack from State PPS director Walt Rostow, 

who was a major advocate of using US military pressure to signal intent and resolve in 

what has been called the Rostow Thesis.807 But both McNamara and Rostow’s approach 

was flawed because it was based on the case study’s third cognitive error that the US 

could compel Hanoi to abandon its goal of conquering South Vietnam. US officials 

outside the “ingroup” had strong reservations about the Rostow Thesis, with members 

of his own staff as well as several Pentagon civilians arguing that limited US military 

actions could only succeed if Hanoi actually believed that the US had high resolve, 

enjoyed strong support from the US Congress, the American people, and major allies, 

and if the US went after DRV targets whose destruction would force compliance.808 The 

Joint Staff used the SIGMA II-64 wargame in September to test the Rostow Thesis, 

finding that US attacks actually backfired because they strengthened Hanoi’s resolve 

and did not degrade VC resupply, which was mostly sourced locally.809 

 

 
804 “Remarks on Vietnam at Syracuse University”, https://millercenter.org/the-presidency/presidential-
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805 McMaster, Dereliction, 133-135. Johnson said of the resolution, “Like grandma’s nightshirt, it covers 
everything.” Logevall, War Origins, 67. 
806 Herring, Longest War, 143; Shore, Sense of the Enemy, 126-128. 
807 Pentagon Papers, Military Pressures Against NVN, 21. 
808 Ibid, 35-37. 
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Ambassador Taylor on 6 September told Rusk that the Gulf of Tonkin attacks created an 

opportunity to apply US military pressure on the DRV: “The attacks should be 

orchestrated in such a way as to produce a mounting pressure on the will of the Hanoi 

high command designed to convince the latter to desist from further aid to the VC and 

Vietminh and to agree to cooperate in calling off the insurgencies in South Vietnam and 

Laos.”810 Most of the Joint Chiefs grudgingly supported graduated use of force—since 

McNamara rejected their preferred option of mining DRV harbors, ground operations 

into Laos and Cambodia, and US air strikes on the VC—although the US Army Chief of 

Staff presciently warned that limited US bombing would probably only result in 

increased North Vietnamese support for the VC.811 Johnson on 7 September decided to 

hold off on bombing but told the Pentagon to be ready to retaliate if North Vietnam 

attacked US or RVN forces in South Vietnam, both to boost morale in Saigon and to 

demonstrate US resolve to Hanoi.812 This US policy was codified on 10 September in 

NSAM 314, which approved new OPLAN 34A raids, cross-border ARVN operations in 

Laos, and US Navy patrols in the Gulf of Tonkin.813 NSAM 314’s main goal was to deter 

DRV pressure on South Vietnam long enough for US assistance to strengthen the Saigon 

regime. Johnson in reference to even stronger US military actions seemed to 

acknowledge this case study’s second cognitive error when he noted: “The reason for 

waiting, then, must be simply that with a weak and wobbly situation it would be unwise 

to attack until we can stabilize our base.”814 

 

Since NSAM 288’s goal was to use military pressure to demonstrate US resolve to North 

Vietnam and NSAM 314’s goal was to commit the US to further escalation if the 

communists attacked US forces in South Vietnam, US policy in the autumn of 1964 was 

 
810 FRUS, 1964-1968, Vol. I, Vietnam, 733-736. Taylor became the US Ambassador in Saigon on 14 July. 
811 McMaster, Dereliction, 145-149, 152-153, 162-164. White House military advisor Lieutenant General 
Andrew Goodpaster in the autumn of 1964 told McNamara: “Sir, you are trying to program the enemy 
and that is one thing we must never try to do. We can’t do his thinking for him.” 
812 Johnson, Vantage Point, 120; Pentagon Papers, Military Pressures Against NVN. 25-27. 
813 Ibid, 27-30. 
814 Freedman, “Disillusioned Strategist,” 142-143. 
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actually backfiring because US actions were incentivizing Hanoi to increase offensive 

operations in South Vietnam and US hesitancy to retaliate ahead of the US Presidential 

election made the US appear irresolute in the eyes of DRV leaders. Not all US decision-

makers fell prey to the case study’s scripts and low empathy bias; George Ball on 5 

October assessed South Vietnam’s political situation was rapidly deteriorating, the 

Korea analogy was not fitting for Vietnam, and bombing North Vietnam would backfire 

because Hanoi would respond by increasing support to the insurgency in the south. If US 

air power alone could not deter Hanoi, the US would have to introduce ground forces to 

salvage the situation, which Ball worried would trigger PRC intervention and result in 

large US losses. This would open the door to the US using tactical nuclear weapons. In 

an example of the consequences for questioning “ingroup” orthodoxy, Johnson 

demonstrated the power of SIT when he criticized Ball for making this argument and 

ignored his advice.815 

 

North Vietnam experienced two major changes in the fall of 1964. The first was that 

DRV-USSR ties improved following Khrushchev’s ouster, which in turn complicated the 

PRC’s approach towards Hanoi. Leonid Brezhnev did not want to cede the mantle of 

supporting international revolution to Beijing and saw Vietnam as an opportunity to 

embarrass the US, tie down US forces far from more important theaters, and test new 

weapons.816 With Khrushchev deposed, Hanoi ceased its criticism of Soviet revisionism 

and returned to a policy of active neutrality amidst the Sino-Soviet split.817 So even as 

Beijing immediately after the Gulf of Tonkin attack moved four PLA divisions to the PRC-

DRV border and deployed MiG-15s and MiG-17s to Hanoi, it also reduced its level of 

 
815 Khong, Analogies, 106-109; McNamara, In Retrospect, 155-157. 
816 Herring, Longest War, 176. KGB Chairman Vladimir Semichastny on 30 November told East German 
Minister of State Security Erich Mielke that the US would sooner or later have to accept the neutralization 
of the RVN and negotiate with the DRV. “Stasi Report on Meetings with the KGB,” 
https://digitalarchive.wilsoncenter.org/document/115713. 
817 Nguyen, Hanoi’s War, 70. Le Duan in late October told PRC officials he was happy with Khrushchev’s 
downfall and that Beijing deserved credit for resisting the former Soviet leader’s revisionist thinking. 
“Cable from the Chinese Embassy in Vietnam, Reactions to China's Testing of an Atomic Bomb,” 
https://digitalarchive.wilsoncenter.org/document/134738. 
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commitment to the DRV in response to Hanoi’s warming ties with Moscow; Mao on 24 

June 1964 told PAVN Chief of Staff General Van Tien Dung that China would send 

“volunteers” to counter a US invasion of the DRV, but Mao on 5 October backed away 

from this promise when he advised Pham Van Dong to let invading US forces get bogged 

down in North Vietnamese territory, which would make Washington eager to negotiate 

to end its predicament.818 Mao was undoubtedly irked that Hanoi had rekindled ties 

with the Kremlin and his October comments to Dong made clear that the PRC was not 

responsible for defending the DRV if invaded by the US. This is a preview of the case 

study’s fourth cognitive error in which the US missed an opportunity to exploit a small 

but growing rift between the PRC and DRV. There is no record that US officials at the 

time knew of Mao’s warning to Dong, but US officials would fail to take advantage of 

fraying Sino-North Vietnamese ties when they learned of them in April 1965.819 

 

The second change was that Hanoi, assuming the US would increase its presence in 

South Vietnam, ordered the VC to step-up attacks on US facilities. Le Duan dispatched 

VWP Politburo member and PAVN General Nguyen Chi Thanh to COSVN headquarters 

northwest of Saigon in October to give Hanoi absolute control over the southern 

insurgency. VC units scored many victories over ARVN units and gained control of 

territory from the central highlands to the Mekong Delta.820 In the aftermath of the Gulf 

of Tonkin attack, Le Duan ordered VC units to attack US bases to deter further US 

intervention. The VC attacked Bien Hoa airbase on 1 November, killing four US 

personnel and destroying several B-57s aircraft that were deployed there after the Gulf 

of Tonkin incident to deter further communist action.821 Johnson was not going to 

suddenly commence large-scale retaliatory air strikes on the DRV two days before the 

 
818; “Discussion between Mao Zedong and Pham Van Dong,” 
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US presidential election, but by not responding he unintentionally highlighted for Hanoi 

the limits on the US commitment to defending the RVN. 

 

Following his election, Johnson wanted to focus on his signature Great Society program 

and viewed events in Southeast Asia as an unwanted distraction; Bundy said of Johnson 

during this period: “‘I’ll win in 1964, and I will stand in Vietnam in 1965, and I will have 

the Great Society.’ The most important of these is the Great Society. But he is convinced 

that he can have both, because he is simply not going to accept the notion that he is 

going to be the man who can’t hold the Alamo.”822 The “ingroup” around Johnson 

debated several options, ranging from more covert attacks to air raids followed by 

negotiations with Hanoi.823 The third option, favored by McNamara, McGeorge Bundy, 

the Pentagon’s John McNaughton, and State’s William Bundy, was dubbed the 

“progressive squeeze and talk” and was an effort to operationalize both McNamara’s 

“graduated pressure” concept and the Rostow Thesis.824 The “progressive squeeze and 

talk” is a strong example of the case study’s third cognitive error because it assumed 

that limited US military action could force Hanoi to negotiate, which US decision-makers 

should have noticed was not something the North Vietnamese were interested in doing 

given how they rebuffed the Canadians earlier in the year. 

 

In an illustration of the belabored process that the “ingroup” would go through before 

settling on a policy consensus, Johnson deferred making a decision at a 19 November 

NSC meeting because he was not yet convinced of the best way to prevailing in 

Vietnam, dismissing McNamara’s preference as “your bombing bullshit.”825 NSC 

principals on 28 November recommended increased US Navy patrols in the Gulf of 

Tonkin and armed reconnaissance flights over Laos as well as limited US air strikes 

against North Vietnam.826 Johnson on 1 December approved the US Navy patrols and 
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flights over Laos but did not approve air strikes on the DRV, fearing they could lead to 

large-scale hostilities not only with the DRV but also the PRC. Johnson also ordered 

Taylor to focus on strengthening South Vietnam, using the promise of US air attacks on 

the DRV as leverage to force Saigon to follow US instructions.827 But instead of following 

US instructions, several ARVN generals on 19 December staged a coup and removed the 

RVN’s civilian Premier.828 Taylor berated the coup leaders and recommended that 

Washington consider withdrawing support for the RVN.829 But Johnson missed this 

opportunity to cut his loses, just as Kennedy had done after the Diem coup a year 

earlier, because Johnson did not want to be the first US President to lose a war. 

Johnson’s unwillingness to walk away at this point is an example of the case study’s first 

cognitive error because he was exaggerating South Vietnam’s strategic significance and 

the US reputational consequences if the Saigon regime collapsed.830 

 

US Stumbles Into “Victory Denial” Strategy 

The VC blew up a US military dormitory in Saigon on 24 December, killing two US 

personnel and wounding 58; Taylor, the Joint Chiefs, and CINCPAC all recommended 

immediate retaliation but Johnson, Rusk, and McGeorge Bundy worried it would lead to 

escalation.831 Johnson blamed Taylor for lax security and for failing to force RVN 

authorities to follow US direction, and he limited the response to sending US Army 

special forces to the RVN.832 This latter act was based on suggestions by Rostow, Rusk, 

and Bundy in November that a token US combat force on the ground would be a signal 

to Hanoi that the US could takes such actions to punish North Vietnam for failing to 

comply with US demands; this is an example of how thinking amongst key “ingroup” 
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members was focusing on what would soon manifest as the “Victory Denial” script, and 

the recommendation itself reflected low empathy bias by those three officials, who 

misunderstood how the DRV would respond. The President soon signed on to this logic, 

telling the US Ambassador on 30 December: “What is much more needed and would be 

more effective is…appropriate military strength on the ground. I am ready to look with 

great favor on that kind of increased American effort.”833 The US “ingroup” can thus be 

seen arriving at the “Victory Denial” script, which would inform US conduct for the rest 

of Johnson’s time in office. Thus, with little fanfare or policy deliberation, US decision-

makers reached what would become the crux of US strategy: putting US troops into 

South Vietnam to prevent Hanoi from achieving its goals. They rejected the options of 

destroying the DRV, which might start a war with the PRC or the USSR, or turning over 

the war to the RVN.834 

 

US “ingroup” members’ anxiety at the start of 1965 was increasing as their goals 

seemed to slip further out of reach. Three factors weighed on Johnson: his fears of a 

broader communist plot to weaken the US across Asia; RVN failures on the battlefield; 

and avoiding escalation with the USSR and PRC. Johnson fixated on PRC Foreign Minister 

Chen Yi’s 1 January comment that “Thailand is next”, growing cooperation between the 

PRC and Sukarno’s Indonesia, and military cooperation between the DPRK and DRV, 

which led Johnson to conclude that a Djakarta-Hanoi-Beijing-Pyongyang axis was 

forming and would attempt to impose a humiliating defeat on the US in South 

Vietnam.835 Rusk on 3 January publicly echoed Johnson’s concerns about PRC 

expansionism.836 William Bundy told Rusk on 6 January that the US position in South 
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Vietnam was rapidly deteriorating, particularly with the PAVN and VC’s decisive victory 

over a large ARVN force in Binh Gia just days earlier.837 Bundy also observed that US 

decision-makers were making decisions on what to do in Southeast Asia in large part 

based on the recent US experience in Korea, where the dominant lesson learned was 

that the US needed to be firm to deter or defeat Soviet- and PRC-assisted aggression by 

smaller communist powers.838 While many US decision-makers in the mid-1950s had 

viewed Korea as dangerous and unnecessary distraction, key members of Johnson’s 

Administration a decade later saw Korea as a template for a limited effort to prevent the 

communist bloc from making geopolitical gains.839 But one key facet of the Korea 

experience troubled Johnson; the PRC’s massive intervention. He needed to find a way 

to achieve US goals while avoiding another large land war with the numerically superior 

PLA.840 

 

Two factors drove US policy in Southeast Asia; frustration that the US client in Saigon 

was failing and a strong desire to not fight a second war against the PLA in less than a 

decade. These factors helped solidify the thinking of US “ingroup” members in late 1964 

and that them to actively develop the nascent “Victory Denial” script, in which success 

was defined as preventing North Vietnam from achieving its goal of defeating the RVN, 

not using US forces to topple the DRV. US decision-makers believed that this approach 

would counter communist aggression in Asia, buy time for the RVN to build up its 

strength, and avoid triggering a large PRC intervention. The “Victory Denial” script can 

be clearly seen in Bundy and McNamara’s 27 January 1965 analysis for Johnson, which 

assessed that “the time has come for harder choices” between accepting the 

humiliating destruction of a US client or using “our military power in the Far East and to 
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force a change of Communist policy.”841 Bundy and McNamara recommended the latter 

option and Johnson agreed, sidestepping the fact that the US client was not up to the 

task: “stable government or no stable government, we’ll do what we ought to do. I’m 

prepared to do that. We will move strongly. Khanh is our boy.”842 “Ingroup” consensus 

was thus reached, in the process making this case study’s first three cognitive errors of 

exaggerating South Vietnam’s strategic significance to US interests, predicating US 

success on a local partner that was bad at both governing and fighting, and 

underestimating Hanoi’s resolve to achieve its strategic goals. 

 

Having missed another opportunity to exit Vietnam, US decision-makers were instead 

on a clear pathway to dramatically increase US involvement in the war. They wanted to 

use their retaliatory attack for the VC’s 7 February attack on US forces at Pleiku to 

demonstrate resolve and deter Hanoi from taking further action. McGeorge Bundy told 

Johnson immediately after the attack that US action was needed to stave off the 

collapse of the RVN in the next year and that US international prestige would suffer if 

South Vietnam collapsed.843 Bundy’s analysis was an example on the case study’s first 

cognitive error of exaggerating the RVN’s significance, and his recommendations were 

shaped by the “Victory Denial” script because he assumed that US strikes and the threat 

of more where that came from would force Hanoi to capitulate, noting: “Once such a 

policy is put in force, we shall be able to speak in Vietnam on many topics and in many 

ways with growing force and effectiveness.” Johnson was convinced, later commenting: 

“I thought perhaps a sudden and effective air strike would convince the leaders in Hanoi 

that we were serious in our purpose and also that the North could not count on 
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continued immunity if they persisted in aggression in the South.”844 Johnson at an 8 

February NSC meeting said that the US goal was to “deter and diminish the strength of 

the North Vietnamese aggression and try to convince them to leave South Vietnam 

alone.” He added, “We have pursued every hint that the North Vietnamese were willing 

to give up something if we give up something. Hanoi is trying to force us to give up the 

bombing of North Vietnam. We will keep on until we get something from the North 

Vietnamese.”845 Johnson’s comments demonstrated low empathy bias because he did 

not grasp the lengths DRV leaders would go to achieve their goals. 

 

Johnson and his advisors, informed by the “Victory Denial” script, ordered FLAMING 

DART air strikes after the Pleiku attack and FLAMING DART II air strikes on 11 February 

after a major VC attack on US forces in Qui Nhon.846 McNamara was pleased to use air 

strikes to message US resolve to Hanoi but also mindful that strikes also had to be 

militarily effective, noting on 17 February: “Although the four missions left the 

operations at the targets relatively unimpaired, I am quite satisfied with the results. Our 

primary objective, of course, was to communicate our political resolve. This I believe we 

did. Future communications of resolve, however, will carry a hollow ring unless we can 

accomplish more military damage that we have to date.”847 

 

The influence of the “Victory Denial” script on US decision-makers can be seen when 

they devised an even larger air campaign—dubbed ROLLING THUNDER—to increase 

pressure on Hanoi to comply with US demands; Johnson approved the campaign on 13 

February and emphasized US resolve in public remarks on 17 February.848 “Ingroup” 
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solidarity was generally strong, with McNamara, Bundy, and Taylor all believing that 

ROLLING THUNDER would force the DRV to decrease support to the insurgency. Rusk 

concurred with the campaign but also doubted it would weaken logistical support to the 

mostly locally supplied VC. Officials outside of the “ingroup” continued to point out 

flaws in US policy, with George Ball, reflecting high empathy for the adversary, 

expressing doubts: “Short of a crushing military defeat Hanoi would never abandon the 

aggressive course it has pursued at great cost for ten years and give up all the progress 

it has made in the Communization of South Vietnam.”849 A Special National Intelligence 

Estimate assessed that US air strikes might backfire and trigger more DRV support to the 

insurgency.850 

 

Johnson wanted to achieve US goals using mainly air power and only token ground 

forces, but former President Eisenhower told him on 17 February to be ready to use up 

to eight US divisions to prevent a defeat in South Vietnam.851 Discussions about US 

ground forces were already underway; Westmoreland after the Pleiku attacks requested 

US ground forces to protect bases in Saigon, Danang, and Nha Trang, and Johnson on 26 

February approved sending two battalions of US Marines over the objections of Taylor, 

who said it would just make the RVN ask for more US forces and that “white-faced” US 

troops were ill-equipped for guerilla warfare.852 
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Decision-makers in Hanoi were not only not deterred by US air strikes but they escalated 

in response to the prospect of a growing US ground presence; Le Duan in February 

ordered COSVN to increase attacks on ARVN forces before US reinforcements could 

arrive.853 US air strikes also made Hanoi deploy more PAVN units to the south.854 In 

March, the VWP’s 11th Plenum pledged to increase military operations in South Vietnam 

in response to US air attacks on the DRV and the growing US presence in the RVN.855 

 

Johnson’s thinking remained heavily influenced by the “Global Reputation” script. The 

President on 10 March referenced Chamberlain’s appeasement of Hitler by saying he 

did not want to be accused of “another Munich”.856 He added, “come hell or high water, 

we’re gonna stay there.”857 Johnson was making the case study’s third cognitive error of 

assuming that the US could force the DRV to accept US terms, and he stuck with this 

position even when US Army Chief of Staff General Harold Johnson told him on 15 

March that it would take 500,000 US troops and five years to win.858 Johnson’s 

unsophisticated guidance to the General was to “kill more VC”, which reflected low 

empathy bias on the part of the US President because he assumed that heavy casualties 

would make the DRV abandon its goals.859 Johnson approved McNamara’s 

recommended actions—heavily influenced by the “Victory Denial” script—including 

more US air strikes, and “the impression henceforth to be given was one of regularity 

and determination.”860 In light of the deteriorating political and security situation in the 

RVN, Johnson at the 17 March NSC meeting increased US support to Saigon, which 

 
853 Johnson, Vantage Point, 129; Freedman, “Disillusioned Strategist,” 148-149; Nguyen, “War Politburo.” 
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854 Khong, Analogies, 120. 
855 Nguyen, Hanoi’s War, 70. 
856 Khong, Analogies, 178. In a similar vein to Johnson’s thinking, Rusk on 22 March cited the lessons of 
the Second World War and SEATO commitments to explain why communist aggression should be stopped 
in South Vietnam before it spread further. Pentagon Papers, Johnson Public Statements, D30. 
857 McMaster, Dereliction, 248. 
858 McNamara, In Retrospect, 177. 
859 Pentagon Papers, Build-up of US Forces, 13. Rusk actually thought that Johnson had high empathy: 
“President Johnson was a man who instinctively tried to put himself in the shoes of the other fellow and 
tried to figure out what was on his mind, and he wanted to be sure that the other fellow also knew what 
was on the President’s mind.” Rusk, Interview II, 2. 
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reflected the case study’s second cognitive error because “ingroup” members assumed 

that more US aid would make the South Vietnamese regime viable.861 

 

The President was not alone in being guided by the “Global Reputation” script. The 

Pentagon’s McNaughton in a 10 March memo for McNamara offered an analysis deeply 

influenced by the script, assessing three factors drove US involvement in Vietnam: 70 

percent of the reason was to demonstrate US dependability to other allies; 20 percent 

was to prevent the PRC from dominating Vietnam; and 10 percent was to create a 

better South Vietnam.862 McNaughton was also heavily influenced by the “Victory 

Denial” script because he recommended increasing US military pressure on the DRV to 

increase US bargaining leverage over Hanoi, assuming incorrectly that relatively modest 

US efforts would force Hanoi to accept US terms. US adversaries were aware of the 

value that US officials placed on reputation; Zhou Enlai on 26 March told Nicolae 

Ceausescu that the US would need to become more involved in Vietnam because to not 

do so would lead to a loss of prestige.863 

 

“Victory Denial” Script Gains Traction 

Johnson’s desire to avoid war with the PRC led him to resist advice to intensify ROLLING 

THUNDER strikes on the DRV and instead fully embraced the premise of the “Victory 

Denial” script by using US ground forces to make Hanoi realize that it could not defeat 

the RVN. Johnson on 1-2 April approved sending 20,000 US ground forces with 

permission to engage VC forces but also limited which targets US aircraft could bomb in 

North Vietnam to avoid triggering PRC intervention. The new policies were codified in 

NSAM 328 on 6 April.864 
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Key advisor outside the “ingroup” offered Johnson advice on alternative courses of 

action. Director of Central Intelligence John McCone on 2 April said that increasing US 

ground troops in South Vietnam without also increasing the intensity of US air strikes on 

the DRV would not force Hanoi to end its support to the VC.865 McCone said: “Instead of 

avoiding MiGs, we must go in and take them out. A bridge here and there will not do the 

job. We must strike their airfields, their petroleum resources, power station and military 

compounds. This, in my opinion, must be done promptly and with minimal restraint. If 

we are unwilling to take this kind of decision now, we must not take the actions 

concerning the mission of our ground forces.”866 But Johnson, guided by the “Victory 

Denial” script, rejected the recommendation and McCone resigned in frustration on 28 

April. The Joint Chiefs also argued that ROLLING THUNDER should increase, but Johnson 

rebuffed them on 8 April, saying: “at present we are limited as to what we can do in 

North Vietnam, but we have almost free reign in South Vietnam, and I want to kill more 

Viet Cong.”867 

 

US Misses Opportunity Created by Beijing’s Red Line 

As noted in the prior case study, members of the “ingroup” across US Administrations 

had a weak grasp of the factors that drove PRC behavior, and this continued to be the 

case in the spring of 1965. US decision-makers demonstrated low empathy bias by 

misinterpreting multiple efforts by Beijing to signal that it would only intervene if the US 

attacked the PRC or invaded the DRV, suggesting that US air strikes on North Vietnam by 

themselves would not trigger direct PLA action.868 McGeorge Bundy told Johnson on 4 

June that Zhou Enlai—via remarks by Foreign Minister Chen Yi to UK diplomats—said 

China would not provoke war with the US but that there would be war without limits if 

 
865 Pentagon Papers, ROLLING THUNDER Program Begins, 82-83; McNamara, Retrospect, 179-180. 
866 McMaster, Dereliction, 256-257. 
867 Ibid, 264-265. 
868 Zhai, China and Vietnam, 138. The PRC beginning in April 1965 sent diplomatic messages thru Pakistan, 
Poland, Tanzania, and the UK that it would not enter the war if the US limited itself to bombing the DRV 
but did not invade it and did not attack China. 
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the US side bombed China.869 Bundy thought Zhou’s comment was frustratingly vague 

because he did not understand at what point the PRC would take action in Vietnam, 

while Rusk viewed it as a “relatively defensive message.” This failure to grasp Beijing’s 

messaging about limits on its commitment to the DRV is an example of the case study’s 

fourth cognitive error of not exploiting tensions within the communist bloc to gain 

unilateral US advantage, and it meant that US officials missed the opportunity to 

dramatically increase the scope and intensity of ROLLING THUNDER, as DCI McCone and 

the Joint Chiefs had just recommended, to inflict overwhelming destruction on the DRV, 

which might force Hanoi to negotiate with the US or at least buy time for US efforts to 

strengthen the RNV to take root. Instead, US officials focused on other messages coming 

out of the PRC that were consistent with the US view that Beijing was interminably 

hostile under all circumstances. For example, US officials focused on Mao’s 10 April “Aid 

Vietnam, Resist America” campaign, echoing a similar propaganda and mobilization 

effort from the Korean War, as well as CCP Vice Chairman Lin Biao and intelligence chief 

Kang Sheng’s calls in May for global revolution against imperialist powers, viewing these 

PRC comments as confirmation of the premise behind the Domino Theory.870 

 

Johnson considered not only sticks but also carrots to make Hanoi abandon its goal of 

toppling the RVN. Johnson on 7 April announced US support for unconditional 

discussions with Hanoi and a plan to lift Southeast Asia, including North Vietnam, from 

poverty via a massive US aid effort.871 Johnson was demonstrating low empathy bias 

when making this offer, which is an example of the case study’s third cognitive error 

because he assumed that DRV leaders would value US aid more than their goal of 

conquering South Vietnam. Pham Van Dong rejected Johnson’s offer the next day, 

 
869 FRUS, 1964-1968, Vol. XXX, China, 173-174. 
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countering that the US needed to accept Hanoi’s “Four Points”—the US must recognize 

the Vietnamese People’s basic national rights; Vietnam’s two ‘zones’ will abstain from 

foreign military alliances; reunification will be settled by Vietnamese in both ‘zones’; and 

South Vietnam’s internal affairs must be settled by the South Vietnamese people in 

accordance with the NLF’s program. The fourth point equating to communist control 

over South Vietnam, which was not unacceptable to the US.872 

 

US Doubles Down on “Victory Denial” 

Johnson was frustrated that neither coercion nor inducements were changing Hanoi’s 

behavior in the direction he desired, and core “ingroup” members—fully under the 

influence of the “Victory Denial” script—met in Hawaii on 20 April to develop options. 

Attendees assessed Hanoi would only abandon its goals if the VC was “stopped cold”, 

which the US military assessed would two years if ground forces were deployed to 

South Vietnam.873 Johnson approved McNamara’s recommendation to add 33,500 US 

and 2,000 ROK troops but declined to publicize his decision.874 Ball on 21 April 

recommended examining the consequences of deploying additional US troops, to which 

Johnson replied: “All right, George, I’ll give you until tomorrow to get me a settlement 

plan. If you can pull a rabbit out of the hat, I’m all for it.”875 And outgoing CIA director 

McCone that same day told Johnson that the DRV and VC could respond by simply 

increasing their ground forces.876 

 

As Johnson made the decision to deepen US involvement in Vietnam, the “Global 

Reputation” script led him to make the case study’s first cognitive error of exaggerating 

South Vietnam’s strategic importance. On 4 May he told a Congressional audience: 

“Now make no mistake about it, the aim in Vietnam is not simply the conquest of the 
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south, as tragic as that would be. It is to show that American commitment is worthless, 

and they would like very much to do that, and once they succeed in doing that, the 

gates are down and the road is open to expansion and to endless conquest.”877 The 

President, who was asking Congress for $700 million in new funds to pay for the 

increasing US mission in Vietnam, expressed his view of US resolve: “We will not be 

defeated. We will not grow tired.”878 

 

While Hanoi rebuffed Johnson’s 7 April offer of economic assistance, the US President 

nonetheless made another conciliatory gesture in May by pausing ROLLING 

THUNDER.879 The US pause was conditional on a reduction in both PAVN and VC 

operations; when this not happen, US bombing resumed on 18 May.880 Johnson’s pause 

idea is an example of low empathy bias because he assumed that Hanoi was interested 

in a mutually-satisfactory, negotiated outcome to the conflict and would respond in 

accordance with what US officials calculated was in North Vietnam’s best interests. In 

fact, Hanoi took advantage of the pause in US air attacks and the start of the monsoon 

season to launch a major offensive on 11 May, quickly destroying several major ARVN 

units, overrunning the capital of Phuoc Long province north of Saigon, and infiltrated 

whole PAVN divisions into South Vietnam.881 

 

New US Goal: Stalemate 

US "ingroup" members, guided by the “Victory Denial” script and incorrectly believing 

an escalation of ROLLING THUNDER would raise tensions with Beijing, completed a train 

of thought started by McNamara and Rostow nearly a year earlier and settled on a new 
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desired end-state in South Vietnam: stalemate. McNamara on 5 June recommended 

Johnson use US ground forces to prop up the Saigon regime and prevent a communist 

victory, thereby forcing Hanoi to negotiate and accept US terms; Rusk added that the 

goal should be a return to the 1958 status quo where the DRV was not actively 

supporting guerillas in South Vietnam.882 MACV’s Westmoreland on 7 June requested 

100,000 troops on top of the 75,000 already in South Vietnam. Debate between 

“ingroup” members and resident critic George Ball became heated on 9 June, when Ball 

asked, “When does this become a white man’s war?”883 Bundy pushed back on Ball’s 

comparisons to France’s experience, arguing that the French were reestablishing 

colonial control while the US was supporting local authorities resist communist 

aggression.884 Johnson was wary of MACV’s large number, asking his advisors during the 

meeting if the US commitment would stop at 175,000 or would he need to send even 

more troops later. He decided to send fewer troops than Westmoreland requested but 

also allowed US forces to wage offensive operations.885 Westmoreland was trying to 

assemble a force large enough to attack PAVN and VC forces, but Johnson wanted the 

minimal level of effort to achieve stalemate, remarking on 11 June: “We must delay and 

deter the North Vietnamese and Viet Cong as much as we can, and as simply as we can, 

without going all out. When we grant General Westmoreland’s request, it means that 

we get in deeper and it is harder to get out. They think they are winning and we think 

they are. We must determine which course gives us the maximum protection at the 

least cost.”886 US public opinion was already wary of Johnson’s policy, with his overall 

approval rating standing at 45% and disapproval of sending US troops at 36%.887 That 

these negative polls did not make Johnson pause and rethink his goals and assumptions 
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highlight the influence of scripts on core “ingroup” members and their pervasive low 

empathy. 

 

Johnson’s lingering doubts meant that the “ingroup” had not yet reached consensus, 

although core members continued to make the case for the MACV request. 

Westmoreland on 24 June argued that a larger US force would prevent the RVN’s 

collapse and create a favorable balance of power on the ground by the end of 1965.888 

McNamara supported the larger US force, noting on 26 June: “The success of this 

program from a military view turns on whether the increased effort stems the tide in 

the South; that in turn depends on two things—on whether the South Vietnamese hold 

their own in terms of numbers and fighting spirit, and on whether the US forces can be 

effective in a quick reaction reserve role, a role in which they have not been tested. The 

number of US troops is too small to make a significant difference in the traditional 10:1 

government-guerilla formula, but it is not too small to make a significant difference in 

the kind of war which seems to be evolving in Vietnam—a…conventional war in which it 

is easier to identify, locate and attack the enemy.”889 Rusk, heavily influenced by the 

“Global Reputation” script, supported sending 100,000 additional US troops and 

emphasized the need to demonstrate US resolve to reassure allies and deter Soviet and 

PRC aggression in other theaters.890 McGeorge Bundy in memos on 30 June and 1 July 

examined the prospects for US success and used the analogy of France’s fraught 

position in 1954 to argue that the US in 1965 faced a relatively more manageable 

situation.891 
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The Pentagon’s uniformed leadership assessed that troop levels well above the short-

term MACV request—up to 1,000,000 over the next seven years—were needed to fully 

pacify South Vietnam.892 McNamara was alarmed by this recommendation and was 

instead swayed by McNaughton’s recommendation—heavily shaped by the “Victory 

Denial” script—to simply deploy the smallest possible US force that would prevent 

PAVN and VC units from toppling the RVN; McNaughton on 2 July noted, “With respect 

to the word ‘win’, this I think means that we succeed in demonstrating to the VC that 

they cannot win.”893 Ball argued that all of these approaches were wrong and that even 

a massive US intervention would fail and be humiliating, called for “cutting our loses”, 

and told Johnson: “This is our last clear chance to make this decision.”894 Upon hearing 

the recommendations on 2 July, Johnson opted to not make a decision and instead sent 

McNamara on a fact-finding trip to the RVN.895 

 

In Saigon, McNamara concluded that US air strikes were not hampering communist 

forces in South Vietnam, the US would need a much larger force to match what the 

PAVN and VC could field, and that the US would need to conduct large-unit operations 

to destroy PAVN and VC units.896 Westmoreland wanted to defeat PAVN and VC forces 

and disliked McNamara’s desired stalemate objective, but the General told the 

Secretary that MACV would need 44 battalions in 1965 and another 24 battalions in 

1966 to achieve McNamara’s goal.897 McNamara on 20 July told Johnson that the 

situation was dire, the communists were mauling the ARVN, and the RVN was unlikely to 

survive to see 1966. He recommended increasing US ground forces to pressure the VC, 

sustaining air strikes on North Vietnam, and launching “a vigorous effort on the political 
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side to lay the groundwork for a favorable outcome by clarifying our objectives and 

establishing channels of communication.”898 The Secretary thought this option would 

buy time to better train and equip the ARVN although he also recognized that this would 

deepen the US commitment, consume more US resources, and make any later decision 

to withdraw even more difficult. 

 

Johnson over the next five days debated the merits of McNamara’s recommendation 

with his senior staff. Johnson on 21 July dismissed Ball’s observation that the US could 

not win a protracted guerilla war in Asia.899 Instead, Johnson supported Rusk’s 

argument—reflecting the “Global Reputation” script—that US failure in Vietnam would 

invite communist aggression in the Middle East, Europe, Africa, and South America. 

Johnson on 22 July rebuffed the Joint Chiefs’ advice to use B-52s to lay waste to North 

Vietnam, voicing his view that such a step would lead to escalation with the PRC. 

Johnson responded to US Army Chief of Staff Harold Johnson’s statement that bold US 

actions would not trigger PRC intervention by quipping: “MacArthur didn’t think they 

would come either.”900 General Johnson replied, “This is different, we had ground forces 

moving to the Yalu.”901 Johnson was repeating the case study’s fourth cognitive error by 

incorrectly assessing Beijing’s diplomatic messaging since April and demonstrating low 

empathy bias by assuming incorrectly that the PRC was ready to engage in a new land 

war against the US. Johnson on 25 July responded to Clark Clifford’s assessment—

“Russia and China don’t intend for us to win the war”—by arguing that abandoning the 

RVN or accepting a weak settlement was a “cover-up for surrender.”902 
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By 27 July 1965, Johnson made his decision, which became the “ingroup’s” consensus 

outcome. Johnson recapped the various options—including those offered by Ball and 

the Joint Chiefs—and then announced he would give Westmoreland the forces 

necessary to achieve stalemate in South Vietnam and avoid escalation with Moscow and 

Beijing. Johnson asked attendees—McNamara, Rusk, Ball, William Bundy, Taylor, 

McNaughton, Joint Chiefs Chairman General Wheeler, Deputy CIA director Richard 

Helms, Treasury Secretary Henry Fowler, Attorney General Nicholas Katzenbach, and 

Clark Clifford—if they agreed with his analysis; all either nodded or said ‘yes’.903 

Johnson’s debates with his advisors in late July would be the last discussions of overall 

US strategy until after the 1968 Tet Offensive.904 Johnson the next day announced the 

new US policy—which would see US troop levels climb to 125,000—and said his decision 

was in line with Truman, Eisenhower, and Kennedy and reflected the lessons learned 

ahead of both world wars and Korea about appeasing aggression.905 

 

The reaction of North Vietnam’s leaders to Johnson’s announcement was consistent 

with their behavior to date, with Le Duan and Nguyen Chi Thanh ordering larger PAVN 

and VC units to directly engage US forces.906 The extent of Johnson’s misreading of 

Beijing’s appetite for escalation is now evident; while Mao Zedong on 16 July was 

showering VWP Politburo member Hoang Van Hoan with empty praise that Hanoi’s 

decision to move from a political struggle to a military struggle was correct, the PLA 

General Staff Department on that same day told PAVN counterparts that “the time was 

not appropriate” for PLA aircraft to fight over North Vietnam, presumably a reflection of 
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Beijing’s desire to not put PLA forces into situations where they were likely to engage 

with US forces and increase the likelihood of another US-PRC war.907 

 

US Policy Set for Next the Two and a Half Years 

Following Johnson’s 27 July decision, the US approach to the war would remain 

essentially unchanged until the start of the DRV’s Tet offensive in late January 1968. US 

“ingroup” members during this 30-month period continued to be shaped by the “Global 

Reputation” and “Victory Denial” scripts and repeatedly demonstrated low empathy 

bias. US force levels in South Vietnam would rise substantially—a move which backfired 

because it caused Hanoi to escalate the deployment of PAVN and VC forces. Misplaced 

US fear of PRC intervention would limit the scope of ROLLING THUNDER attacks. And US 

attempts to open negotiations with the DRV and demonstrations of restraint—in the 

form of pauses to US air strikes—all failed because US officials did not appreciate 

Hanoi’s resolve. 

 

Westmoreland’s 1 September 1965 war plan, which was predicated on the “Victory 

Denial” script, defined the US objective as: “ending the war in the Republic of Vietnam 

by convincing the Viet Cong and the DRV that military victory is impossible, thereby 

forcing an agreement favorable to the Republic of Vietnam and the United States.”908 

Westmoreland’s plan to intensify rural pacification and destroy VC base areas was an 

example of low empathy bias because he did not account for the 200,000 military-aged 

males coming of age each year in North Vietnam and the VC’s skill at recruiting new 

forces, which made the plan to achieve McNamara’s stalemate outcome through 

attrition highly problematic.909 
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US decision-makers wanted to increase pressure on Hanoi but remained wary of 

triggering PRC intervention, and they saw PRC Defense Minister Lin Biao’s 2 September 

public remarks that the world’s revolutionary forces could wage people’s war against 

industrialized nations as confirmation that the Domino Theory was in full effect.910 

Johnson tasked “ingroup” members to examine ROLLING THUNDER’s efficacy at 

reducing the DRV’s will to fight; they confirmed his bias against escalation by assessing 

on 11 October that heavier US bombing would lead to either direct PRC or Soviet 

intervention.911 McNamara on 7 November framed US escalation in the RVN mainly in 

terms of containing the PRC and recommended increasing US force levels in South 

Vietnam to 350,000 by the end of 1966 while trying to start talks with Hanoi by offering 

a month-long bombing pause.912 Johnson was noncommittal but McNamara on 30 

November—frustrated that Westmoreland on 23 November requested a total of 

410,000 troops by the end of 1966 to counter accelerating PAVN infiltration—reiterated 

his bombing pause recommendation, but this advice was clearly informed by low 

empathy bias because it assumed that Hanoi would be receptive to a face-saving US 

offramp.913 

 

The bombing pause recommendation came as Johnson grew frustrated that ROLLING 

THUNDER was not having the desired effect and worried about the increasing 

commitment of US ground forces in South Vietnam. His advisors in early December 

continued to recommend a US bombing pause in exchange for a dialogue with Hanoi.914 

McNamara on 18 December said military power alone could not solve the situation in 

South Vietnam and a diplomatic process with North Vietnam was needed; the 

 
910 McNamara, In Retrospect, 214-215. US decision-makers did not anticipate that Beijing would soon turn 
inwards as part of the Cultural Revolution. 
911 McNamara after the war noted that US analysis at the time failed to appreciate the widening split 
between Moscow and Beijing, as seen in pro-Soviet India’s August 1965 victory over pro-PRC Pakistan and 
the fall in October of pro-PRC Indonesian leader Sukarno and his allies in the Indonesian Communist Party. 
McNamara, In Retrospect, 213-215. 
912 Pentagon Papers, Air War in the North, 21. 
913 Ibid, 21; McNamara, In Retrospect, 221-223. 
914 Pentagon Papers, Air War in the North, 26; McNamara, In Retrospect, 223-225. 
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Administration on 22 December announced a 30-hour ceasefire, which would later be 

extended to 31 January 1966.915 Rusk was a strong proponent of dialogue, but he was 

also heavily influenced by the “Global Reputation” script. During meetings on the 

bombing pause, the Secretary made clear that the RVN was facing a case of external 

aggression and that US commitments to SEATO had to be upheld. Rusk said that the US 

was eager to negotiate but, in his words, “We have put everything into the basket of 

peace except the surrender of South Vietnam.”916 

 

The scope of US decision-makers’ error is highlighted in early December during the 

VWP’s 12th Plenum, where Le Duan said that North Vietnam would only negotiate after 

US forces in South Vietnam were unable to achieve Washington’s goals and the ARVN 

was defeated, at which point the DRV could adopt a “talking while fighting” stratagem 

where negotiations could occur in parallel with communist forces gaining relative 

advantage over US and RVN forces.917 The US stalemate strategy, predicated on the 

“Victory Denial” script, was backfiring in light of Le Duan’s comment: “The more 

American troops that come to Vietnam, the more of them we will be able to kill. If large 

numbers of American troops are killed, the puppet army will disintegrate even faster, 

the US’s hope of securing victory through military means will collapse, and the American 

people’s movement opposed to the US’s dirty war in Vietnam will grow.” Le Duan 

pushed back against the North First faction, who were receptive to Johnson’s pause 

because they feared US bombing would further undermine the DRV’s limited economic 

development.918 The PRC backed Le Duan’s stance. Foreign Minister Chen Yi told his DRV 

 
915 Ball noted the problem with the US side’s interest in negotiating in 1966 was that it expected Hanoi to 
make all the concessions. Ball, Interview I, 24. 
916 FRUS, 1964-1968, Vol. II, Vietnam, 704-706. 
917 “Speech Given by Party First Secretary Le Duan to the 12th Plenum of the Party Central Committee,” 
https://digitalarchive.wilsoncenter.org/document/113970. Le Duan said that the DRV need not actually 
prevail over the US on the battlefield but could instead just sap US resolve by failing to yield and by 
inflicting high levels of casualties. “Excerpt from Resolution of the 12 Plenum of the Party Central 
Committee On the New Situation and Our New Responsibilities,” 
https://digitalarchive.wilsoncenter.org/document/113971. 
918 Nguyen, “War Politburo,” 20-21; Nguyen, Hanoi’s War, 71-72. Ho Chi Minh shortly after the 12th 
Plenum said the war would be won by breaking US resolve: “We must do whatever it takes in South 
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counterpart Nguyen Duy Trinh on 17 December that North Vietnam was correct to not 

negotiate until the US and RVN’s battlefield position was weakened.919 Soviet 

Ambassador Anatoly Dobrynin told McGeorge Bundy that Moscow would ask if Hanoi 

was interested in dialogue if the US paused bombing, but the Soviets were not willing to 

push North Vietnam to enter talks for fear of driving it closer to the PRC.920 

 

US decision-makers in 1966 continued to commit the case study’s third cognitive error 

of believing that limited US pressure would force Hanoi to accept US terms; they 

focused on how to force the DRV to abandon its war aims, negotiate an end to 

hostilities, and accept the RVN’s existence, all while avoiding a broader war with the 

PRC.921 McNamara on 24 January recommended resuming US bombing and increasing 

US sorties from 3,000 to 4,000 a month, reasoning that “the increased program 

probably will not put a tight ceiling on the enemy’s activities in South Vietnam” but 

might put enough pressure on Hanoi to “condition him towards negotiations and an 

acceptable end to the war—and will maintain the morale of our South Vietnamese 

allies.”922 McNamara was echoing an 18 January recommendation from McNaughton, as 

both men continued to be deeply influenced by the “Victory Denial” script.923 George 

 
Vietnam to destroy and shatter the puppet army and to kill large numbers of American troops.” Shore, 
Sense of the Enemy, 143-144. 
919 “Discussion between Chen Yi and Nguyen Duy Trinh,” 
https://digitalarchive.wilsoncenter.org/document/113066. Zhou Enlai two days later told Nguyen to not 
fall into the American trap. “Discussion between Zhou Enlai and Chen Yi,” 
https://digitalarchive.wilsoncenter.org/document/113068. 
920 Rusk, As I Saw It, 465-466. 
921 US decision-makers also continued to make the case study’s second cognitive error by pressing Saigon 
to reform, with Johnson coming away from a meeting with Thieu and Ky in Honolulu in early February 
believing that the RVN leaders had agreed to sweeping domestic reforms; Johnson discussed this with his 
Vice President on 8 February and Humphry compared Johnson’s meeting in Hawaii with Roosevelt’s 
Atlantic Charter and that Johnson’s approach was a way for “realizing the dreams of the Great Society in 
the great area of Asia, not just here at home.” Dallek, Flawed Giant, 354-355. 
922 Pentagon Papers, Air War in the North, 33-44. 
923 While McNaughton was often a key source of McNamara’s flawed policy ideas, in January he had an 
introspective moment: “In Vietnam, the Communists probably think their vital interests are involved (and 
it takes some sophistication to see how the area immediately involves ours). It is not clear that we 
dominate the area militarily at the subnuclear levels, and honest opinion is split as to who is ‘right’ in the 
controversy. We therefore have in Vietnam the ingredients of an enormous miscalculation.” Freedman, 
“Disillusioned Strategist,” 149-151. 
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Ball, having acquiesced to the “ingroup” consensus by concurring with Johnson’s July 

1965 decision, continued to offer the President his counsel, albeit now hewing closely to 

“ingroup” orthodoxy by observing on 25 January that the US must attack “increasingly 

vital targets” and Hanoi needed to face the “destruction of its economic life at the end 

of the road” if ROLLING THUNDER was to have the desired political effect.924 Walt 

Rostow, who replaced McGeorge Bundy as National Security Advisor, on 6 May offered 

a suitable set of targets: North Vietnam’s petroleum, oil, and lubricants (POL) sector, 

drawing on his work attacking POL targets in Nazi Germany, which he believed would 

undermine Hanoi’s ability to run an industrialized war effort.925 A debate between 

“ingroup” members and the rest of bureaucracy ensued; the latter were correct but 

ultimately unheeded. The CIA’s 8 June assessment voiced skepticism towards Rostow’s 

plan: “It is estimated that the neutralization of the bulk petroleum storage facilities in 

NVN will not in itself preclude Hanoi’s continued support of essential war activities.”926 

But McNamara on 8 July told Pacific Command’s Admiral U.S. Grant Sharp that 

strangulating North Vietnam’s POL network was Johnson’s top military priority.927 The 

Defense Intelligence Agency responded on 1 August by assessing that 70 percent of the 

DRV’s POL storage capacity had been destroyed, but US officials realized that this was 

an insufficiently impactful target and US strikes were refocused away from attacking 

POL networks and towards “attrition of men, supplies, equipment” on 4 September.928 

 

Johnson throughout the summer of 1966 was dismayed that the worsening situation on 

the ground in South Vietnam.929 He asked McNamara and the Joint Chiefs on 28 June if 

they could accelerate the deployment of US forces: “As you know, we have been moving 

our men to Vietnam on a schedule determined by General Westmoreland’s 

 
924 Pentagon Papers, Air War in the North, 47-50. Ball’s acquiescence demonstrates the power of SIT for 
group members to conform or face marginalization. 
925 Ibid, 6. 
926 Ibid, 125. 
927 Ibid, 140. 
928 Ibid, 8-9. 
929 Pentagon Papers, Ground Strategy and Force Deployments, 56. 
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requirements. As I have stated orally several times this year, I should like to this 

schedule to be accelerated as much as possible so that General Westmoreland can feel 

assured that he has all the men he needs as soon as possible. Would you meet with the 

Joint Chiefs and give me at your early convenience an indication of what acceleration is 

possible for the balance of this year.”930 Johnson was still very committed to the original 

US goal—shaped by the “Global Reputation” script—as seen in his 30 June remarks that 

the US was fighting in South Vietnam not only to defend it, but also to buy time for a 

“new and a vital, growing Asia to emerge.”931 McNamara on 14 October painted a 

somber picture, noting that while US ground forces had blunted PAVN and VC attacks on 

the regime, ROLLING THUNDER had not broken Hanoi’s will or DRV support to 

operations in the south and Nguyen Cao Ky’s regime in Saigon was flailing: “In essence, 

we find ourselves—from the point of view of the important war (for the complicity of 

the people)—no better, and if anything worse off. This important war must be fought 

and won by the Vietnamese themselves. We have known this from the beginning. But 

the discouraging truth is that, as was the case in 1961 and 1963 and 1965, we have not 

found the formula, the catalyst, for training and inspiring them into effective action.”932 

McNamara recommended settling in for a long fight by stabilizing both the size of the 

US ground force at 470,000 and the tempo of ROLLING THUNDER attacks, building a 

physical barrier to block the Ho Chi Minh Trail, and continuing to press Hanoi to 

negotiate. Johnson on 11 November approved McNamara’s recommendations.933 

 

Le Duan Navigates Tense Relations at Home and with Patrons 

North Vietnam following the 12th Plenum faced not only raucous elite politics as VWP 

factions had fierce debates about next steps in national strategy but also fraught 

relations with Moscow and Beijing as Sino-Soviet relations steadily deteriorated and the 

 
930 Ibid, 49. 
931 Pentagon Papers, Johnson Public Statements, D85-86. 
932 Pentagon Papers, Ground Strategy and Force Deployments, 81-89; McNamara, In Retrospect, 262-263. 
933 Pentagon Papers, Air War in the North, 11. Walt Rostow wanted to invade the DRV as far north as Vinh 
and then use the promise of the territory’s return to force Hanoi to respect the sovereignty of Laos, 
Cambodia, and the RVN. Rostow, Interview II, 27. 
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CCP’s Cultural Revolution further complicated matters amongst the communist powers. 

The North First faction continued to question the costs of Le Duan’s South First policy, 

and a ‘pro-negotiations’ faction emerged who saw dialogue as a less costly way to 

secure a US exit from Vietnam; Pham Van Dong probably supported direct US talks in 

the second half of 1966 and even Le Duan-ally Le Duc Tho went so far as to ask Brezhnev 

on 16 December for the CPSU to make contact with the US on Hanoi’s behalf, probably 

after the US suffered more setbacks on the battlefield.934 At the same time there was 

strong debate in Hanoi about how to best undermine the Saigon regime, with Defense 

Minister and PAVN commander General Vo Nguyen Giap openly criticizing COSVN 

commander General Nguyen Chi Thanh’s willingness to directly attack heavily-armed US 

forces, which was resulting in mounting PAVN casualties. Giap—backed by a frail Ho Chi 

Minh—pushed Le Duan to order the COSVN commander to use more guerilla tactics, 

which Thanh reluctantly did by mid-1966.935 

 

The worsening Sino-Soviet split resulted in the USSR and PRC trying to force Hanoi to 

pick a side. Zhou Enlai in March told Le Duan that Moscow was using its leverage over 

the DRV to improve the Kremlin’s relationship with the US.936 Deng Xiaoping in April told 

Le Duan that Moscow was selling out North Vietnam; Le Duan argued that his regime 

just wanted fraternal socialist allies to get along.937 Brezhnev in December pressed Le 

Duc Tho to explain why Beijing was not doing more to support North Vietnam and why 

the Red Guards were attacking CCP stalwarts like Deng Xiaoping and Liu Shaoqi.938 

Soviet and Eastern European armaments mostly traveled to the DRV via rail through the 

PRC, but the onset of the Cultural Revolution in the summer of 1966 started to impede 

 
934 “Second Meeting: Record of a Conversation between CPSU CC General Secretary Cde. L. I. Brezhnev 
and Cde. Le Duc Tho, member of the Politburo and Secretary of the VWP CC,” 
https://digitalarchive.wilsoncenter.org/document/177816; Nguyen, “War Politburo,” 21-22. 
935 Nguyen, Hanoi’s War, 72-73. 
936 “Discussion between Zhou Enlai and Le Duan,” 
https://digitalarchive.wilsoncenter.org/document/113069. 
937 “Discussion between Zhou Enlai, Deng Xiaoping, Kang Sheng, Le Duan and Nguyen Duy Trinh,” 
https://digitalarchive.wilsoncenter.org/document/113071. 
938 “Record of a Conversation between Brezhnev and Le Duc Tho,” 
https://digitalarchive.wilsoncenter.org/document/177816. 
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these shipments. Beijing—which had deployed PLA personnel in North Vietnam to help 

with logistics—was irked that the DRV could only get advanced weapons from the USSR, 

and leaders in the Kremlin—which had over 1,000 technicians in North Vietnam 

operating advanced air defenses—were similarly irked when Pham Van Dong went out 

of his way to thank Beijing for keeping supplies flowing, with the Soviets urging Hanoi to 

criticize Mao’s Cultural Revolution and start talking to the US.939 

 

Despite these complications, the mood in early 1967 in Le Duan’s camp was optimistic, 

an indicator that the US strategy predicated on the “Victory Denial” script was failing. 

The VWP Politburo in a secret January cable to COSVN assessed that US bombing was 

turning global opinion against the US and ordered COSVN to intensify political agitation, 

especially in urban areas.940 Foreign Minister Nguyen Duy Trinh at the VWP’s 13th 

Plenum assessed that large US troop deployments to South Vietnam reflected Johnson’s 

desperation to conclude the war before his 1968 reelection contest, and that US 

bombing was not shaking North Vietnam’s commitment to its war aims.941 VWP leaders 

passed Resolution 13, which was a strategy of using both military and diplomatic means 

to achieve victory.942 In reality, it was a compromise between Le Duan and his more 

moderate colleagues, such as Ho Chi Minh and Vo Nguyen Giap, although Le Duan still 

argued that negotiations with the US could not begin until communist forces achieved 

decisive military results in the south.943 But even Ho would not be pushed by the US, as 

seen in his 15 February response to an 8 February letter from Johnson asking what the 

DRV would do to end to US air strikes, with Ho saying that US bombing must end before 

talks could proceed.944 

 

 
939 Nguyen, “War Politburo,” 22-23. 
940 “Secret North Vietnam Politburo Cable,” https://digitalarchive.wilsoncenter.org/document/113972. 
941 “Report by Nguyen Duy Trinh to the 13 Plenum of the Central Committee of the Communist Party of 
Vietnam,” https://digitalarchive.wilsoncenter.org/document/113973. 
942 Nguyen, “War Politburo,” 24-25. 
943 Nguyen, Hanoi’s War, 79. 
944 Pentagon Papers, Air War in the North, 3-4. 
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US Cognitive Errors Persist in 1967 

As 1967 began, US “ingroup” members repeated the case study’s first three cognitive 

errors in quick succession. They made the first cognitive error—deeply influenced by the 

“Global Reputation” script—of overstating the RVN’s strategic significance, as seen in 

Rusk’s 4 January comment that US policy was driven by SEATO commitments and the 

lessons of the Second World War, Rostow’s 23 February and 17 October remarks that 

wars of national liberation were tests of US resolve to uphold other treaty 

commitments, and Johnson’s 15 March comments that South Vietnam’s defense held 

the key to the political and economic future of a free Asia.945 Johnson then made the 

case study’s second cognitive error that a viable South Vietnamese regime was a viable 

state when he pressed President Nguyen Van Thieu and Premier Nguyen Cao Ky to make 

sweeping domestic reforms—which they ignored—during a 20-21 March meeting in 

Guam.946 Westmoreland made the case study’s third cognitive error by assessing that 

communist forces were nearing a ‘crossover point’ where battlefield losses would attrit 

enemy force levels faster than replacements could be fielded. Westmoreland was 

demonstrating low empathy bias by discounting Hanoi’s ability to raise new forces, both 

to sustain operations in the south or to launch a larger general offensive.947 Johnson 

grilled Westmoreland and Wheeler on 27 April.948 Westmoreland, influenced by the 

“Victory Denial” script, stated that 100,000 more US troops would be the minimum 

needed achieve stalemate: “We will not be in danger of being defeated but it will be nip 

and tuck to oppose the reinforcements the enemy is capable of providing. In the final 

analysis we are fighting a war of attrition in Southeast Asia.” Johnson asked a logical 

follow-up question: “When we add divisions can’t the enemy add divisions? If so, where 

does it all end?” Westmoreland replied: “The VC and DRV strength in SVN now totals 

285,000 men. It appears that last month we reached the crossover point in areas 

excluding the two northern provinces.” Johnson asked another logical follow-up 

 
945 Pentagon Papers, Johnson Public Statements, D98, D104-107, D130-131. 
946 Pentagon Papers, Air War in the North, 15-17. 
947 Pentagon Papers, Ground Strategy and Force Deployments, 58-61. 
948 Ibid, 82-85. 
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question: “At what point does the enemy ask for volunteers?” Westmoreland’s 

response was a non-answer, reflecting low empathy bias: “That is a good question.” 

Westmoreland went on: “Unless the will of the enemy is broken or unless there was an 

unraveling of the VC infrastructure the war could go on for 5 years.” He predicted that 

at a force level of 565,000 men, the war could go on for another 3 years; at 665,000 

men, the war could go on for 2 more years. Wheeler suggested: “We may wish to take 

offensive action against the DRV with ground troops.” This was an example of low 

empathy bias because he was ignoring Beijing’s warning two years earlier that it would 

intervene if the US invaded North Vietnam.949 

 

Daunted by the prospect of increasing the numbers of US ground forces in Vietnam, a 

frustrated Johnson in May wanted to know if intensified US air power would give Hanoi 

an incentive to negotiate. Quibbling amongst “ingroup” members followed, not over the 

ends but over the efficacy of specific means. McNaughton on 5 May assessed there was 

no apparent relationship between the intensity of US bombing around Hanoi and the 

level of PAVN and VC operations in South Vietnam, that the current level of US bombing 

would not compel Hanoi to stops its efforts in the South, and that US bombing was 

actually increasing Hanoi’s will to fight.950 Rostow on 7 May pushed back on 

McNaughton’s assessment, noting that strikes around Hanoi were never intended to 

stop infiltration. To do that, Rostow recommended closing the “top of the funnel” by 

focusing US air power on transportation targets between the 17th and 20th parallels; 

McNamara and Rusk concurred.951 Admiral Sharp and General Westmoreland argued 

that it was easier to destroy PAVN forces in depots near Hanoi compared to finding units 

in transit along the Ho Chi Minh trail. Johnson split the difference, directing most US 

strikes against targets in the ‘funnel’ but still bombing targets up to ten miles from 

Hanoi: “I felt that a cutback to the 20th parallel at that time would have been 

 
949 Pentagon Papers, Air War in the North, 23. 
950 Pentagon Papers, Ground Strategy and Force Deployments, 137-165. 
951 Johnson, Vantage Point, 366-367. 
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misunderstood in Hanoi as a sign of weakness. I also believed that strikes in the Hanoi-

Haiphong vicinity were costing more than the results justified.”952  

 

Johnson was making two flawed assumptions. The first was assuming that the 

communist war effort in the south was heavily dependent on external logistical support 

which was vulnerable to US air power. This was an example of low empathy bias 

because VC and even PAVN forces had long been able to generate supplies locally. The 

second was assuming that finetuning US air strikes would make a difference to how 

North Vietnamese leaders viewed the US. This was another instance of low empathy 

bias because no one in the core “ingroup” understood how the VWP’s factions were 

jostling to determine next steps in DRV strategy. If US decision-makers had any degree 

of empathy for their North Vietnamese counterparts, they would have focused on how 

to play up the divide between Hanoi’s North First and South First factions, although that 

option would soon fall by the wayside once Le Duan consolidated his political power in 

the VWP hierarchy. 

 

At this point core “ingroup” member McNamara was starting to doubt foundational 

aspects of the US approach to the war. In a 19 May memo to Johnson, the Secretary 

admitted that US policies—driven by the “Victory Denial” script—were not having their 

predicted effect.953 The Secretary’s assumption that Hanoi did not want to ‘lose face’ 

was an example of low empathy bias because Le Duan was not remotely concerned with 

‘face’ and was in fact focused on preparing for the Tet Offensive. McNamara’s change in 

thinking was driven by two developments—the 12 March ouster of Indonesia’s anti-US 

leader Sukarno and the PRC’s increasing preoccupation with its chaotic Cultural 

Revolution—which suggested that trends in East Asia were not entirely unfavorable to 

the US and which led McNamara to conclude that the US no longer needed to make 

South Vietnam the singular test of US resolve in the region.954 McNamara on 12 June 

 
952 Ibid, 368; Pentagon Papers, Air War in the North, 20. 
953 Ibid, 43-53. 
954 McNamara, In Retrospect, 234, 266-270. 
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recommended that the President reject the Joint Chiefs’ proposal to increase pressure 

on the DRV and instead focus on disrupting PAVN forces infiltrating into South Vietnam: 

“Nothing short of toppling the Hanoi regime will pressure North Vietnam to settle so 

long as they believe they have a chance to win the ‘war of attrition’ in the 

South…actions sufficient to topple the Hanoi regime will put us into war with the Soviet 

Union and China.”955 

 

Le Duan Consolidates Control, Clears Way for Tet 

Le Duan faced a potential political crisis in early 1967 because nearly half of the 

Politburo at the VWP’s 13th plenum wanted to negotiate with the US and questioned the 

urgency of his South First strategy. Le Duan’s predicament worsened when COSVN 

commander Nguyen Chi Thanh died of a heart attack in early July, which meant PAVN 

commander Vo Nguyen Giap—who preferred a long-term guerilla strategy vice Le 

Duan’s fast conventional invasion—now stood largely unopposed on questions of 

security policy.956 Le Duan, working with Le Duc Tho and Politburo member Truong 

Chinh, quickly elevated General Van Tien Dung to serve as a counterweight to General 

Giap, promoted southerner Pham Hung to lead COSVN, and launched the “Revisionist 

Anti-Party Affair”, a sweeping political purge of the South First strategy’s opponents. Le 

Duan and Dung on 18-19 July proposed the Tet Offensive to the VWP Politburo and 

PAVN leadership, in which large PAVN units would tie down US forces in rural areas and 

smaller forces would attack in cities and open the way for a general uprising.957 Ho Chi 

Minh and others pushed back on the plan’s audacity but Le Duan was undeterred, 

launching his powerplay on 27 July with the arrest of “revisionist” intellectuals, followed 

by more arrests on 18 October which took down Vo Nguyen Giap’s Chief of Staff and Ho 

Chi Minh’s former secretary, and a final large wave of arrests on 25 December.958 All 

told, the “Revisionist Anti-Party Affair” saw cabinet members, senior PAVN officers, 

 
955 Ibid, 277; Pentagon Papers, Air War in the North, 66-73. 
956 Nguyen, Hanoi’s War, 77. 
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Central Committee members, National Assembly delegates, government officials, 

veterans, intellectuals, and professionals accused of a conspiracy to subvert the regime. 

Ho Chi Minh left for Beijing to recuperate from an illness and Vo Nguyen Giap toured 

Eastern Europe until mid-1968. 

 

Besides making clear that Le Duan’s South First policy was the DRV’s unquestioned 

priority, the “Revisionist Anti-Party Affair” had an added benefit of increasing Hanoi’s 

political independence vis-à-vis the Kremlin and Beijing. Many purged cadres were pro-

Soviet, which reduced Moscow’s ability to push Hanoi to align with the USSR’s priorities. 

This can be seen when Le Duan neutralized Soviet efforts to press the DRV to enter 

talks, rendering moot Pham Van Dong’s 1966 message passed by Soviet Premier Kosygin 

to Johnson at the late June 1967 Glassboro Summit.959 Le Duan knew that the upcoming 

Tet Offensive’s requirement for Soviet armaments—which Moscow had no choice but to 

provide lest Beijing gain the upper hand in Southeast Asia—would irritate PRC leaders, 

and so the “Revisionist Anti-Party Affair”—by weaking Soviet influence in Hanoi—had a 

stabilizing effect on frayed DRV-PRC relations.960 

 

While Johnson would not become aware of the consequences of Le Duan’s 

consolidation of power until the start of the Tet Offensive, the President was very aware 

that he faced a worsening political situation in South Vietnam, an ineffective air war, a 

seemingly open-ended ground war, and a Defense Secretary who was questioning 

“ingroup” orthodoxy.961 Johnson on 12 September asked the Joint Chiefs how to 

increase pressure on the DRV but rejected their 17 October recommendation to remove 

 
959 Nguyen, “War Politburo,” 28. If Kosygin had quickly passed Pham Van Dong’s message on negotiations 
to Johnson at the Glassboro Summit, the US President and Soviet Premier could have tested Nicholas 
Wheeler’s concept of bonded partners, whereby erstwhile adversaries can build mutual trust in the 
course of solving problems together. Wheeler, Trusting Enemies, 51. 
960 Nguyen, “War Politburo,” 29-30. PRC-DRV relations were frayed because Le Duan wanted a quick end 
to the war, but Mao wanted the US to be bogged down in a long-term war of attrition in Indochina that 
would weaken US national power and strengthen national liberation movements around the world. Zhai, 
China and Vietnam, 166. 
961 Herring, Longest War, 195-200. 
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the cap on US ground forces in the RVN.962 Johnson was also frustrated that Hanoi 

would not negotiate, exclaiming on 26 September, “The problem is not one of 

communication. The problem is that Ho wants South Vietnam. He isn’t going to give it 

up. He doesn’t want to talk about it.”963 This comment suggests that Johnson, however 

briefly, was starting to develop empathy for his adversary by comprehending Hanoi’s 

strong resolve and realizing that the DRV would not comply with the “Victory Denial” 

script, but the US President was still unable to bring himself to change course. Johnson’s 

focus on Ho—who by this point was seriously ill and politically marginalized in the 

VWP—instead of the politically dominant Le Duan also reflects low empathy bias 

because the US President had no appreciation for the vagaries of VWP leadership 

politics let alone any idea of how to take advantage of them. 

 

McNamara’s heterodox thinking had crystalized since May and on 1 November he broke 

from the “ingroup”, recommending a halt to US bombing by the end of 1967 and 

reducing US ground operations in lieu of a greater ARVN role.964 McNamara was not just 

offering an alternative pathway to reach the “ingroup’s” goal but rather was rejecting 

the basic policy driven by the “Victory Denial” script, concluding that significant US 

efforts had not weakened Hanoi’s strong resolve.965 Johnson could not abide a Defense 

Secretary who did not share the same basic assumptions about US policy and shortly 

thereafter announced that McNamara would depart the Pentagon to become President 

of the World Bank. 

 

Johnson was clearly rattled by McNamara’s intellectual defection, and the President 

sought and received validation for his own and the “ingroup’s” biases from former 

 
962 Pentagon Papers, Ground Strategy and Force Deployments, 218, 222-223. CIA Director Helms on 12 
September recommended that Johnson cut US losses and then deal with the modest levels of 
reputational damage. McNamara, Vantage Point, 292. Johnson, fully vested in the commitments and 
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963 Dallek, Flawed Giant, 481. 
964 Johnson, Vantage Point, 372-374. 
965 McNamara, In Retrospect, 306-309. He was decisively breaking with “ingroup” orthodoxy, which SIT 
suggests would make his continued service untenable. 
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senior US officials—the “Wise Men” including Dean Acheson, Omar Bradley, and 

Matthew Ridgeway—who unanimously recommended staying the course in Vietnam. 

They were clearly influenced by the “Victory Denial” script, arguing that Hanoi would 

simply give up its political goals once it realized it could not win on the battlefield.966 

Clark Clifford—who would replace McNamara as Defense Secretary in March 1968—on 

5 November 1967 noted: “Hanoi is depending upon a weakening of the will of the US to 

carry on the war. Their previous experience with the French has convinced them that 

the same result will occur again insofar as the United States in concerned.” Clifford also 

told Johnson that McNamara’s recommendation to wind-down the US effort would be 

akin to handing victory to North Vietnam: “The chortles of unholy glee issuing from 

Hanoi would be audible in every capital of the world.”967 In that vein, Johnson on 8 

November approved Rusk’s proposal for a joint State-Defense Department policy 

document covering US political, military, and economic actions to be taken over the 

next four months.968 The President continued to be influenced by the “Global 

Reputation” script and once again made the case study’s first cognitive error of 

exaggerating the RVN’s significance when commenting on 17 November: “We think the 

security of the US is definitely tied in with the security of Southeast Asia.”969 

 

Tet Offensive Surprises US, Fails Militarily 

Following McNamara’s departure, US “ingroup” members in late 1967 and early 1968 

clung to the “Victory Denial” script and planned to hunker down in the absence of 

having any new ideas on how to prosecute the war, but they would soon experience a 

stunning example of the case study’s third cognitive error when North Vietnam’s leaders 

had the temerity to launch a major conventional attack on US forces and the RVN 

regime. And while the communist offensive failed to meet Hanoi’s military and political 

objectives, its major impact—including shattering US confidence and forcing Johnson to 

 
966 Ibid, 309-310. 
967 Johnson, Vantage Point, 375. 
968 Pentagon Papers, Ground Strategy and Force Deployments, 225. 
969 Pentagon Papers, Johnson Public Statements, D134. 
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abandon his cause in Southeast Asia and his pursuit of reelection—qualifies Tet to be a 

clear example of US strategic surprise. 

 

Le Duan as part of the third wave of purges in the “Revisionist Anti-Party Affair” in late 

December removed or cowed opponents of his South First strategy, and the VWP 

Central Committee in early 1968 passed Resolution 14 authorizing GO-GU in the 

South.970 PAVN units attacked US bases near Laos—like Khe Sanh—and in the Central 

Highlands, and US military leaders, fearing a repeat of Dien Bien Phu, reinforced these 

far-flung outposts and left the RVN’s urban areas lightly defended.971 The VWP Politburo 

on 21 January 1968 ordered COSVN to support citizens who were expected to rise up 

against the “Thieu-Ky clique.”972 On 30 January, 84,000 PAVN and VC troops attacked 

five of South Vietnam’s six largest cities and 36 of its 44 provincial capitals. 

 

The “General Offensive and General Uprising” was an objective failure; the regime in 

Saigon did not collapse, ARVN units backed up by US forces fought effectively, South 

Vietnam’s civilians did not support the communists, and 45,000 PAVN and VC troops 

were dead by the end of February.973 A second phase launched on 4 May attacked 114 

towns as well as US and ARVN bases, but the effects were the same as the January 

offensive; a final phase running from mid-August to late September had similarly results. 

Le Duan’s gambit had come up short; Moscow and Beijing were both irritated with him, 

communist infrastructure in the south had been shattered, and he had to grudgingly 

accept negotiating from a position of weakness, which was a devastating reversal of the 

“talking while fighting” strategy articulated at the December 1965 VWP 12th Plenum in 

which Hanoi would only negotiate from a position of strength.974 

 

 

 
970 Nguyen, “War Politburo,” 24-35. 
971 Herring, Longest War, 225-228. 
972 “Secret North Vietnam Politburo Cable,” https://digitalarchive.wilsoncenter.org/document/113976. 
973 Johnson, Vantage Point, 382-383. 
974 Nguyen, Hanoi’s War, 95-97; Zhai, China and Vietnam, 178. 
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US Misses Opportunity to Capitalize on Tet’s Failure 

US decision-makers made two errors regarding Tet. First, they did not anticipate the 

communist offensive because their low empathy bias made them assume that the PAVN 

and VC would not actually attempt to overthrow the Saigon regime while over a half 

million US troops were still in South Vietnam, which led to US officials discounting 

reports of growing enemy troops strength not unlike MacArthur’s dismissal of enemy 

force dispositions in the autumn of 1950. The second US error was not exploiting North 

Vietnam’s blunder to destroy communist military capacity in South Vietnam after Tet. 

 

Westmoreland wanted to press the US side’s advantage, requesting 206,756 more 

troops beyond the 525,000 already in South Vietnam to go on the offensive against 

battered PAVN and VC forces, but Johnson would have had to mobilize US reserves to 

cover other US defense commitments.975 The “ingroup” consensus at this point froze, 

since staying the course or escalating would entail major political consequences, and so 

the President responded by ordering incoming Defense Secretary Clark Clifford to 

comprehensively reexamine US policy.976 Clifford and his staff discussed several options: 

give Westmoreland his requested forces; widen the war while trying to not trigger 

Soviet, PRC, or North Korean hostility; opt out of the war while trying to not invite Soviet 

or PRC territorial aggrandizement; or increase aid to Saigon while the ARVN—backed by 

US advisors—took the lead in combat operations.977 

 

Clifford recommended sending only 22,000 additional troops to buy time for Saigon to 

build up the ARVN’s capacity to take on the PAVN and VC and pressuring Thieu and Ky to 

improve governance.978 The new Secretary’s choice was influenced by the case study’s 

 
975 Pentagon Papers, Ground Strategy and Force Deployments, 12-16. 
976 Johnson, Vantage Point, 387-390; Pentagon Papers, Air War in the North, 149-171. 
977 Pentagon Papers, Ground Strategy and Force Deployments, 16-32. The Pentagon’s Office of Systems 
Analysis concluded: “In short, our setbacks were due to wishful thinking compounded by a massive 
collection and/or evaluation failure.” 
978 Ibid, 33-51. Dominic Johnson’s positive self-illusions continued to be evident in US policy, even at this 
late date. 
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second cognitive error which led US officials to believe that South Vietnam could, with 

sufficient US encouragement, provide for its own defense. Johnson on 5 March noted 

that capping US forces would mark a major shift in the US approach to the war. Rusk 

added that US air strikes should focus on staging areas and other logistics targets in the 

southern parts of the DRV. Johnson followed the broad outline of Clifford’s 

recommendation and on 13 March approved sending 30,000 more US troops to South 

Vietnam.979 

 

Johnson Blinks First 

While the President approved Clifford’s recommendation on incremental changes in US 

policy, Johnson was clearly still eager for a deeper examination of his options. To that 

end, on 19 March he sought advice from Dean Acheson, Matthew Ridgeway, Maxwell 

Taylor, Cyrus Vance, McGeorge Bundy, George Ball, and Omar Bradley. Whereas the 

“Wise Men” in November had recommended the President stay the course, in the 

process reinforcing Johnson’s faith in the “ingroup’s” policy consensus, this same group 

in the aftermath of Tet now told him that US escalation would achieve nothing and that 

the only solution was a negotiated outcome with Hanoi; left unsaid was that this would 

necessitate major compromises by the US side.980 Johnson was surprised by their 

reversal and said his more optimistic view of the war was due to Rostow’s analysis and 

recommendations. But the “Wise Men’s” defection from the “ingroup” consensus 

appears to have had a decisive effect on Johnson’s view of how to conduct the war, 

although the full impact did not become apparent until his major policy address on 31 

March.981 

 

 
979 Ibid, 71-74. 
980 Ibid, 74-76. 
981 Rusk, Interview II, 7; Bundy, Interview II, 27; Ball, Interview II, 9. This wholesale collapse in the 
“ingroup” consensus demonstrates how SIT can still enforce collective perceptions and behavior, even 
when that group is sharply reversing its previous behavior. 
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One immediate indicator of major change was that Johnson moved Westmoreland from 

MACV to the US Army Chief of Staff job on 22 March.982 Johnson on 28 or 29 March then 

decided to cap total US force levels at 549,500.983 Johnson on 31 March publicly 

restated US goals, which were still predicated on the “Victory Denial” script: “Our 

objective in South Vietnam has never been the annihilation of the enemy. It has been to 

bring about a recognition in Hanoi that its objective—taking over the South by force—

could not be achieved.”984 The case study’s second cognitive error about South 

Vietnam’s innate capacity constituted the first element of the new US approach, which 

was to put the RVN in the lead. Johnson noted Saigon’s great strides in governance and 

military professionalism, adding that the RVN of 1965 would not have survived the Tet 

Offensive. The second element of the new policy was to announce the ceiling on US 

forces. This was an example of low empathy bias because it validated Le Duan’s strategy 

to outlast the US, giving the DRV a strategic victory despite Tet’s operational and tactical 

failures. The third element of the new policy was to stop US bombing of nearly all of 

North Vietnam except just north of the demilitarized zone if Hanoi would negotiate, and 

that US forces would withdraw if the DRV withdrew its forces from South Vietnam. The 

US announcement that it was willing to withdraw forces and give up coercive leverage in 

exchange for talks was a major North Vietnamese victory, and these unilateral US 

concessions would set the US on a course later in 1968 to accept conditions essentially 

identical to those Hanoi articulated in June 1964 for diplomatic dialogue. Johnson also 

used his 31 March remarks to announce the end of his career by not seeking reelection 

in November and to focus on the situation in Vietnam. 

 

 
982 Pentagon Papers, Ground Strategy and Force Deployments, xviii. Westmoreland’s replacement was 
Creighton Abrams, who focused on providing security to the South Vietnamese population, leveraging 
popular good will to collect intelligence to attack NLF infrastructure, and no longer measuring success 
based on enemy body count statistics. Nagl, Eating Soup, 168-171. 
983 Pentagon Papers, Ground Strategy and Force Deployments, 76-77. 
984 Ibid, 78-90; “Remarks of Decision not to Seek Re-Election”, https://millercenter.org/the-
presidency/presidential-speeches/march-31-1968-remarks-decision-not-seek-re-election. 
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Hanoi on 3 April declared it was ready to talk: “It is clear that the US Government had 

not correctly and fully responded to the just demand of the DRV government, of US 

progressive opinion, and of world opinion. However, on its part, the DRV government 

declares its readiness to send its representatives to decide with the US side the 

unconditional cessation of bombing and all other war acts against the DRV so that talks 

could begin.”985 While communist losses during the Tet Offensive were massive, leaders 

in Hanoi recognized that those operations were responsible for the US willingness to 

compromise; the VWP Politburo on 3 April described Tet as a success because it forced 

the US to deescalate and assessed that Johnson’s desire to find an ‘honorable’ way out 

of the conflict was a victory for the DRV.986 The Politburo on 8 April decided that it 

would focus on international opinion propaganda victories, further exacerbate domestic 

US divisions, attack the ‘puppet regime’ and its forces, and prepare for the next stage in 

the ‘diplomatic struggle.’987 

 

That diplomatic struggle began on 13 May in Paris but immediately deadlocked. Johnson 

lamented that Hanoi from the beginning of talks until the time he left office never told 

the US side what it wanted to reduce hostilities or end the war.988 The US President was 

demonstrating low empathy bias because he assumed that Hanoi shared his interest in 

using the negotiations to end the war on terms acceptable to all parties. But this was 

not Hanoi’s strategy, which can be seen in the VWP’s 29 August 15th Plenum, which 

noted that the war had entered a new phase—the General Offensive and Simultaneous 

Uprising—and that the DRV’s goals in Paris were to ascertain the US side’s next steps, 

allow the Americans to harbor the illusion that the RVN would continue to exist in some 

 
985 Pentagon Papers, Ground Strategy and Force Deployments, 90-91; Johnson, Vantage Point, 495. 
986 “Secret North Vietnam Politburo Cable,” https://digitalarchive.wilsoncenter.org/document/113977. 
987 “Secret North Vietnam Politburo Cable,” https://digitalarchive.wilsoncenter.org/document/113978. 
Beijing was very unhappy with Hanoi’s willingness to start negotiations with the US. Zhou Enlai on 13 April 
told Pham Van Dong that North Vietnam’s 3 April statement solved Johnson’s political difficulties and 
weakened the DRV’s position, and that Hanoi should not let the Americans obtain through negotiations 
what they failed to win on the battlefield. “Discussion between Zhou Enlai and Pham Van Dong,” 
https://digitalarchive.wilsoncenter.org/document/112173. 
988 Johnson, Vantage Point, 509. 
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form, and convince the US that it could, “believe that it can withdraw from South 

Vietnam without worrying about creating a domino effect in other places, and most 

immediately in Southeast Asia.”989 

 

As 1968 progressed, US officials believed that conditions on the ground were growing 

more favorable: the ARVN—under the watchful eye of US advisors—had grown from 

685,000 to 801,000 personnel. Furthermore, President Thieu’s regime in Saigon—while 

wrestling with high inflation, corruption, and unsettled refugees—was now genuinely 

committed to rural pacification.990 Cyrus Vance, Averell Harriman’s deputy in Paris, told 

Johnson on 3 October that growing ARVN strength on the battlefield could force Hanoi 

to cut a deal before the communist’s plight in the South grew even more precarious.991 

This optimism was unwarranted and reflected low empathy bias because Vance 

incorrectly assumed that the DRV felt pressured to make concessions. 

 

The DRV actually saw the US side as being under pressure to make concessions, given 

the upcoming US Presidential election and Hanoi’s view that Washington did not want 

to be bogged down in Vietnam; the VWP Politburo on 10 October assessed that the US 

side was eager to end the war because it realized it could not win and needed to focus 

on Europe following Moscow’s August crackdown of the Prague Spring in 

Czechoslovakia, and Hanoi on 20 October decided to accept four-party talks if the US 

unconditionally stopped bombing North Vietnam.992 DRV leaders preferred US 

candidate Hubert Humphry over Richard Nixon, and they told the US that North 

Vietnam would be open to a final settlement if they halted all bombing, if the NLF was 

 
989 “Report Presented to the 15 Plenum of the Communist Party of Vietnam Central Committee,” 
https://digitalarchive.wilsoncenter.org/document/113979. 
990 Herring, Longest War, 257-258. 
991 Johnson, Vantage Point, 515. 
992 “Secret North Vietnam Politburo Cable No. 320,” 
https://digitalarchive.wilsoncenter.org/document/113980; “Secret North Vietnam Politburo Cable,” 
https://digitalarchive.wilsoncenter.org/document/114326. 
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included as a representative of the people of South Vietnam, and if the Saigon regime 

incorporated the NLF into the RVN government.993 

 

US policy throughout the Johnson Administration made this case study’s third cognitive 

error of assuming that North Vietnam could be compelled to abandon its grand strategy. 

When Johnson on 31 October accepted Hanoi’s terms to halt all bombing and start four-

party talks—which recognized the NLF as a legitimate political actor in South Vietnam—

the US was essentially admitting its efforts had backfired in at least two key regards. 

First, by accepting North Vietnamese terms that were largely identical to those Pham 

Van Dong relayed to Canadian diplomat J. Blair Seaborn in mid-1964 that the US 

withdraw and South Vietnamese communists be allowed to join a coalition government 

in Saigon, Johnson in October 1968 was highlighting that US efforts over the previous 

four and a half years had been for naught.994 This is a vivid example of this project’s 

definition of strategic surprise, where US actions do not come anywhere close to having 

their predicted, strategic-level effects. Second, the US side by accepting Hanoi’s terms 

was acknowledging that it could not force North Vietnam to abandon its conquest of the 

South. This was self-evident to President Thieu and Premier Ky, who knew that US 

acknowledgment of communist interests in South Vietnam was signaling the US was no 

longer committed to the preserving the Saigon regime, which is why both Thieu and Ky 

scuttled the talks through the end of Johnson’s time in the White House.995 

 

Conclusion 

This third case study has attempted to illustrate that the “Global Reputation” and 

“Victory Denial” scripts and persistent low empathy bias explain why several US 

 
993 Shore, Sense of the Enemy, 143-144. Johnson considered Nixon’s contact during the 1968 campaign 
with not only the RVN but also with the DRV as treasonous but did not go public with the information. 
McNamara, Special Interview I, 18-19. 
994 Rusk, As I Saw It, 461. And like Seaborne and Dong four and half years before, US diplomats in Paris 
failed to make emotional connections with their North Vietnamese counterparts. Yorke, “Emotional 
Diplomacy,” 134. 
995 Rostow, Interview I, 54; Herring, Longest War, 260-264. 
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Presidents, but particularly Johnson, as well as civilian and military advisors made four 

major cognitive errors and experienced strategic surprise. They explain why US officials 

subscribed to the Domino Theory and overemphasized the RVN’s strategic significance, 

why US officials believed that the RVN could be transformed into a viable nation that 

would offer a more authentic and appealing version of Vietnamese nationalism than the 

DRV, why US leaders believed that Hanoi would have no choice but to abandon its war 

aims in the face of the overwhelming US advantages in material resources, firepower, 

and technology, and why US officials did not exploit adversary divisions, both between 

the DRV and its communist patrons as well as amongst VWP’s Politburo members. A 

counterfactual argument for more successful US policy outcomes in Vietnam compared 

to what actually transpired because of flawed scripts and low empathy has four parts. 

First, the US could have remembered the lesson of Truman’s decision to stay out of the 

closing phase of China’s civil war and chosen to stay out of Indochina. Kennedy and 

Johnson would have taken a political hit at home for ‘losing’ another country to 

communism, but US officials should have realized that the Domino Theory’s conclusion 

was flawed and that other countries in the region were highly nationalistic and unlikely 

to succumb to communist pressure, as seen by actual events during and after the war in 

Vietnam. Second, if the US did want to contest the spread of communism in Southeast 

Asia, US officials should have forced Saigon to undertake the domestic reforms that 

would have made the populace openly hostile to PAVN and VC forces. Instead of fearing 

that US pressure would have undermined its South Vietnamese partners, Washington 

should have exercised its tremendous leverage to dictate reform terms; if RVN 

authorities balked, the US at that point could have left them to fend for themselves. 

Third, the US should have understood who it was actually fighting by paying less 

attention to Ho Chi Minh and more attention to Le Duan, who was the main architect of 

DRV strategy. The US could have tried to politically marginalize Le Duan by pressuring 

Moscow—which was already interested in détente with the US and worried about the 

PRC’s growing influence—to rally pro-Soviet cadres in Hanoi to oppose Le Duan’s 

prioritization of an aggressive offensive to topple the RVN over developing North 
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Vietnam’s economy. Fourth, the US could have stopped pulling its punches in its air war 

against North Vietnam because Beijing signaled that it would only intervene—as it did in 

Korea fifteen years before—if the US went so far as to invade the DRV and overthrow 

the VWP. Given that level of PRC restraint, the US could have reoriented ROLLING 

THUNDER to be far more destructive, in order to force Hanoi to either accept the 

continued existence of the RVN (akin to the outcome of the war in Korea) or at least 

negotiate terms with the US to temporarily pause hostilities. 
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Chapter 6: Conclusion 

This dissertation has attempted to determine if flawed scripts and low levels of empathy 

caused US officials to make disastrous public policy decisions and experience strategic 

surprise. This dissertation will conclude with a recap of the findings of our three case 

studies, discuss the nature of strategic surprise, examine limitations of this project’s use 

of psychological factors, explore whether scripts and empathy can contribute to 

successful policy outcomes, suggest areas for further research, and offer take-aways for 

policy practitioners so they can hopefully avoid strategic surprise. 

 

Summary of Findings 

The project did demonstrate that flawed scripts and low levels of empathy help explain 

why US decision-makers failed catastrophically at their jobs and experienced strategic 

surprise. As noted in Chapter 2, officials actually do need both scripts and empathy to 

do their jobs, the former to help makes sense of confusing, missing, misleading, and 

unwelcome data, and the latter to give a sense of an adversary’s point of view and how 

it might harm US interests. Officials get into trouble when their prevailing scripts 

prevent a clear or accurate measure of the adversary and the efficacy of US actions, or 

when their low levels of empathy prevent a meaningful understanding of the 

adversary’s identity, goals, or resolve. Unhelpful scripts and low empathy are both made 

more problematic because Social Identity Theory creates powerful incentives for 

officials to toe the line and agree with their bosses, including the US President, and their 

peers. Such strong desire for social acceptance in some cases might occur on an 

unconscious level, but it is the rare senior official or bureaucrat who is willing to risk 

losing continued access to the vaunted inner circle of decision-making by bucking the 

“ingroup’s” collective view. 

 

This project’s examination of our two independent variables in the case studies leads to 

the general conclusion that US officials were excessively confident in their abilities, 

lacked introspection, and failed to even try to understand the foreign adversary’s 
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perspective. The scripts—both the long-standing and essentially extemporaneous 

ones—that shaped US thinking about foreign adversaries reflect officials’ misplaced 

confidence in the US ability to be a rule-maker in the international system (“Wilsonian 

World Order” and “Global Reputation”), their incorrect understanding of how foreign 

actors supposedly operated (“Moscow has Sole Agency”), their condescension towards 

the foreign actors (“Japan as Supplicant” and “China is not Vital/Worthy”), and their 

misplaced belief that the US could impose outcomes regardless of the foreign actors’ 

preferences (“Limited US War Objectives” and “Victory Denial”). US officials’ pervasive 

low levels of empathy were the result of a genuine disinterest in the viewpoints of 

foreign actors who did not hew to US preferences, compounded by their own lack of 

experience (or even contact) with their foreign counterparts, their assumption that 

“rational” actions by the foreign actor would make them accept US preferences, and 

finally their own volatile emotional sentiment toward the foreign actor. 

 

The three case studies demonstrated that these psychological factors were central to 

understanding why US officials misinterpreted adversary intent, missed opportunities to 

advance more effective (or less disastrous) policies, and took actions which backfired 

and resulted in outcomes that were the opposite of what US leaders desired.996 As such, 

the project’s use of its two independent variables drawn from political psychology to 

explain the dependent variable of strategic surprise goes beyond existing political 

science theories and adds to our understanding of why major mistakes occur in national 

security policy.997 

 
996 We should take a moment and compare our findings to Janis’ application of his groupthink theory to 
the same three cases, which offer an alternative explanation for US failure vis-à-vis Japan, the PRC in 
Korea, and North Vietnam. Janis, Groupthink, 48-129. Both approaches offer explanations for why US 
officials made cognitive errors in each case; one major difference between the two approaches is that the 
groupthink approach, as noted in our literature review, requires seven major decision-making defects to 
be present, whereas this project’s approach uses only two independent variables. Besides parsimony, this 
project’s use of case-specific scripts and levels of empathy does allow for “ingroup” members who are 
under the influence of productive scripts and have high levels of empathy towards a foreign adversary to 
potentially avoid strategic surprise. 
997 These other theories do not offer compelling explanations for the dependent variable observed in the 
three cases studies: rational choice cannot explain why officials in the case studies processed information 
as they did; offensive and defensive realism do not use leadership decision-making as a level of analysis 
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The first case study demonstrated that an analysis using US decision-makers’ scripts and 

levels of empathy for their Japanese counterparts can deepen our understanding as to 

why the US experienced strategic surprise ahead of the Pearl Harbor attack. The 

“Wilsonian World Order” and “Japan as Supplicant” scripts and low empathy bias 

abounded in US thinking, which resulted in misperceptions about how Japan’s leaders 

viewed the world and how they would act, US policy backfiring and having the opposite 

of the intended effect, and senior US officials having blind spots that made them miss 

opportunities to advance US national security interests. George Kennan a decade after 

Pearl Harbor wondered if the attack could have been prevented: “I cannot say that Pearl 

Harbor might have been avoided had we been over a long period of time more 

circumspect in our attitudes towards the Japanese, more considerate of the 

requirements of their position, more ready to discuss their problems with them on their 

own terms.”998 Even after the attack, these cognitive factors continued to limit the US 

thinking; Roosevelt’s 8 December address to the US Congress described Japan’s actions 

as “unprovoked and dastardly” and dismissed Japan’s diplomatic outreach as 

disingenuous.999 These sentiments are understandable given the enormous emotional 

shock the US President was clearly experiencing, but his comments were really just a 

continuation of the mindset that US “ingroup” members had held regarding Japan for 

years. Cordell Hull held these views well after the war, commenting in his memoirs: 

“Japan negotiated as if we, too, were an aggressor, as if both countries had to balance 

their aggressions. Japan had no more right to make demands upon us than an individual 

gangster has to make demands upon his intended victim.”1000 The Secretary of State, in 

a clear example of Heider’s fundamental attribution error, could not fathom that US 

 
and therefore cannot explain the pathologies observed in the cases; neoliberalism is not germane to the 
kinds of public policy errors covered in this project; repeated cognitive errors by US officials suggests 
there is something amiss in US strategic culture but this approach is too broad and vague to explain why 
certain heuristics that result in strategic surprise are used; the bureaucratic/organizational school’s 
groupthink approach, as noted in the preceding footnote, cannot explain why a bureaucracy fails in one 
instance but succeeds in another; and conventional constructivism serves more as a useful but adjacent 
way of thinking about flawed policy outcomes than an actual alternative explanation for those outcomes. 
998 Kennan, American Diplomacy, 47-48. 
999 Roosevelt, “Address to Congress Requesting a Declaration of War.” 
1000 Hull, Memoirs, 1105. 
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policy was anything other than moral, measured, and defensive, and that Tokyo’s 

behavior was driven solely by malicious intent. But the historical record paints a far 

more complicated picture of the drivers of Tokyo’s national security policy, which in 

hindsight was essentially a spectacularly unsuccessful quest for security in a zero-sum 

world. Japan’s decision-makers—operating in a toxic domestic political climate where 

considerations of reputational cost typically won out over pragmatic behavior and 

where moderate internationalists were marginalized by radical militarists and other 

advocates of Japan gaining dominance over East Asia–made a series of horrible choices, 

which all backfired by making Japan’s strategic predicament worse over time. The US 

“ingroup’s” scripts and low empathy bias consistently contributed to US rebuffing of 

Konoe and Tojo’s imperfect attempts to signal their desire to stop the decline in 

bilateral relations. It is impossible to say if war between the US and Japan could have 

been avoided, but the analysis presented in the first case study suggests that there were 

several opportunities where it was possible, if only US decision-makers’ thinking was not 

clouded by the baggage of their prevailing scripts and their repeated instances of low 

empathy bias. 

 

• US “ingroup” members’ failure to grasp how their counterparts viewed their 

foreign and domestic environments was this case study’s first cognitive error. 

They never understood Tokyo’s quest for autarky and its deep-seated fear of the 

West in general and the US in particular, mainly because US “ingroup” members 

had a strong core belief that their intentions could not be construed as hostile 

and therefore any rejection of those intentions must reflect hostile intent by 

Japan. This observation does not excuse Japan’s right-wing militarists who waged 

wars of aggression across East Asia in a quest for autarky, but rather to explain 

why US officials failed to avoid the worst-case outcome of general war between 

the US and Japan. We highlighted how the “Wilsonian World Order” script and 

low empathy bias made the US miss key opportunities to delay if not forestall 

war, such as not responding to Konoe’s leadership summit proposal, and 
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contributed to US policies backfiring, such as when the Secretary’s 2 October 

Four Principles and 26 November Hull Note unintentionally strengthened the 

hand of Japan’s militarists. US officials also fundamentally misunderstood their 

counterparts’ psychology, as seen when Japanese officials pleaded for the US 

side to take an empathetic vice legalistic approach to the relationship, and 

repeatedly ignored Grew’s insightful recommendations on how to productively 

engage with Japan. 

 

• The second example of US “ingroup” cognitive errors was their belief in the 

efficacy of US economic superiority over Japan. The US misunderstood how 

sanctions, embargoes, and freezing assets would affect Japan’s behavior. The US 

missed opportunities, such as when it continued to apply pressure during the 

peak of Konoe’s struggle with militarists, when easing pressure might have 

prevented or at least slowed pro-war officials from coming to power. US 

economic policies also backfired by convincing hardliners in Tokyo that the risks 

of war were preferable to the certainty of economic strangulation at US hands. 

 

• Misplaced confidence in the deterrence power of military forces in the 

Philippines was the third example of cognitive error by US “ingroup” members. 

By misunderstanding Japan’s appetite for risk, US officials incorrectly assumed 

that a large military contingent in the Philippines would deter Japan’s aggression. 

The US plan to accelerate the deployment of this contingent backfired because it 

accelerated Japan’s decision to commence hostilities before the US could finish. 

 

• US failure to understand Japan’s limited flexibility in China was the fourth 

example of cognitive error. The US missed several opportunities to tap growing 

fatigue in Tokyo by demanding Japan’s immediate withdrawal from China, which 

was politically unacceptable in Tokyo given its perceived investment in blood and 
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treasure on the Asian mainland. The US also missed a major opportunity to 

facilitate negotiations between Tokyo and Jiang Jieshi’s ROC government. 

 

The Korean War case study demonstrated that examining US “ingroup” members’ 

prevailing scripts and levels of empathy towards communist powers in Northeast Asia, 

particularly the PRC, can deepen our understanding of why the US government 

experienced multiple instances of strategic surprise. Given the vast cultural and 

ideological differences between officials in Washington and Beijing, perhaps such 

misunderstanding is to be expected, although it is the purpose of this project to 

understand why such flawed cognition prevailed among US officials and then led to such 

unsuccessful public policies. US official’s adherence to the “Moscow has Sole Agency”, 

“China is not Vital/Worthy”, and “Limited US War Objectives” scripts and their repeated 

demonstrations of low empathy bias were major factors behind specific instances of 

strategic surprise, including: Washington having misperceptions about how Mao and his 

associates would lead their new regime; US actions backfiring by making the situation 

more problematic for the US; and for US decision-makers missing opportunities to avoid 

crisis with or at least more constructively manage relations with the PRC. 

 

• US “ingroup” members held profound misperceptions about the CCP and the 

fledgling PRC throughout the course of this case study. As Chen Jian noted, US 

decision-makers’ assumptions about America’s long history with China 

prevented them from understanding CCP leaders’ worldview because “no 

common language or common codes of behavior existed to bind the two sides. It 

was easy for each side to misperceive the intentions of the other.”1001 And as 

Zhang Shuguang noted, US leaders viewed events in Northeast Asia through an 

 
1001 Chen, China’s Road, 216. 
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ethnocentric lens, judging PRC actions against cherished US myths and 

values.1002 

 

• US policy in Northeast Asia repeatedly backfired because officials’ prevailing 

scripts and low levels of empathy prevented them from understanding how local 

actors viewed US intentions and actions. Acheson’s defensive perimeter was 

intended to reduce US strategic risk in East Asia, but Kim and Mao actually 

thought it signaled low US resolve. An even larger example of US policy 

backfiring was the deployment of the US Navy’s 7th Fleet to the waters between 

China and Formosa and US troops to South Korea, which Truman saw as 

legitimate and necessary defensive moves to prevent a collapse of the US 

position in East Asia. The view from Beijing was of course very different, with 

Mao viewing both actions as confirmation that the US was coming to destroy his 

fledgling regime. This critical distinction in perspectives consistently evaded 

“ingroup” members Truman, Marshall, MacArthur and, until it was far too late to 

make a difference on the direction of US policy, Acheson.1003 

 

• US “ingroup” members also missed opportunities to prevent the war in Korea 

from escalating, most notably by ignoring at least nine signals that the PRC 

would not abide US forces approaching its border. “Ingroup” members genuinely 

did not comprehend why the PRC would not accept the creation of a US-allied, 

unified ROK abutting China’s territory. Allen Whiting concluded that PRC leaders 

believed that they had given their US counterparts ample warning before 

dispatching troops into North Korea, attacking enemy forces when attempts at 

deterrence fell on deaf ears.1004 Chen Jian concluded that the US inability to hear 

 
1002 Zhang, Mao’s Military Romanticism, 260. As Zhang put it, what challenge was China if the US had 
defeated Native American nations, France, Great Britain, Mexico, Spain, Germany (twice), Japan, and 
North Korea? 
1003 FRUS 1950, Vol. VII, 1723-1739. 
1004 Whiting, China Crosses the Yalu, 106-107. Whiting judged that Mao’s threat perception was influenced 
by Marxism, which automatically painted the US as an aggressive imperialist power. 
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Beijing’s protests in early October was based on a “deep-rooted sense of 

American superiority in the face of a backwards China as well as stubborn 

contempt of Chinese Communist leaders because they were Chinese.”1005 In 

effect, Chen was observing that US decision-makers were blinded by the “China 

is not Vital/Worthy” script. Zhang Shuguang noted that the US was “trapped by 

its own self-image” regarding how war should be fought and so was at a loss to 

cope with how the PLA actually fought in Korea.1006 

 

• Introspection does not come easy, it would seem. During US Senate hearings 

regarding his dismissal in May 1951, MacArthur deflected responsibility for not 

anticipating the size of Peng Dehuai’s force in North Korea in November 1950, 

stating that doing so was the job of officials back in Washington.1007 MacArthur 

was not alone: Rusk on 18 May 1951 said that the PRC, “May be a Russian 

government of Moscow, a Slavic Manchukuo on a larger scale. It is not the 

government of China. It will not pass the first test. It is not Chinese.”1008 US 

decision-makers’ counterparts were more precise in their analysis; Peng told a 

Chinese journalist in March 1952 that the US had not accurately appraised 

China’s strength or resolve.1009 This serves as a powerful reminder for US 

decision-makers to avoid being distracted or misled by self-imposed scripts and 

low empathy bias so that they can fully understand both adversary capabilities 

and will and then craft appropriate public policies with which to respond. 

 

The Vietnam War case study demonstrated how US “ingroup” members’ prevailing 

scripts and low levels of empathy towards the DRV and RVN can explain why the US 

 
1005 Chen, China’s Road, 170-196. 
1006 Zhang, Mao’s Military Romanticism, 261. 
1007 McCullough, Truman, 853. MacArthur’s G-2, General Willoughby, said that the UN field command 
should not be blamed for not understanding the strategic intentions that “lay behind the Iron Curtain and 
the secret councils of Peking.” Manchester, American Caesar, 613. Acheson thought MacArthur should be 
blamed for the “disaster in Korea”. Acheson, Present at the Creation, 447. 
1008 Rusk, As I Saw It, 173. 
1009 Zhang, Mao’s Military Romanticism, 216. 
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experienced strategic surprise, starting under Truman, increasing under Eisenhower and 

Kennedy, and reaching extreme levels under Johnson. US decision-makers under the 

influence of the “Global Reputation” and “Victory Denial” scripts and who demonstrated 

low empathy bias repeatedly experienced strategic surprise in Southeast Asia because 

they mistakenly treated South Vietnam as a core national security interest, erred in their 

assessment that the regime could defend and govern itself, underestimated Hanoi’s 

determination to conquer South Vietnam and willingness to outlast the US, and failed to 

take advantage of major differences amongst the DRV, USSR, and PRC. The case study 

also showed that strong “ingroup” consensus behind flawed public policies can endure 

for an extended period if the “ingroup” leader, in this case a US President, is willing or 

even eager to minimize evidence of failure—at least until core “ingroup” members 

defect, as they did by early 1968 after Tet. We also saw that officials who pointed out 

faulty assumptions underlying those policies are viewed as disloyal and are actively 

marginalized. 

 

• Several US administrations made the first cognitive error of overemphasizing the 

RVN’s strategic value to the US, which led to multiple missed opportunities to 

minimize strategic exposure to a complex civil conflict that US officials in 

Washington and frequently in Saigon did not fully understand, instead 

progressively increasing US involvement. As Kenneth Payne notes, one of the 

Domino Theory’s key flaws was its assumption that a vigorous demonstration of 

US resolve in South Vietnam would inspire other regimes in the region 

threatened by communist movements to rally to Washington’s cause, which is 

clearly not how US allies and partners responded.1010 Leslie Gelb and Richard 

Betts observed that US leaders, “believed Vietnam to be vital, not for itself, but 

for what they thought its ‘loss’ would mean internationally and domestically.”1011 

 

 
1010 Payne, Psychology of Strategy, 102-107. 
1011 Gelb, Betts, Irony, 25-26. 
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• These US administrations also incorrectly assumed that the RVN would make 

good use of vast amounts of aid, weapons, and advice and become a viable, 

effective, and legitimate alternative to the DRV and offer an appealing vision of 

Vietnamese nationalism that would stand on contrast to what Hanoi was 

offering. To this end, US “ingroup” members repeatedly misperceived how the 

rapidly rotating cast of leaders in Saigon valued national development, their will 

to fight both PAVN and VC forces, and their interest in popular legitimacy. As US 

“ingroup” members grew frustrated with the lack of progress and increasingly 

took over all aspects of the war effort, they did not realize that this would simply 

boost freeriding by RVN authorities, which would further weaken the RVN’s 

ability to stand on its own against the communists. As Lawrence Freedman 

observed, “the South could not be stabilized without pressure on the North; the 

North could not be pressured without a more stable South.”1012 

 

• The third example of “ingroup” cognitive error was assuming that the US could 

force the DRV to abandon its quest to conquer South Vietnam, with “ingroup” 

members repeatedly misperceiving the lengths that the DRV was willing to go to 

achieve its goals. US actions to coerce Hanoi into agreeing to a negotiated 

outcome and accept the continued existence of the RVN backfired again and 

again, with US offenses triggering matching communist offenses and US 

conciliatory gestures allowing the communists to strengthen their position on 

the battlefield. The largest example of US actions backfiring occurred when 

“ingroup” members in 1968, realizing that the previous four-plus years of effort 

had not shaken Hanoi’s determination, capitulated to North Vietnam’s terms and 

thereby sealed Saigon’s fate. Gelb and Betts pointed out the flaw in US logic, 

“The presidents, at times, sought to escape the stalemated war through a 

 
1012 Freedman, “Disillusioned Strategist,” 133-137. 
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negotiated settlement but without fully realizing that a civil war cannot be ended 

by political compromise.”1013 

 

• The final US cognitive error was not exploiting major divisions amongst its 

communist adversaries. This resulted in two major missed opportunities. First, 

the US could have exploited Soviet fear of losing influence in Hanoi and pressed 

the Kremlin to bolster the VWP’s North First faction, which might have 

undermined Le Duan’s attempts to press his South First strategy. Second, the US 

actually had significant leeway to wage a far more violent air war on the DRV—

which potentially could have forced Hanoi to alter or at least delay its designs on 

South Vietnam—without fear of triggering a PRC intervention, but US “ingroup” 

members once again did not understand Beijing’s carefully parsed messaging 

that it would only intervene if US ground forces attempted to overthrow the 

DRV’s government. 

 

The Nature of Strategic Surprise 

One immediate question raised by this project is whether strategic surprise is a 

sufficiently frequent phenomenon in international relations that it deserves closer study 

about its causes and consequences. To that end, the cases by themselves suggest the 

answer is yes, since the results of strategic surprise in each case for the US were major 

wars that distracted attention and resources from Washington’s self-assessed strategic 

priorities. And while beyond the scope of this project’s focus, a cursory examination of 

US foreign policy shows that strategic surprise occurred with alarming frequency in the 

Cold War and in the three decades since it ended. We will suggest opportunities later in 

this chapter to conduct research on prevailing cognitive scripts and levels of empathy to 

determine how these factors helped US officials focusing on East Asia and the rest of the 

world—and foreign officials who also experience strategic surprise—to misinterpret 

information, take actions that backfired, or miss opportunities to achieve their goals. 

 
1013 Gelb, Betts, Irony, 25-26. 
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A second question is if this project’s case studies help answer the larger question of 

whether strategic surprise is inevitable. Some compelling scholarship suggests strategic 

surprise cannot be avoided; Betts noted that officials will almost always make poor 

decisions and so it is best to assume surprise and develop remedial policies to deal with 

consequences, Handel observed that strategic surprise is actually not that important 

because achieving surprise does not correlate to a conflict’s outcome, and Zegart 

assessed that bureaucratic parochialism stood in the way of foreign policy, military, and 

intelligence organizations’ optimal performance.1014 Non-political science scholarship 

also suggests that strategic surprise is inevitable, with Perrow’s Normal Accident Theory 

positing the effects of two or more initially unrelated errors will interact and create 

harmful, and most importantly unpredictable, consequences, while so-called black swan 

events—which are rare, harmful, and most importantly unpredicted—occur because 

psychological biases incline people to underestimate unpleasant outcomes.1015 Our 

three cases suggest that strategic surprise is effectively unavoidable because officials—

eager retain their “ingroup” status—will cling to prevailing cognitive scripts and have 

low levels of empathy, as seen when the US rebuffed Konoe’s desperate pleas for a 

summit, ignored multiple PRC warnings about approaching the Sino-Korean border, and 

dismissed both South Vietnam’s resolve to defend itself and North Vietnam’s resolve to 

destroy its southern neighbor. But while these case studies suggest that strategic 

surprise is very difficult to avoid, later in this chapter we will discuss possible steps that 

might nonetheless reduce its likelihood. 

 

Observations on Scripts and Empathy 

We discussed in Chapter 2 the origins of each of this project’s scripts and levels of 

empathy, and the case studies allowed us to offer preliminary answers to several 

questions about key characteristics of both scripts and empathy. Starting with our first 

independent variable, we will now examine why scripts endure for so long and are 

 
1014 Betts, “Surprise”, 572; Handel, “Strategic Surprise,” 230; Zegart, Flawed, 223-225. 
1015 Perrow, Normal Accidents, 4-5; Taleb, Black Swan, 77-79. 
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allowed to produce catastrophic policy outcomes. Put another way, why are scripts so 

resilient (or sticky, as noted in Chapter 2) in the minds of decision-makers and why do 

these officials continue to follow scripts even if they are contributing to policy failures? 

The most obvious not but particularly helpful answer is that it is easier to see that 

scripts are leading to failing policy outcomes in hindsight than it is for decision-makers in 

the moment to do so. A more useful answer is that decision-makers need to receive 

abundant and unambiguous feedback of script-failure before they realize the need to 

change course, and even this may not be sufficient.1016 It is easy to notice that scripts 

are not working after the fact, but it is clearly much harder to accurately assess in real 

time. The key to avoiding or at least minimizing the ruinous effects of flawed scripts is 

for decision-makers to recognize how scripts actually contribute to failed policy 

outcomes. This turns out to be very difficult to do in practice because Social Identity 

Theory creates power incentives for “ingroup” members to deal with incongruous 

information by ignoring it (perhaps because the script leads officials to not be on the 

lookout for signs that the policy is failing or because the data of failure is ambiguous), 

rationalizing it away (perhaps because the script’s influence over the officials leads them 

to interpret negative feedback as inconsequential or at least to give it less credence 

than is warranted), or dismissing it (perhaps because officials know that no policy ever 

works exactly as predicted and setbacks are inevitable or because acknowledging script 

failure is to admit personal and professional error and put at risk officials’ reputation); 

this incentive persists because most officials do not want to be viewed as heterodox by 

their peers and risk losing their good standing in the “ingroup”. In effect, they wind up 

placing greater value on “ingroup” membership over an objective assessment of the 

available facts. 

 

The three case studies substantiate the idea that officials are wedded to their scripts, 

which by their nature can lead officials to process information in a way that prevents 

 
1016 Jervis notes officials deal with incongruous data only incrementally because to do otherwise would 
challenge their central beliefs. Jervis, Perception and Misperception, 291-308. 
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them from recognizing that the scripts themselves are leading to a failed policy 

outcome. Our case studies suggest that script-killing failure must occur before script-

abandonment, and even then, defunct scripts can become stuck in officials’ minds and 

endure long past the end of their useful service lives. The “Wilsonian World Order” and 

“Japan as Supplicant” scripts were essential to the US experiencing strategic surprise at 

Pearl Harbor, but both scripts endured, the former continuing throughout the Second 

World War and contributing to Washington’s approach to the post-war world order, and 

the second script enduring for much of the war in the Pacific, contributing to the US 

repeatedly dismissing Japan’s military acumen and paying an extremely dear price for 

that hubris.1017 In Korea, the “Moscow has Sole Agency” script maintained its hold over 

US decision-makers throughout and even well after the war, even though it resulted in 

the US side grossly oversimplifying its interaction with various communist adversaries. If 

the “China is not Vital/Worthy” script did not lose its efficacy as US forces were fleeing 

North Korea ahead of the massive PLA onslaught, it probably met its end in the brutal 

stand-off that characterized the war until the 1953 armistice. The clearest example of 

script failure in Korea is seen in how quickly US officials abandoned the “Limited US War 

Objectives” script, since Mao clearly did not care if Truman saw US objectives as limited 

as he used the PLA’s numerical advantage to drive US and allied forces away from the 

PRC’s border. In Vietnam, Johnson and Rusk clung to the “Global Reputation” script 

even after leaving public service, believing that the US needed to demonstrate resolve 

despite US allies around the world repeatedly voicing their full confidence in standing 

US commitments and describing the war as a wasteful distraction. It took the Tet 

Offensive to bring down the “Victory Denial” script, although even then Johnson needed 

to experience the Wise Men’s sudden and jarring loss of faith in the US effort following 

Tet to make compromises necessary to start a diplomatic process with Hanoi. 

Westmoreland clearly still clung to the “Victory Denial” script and remained undeterred 

by Tet, given that he sought over 200,000 more US troops to continue to make the war 
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unwinnable for the communists, at least until he was promoted out of his field 

command. 

 

On our second independent variable, we will now examine why US decision-makers had 

low empathy for their adversaries. One immediate answer is that US officials had low 

empathy in these three cases because of ethnocentrism or even outright racism, given 

that the US adversaries in these case studies were all East Asian. Several key “ingroup” 

members were almost certainly racist. But all “ingroup” members favored certain East 

Asian actors, namely those who seemingly acted in accordance with US interests, such 

as officials in Japan who supported the Washington Treaty System or leaders in the ROK 

or RVN. So racism does not offer a single, compelling explanation for chronic low 

empathy. While many US officials clearly demonstrated ethnocentric thinking, this is 

also not a satisfyingly complete answer for at least two reasons. First, while some US 

decision-makers in the three cases had little to no prior experience dealing with 

counterparts in East Asia, many of them did; Marshall, who unsuccessfully tried to 

adjudicate China’s civil war, and Johnson, who saw brief service in the Pacific perhaps 

did not have enough contact with counterparts in East Asia to have the opportunity to 

develop a sense of empathy but others such as Rusk and MacArthur both had prolonged 

service in East Asia. But even this did not equip Rusk to have empathy for local actors 

whose ideological attributes made them essentially incomprehensible, and MacArthur’s 

sweeping generalizations and racist comments during the war in Korea about how North 

Koreans and Chinese should behave suggest whatever empathy he developed while 

overseeing the US occupation of Japan was a one-off. Second, the US lack of empathy 

for foreign adversaries was not limited to East Asia; the US has appeared to have low 

empathy for adversaries from all over the world, including the Nazis in the Second 

World War and the Soviets in the Cold War. A better explanation for low empathy in 

these cases, and perhaps more broadly, is that empathy was not a widespread trait 

amongst “ingroup” members because they viewed it as an undesirable behavior in the 

pursuit of foreign affairs and national security, akin to weakness or even sympathy for 
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the enemy. This would be consistent with cases of US officials—such as Grew, Jessup, or 

Ball—whose demonstrations of high empathy led them to question policy orthodoxy, 

with their insights not given serious consideration by “ingroup” members. 

 

So, if most US officials start off with low empathy, a related question is why do levels of 

empathy remain low? The case studies do not support the idea that sustained contact 

with an adversary, either in the pre-conflict phase or once hostilities are underway, 

automatically forces US decision-makers to be more empathetic, even if only grudgingly, 

despite the fact that doing so would give the US side a more accurate understanding of 

an adversary’s true motives in order to create US advantage in the conflict, what Claire 

Yorke called manipulative empathy.1018 Our cases demonstrate that most US officials 

actually became less empathetic over time, as seen in Hull’s mounting frustration with 

Ambassador Nomura the longer Tokyo refused to capitulate to US pressure, Truman’s 

Administration—still irritated that Beijing aligned with Moscow—wantonly disregarding 

multiple PRC warnings to not approach the Yalu, and Johnson for four and a half years 

failing to fathom that North Vietnam could withstand US military power. This suggests 

that levels of empathy actually remain low, or even decline, for most officials because 

they are experiencing mounting emotions of anger and frustration towards an 

adversary, which in turn undermines the key ingredient of empathy, understanding. And 

when most decision-makers are in such a state of worsening emotional volatility, they 

discount or ignore naturally empathetic officials (as happened to Ambassador Grew) or 

attack them for being disloyal (as happened to George Ball). 

 

A final thought on empathy relates to decision-makers who are empathetic in one 

instance but demonstrate low empathy in an unrelated instance. While no examples of 

such binary empathy presented themselves in our three cases, there is the example of 

President Kennedy, who demonstrated high empathy during the Cuban missile crisis but 

demonstrated low empathy towards the situation in Southeast Asia. The President in 
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this instance was demonstrating Shore’s concept of strategic empathy; Robert Kennedy 

after the crisis noted that his brother put himself in the “other country’s shoes”, made 

sure that his actions were not humiliating the USSR, and gave Khrushchev time to 

process US actions and understand US seriousness.1019 One explanation is that Kennedy 

applied his well-documented empathy during the October 1962 crisis because he 

responded to the stakes of that crisis by taking singular control of US decision-making, in 

the process marginalizing most of his low-empathy senior staff, and thus allowing his 

natural, empathetic tendencies to drive US policy actions.1020 This stands in contrast to 

the situation in Laos and Vietnam, where the stakes were lower than in the Cuba crisis, 

and where multiple bureaucratic actors—all with their own perspectives and interests 

and consistently demonstrating low levels of empathy—crafted US policy, and that the 

President was never as focused on or worried about the outcome in Southeast Asia to 

the same degree that he was on the existential nuclear crisis in the Caribbean. 

 

Non-Psychological Factors? 

While this project’s psychological approach did give us a deeper understanding of how 

US officials processed information and why they made decisions that led them to 

experience strategic surprise, we should also note that other factors were present which 

contributed to failed outcomes. US decision-makers in these cases had to make fateful 

decisions under time constraints, with partial, poor, or inaccurate information about 

adversary intentions, and as allied governments with their own agendas lobbied for 

particular US actions. Decision-maker choices are also colored by the hard realities of 

domestic political considerations, which is to say that public opinion is a critical factor 

 
1019 Kennedy, Thirteen Days, 97-98. 
1020 Neustadt and May, Thinking in Time, 31-32. While Kennedy was the ultimate decision-maker during 
the crisis, he focused on advice from one “ingroup” member, US diplomat and Soviet expert Llewellyn 
Thompson, who on 27 October corrected the President’s faulty assumption about Soviet motives for 
putting missiles in Cuba, noting that Khrushchev’s goal was to improve a perceived position of strategic 
inferiority vis-à-vis the US instead of gaining a material strategic advantage over the US, and that the US 
should agree to not invade Cuba if the USSR withdrew its missiles, which would address the Kremlin’s goal 
of being able to say it prevented the US from overthrowing Fidel Castro’s regime. May and Zelikow, Cuban 
Crisis, 348-349. 
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because leaders, particularly in democracies, are always conscious of how their actions 

will be received by the electorate. We saw that in the cases with Secretary Hull fearing 

domestic criticism for not pushing back on Japan’s relationship with Nazi Germany, with 

Truman’s stinging critique for “losing” China weighing on his approach to Korea, and 

Kennedy and Johnson both fearing similar domestic criticism if they “lost” another US 

partner to communism in Asia.1021 So, it is possible that even in a case where US 

decision-maker’s scripts provided a clear understanding of adversary intentions and an 

accurate understanding of how US policy actions would play out and they possessed 

high levels of empathy for the adversary, these officials might still devise flawed policies 

that resulted in strategic surprise because of non-psychological factors. 

 

When Have Scripts and Empathy Worked? 

Having shown that flawed scripts and low levels of empathy are valid independent 

variables that explain strategic surprise, it is fair to ask if the converse if true and if more 

effective scripts and high levels of empathy contribute to successful policy outcomes, or 

at least help avoid or minimize strategic surprise.1022 The answer would appear to be a 

qualified yes, given that US foreign policy has had what appear to be largely effective 

scripts. US Cold War policy—informed by a “Contain Soviet Power” script conceived by 

Kennan—is one example. While it led to excesses, as seen in the Korea and Vietnam 

case studies, it was largely successful insomuch as the US outlasted the USSR and the 

two major powers avoided general war.1023 A second partial success was US economic 

 
1021 It is also fair to say that public opinion informs leaders’ scripts and levels of empathy because the 
electorate’s views are certainly an important consideration that decision-makers must account for with 
their public policy decisions. Whether they do so consciously or not, decision-makers are almost always 
mindful of how voters will view their elected leaders’ success or failure when dealing with a foreign 
adversary. A case in point is Johnson’s strong desire to keep many of the details of his escalatory policy in 
Southeast Asia hidden from both the Congress and the US public, particularly as his actions were failing to 
have the desired effect. 
1022 Cognitive biases can also create strategic advantages for national security practitioners by giving them 
the ambition and resolve to make credible threats to either coerce or deter foreign adversaries. Johnson, 
Strategic Instincts, 67-79. 
1023 There were other major instances of strategic surprise during the Cold War, besides what was covered 
in the Korea and Vietnam cases; another example is the US concern with a potential Soviet invasion of 
Western Europe or a preemptive nuclear strike, which Jervis notes do not appear substantiated by Soviet-
era archives. Jervis, Cold War, 36-60. 
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policy—informed by a “Free Trade” script—which accelerated the economic 

modernization of US allies in East Asia and elsewhere during the Cold War and 

promoted US neoliberal economic ideology after the Cold War, albeit at the cost of 

hollowing-out much of the US manufacturing base.1024 

 

We have demonstrated that low levels of empathy can hasten strategic surprise, while 

high levels of empathy for an adversary’s perspective, interests, and fears can 

contribute to the formulation of effective analysis and policy. One example noted above 

is MacArthur’s rule over post-war Japan, where his hard-won knowledge of Japan’s 

politics informed his decisions to not prosecute as war criminals key members of the 

Imperial Household—including Emperor Hirohito and several princes—since he believed 

doing so would cause an immediate political crisis and potentially trigger widespread 

guerilla warfare against US occupation forces.1025 As noted above, Kennedy 

demonstrated high empathy during the Cuban missile crisis, particularly when he 

realized that the US deployment of Jupiter class nuclear-tipped missiles in Italy and 

Turkey was probably as upsetting to the Kremlin as the deployment of Soviet SS-4 

missiles in Cuba was to the US, which contributed to the ultimate resolution of the 

standoff with both sides removing their respective medium-range missiles.1026 The CIA’s 

analysis of the Six Day War is another example of high empathy, in which the US 

correctly analyzed how Israeli, Syrian, Egyptian, and Jordanian leaders viewed each 

other’s actions throughout the spring of 1967 and the resulting escalation of tensions 

that resulted in the war that June.1027 Another example of high empathy by two 

opposing parties was Nixon and Brezhnev’s recognition that both sides needed détente 

to put limits on the escalating arms race and to try to control regional crises.1028 

 

 

 
1024 Prestowitz, Trading Places, 6-8. 
1025 Manchester, American Caesar, 459-460. 
1026 Neustadt and May, Thinking in Time, 1-16. 
1027 FRUS 1964-1968, VOL. XIX, Arab-Israeli Crisis and War, 1967. 
1028 FRUS US-Soviet Relations in the Era of Détente, 1969-1976. 
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Areas for Further Research 

This project has shown that scripts and levels of empathy are helpful in explaining why 

surprise is a recurring factor in international relations. This approach has demonstrated 

its worth by explaining why the US experienced strategic surprise in East Asia. Future 

research using this psychological approach could be done on other cases in that region, 

such as the failed US effort to prevent North Korea from developing nuclear weapons. 

US decision-makers had low empathy for Pyongyang’s strategy of using coercion to 

secure external resource to keep the regime afloat, its view that the US side did not 

abide by the 1994 Agreed Framework, and its ire in 2002 at being included in the “Axis 

of Evil”.1029 Another case could be the failed US efforts to integrate the PRC into major 

international institutions as the means to socialize the regime to US values, i.e., that the 

PRC enjoys participation in the global economy without challenging US strategic 

interests in East Asia. Instead, we see China over the past four decades using domestic 

reforms, access to foreign capital, markets, and technology, and a relatively benign 

external security environment to develop vast amounts of material power and influence 

that it is using to advance its geopolitical interests, often at US expense.1030 

 

There are also many interesting possible cases in US foreign policy outside of East Asia. 

For example, research could be done on the failure to anticipate the fall of Iran’s Shah 

because the US did not account for the dying Shah’s decision to not use force against 

anti-regime forces, which was a break from his previous behavior.1031 Psychological tools 

could shed light on why officials such as Defense Secretary Caspar Weinberger and CIA 

Director William Casey were wary of Gorbachev’s efforts to wind down the Cold War.1032 

Understanding Bill Clinton’s scripts and levels of empathy regarding his desired post-

Cold War security architecture in Europe could explain why he pushed to expand NATO 

 
1029 Oberdorfer, Two Koreas, 316; Sigal, Disarming Strangers, 218; Pollack, No Exit, 112-114, 136-138. 
1030 Heer, Mr. X, 218-224. 
1031 Connelly, Hicks, Jervis, and Spirling, “Intelligence Failure,” 781-806. 
1032 Service, Cold War, 169-177. 
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to include former Warsaw Pact allies, much to Moscow’s dismay.1033 These 

psychological tools might explain why the second Bush Administration did not do more 

after the CIA on 6 August 2001 warned of al-Qaeda’s intent of attacking US territory to 

disrupt the plot that came barely a month later.1034 Developing additional scripts and 

looking for low empathy bias might shed light on why many of those same officials were 

convinced that Iraq possessed weapons of mass destruction, which became the casus 

belli for the 2003 invasion.1035 This is of course a non-exhaustive list. 

 

The psychological tools developed in this project have proven useful in understanding 

why the US experienced strategic surprise, but they can also be used to explain why 

foreign decision-makers did as well. As our case studies illustrated, cognitive errors led 

Imperial Japan to start a war with a materially superior enemy, Kim Il-sung to 

overestimate his chances of conquering the ROK, and Le Duan to launch the Tet 

Offensive which nearly broke the back of the DRV’s efforts to conquer the RVN. Scripts 

and levels of empathy could also help explain other major instances of foreign leaders 

experiencing strategic surprise, such as why Stalin dismissed warnings from both 

Churchill and the Soviet ambassador in Berlin of the upcoming Operation Barbarossa, as 

well as why Hitler thought he could successfully invade the Soviet Union.1036 The list of 

non-US actors experiencing strategic surprise that can be better explained using 

psychological tools is practically endless. 

 

This approach is useful as a backswords-looking tool to determine if policy debacles met 

the definition of strategic surprise. Such analysis requires reliable primary sources that 

are detailed, to the extent possible an accurate reflection of policy discussions at the 

time, and for researchers made available. One limitation on applying this project’s 

 
1033 Christopher-Yeltsin Conversation, National Security Archives. Insights into this and subsequent US 
administration’s policy would shed light on the deterioration of NATO-Russia relations that started in 
2008. 
1034 Kean and Hamilton, 9/11 Report, 261-262; Parker and Stern, “Blindsided,” 601-630. 
1035 Ricks, Fiasco, 49-53. 
1036 Shore, Sense of the Enemy, 82-83. 
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methodology of closely examining primary source documentation to determine the 

content of prevailing scripts and evidence of both said scripts as well as levels of 

empathy for foreign actors is that such materials are probably not going to be made 

public until at least an extended period of time has passed. 

 

Lessons for Improving Public Policy Outcomes 

We will conclude by offering ways to use the psychological tools developed in this 

project to assist officials develop more effective public policies. These comments will 

focus on the US but are applicable to officials from any country. While our three case 

studies used scripts and levels of empathy to offer ex post facto explanations for 

strategic surprise, these basic tools of political psychology can of course also be used to 

reduce the likelihood that current and future officials experience the kinds of 

catastrophic failures examined in this project. With that in mind, one observation from 

our case studies is that decision-makers are always busy, preoccupied with other 

matters, and almost constantly wrestling with domestic political considerations, so 

getting them to focus on the psychological causes of their policy failures is best 

accomplished by offering relatively simple steps that can be incorporated into existing 

policy-making efforts. These recommendations are designed for use when crafting 

national security policy, specifically when the US finds itself in a contentious relationship 

with a foreign actor, and decision-makers can be trained to incorporate psychological 

checks into the interagency policy-making process. 

 

Starting with our two independent variables, officials should become aware of the 

scripts that shape incoming information, the development of policy options, and the 

evaluation of ongoing policy actions as well as their levels of empathy towards the 

foreign actor. We should not assume that all public officials are aware of schema theory 

or cognitive psychology, so we can shorthand this first step and recommend that 

officials be aware of the assumptions they make regarding how the foreign actor views 

US behavior, why the foreign actor is taking steps viewed as harmful to US interests, and 
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the efficacy of current and potential US policy actions. The second step is to practice 

empathy towards the foreign actor. This is easier said than done, but US officials should 

all have a basic knowledge of the Fundamental Attribution Error and be able to make 

the case that the foreign actor’s behavior is driven by situational factors just as much as 

US officials believe that Washington is, in the process moving past facile analysis that 

the foreign actor is motivated solely by hostile dispositional factors. If decision-makers 

are to avoid strategic surprise, they would be well served by practicing both strategic 

empathy and strategic humility, the former enabling one to do perspective-taking and 

have a hope of understanding why the foreign actor is doing what it is doing, and the 

latter equipping officials to be open to new information, learning from their mistakes, 

and valuing or at least listening to input from their subordinates.1037 Since there is 

powerful incentive for officials to preserve their “ingroup” status, it will be rare (unless 

there is a George Ball-type figure in public service) for lower-level (or even Cabinet-

level) officials to take this step, and so it is necessary for the President to at least ask his 

or her senior staff for an analysis of the foreign actor’s behavior using situational 

factors, to base subsequent policy discussions on that analysis, and to not proverbially 

shoot the messenger when hard truths about flawed US assumptions are shared. 

 

Moving on to the three forms in which our dependent variable of strategic surprise has 

manifested, each can be addressed during the policy-making process with specific 

measures. Regarding instances where the US side has misinterpreted the foreign actor’s 

motives, strategy, or response to US actions, the most obvious step US officials can take 

is to listen to actual experts. Modern-day versions of Joseph Grew offer clear-eyed 

assessments of foreign actor’s current and future behavior which can help US decision-

makers base their deliberations on the most accurate information available, which can 

come from a combination of in-house experts, private sector observers based in 

academia, think tanks, the media, and private industry, and from foreign public and 

private sources. US officials should also be mindful that unquestioned consensus usually 

 
1037 Ibid, 163-164; Vera and Rodriquez-Lopez, “Humility,” 395-400. 
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means that groupthink has set in, and this can be addressed by tasking a senior official 

to prepare a devil’s advocate-perspective to highlight how the US side may be 

misinterpreting the foreign actor’s behavior. Another technique that is useful when 

there is uncertainty regarding the foreign actor’s motives or possible next steps is to 

develop multiple plausible hypotheses that would clarify the nature of and intentions 

behind the foreign behavior, and then to develop benchmarks that clarify which 

hypothesis has the most explanatory power. To avoid missed opportunities, US officials 

need to be receptive to signs that a given course of action is closing the door to 

potentially more beneficial options. US officials can do this by assessing how different 

US courses of action might play out, identifying the resulting opportunity costs of each 

option, and then settling on the optimal scenario and focus efforts on realizing it. To 

prevent or minimize instances of policy backfiring, US officials need to constantly ask 

themselves what might be going wrong, which will be uncomfortable because no official 

is going to want to risk their “ingroup” status by admitting that actions they have 

advocated for are not working. But enduring this temporary discomfort, or better yet 

creating a bureaucratic incentive to be self-reflective and be willing to conduct hard-

nosed tests of the efficacy of both planned and current policy will allow officials to 

recognize sooner rather than later that their actions are not having the desired effect, 

which in turn creates an opportunity to adjust course. 

 

In conclusion, national security making is hard—given harmful actions by determined 

foreign actors who go to great lengths to hide their intentions and capabilities—and the 

use by US decision-makers of flawed scripts and low levels of empathy only compounds 

the difficulty of developing sound options. But understanding the critical importance 

that the psychological factors developed in this project play in crafting flawed national 

security policies is the first step in avoiding strategic surprise. 
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